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PREFACE

We owe thanks to the many people who helped in the Planning and conduct of the
National Bioenergy Conference. These are Pat Fox (BonnevJJle Power Administration,
Portland, Oregon), Craig Chase (energyconsultant, Bellevue,Washington),John Hendee
(University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho), Gerry Galinato (Idaho Department of Water
Resources,Boise,Idaho), Jim Kerstetter(WashingtonStateEnergyOffice, Olympia,
Washington), Rick Rogers, (State of Alaska, Anchorage, Alaska), Alex Sifford (Oregon
Department of Energy,Salem, Oregon), and Phil Badger (TennesseeValleyAuthority,
Muscle Shoals, Alabama).

: A special thanks goes to the sessionmoderatorswho included TornMiles, lr. (energy
" consultant, Portland, Oregon) and Alton Campbell (University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho),

We also wish to thank the field trip hosts, Ron Green (Coeur dT_lene Fiber Fuels), Sandy
: Emerson(EnergyProductsof Idaho) and, Dale Snyder,Tom Jones,and John Steigers

(Washington Water Power).

Finally _nd above all, special recognition is given to the speakersand authors whose
abstracts and papers you will find in these proceedings. The time and efforts spent,
particularly by these people, are greatly appreciated.

: Richard L. Folk and Leonard R. Johnson

Conference Coordinators
Llniversityof Idaho, College of FWR, Department of ForestProducts
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WELCOMINGREMARKS- NATIONALBiOENERGY Welike Idaho the way it is, and we want to
CONFERENCE keep it that way. We want to protect it, sowe made a real effort. There are large areas

of our state that are now in designated

R, Keith Higginson Director wilderness areas. There are large areas of' the state covered by federal designation of
Idaho Department of Water Resources wild and scenic rivers. We hope you might

someday find 'the oppo_'tunity to float our

lt is a real pleasureto be with you this SalmonRiver or one of the other riversthat
morning. The Governorof our state,Cecil D. are free-flowing,.whitewaterstreams
Andrus:would have liked verymuch to extend protectedfor the futureenjoymentof not
his welcomepersonally,but he is unableto only Idahoansbut some you who come but don't
do that, for the reasonthat it is difficult stay,you knowhow it is. We'd loveto have
for all of us to be here. He askedme to you come but don't plan to stay.

extenda welcome to you. We've also adoptedthree years ago in oLlr

I'd like to introducethreemembersof my Ifgislaturea statecomprehensiveriver
, staff from our Divisionof Energyand hope p_anningand protectedriverslegislation.

you will get acquaintedwith them,Gerry Our water resourceboard studiesriver
Galinato,GeraldFleischman,aridLinda basins,and a determinationis made as to
Cawley. If any of you have any questionsor whetherthose riversought to be protected
trafficticketsyou need fixed,they'lltry againstcertaintypes of uses, including

constructionof dams, diversionof the water,
to take care of you. miningwithin the beds of those streamsand

We are pleasedwe have thisopportunityalong so forth. Three of those river basin plans
with the Universityof Idaho,the Department are currentlybeforethe legislature.TSat's
of Energy,and BonnevillePower,to sponsor one of the reasonsI'vegot to hurryback to
the first bioenergyconferenceheld in the Boise.

• PacificNorthwestand Alaskaregion. We are
pleasedto be able to hold it here in Coeur We've also for the last 13 or 14 years al..
d'Alene, Idaho,and we understandthat there lowed the designationof instreamflowto
are a numberof you in the audiencetoday who protectfish and wildlife,aquatichabitat,
have never been in this part of the world, aestheticbeauty, and water qualityof our
There reallyis an Idaho,and it'snot streams,so that the water will remainin the
spel'ledI-O-W-Aas many peoplein the east streams. Unfortunatelyover the years as
think. Idahoand Iowa are notsynonymous, water has been used in WesternUnitedStates,
We're reallyanotherpart of the world out we have had to divert somestreamsin order
here, and we certainlywelcomeyou to be here to grow crops and do other'thingswith it,
with us. and that has dried up many streamsin the

WesternUnited Statesincludinqmany in

The state of Idaho is a verydiversestate. SouthernIdaho. But we now have a programin
We are almostdividedby geographyintotwo placethat will _,reservethose flows.
separateareas. The southernpart of Idaho
is very dry, a desertclimateand The economyin IrJahois good, and we'reone
environment. It's the part of the state of the few statesin the nationthathas a
where irrigatedagricultureis the budgetsurplus. Our legislatureis tryingto
predominentindustry.We haveover 4 million parcelit out.
acres of irrigatedfarmlandin,Southern
Idaho,and that'sthe major utilizationof Someof you may wonder, "What are you doing
that part of our state. You come north, here? You'rethe directorof the Department
you'll immediatelysee that the landscape of Water Resources,and we're here to talk

_ changes, it's blessed with rivers and moun- about bi oenevgy. Bioenergy fits into the
tains and forests and mining areas and programs of the Department of Water
recreation. These are predominently the uses Resources. Within the state of Idaho, the
of the landscapein this part of the state, bulk of our energyis producedby
We find our citizens somewhat divided in what hydroelectric power, Wehave no large ther-

: their interestsare, and we havetried to do mal powerplants anywherein the state of
our best to protect those thingsthat Idaho. We have some surroundingstatesthat

: Idahoansand people in'therest of the world do and someof our electricutilitiespar-
" find important. When I firstcame to Idaho ticipatein those projects. But we have a

some 25 years ago, the only thing of impor- lot of hydroelectricpower developedand used
tance to any who approachedour department in the state of Idaho.
was, "Can I get a littlewater so I can grow
some potatoes?" We do grow potatoeshere in The Departmentof Water Resourceshas about
Idaho,and we hope you enjoythem while 170 employeesand of those,30 are in our
you'rehere. Since then, we havedone some EnergyDivision. We are the EnergyDivision
major thingsto protectthe environmentand of the State of Idaho and have responsibility

for a numberof programsin energyconserva-
to considerother uses of the natural tion; renewableenergyresource,oil
resourcesof this state, overchargerebateprograms,and similar

relatedenergyfunctions.
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There are number uf Lhings we have concerns of population. We're clear up to a millio'n
about with regard to bioe,ergy. We have people in the state of Idaho. [hat's enough.
participated in the regional bioenergy The population continues to grow throughout
programs since about 1982, and for the last the country, and with population growth we
four years the state has contributed money to have waste disposal problems, And the extent
our.department for that program. Within to which we can utilize waste products from
Idaho there are 55 facilities using wood- expansion of human endeavor, we ought to take
fired systems which are used for industrial, advantage of that for potential energy
commercial, or institutional purposes. We resource.
have four projects in the state generating
!10 megawatts of electricity from wood-fired So we're really excited about the kind of
cogeneration. We have two waste water plants informa'tion you will exchange here at this
producing biogas for cogeneration and one conference. We're pleased that .you would come
producing biogas to run engines to displace to Idaho. We're pleased that you would c.me
electric consumption. We have five wood to Lake Coeur d'Alene. For your information,
pellet plants iri the state one one waste-to- this lake is, in fact, a hydropower
energy plant, reservoir. The Washington Water Power

Company operates an outlet control dam
In the past eight years, the Department has downstream on the Spokane River which begins
been involved in the bioenergy program and in this lake, and that hydropower dam con-
completed a number of projects, feasibility trols the water level in Lake Coeur d'Alene,
studies of wood-fired cogeneration systems, and is used as the water is released from the
and municipal solid waste for cogeneration, lake _by that control dam for hydropower
assessment of biomass resources for enerQv production.
recovery, using forest residues, mill
residues, crop residues, municipal solid There are major reservoirs like this on lakes
waste and animal waste. We've conducted in Northern Idaho, Priest Lake, Pond Oreille,
inventories of biomass and biomass uses and and Coeur d'Alene, and they are all used For
issued a permit handbook for bioenergy hydropower purposes downstream. So, if
projects and done a number of other things you're sitting on a hydropower reservo",r and
which We hope will promote the utilization of it looks like a lake, it rea,ly is a lake,

_- bioenergy within the state of Idaho. but the power company is able to control the
level that the lake is held. So it's held

There are three major reasons why we feel it during the summer recreation months, and
is important that we be involved and that we allowed to draw down in winter. If you look
promote the development and use of bioenergy out now around the pylons, you can see the
projects. The first is that we see in this lake is down about two feet From the normal
region of the country an end to electric summertime level. After the spring runoff,
energy surpluses. A few years ago, there was it will go back up, and will be held through
a_nenergy surplus in the Northwest, and the the summer season.

-- major energy supplier, Bonneville Power

Administration, was not looking for new We welcome you to Idaho, and it's my pleasure
opportunities or resources. But that all to be with you for a few minutes thls morn-
changed in the last several years. We're now ing, and I hope you have a successful
at the point where that organization as well conference and a lot of information is ox-
as other entities are actually open'ly looking changed that will help in the continued call
to acquire new energy resources. That's one for bioenergy resources for the state and the
of the reasons why bioenergy must be part of nation. Thank you.

- the mix. We mus_ determine to what extent it
will help us meet our energy needs in the

= future.

Secondly, it's obvious the concern that we

have not only here but n_,_ionally about our _i! _!iij__,..._=

continued reliance on imported oil. lhdevents of the last several months, the war in '
• the Persian Gulf, and as we saw on television _:i!i_.!!_,,i_

= last night, the hundreds of wells still on _,i
fire in Kuwait, and the fuel that is being

burned off there, and the problem we're going i__i

to have in future years in continuing our
reliance on imported oil, lead all of us to
the desire and the need to look to al terna-
rive energy resources so they can be

= extent that we can, but we need to implement I_I_}%_,_ __!_!.I_S_,_!]strategies to see that that happens, i _. _ ,_,

The third concern we have that leads us into ___!:li:"/_#i_i}_i

the bioenergy area is our continued and Ke_h Higgs'on.
growing waste disposal problems, Viehave
waste simply because of the continued growth

×
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BIOENERGYIN THEUNITEDSTATES 'Biomass Resource from Wastes in 1995

J. Michael Davi s, Assistant Secretary Residue Type Million DW Tons/Year
United States Department of Energy Unr_yck|dWas_Pape_' 37.50

UnusedWoodandPaper];11ResidUes"'
softwoods 1,60
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(GrowingmhdNo_-Gro_l_ Stock)
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Hardwo_s 33.25

Current and Future Problem Areas Agt_.lturatRes_u@_"" 19.00
Facing the U.S. TOTAL 136,03 .
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BIOMASS IS A KEY TO U__S. ENERGY NEEDS AND BUt we are also faced with a new dilemma.
GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL_LUTIONS Our opportunities for new resources have

changed dramatically from what they were
in the past. We have only tc look at the

James Jura, Administrator past three decades to see these changes.
Bonneville Power Administrati_)n

The largest hydro projects in the
Northwest and most of the U.S. have all

Many areas of the U.S. are running out of been developed. And other potential
energy; and environmental problems sites have been excluded from hyrdo

threaten our planet and very civi- development - by federal and state desig-
lization, nation of protected rivers and streams.

California is facing energy shortages; Major nuclear projects have hit huge
and it has air quality problems that will snags - from regulatory compliance; to
further affect its energy production, design and operating problems; to en-

The Northeastern U.S. has had brownouts vironmental disposal problems; to

the past two years, as energy demand has skyrocketing costs and public opposition.

outstripped power resources. Air pollu- Fossil fuel plants - coal and oil - have

tion problems In areas acreoss the encountered many of the same problems;
countryhave led "to controls on growth and but in addition they present other en-

economic development. And, in the vironmental problems ... already
Pacific Northwest and other regions we mentioned.

face the possibility of losing

hydroelectric power under the Endangered So, today we in the utility field are
Species Act. challenged in a new way to meet our

future energy needs. In the Northwest we
At the national and international level, are facing this challenge in a number of

acid rain is destroying forests and ways - by a combination of things.
poisoning lakes. The greenhouse effect

from atmospheric pollution threatens us The first of those is by cooperation. We

with global warming. And the waste are working with other utillities, other
byproducts of civilization continue to regions, and between nations to better

build up and pollute our land, our air use existing energy resources. That

and our water, means exchanging power between areas with
different peak power seasons. It helps

I don't want to appear pessimistic with replace the need for new resources that
these statements. No do I want to give individual utilities and regions would
an impression of hopelessness. But I otherwise have to build.

cited those problems because they are

real; and because we need to take them The second area we are pursuing is
seriously. And to those of us in the conservation. That means more efficient
energy field, they are closely related.

use of existing energy supplies. And, it
means improvements from the home to the

Energy and the environment go hand'in- office to the factory - that save us

hand as we look to the future. The energy. Thise include: (_) Less energy

future of the world's energy and environ- consumptive appliances; (2) Better energy
ment are on the cutting edge of progress efficient industrial machinery; (3)

for our civilization. And I believe that Improved lighting and heating techniques;
the energy and environmental challenges and (4) Widespread energy conservation

that face us are the very avenues for our practices from home insulation to commer-
progress as a civilization, cial and industrial processes.

So, in my remarks today I'll address _ The third area in which we are making
these issues from that perspective. And efforts for future energy supplies is in

it includes the opportunities the new energy resources themselves. This
• Bonneville Power Administration sees for include_ small jointly-developed gener-

bioenergy in the future, ation projects. It includes new and
innovative energy technologies from wind,

First, let's look at where we are today - to solar, to geothermal, to cogeneration
in the Northwest and the U.S. and other sources. And, biomass or

bioenergy is a major part of this field.

The bulk of electricity in the Pacific
Northwest comes from hydro power. After Taken together, all of these efforts can

a decade of surplus electric energy, our help us meet our future energy needs.
region today is in what we call load-
resource balance. That means that our No single technology alone will be able

electricity use about matches our energy to do that. Individually, each one can
generation. It also means that we must contribute. But together they can
find new energy resources to meet our provide the solutions to the challenges
future needs, we face - our growing energy needs and

our environmental problems.

×iV
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And t!%at's why I'm enthusiastic about our And, it helps us solve our other environ _mental con=erns by reducing the growing

diverse energy future° mass of by,products or "wastes" from our

Now I'll focus on biomass add bioenergy civilization. It does that by turning

which is what this national conference is our ,'waste" products into beneficial uses

about, lt has b_,ouqht many of the lead- - to produce energy.

ing experts in the field together. Your
agenda for the next few days covers In feet, with biomass the word "waste"

practical, real life projects that focus takes on a whole new meaning-- it be-
on solutions. I'm not an expert in the comes an "opportunity '_.
technical end, so my remarks will deal

with policy and what is being done in the In its 10-year power plan for the region,
the Northwest Power Planning Council

No_"thwest. target s 1,350 megawat_s of energy to De

Earlier I included bioenergy in the field saved by conservation. '_nat's the equip,-
of innovative energ_ development. That's aient of more than the entire presentday

true - it is innovative because of the energy use of metropolitan Seattle.

f,/ture po_e.ntial there is for bioenergy.
But in reality, biomas._ is the oldest And BPA this month inc_-eased our call for
form of energy produced by mankind, new conse_ _vation and gene:eating projects

- to 500 megawatts over the next 5 years.

From the earliest discovery of fire in Among the projects we hop.s to l_elp

pre,historic times, human,s have burned develop ar_ several bioenergy projects.

biomass to create energy. In fact, we While each bioenergy project is a new

have probably used biomass far longer source of generation, it might also be

than any other form of energy - from considered an energy conservation
heating crude dwellings of pl-ehistoric project, because it reduces the demand
times, to our modern homes factorie_ and for energy on BPA's system. So, we hope
offices ' to jointly develop more biomass projects" in the future.

So after two centuies of the industrial-

ized world that led to the development of Besides our latest proposlal for joint

large-scale central generation plants; consel-vation and generatlo_ projects, we
biomass is once again emerging as an are now implementing another program.

important de-centralized energy source. Last year we asked for bids for projectsthat would reduce demand on BPA - for

And it only makes sense that bioenergy which we will provide billinq credits.

should command a major place in our
future energy portfolio. The reason is The response to that was overwhelming.
because of the changed role of electric Forty-five utilities submitted 85

utilities - brought about by the problems proposals for projects that would provide

and challenges I already mentioned. 130 megawatts of power. We will select
those projects to be funded by the end of

* We are no longer "just" suppliers this year.

of energy. A partial list of those proposals in-

* We are no longer "merely" involved cludes 4 bioenergy projects with total

in delivering electricity to homes generationof about 220 million kilowatt

: and offices and plants, hours.

Today we are also involved in Three of them are cogeneration projects

protecting the environment - from our with combined capacity of 27 megawatts.
fish and wildlife and natural resources, And one is a 1.6 megawatt landfill gas

to the air we breathe ... the water we project. There are other projects that

drink ... and the land we live on and we're evaluating. And more projects are

grow our food on. likely to come forward in our newest
program which is open to independent

And in the years and decades ahead, our power' producers, industries, and others
efforts for environmental protection will besides utilities.

take on even larger roles. That will

mean even _ighter controls and more We believe that the future of biomass in

-= challenges to meet our energy needs, the energy portfolio of the Northwest and
th_ nation is bright. We know that

=_ That's why the new efforts and alterna- because of the successes already recorded
tives for smaller scale energy resources in the country and our region.

are significant. And that's why biomass

is particularly suited for more We know that because of the growing
concern for our environment, and the

= development, roles bioenergy plays in reducing pollu-

It does more than provide energy tion, protecting our environment, and

supplies. It also helps reduce pollution preserving our natural resources. And we

-= by displacing fossil fuel generation, know that. from the rising costs of tradi-
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tional power projects; and the improving With energy savings and resource conser-
technology _nd efficiencies in the vation of that scale, it's no wonder that

bioenergy field, bioenergy has a bright future.

The 5-year report (1985-90) of the It went from 6 billion to 12 billion
Pacific Northwest and Alaska Regional kilowatt hours. That includes geother--

Bioenergy Program h_s examples of the mal, wind and solar projects - whcih are
benefits of bioenergy pr_jocts in our also important sources for our future.
region. But wood and waste projects accounted for

thebulk of the growth.
* One of those is St. Mary's

Hospital in Cottonwood, Idaho -
where wood pellets replaced oil- Final?y_ we know how promising bioenergy
fired boilers at a savings of is for the future from the progress beingmade in biomass research, technology and

$19,000 per year. projects today.

Another example is the new gener- New bioenergy industries are comming on
ation plant near Salem, Oregon,
tl%at turns 550 tons per day of the scene, as technologies improve.

municipal waste into i! megawatts Research is expanding at universities,and within the utility and energy fields.

of energy. Among those involved are EPRI - the

* Another example is the co-fired Electric Power PeSearch institute; andti_e Oak Ridge Natio,._l Laboratory.
generation plant at Tacoma,

Washington, that g_nerates 45 New Lreakthroughs in bioenergy projects

megawatts of power, are comming frol_ the the work of the 5

regional bioenerg_ programs in the U.S.
* Still another example is a And there i_ expanded utility interest

cogeneration project at Heppner, and investment in bioenergy projects -

Oregon, that burns forest residues including public entities like BPA, and

in a 9.7 megawatt power' plant, private utilities like Pacific Gas and
Electric.

* And another example is the

University of Idaho's wood-fueled

plant at Moscow, Idaho, that has According to the Pacific Northwest arid
cut the universihy's fuel costs in Alaska Regional Bioener_y Program, our

region creates enough biomass each year
half. to supply 7,600 megawatts of generation.

That would be like adding another Grand
We also know that the future is bright by Coulee Dam to our power system -- and,
what is happening on the na_ional scene

in electric generation. From 1980 to being able to operate it at full capacity
1988 electric energy production in the year-round.

U.S. has doubled from the innovative fuel Of course, much of that biomass may not
sources, be recoverable. Some of it will have

more beneficial uses - for erosion con-

Earlier I mentioned the 1,350 megawatts trol, ground cover and natural fertilizer

of conservation targeted for the Pacific in the agricultural sector. Others of it

Northwest. In the past decade BPA has won't be practical to collect and convert

already saved more thaD 350 megawatts in to electric energy. But even a fractionof it can have a major impact on our
the extensive conservation programs we
have initiated. We did that at a cost of regional energy needs and our

about three quarters of a billion environment.

dollars. Recovery and conversion of i0 percent

Yet the savings to BPA and thz region go would provide 760 megawatts of energy -

beyond the reduced energy demand. They more than double what BPA has alreadyachieved in the first decade of our
include the deferral of other more costly

generation that we would otherwise have conservation programs. That amount would
bad to build. And that includes reduced probably meet our energy growth needs in

impacts on our environment and natural the Northwest for the next decade.

resou]?ces. It would be more than all the energy now

That saving represented a medium size used by metropolitan Portland. It would
coal or oil plant we didn't have to be the equivalent of another large

nuclear plant, or two medium coal or oil

build, lt is the equivalent of 5 and a plants - that we wouldn't have to build.
half mi]lion barrels of oil each year And it would be the equivalent of 3.2
that we didn't have to burn. Or the million tons of coal or 12 million bar-

_ equivalent of 1.5 million tons of coal we rels of oil - each year - that we

di@n't have to burn -- each year. wouldn't have to burn.
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Today bioenergy generation capacity in
the North%_est is about 660 megawatts.

But it's clear that there is great poten-
tial for much more energy from biomass.
Whether it's in the form of new direct

generation, cogeneration, or existing
energy replacement, it will contribute
significantly to our energy supply and
conservation efforts.

The potential may be much higher than 10%

- perhaps 15%, 20%, or more. We can

improve the capability, technology and
cost only by continuing to work in this
field.

So, I commend the regional bioenergy

programs of the Department of Energy; the

industry and the academic communities
such as the university of Idaho; and you

- the professionals who are here. Your
work and efforts are i_pr rant for our

energy future and for our environment.

In closing, I want to borrow something
from the Northwest Bioenergy Program.
It's the formula that describes the logic

behind the Department of Energy's

regional bioenergy programs.

It is, simply put, "Biomass = Energy".
But I think - as the theme cf thi_ na-

tional conference suggests - we might

modify that formula. I think it should
be improved 'to read: "Biomass = Energy

_ Environment"°

That better describes th6 contribution
that bicenerg¥ can and does make to

society. And it describes the co::tribu-
tion that all of yOu make who are working

= in th_s important field.

It describes the energy that we can save

and acquire by biomass projects. It
describes the preservation and protection

bioenergy provides for our environment
and natural resources.

And that best describes the challenges

facing all of us in the energy field

today. Thank you!
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Press d_ing is a new drying technology

6TATUS OF WOOD ENERGY APPLICATIONS for supplementary use in papermaking
which also permits the use of hardwoods
for conventional pur_oses.

John I. Zerbe, Program Manager Traditionally, y2ape_,akers prefer
U.S.D.A. Forest Products I_boratory softwoods because their long fibers

bond more easily than high density
hardwood fibers which are short and

The United States is fortunate to have stiff. By applying heat and pressure to
extensive supplies of wood, and each a wet web of wood fibers simultaneously

year significantly more is grown than i_ rather than separately, press drying

harvested. However, for sucb reasons as produces strong paper from 100% hardwood

the public demand for preserving old- pulp or recycled fibers.
growth timber, extending the habitat for

threatened and endangered species, and The seurces of recycled wood fiber for
limiting clear-cutting practices, we combustion include demolition wood,

must make better use of the wood we pallets, containers and wood residue
harvest. This is particularly true for from the wood products industry.

our national forests where the public Demoloition wood is usually mixed with
has placed more diverse demands on the wall board, cement, bricks, roofing,
forest for non-commodity uses. However, insulation, metal, plastics and dirt.

we must also be aware that it is only Wood residue from primary wood
through judicious harvesting and processing p]ants contains nearly all
management for needs such as carbon- wood except for adhesives and is being
dioxide storage that the health and burned for energy. Residue from the

vigor of many forested areas in secondary wood processing industry may
resisting fire, insects and disease may contain adhesivi_s, plastics, paints,
be maintained. We can lower the impact varnishes and stains. Another source of
of reduced harvesting on our economy and

well-being 'through research to utilize recycled wood is preservative-treatedwood from demolition of structures,

our harvests most efficiently and usinq utility poles and railroad ties.
more of the wood we harvest

productively. Paper available for combustion is

One of the most significant resources to usually in the for_ of refuse-derivedfuel or old newsprint. Refuse-derived
draw on for extending our supplies of

fuel is produced from municipal solid
wood is to recycle fibers that are now

occupying valuable, and iD m_ny cases, waste as a captive product, and it is
scarce landflll space. Another burned to recover heat and electricity.

important outlet for municipal solid Old newsprint that is not recycled could

waste, which is _4% wood-based and other be mixed with other fuel and burned to
wood-based residues, is energy. We must recover energy.
also be concerned about conserving

fossil fuels. Innovative uses of wood Some discarded pallets and containers

as a material and as a fuel can help are ground and recycled as mulch and

significantly i_i reducing our dependency animal bedding, _nd some are used for
on Gil from the violence-prone Mideast firewood. Most go to the landfill. If

and areas where supplies are dwindling used pallets and containers were
collected at central sites, they could

more rapidly, be cr_,shed and milled to produce wood

We have significant accumulation of wood fuel and burned foz heat, steam and
residues each year from harvesting electricity.

operations, insect and disease attacks,
natural destructive agents such as Wood energy applications are cefatinly

hurricanes and fires, and land clearing, related to machinations in the
production and marketing of fossil

Except for the benefit from decay of fuels, particular]y oil. Wood fuel
this material for recycling nutrients really came back into prominence after

back to the soil, it is often a disposal the oil crisis of ]973, and wood energy _

problem and a wildfire hazard, were further strengthened after the oil
crisis of 1979. However, there has been

Many of these residues could be used as little, if any, growZh Jn the use of
a fuel with positive effects. For wood fuels for energy in the United

example, in a new approach to cleanup States since the precipitous drop in oil
after a fire in California, residues prices in 1985.

= have been logged by helicopter and

processed for power plant fuel This _t looked as if this might change

use avoids some problems from using coal dramatically immediately following the
= or nuclear energy. In other Iraqi invasion of Kuwait on August I,

applications, research is aimed a_ 1990. On August i, the West Texas spot
burning wood in combination with coal to oil price was $21.59 per barrel. This
reduce the impact of sulfur emissions rose to $41.07 on October 11, 1990.
from coal.
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However, on FebrUary 25, the price was In the case of forest biomass,

$17.78 per barrel. On March 12, the production of wood for energy is usually

price was $19.70. This doesn't mean secondary to producing wood for other
that oil and other fossil fuel prices consumer products, however tree

will remain low. Eventually our plantations dedicated to energy

supplies will be exhausted. And we production are becomming popular and
can't depend on assured availability of will be more common in the future. Wood
other extensive supplies such as from for energy will also become a more

nuclear fusion anytime soon. Moreover, significant part of forest production as
we are critically dependent on Mideast improved harvesting and utilization

oil supplies, and this is by no means methods are developed for this purpose.
comforting. None of this takes into

account the potential detrimental Other side benefits of producing and
effects of increased accumulation of using more wood are conservation of

carbon dioxide as a result of fgssil energy and sequestration of carbon

fuel usage_ through use of wood products.

Given the needs and opportunities, what Efforts to increase growth on

is the potential for increased usage of timberlands and research to reforest
wood energy in the United States by 2010 marginal timberland will result in a

and by 2040? In the DOE and within our higher rate of carbon capture on the

agency, we have not been very optimistic timberland. The more extensive our
of the prospects for using significantly forests, the more vigorous in growth,
more wood energy. But I think the and the more mass in tree stands, the

prospects are better than our past more effective for carbon capture.

projections indicate. From our Plantations with comparatively short
assessment of the Forest and Rangeland

Situation in the United States, 1989 rotations of 15 years or less will grow
shows about a 30% roundwood fuelwood rapidly, but old-growth stands are often

overmature and grow at slower rates than
harvesting increase from 1987 to 2010,
followed by a leveling and decrease to young trees. Standing large, old-growth
2040. Other statistics from the DOE and trees do sequester large amounts of

the Forest Service show a fuelwood use carbon accumulated over long lifetimes.

annually of about 2.7 quads which has However, trees ultimately die and
changed little from 1983. Without recycle carbon back to the atmosphere.
committment to using more wood for Research can determine the appropriate

environmental and security reasons in harvest cycle so that the trees can be
addition to strict accounting for the harvested at maturity when the growth is

short term, we can see little increase slower so that a new, fast growing

in wood energy use by 2010o Usually ar_ forest can be started. Faster-growing

most optimistic projections have an forests of selected species could be

upper level of 4 quads, employed in the production of recyclable
fiber products that could displace non-

I believe it behooves us to think beyond disposable plastics from petroleum.

this low artificial limit. Not only Selectivity in such changes could

does it inhibit our ability to improve increase species diversity and forest
our economic potential, but it also productivity as well. At least some of

restricts opportunities we have for the increased productivity would be

= improved forest management and a more available for use as fuel.
q

livable environment. The policy Would

boost by the year 2010 electricity from

solar, hydropower, biomass and Ef___q__gf Wood Combustion on___qlj_i@__
geothermal sources by more than Chanq_
threefold over today's level. I believe

we need to look beyond this framework, Just as there is controversy in the need

: and I believe there are good for mitigation of climate change, there
opportunities to increase the use of is controversy over the benefits of

wood energy for all purposes threefold using wood fuel for mitigating climate
by 2010. This would mean double the 4 change. There are those who look at

= quads that seems to needlessly stymy our wood combustion as part of the problem

progress, rather than part of the solution. The

most efficient way to obtain energy from
The future potential contributions of wood by direct combustion is to recover

- biomass energy to global and U.S. energy heat, steam or electricity. Combustion
requirements could range from 10% to 90% of wood does return carbon to the

or more. Efficiency of biomass fuel use atmosphere. However, if the wood burned
= could be comparable to fossil fuel in is continually replaced through

applications where solid fuel is most reforestation, this carbon is

commonly burned_ and less so where continually recycled and there is no new

gaseous and liquid fuels are commonly carbon added to the atmosphere or carbon
used. sinks. To the extent that wood _s used

to replace fossil fuels, there is a

=
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direct reduction of new carbon in the Ef_ent_Q_se of B__[__

atmosphere from fossil fuel combustion.
Thus wood that does not have other uses Modern combustion equipment is capable

should be used for energy to replace of burning wood in most any form with

fossil fuels, high heat recoverY efficiencies.
Usually industrial burning of wood is

However according to Rogers and Fiering much more efficient and non-polluting
(Rogers, 1989), man's involvement in than burning wood in stoves or furnaces

contributing excess carbon to the for home heating, however modern
atmosphere is minimal and of the domestic wood fuel pellet burning stoves

contributions from civilization, are highly efficient and can bevented
contributions from biomass are a thru side walks without the need for

significant portion. Their reasoning is chimneys.

based on net primary productivity of
terrestrial ecosystems of 60 billion One problem with wood combustion is the

tons of carbon per year. This fcrmation of particulates and
anthropogenic ,excess" is composed of entrainment of these in the combustion

fossil fuel combustion (58%), biomass gases. Research is needed on the

fuel combUstion (12%), crop residue formation of ash and particulates during

burning (1%), grassland burning (20%), combustion. At the primary and
shifting agriculture (4.2%), cement _econdary wood manufacturing plants,

production (1.4%) and solid waste byproduct wood residues are produced
production (1.1%). Total excess is that contain materials other than wood

estimated at 6.5 +/- 1.5 billion tons of such as resins, paints and plastics.
carbon. These annaul fluxes are viewed There is need to know the combustion

against an estimated stock of 560 +/- conditions needed to safely burn these

i00 bill'ion tons in the _iving biomass residues for energy so that the residues
systems. Viewed in this perspective, do not need to be landfilled.
man_s contribution from burning biomass

are in the same category as burning

fossil fuels, and man's contribution to Lic[uid F_els From Woo_
' atmospheric carbon is small in

comparison to nature's. . There are several approaches to produce

liquid fuels from wood such as

Viewed from another context, such as gasification, pyrolysis and hydrolysis

that expressed by Houghto n (Houghton, followed by fermentation. The fuels

1989), the atmospheric carbon dioxide most often considered are ethanol a'nd
balance hinges on the annual methanol because they can be used for

motor fuels
anthopogenic emissions of _this gas,
which are about 70% from fossil fuels

and 30% from forest abandonment from Ethanol can be produced from the

shifting agriculture. Burning biomass carbohydrate in wood by acid or enzyme
from forest lands that are managed on a hydrolysis to form monosaccharides that

sustained yield basis is part of the ferment to alcohol. Through acid

solution , since the carbondioxide hydrolysis, about 20%of the energy
released from burning and otherwise potential of wood can be recovered in

consu_ning wood is constantly recycled ethanol. While applicable to a wide
over a short time frame. I believe this variety of forest residues, acid
scenario is more realistic, hydrolysis destroys all fiber properties

and creates significant waste p]_oducts

: Regardless of the source, carbon has that must be disposed. The kinetics of

been accumulating in 'cho atmosphere at acid hydrolysis are well understood and
• the rate of about three billion tons sufficient data exist to design pilot

annually (Houghton, 1989). If we can process equipment. Higher efficiencies
reduce the carbon dioxide flux irxto the of energy recovery can be realized

atmosphere by three blllion tons through pyrolysis and methanol
annually, the carbon dioxide level would production. Neither acid hydrolysis for

stabilize around the present level. The ethanol production nor wood pyrolysis
major sources of which man has some for methanol production are currently

control is reducing the level of economical. Further research is needed
combustion of fossil fuels which to make liquid fuels from biomass more

releases 5.6 billion tons of carbon into competitive with gasoline and diesel

the atmosphere annually, halting fuel from petroleum.
deforestation which releases 2.5 billion

tons of carbon, and implementing a Enzyme hydrolysis of wood has been
reforestatiom plan which might store 2.5 promoted as a process that will result

billioD tons of carbon (Houghton, 1989). in higher ethanol yields with smaller-
= scale process efficiencies. Economic

studies of cellulose hydrolysis have not

shown this to be competitive in the wood

processing industry. However, enzymatic
hydrolysis and fermentation of

hemicellulose or recycled wood fibers

××
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may hold better prospects. In such a pesticides. Research must be

process, ethanol would be produced from implemented to acheive more economical
the readily-hydrolyzed hemicellulosic protection with less reliance on

fraction while the cell,llosic and lignin chemical intervention. Approaches
fractions would be reco_,ered for their include processing schedules for raw

fiber and polymeri c properties. For wood that provide less opportunity for
enzyme hydrolysis, additional research biological deterioration, engineering

is ne_led to develop enzyme l_roduction options for protecting products and
methc_s and demonstrate the hydrolysis houses without pesticides, potentials
procas_ on a pilot scale, for biocontrol such as using

antagonists, antibiotics, or ecosystem

Tor methanol production, the next step manipulation, and treatments which could

is the planned demonstrati_)n of a large- modify the chemical structure of wood
scale wood gasifier for the production cell walls so that microbial enzymes
of syngas that can be converted to can't degrade them.
methanol.

Press Drying as a Means to Reduq9 Global
oo_ vKy__ion of Enerqy _o__od Use
a__ssa constructiQn M atgr__ia_!

The Forest Produc_s Laboratory has
Forestry and forest products is the conceived and developed a unique

fourth most important sector of the processing means for producing superior

United States economy. The c_nstruction paperboard from low value furnishes, at
industry, particularly housing, makes up higher yield, and With reduced use of
the largest segment of the forest energy. An analysis of process
products market. Building on this economics by Dr. P. Ince shows that

market will provide an economic boost as total process energy required for press
well as opportunity to enhance energy drying of high yield linerboard would be

conservation through use of the less than 61% of that required for
renewable, less energy-consumptive wood conventional processing. Estimated fuel

resource. In addition, increased use of costs for the press dry process would be
wood in place of concrete avoids the 38% of those for the conventional

release of carbon dioxide during process - although electrical costs

concrete manufacture, would be I_% greater. Total process
_nergy required for linerboard

There is an excellent opportunity for _production is reduced form 24.6 to 14.9

energy conservation in residential frame gigajoules Der metric ton. However,

construction to significantly extend press drying requires 'che developemnt of

energy benefits from the use of wood as new drying machinery for the industry.
a basic material. Research in Despite the significant advantages cited

- _ construction of tighter, but well for the press drying p_'ocess, it has not

ventilated houses, application of been put into practice by the industry.
passive solar heating principles,

heating with wood fuel, shade tree The benefits of press drying have been

palntings to reduce cooling loads, and demonstrated in the laboratory. The
urban or community forest palntings next logical step is demonstration in a
would pay off handsomely in establishing small-scale production machine.
technology for reducing fossil fuel use.

___f Contaminated W99_
= Materials

Wood Preservation to Extend Serve.ce Life

and Length Qf Carbon Sequestration Recently, there has been concern about

- proper combustion of wood contaminated

In order for wood to provide service with other materials such as paint,
durability fully equivalent to other adhesives, and/or preservatives. In
materials which are not susceptible to many applications use of wood for
decay and insect attack, wood must be . '

energy is economical and a contributing
treated or otherwise protected in factor to prosperity of local, often

exposed locations. Extension of service rural, economies. However, improved
: life also means longer sequestration of technology may make wood for energy more

carbon and less energy consumption in competitive, even with oil prices

-. supply of replacement materials, advancing more slowly than anticipated.

- We will always need affordable safe A majer factor in using more wood for
, , energy is the high cost of forest

durable housing and other wood harvesting. It is prudent to use wood
construction. Chemical treatments will for energy that is less valuable and

: continue to be needed to protect some less suited for use in other consumer

= wood products, but with increased products. However, the lower value wood
emphasis on environmental safety, there is often from smaller trees that are
is less dependency on broad spectrum

more expensive to harvest, although this
±

&
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factor doe_ not appear to be as because the ash can cause erosion,

important as stand volume and percent of deposition and corrosion of the turbine
hardwoods in comparison to softwoods, blades The size, distribution,

concentration and composition of the

ash, as well as the turbine design
Possib!e Changes in Energy__2 c__lo__q_ ! determine the lifetime of the turbine

blades. New direct combustion turbines

As a very rough approximation, use of for wood to alleviate these problems are

wood for energy is exemplified by three under development. Successful
categories of comparable consumption completion of this work could make wood

quantities. These are residential, power generation in the
black liquor and industrial. Lesser but Fange from 10-50 megawatts more

growing amounts of wood are consumed in competitive.

power generation and commercial and

institutional applications. _m_rovements in Techno!og_ For Providing

For residential use of wood for energy, GaS. Liu_qg_i_a__nd Char Fuel___s

the traditional approach has been If wood is to become a viable
roundwood consumption in fireplaces,

simple stoves and furnaces. Fireplaces replacement for oil as oil becomes
scarcer and more expensive, wood needs

are inherently inefficient and are more to be applied in ways other than a
aesthetic than utilitarian. However,
fireplaces are being used more boiler fuel and residential space

efficiently with newer technology heating fuel. Wood may be converted to

developments in the control of makeup liquid or gaseous fuels and to improved
air and hot air distribution, and in the forms of solid fuel such as cha;coal.
use of better designed insert units Technology is available to make ethanol

(stoves) for fireplace spaces, stoves from wood at a cost comparable to making
ethanol from corn, but this technologyare being designed tc use roundwood more

efficiently with better control of air is only economical with a large subsidy
for combustion, in today's market. The _rge Federal

subsidy which sets the pattern for State

A newer development is the combining of subsidies is scheduled for elimination
by the end of 1992, and a more

improved fuels with improved combustion competitve liquid fuel is needed tounits to attain more efficient and more

automatic operation. Fuels may be made compete in later years. Provision of

more effective and easier to handle by gaseous fuels from wood can be achieved
control of size and moisture content, with known technology, but the cost of

Examples are dried chips and pellets. A the gas derived from wood is much higher
new product is chunkwood which comes in than the cost of natural gas. Charcoal

larger size particles, and maybe more from wood is not competitive with coal

efficient to produce, handle and store, in many applications.
More sophisticated stoves and furnaces

have been designed to take advantage of Gasification and pyrolysis research may
improved fuels such as pellets, lead to more economical liquid fuels

from wood such as methanol, pyrolysis
In industrial applications, older oils or convential gasoline. For the

. technologies such as the Dutch oven and near term, developemnt of a viable

traveling grate are still operating methanol from wood process is realistic
satisfactorily, but new technologies to expect. Other potential products are
including fluidized bed and gasification gas for operation of internal combustion

are providing advantages in combustion engines, turbines and lime kilns, and

and emission control. Promising pyrolysis oils for diesel fuel.
developments for industry in the future

are a gravel bed combustor, new
technology for gas, liquid and char Definition of Processes For Burn_nq Wo__

fuels, and buring wood in combination i/!__om___hbiD_ation Wi___thCo_l=

with coal.

Federal regulations stipulate that for
coal boilers with capacities of i00

Devel o_me__ of a Gravel Bed Combust0_ million Btu/hr or more, the emission
limit is either 0.05 ib/million Btu heat

Advanced industrial and utility power input or 0.i ib/million Btu heat input,
systems often use gas or liquid-fueled depending on whether and in what amount
gas turbine engines. Burning fuels other fuels are co-fired with coal.

directly in a turbine, without going Emissions of sulfur dioxide and oxides

through an intermediate heat exchanger of nitrogen from combustion of coal and

_ to heat air for use in the turbine, is wood are based on total heat input, no
an efficient means of generating matter what the fraction of wood used.
electricity. Using coal or wood to These regulations provide a positive

directly power a gas turbine has yet to advantage for burning wood in
combination with coal in large boilers,

_ be accomplished commercially, primarily particularly in the case of high su].fur
coals.
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]__ial For IDcreased Use of Wood Fo_ suitable methods for processing are
Unknown, most trees are felled and
burned to clear sites. Research is

Increased use of wood for energy is needed to improve the utilization of

highly dependent on economics, economics such material. This will enhance the
that may be enhanced by technological value of the forests and improve their'

improvements in harvesting, conversion prospects for sustainable management.
and use. Today about 3.7% or 2.7 quads With a new initiative in tropical
of our energy come from woody biomass, forestry, we plan to build on the

Our production of energy from woody experience which has facilitated use of
biomass is comparable to our use of some tropical species for timbers,

hydropower and nuclear power. This veneers, paper, rubber, tannin and other
could be increased to about i0 quads or forest products worldwide.
about 13.5% of our current usage (Zerbe

and Skog). Much wood for energy could Our utilization program emphasizes
come from material that is now not used identification of wood decay fungi in
but which would be satisfactory for use the tropics, improved drying processes
as fuel. Such material includes forest for tropical species, and improved

residues, urban wood residues, wood from sawing of difficult-to-process tropical

insect, disease and fire killed trees, species. We are also investigating new
and excess of wood growth in comparison panel and moulded products capable of

being manufactured with tropical species
to annual cut. and recycled wood and plastics We have

Of the estimated 18 billion cubic feet strengthened our research effort in
of roundwood timber harvested in the identification of extractives from

United States in 1986, 3.1 billion cubic tropical species. In an effort to

feet or the equivalent of 0.9 quads, was permit construction of affordable houses

used for fuelwood (USDA Forest Service, with local materials, we are studying
1988). Of this only 26% came from construction techniques for the tropics.
material classified as growing stock

(i.e. live sawtimber trees, poletimber Other important work that can lead to

trees, saplings, and seedlings meeting improved economic opportunities in the

" specified standards of quality or vigor tropics includes determination of
and not including cull trees), properties and uses of native species

and modification of production processes

Much of municipal solid waste consists for mixtures of tropical species,

of paper, demolition waste, tree utilization of plantation species such

trimmings and other forms of biomass, as eucalyptus for products and energy,
If more of this material were used for and protection Of wood under severe

fuel, it could mean a significant exposure conditions such as extreme
savings in constantly increasing costs moisture and the Formosan termite.
for landfills. By the same token, in

• public and private forests under The USDA Forest Service, by virtue of
multiple-use management for timber its role as steward of the national

production and other purposes, much of forests, its research mission, and its
the management costs result from cleanup long standing research expertise in new

after logging operations. Often brush uses for wood products at the Forest

from logging operations is concentrated Products Laboratory in Madison,
and broad-cast burned to prepare land Wisconsin, is at the forefront of
for new tree growth. This consumes efforts to turn problem wastes into new

management funds and subjects the opportunities. Some of our strongest
atmosphere to more particulate loading efforts are aimed at providing jobs and
as well. Now, however, in some parts of useful products through recycling and

the country broadcast burning is avoided composites manufacture. Other areas in
which we make significant contributions

through cleanup credits for harvesting are new structural products, new wood
excess wood for energy. This means that and wood-based materials for other

wood is burned under controlled applications and new and better ways of
conditions instead of being burned in using wood and wood residues to mitigat_
the open, and emissions to the priority problems such as energy

environment are therefore much reduced, supplies and atmospheric pollution. We
In other instances, dense brush in believe that using renewable wood

_ forests at urban-forest interface areas resources more efficiently in new ways

is being sucessfully harvested for and through innovative applications

energy, thereby providing a creates new opportunities fo_, growth,
significantly decreased fire hazard to for progress and for further industry

houses at the forest perimeter, competitiveness in a world that is

Most of the problemsassociated with rapidly consuming many nonrenewable
resources at an ever-increasing rate.

deforestation of tropical forests occur

_ because of land clearing operations and
-_ conversion of forests to other uses°

Because the wood and it's properties and
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BOOK REVIEW
BIOMASS ENERGY PROJECT DEVELOPMENT Late in 1989, four additional chapters

GUIDEBOOK were added. New Information Includes:

JOHN M. VRANIZAN, P.E. Chapter 10 - Contracting For Fuel
PRESIDENT OF CARROLL, HATCH & ASSOC., INC. Chapter 11 - Wood Residue Recovery,

Collection and Processing
PROFESSIONAL CONSULTING ENGINEERS Chapter 12 - Small To Medium Sized

PORTLAND, OREGON Modular Combustion Systems
Chapter 13 - Agricultural Residues

Introduction Authors

In 1985 the Pacific Northwest and Alaska The book review will begin by recognizing
Biomass Energy Program sponsored the the authors and saying a few words about
writing of a biomass energy project the authors' qualifications.
development guidebook. The book is a
valuable legacy from that program. Lawrence F. Brown, Professional Forester

in private practice. B.S. Forest
The original book was co-authored by six Management, Oregon State University.
individuals, A period of eighteen months
_8 required to complete the work. The Larry Brown provides forest management
book was originally distributed in July services to public and private
1987. organizations in southern Oregon from

his offices in Grants Pass, Oregon.
There were a number of purposes for Larry has over 25 years of experience
writing such a book. They were: in both public and private sector

forestry. Brown wrote the fist chapter
1) To acquaint readers with of the book, Planning for Fuel Supply.

biomass fuels and biomass His experience comes from working with
energy projects in the wood product firms in securing timber
Pacific Northwest and Alaska. and residue materials from public and

private land sources.
2) To explain how to assess the

feasibility of using biomass Linda Craig, B.A. Mathematics, M.A.
fuels. Educational Psychology. B.A. Accounting.

Craig is currently in practice as a
3) To present the steps involved certified public account in Portland,

in planning a biomass energy Oregon.
project,

Linda Craig worked for several years
4) To point readers to sources in the Biomass program at the Oregon

of additional information. Department of Energy soon after that
body was established, At the time

5) To collect in one source, she worked on the guidebook, she was
comprehensive information a principal in a firm that she co--
about using wood fuels, founded which specialized in staging

energy related events and programs.
Each of the authors had one or more Linda wrote the Introduction to the
particular areas of expertise that were Guidebook and served aB an editor
addressed, for uniformity and clarity for all

of the authors. She also was
Original subject matter included: instrumental in assembling the

- Glossary, Chapter 9.
. Chapter 1 - Planning For Fuel Supply

Chapter 2 - Fuel Characteristics, Richard DeZeeuw, B.A. Economics, M.A.
Storage and Use Environmental Arts & Sciences, University
Chapter 3 - Selecting An Energy of Wisconsin. Bioenergy Economist.

• Conversion Process

Chapter 4 - Conversion Technologies DeZeeuw had stints with the
Chapter 5 - Environmental California Energy Commission,
Considerations Western Solar Utilization Network,
Chapter 5 - Economics of Biomass and the Oregon Department of Energy
Projects prior to associating with Nero and
Chapter 7 - Financing Biomass Associates. While he was with Nero,
Projects DeZeeuw did research on various
Chapter 8 - P'lant Specific parts oF the guidebook and prepared
Specifications many of the case studies.

- Chapter 9 - Glossary
Dr. Robert Gay, B.S. Chemistry,

The work also includes 10 case studies of Southwestern University, Ph.D., Organic
biomass energy projects, Chemistry, Drake University.
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Bob Gay wrote chapter 5, Environmental
Considerations. Dr. Gay had years of Chapter 5 is also technical in that it
experience in public and private deals exclusively with environmental
situations. He was at Nero and issues. One of the realities of today is
Associates at the time he made the planning for positive _nvironmental
environmental contributions to the impacts in project work. No projects will
guidebook, get off of the drawing board without

thorough environmental impact assessments.
Peter J. Neild, P.E., Principal, Carroll- Chapter 5 guides the user in these
Hatch (International) Limited, North processes.

' Vlancouver, British Columbia. B.S.
Mechanical Engineering, University of Chapters 6 and 7 deal with project
British Columbia. economics and financing. Those people

interested in determining economic
Peter Neild has 25 years experience in viability and financing options will find
the wood products industry. During a the material in these chapters of
ten year span with MacMillian Bloedei, considerable interest.
Ltd. he worked on improving the
performance of hog fuel fired boilers Chapter 8 contains some equipment
at many of the company's pulp mills descriptions and costs as well as sources
and sawmills. He alsb was a developer for various items of equipment used in
of one of the earlier wood fuel biomass energy projects. As time goes
suspension burners. Peter contributed bye, the accuracy of information in this
heavily to chapters 2 and 4, Fuel part of the book will diminish.
Characteristics, Storage and Use, and

Conversion Technologies, respectively. Chapter" 9 is a glossary of terms. People
• unfamiliar with industry jargon, should

John Vranizan, President, Carroll, Hatch find this section helpful.
& Associates, Inc., Portland, Oregon.
BME, Santa Clara, University. The new section of the book includes two

chapters which enhance a users knowledge
Since 1964 1 have worked in providing about fuel supply. Chapters 10 and 11
goods and engineering services to the address the specifics of contracting for
wood products industry. I was fuel supply and wood residue collection
principal author of Chapters 3, 6,7 techniques respectively.
and 8. I coordinated the efforts of

all authors. Chapter 12 is like chapter 8 in that it
discusses specific sources of hardware.

The process that was used to write the The value of the information will diminish
book, called for co-authors to review the with time as new equipment is developed
work of individual authors. Each chapter" and as business change.
was principally the work of an
individual, but all authors contributed The final Chapter, chapter 13, is devoted
when it was appropriate, to a agricultural biomass. Host of the

work on the book is directed at woody
1 The reason that I am taking so much time biomass. This section considers many

to qualify the authors and the manner in other sources.
which the original book was written, is
because I want the potential using Major Subject Matters

= audience to appreciate the experience
that has gone into this work. The book Biomass fuels include a panorama of

_ was written by individuals who have material. Early in the discussions with

operated in profit driven economies, taskforce representatives, we recognized
Tests of practicality were based on the dominance of woody biomass in the
actual experience. Pacific Northwest. A decision was made to

concentrate on wood as the principal
Overview source of biomass energy in the region.

-- Other forms of biomass would be reviewed
Various parts of the guidebook are but 'the in depth work would focus on the
directed at specific reader groups. The most often used and most successfully used
introduction, is for all because 'it form of biomass,
explains how the book can be used most

effectively. Much of the continuing discussion should
be understood to refer to woody biomass

Chapters 1 through 4 are technically unless otherwise mentioned.
oriented. Engineers, wood technologists,
technical planners and similarly oriented Biomass Fuel
persons will be most interested in this

part of the guidebook, Discussions When an organization plans an energy using
revolve around subjects like" energy facility, they must choose a form of

- values fuel refining practices and energy commensurate with their needs. In
energy conversion technologies, days of energy abundance the predominant

_
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use of oil or gas was quite common. When de%ermined. Before fuel makes a
a burner on a boiler was to We fueled contribution to the process energy demand,
with one of the fossil fuels, a brief energy from the fuel must be used to drive
description of the fuel was all that was the water out of the fuel so that the
necessary to fully describe the energy hydrocarbons material may burn.
source.

As one would suspect, the higher the
Natural gas was commonly understood to moisture content in raw fuel, the lower
contain a fixed amount of e,_ergy, i.e., net heating value available from the fuel.
1000 Btu/cubic foot. The fuel would be Again the guidebook, provides di'rections
delivered at a specified pressure. There to the user in determining net heating
would be no significant amount of value (NHV).
moisture in the fuel supply. Any number
of factory ready appliances could be It is the net heat4ng value of a specific
selected to burn the gas. Results biomass fuel that must be determined
expected from the combustion process were before a meaningful assessment of how much
predictable and consistent, fuel in needed in the process or how much

fuel is available from some source.
The use of various types of oil and coal
resulted in similar predictability. Chapter 4 becomes quite specific in

dealing with fuels when it reviews the
Now comes along our desire to use various chemistry of combustion. A person
forms of biomass as a reliable fuel desiring to understand the parameters
source. One quickly "learns that a proper surrounding good combustion practice, can
fuel description becomes a mandatory learn about those important aspects by
task. The task begins by asking one of' studying this chapter.
two questions:

I. How much fuel does the process Environmental Consideration_
,, need?

2. How much fuel is available? The author of this chapter asks the user a
series of questions about the process and

The amount of fuel needed in the process technology. By answering each question,
is determined by first assessing the the reader is directed to go to a sub-
amount of energy required in process and section of the chapter. The process is

: then selecting an energy conversion repeated and the user finds he is
technology which will change potential navigating his way to the information that
energy storeO in the fuel into dynamic "is pertinent to his project.
energy that can be used in the process.
Of course, the nature of the fuel must bi_ Maintenance of air quality, water quality
understood before a conversion technology and appropriate solid waste disposal are
can be selected, all covered. Where regulations become

complex, there are references to
- An approach from the other direction can additional resources_

provide quantitative information on how
much fuel is available, but without an The book was written with the idea that
appropriate fuel description, the each individual state in the region was to
quantitative information is of doubtful develop a unique guide to state licensing
value Chapter 2 deals with fuel requirements and procedures. All of the
characteristics, refining and use, states have published the local guides.

Together the documents will save an
The basic question that must be answered enormous amount of time on the part of an
in each situation where biomass energy is environmental compliance researcher.
to be used as fuel, concerns the heating
value of the material. The challenge is
determining the usable heating value. Biomass Conversion Technologies

f Literature contains higher heating values Energy in biomass fuel must be liberated
(HHV) for many materials. Because through the use of a device that has been
biomass is a hydrocarbons material, there designed for that specific fuel. Table
is an energy loss as the material burns 3 - 1, in Chapter 3, Selecting a
due to the hydrogen-oxygen reaction which Conversion Technology, presents a matrix
forms water during the process. The book which relates types of fuel to conversion_

discusses how the HHV is changed to a technologies.
lower heating value (LHr) by accounting
for the energy loss due to the hydrogen By knowing the type of fuel to be used,
oxygen reaction, and the task to be accomplished, i.e.

making steam, a person can select one or
Biomass materials almost always contain more broad conversion technologies that=

water. The e_fect of intrinsic water will work. Refinements in fuel

must be taken into account before the description and task to be accomplished,
usable energy value of the fuel can be will allow a more definitive technology.

4
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Generic questions about conversion Incidently, the book was written while the
technologies _re addressed in Chapter 4 Tax Reform Act of 1986 Was enacted,
of the guidebook, Direct combustion Subject matter in the book complies with
techniques, gasification processes and the regulations of that law,
anaerobic digestion technologies are
reviewed and discussed, References are If a developer does not use such a
provided at the end of most chapters so technique or' a similar dedicated software
that sources of additional research can approach, his forecast should be viewed
be ,found easily, with suspicion,

Chapter 12, Combustion Systems, take An important part of the chapter is the
conversion technology a step further as discussion on Stop or Go decision making,
it identifies combustion equipment by This includes definitions of various
brand name. stages of study work' Most work begins

with a conceptual phase where ideas are
generated and a few overall numbers are

Project Economics investigated, The second phase is often
called "prefeasibility study". The book

Chapter 6, Economics of Biomass Projects, describes what information needs to be
presents a cl'assical method of building a included in a study at the prefeasibllity
financial model of the project, level,

A user is guided through the process of There may be, depending upon the size and
developing project capital cost. The nature of the project, more prefeasibility
user is shown how to go about projecting studies that eventually lead to the full
operating costs for the project, feasibility study. Again, the aspects of

a feasibility study are covered. The Stop
The guidebook shows how to construct a or Go decision 'is made after completion of
pro forma statement of operations, the feasibility study. That study needs
Flowing from that statement, a cash flow to be accurate so assumptions need to be
analysis is constructed. There follows a minimized. Good data must be found or
d_scussion of investmeht evaluation developed. Iq general, the better the
criteria. Simple payback period feasibility study, the higher the probable

" determination presents the simplest form success of the project.
for evaluation.

For major projects, 'the time value of Case Studies
money needs to be taken into
consideration. This leads to a Everyone enjoys success stories. In the
discounted cash flow analysis. Discount list of ten case studies there are some

rates, net present value, hurdle rate and success stories and there are, indeed,
capital rationing are discussed in some some failures. We attempted to present
detail, the happenings of real life biomass,

A user will fulfill the b_isic due Each case is presented in a brief
diligence on a project when the outline descriptive fashion. Problems are
presented in this chapter is followed, enumerated. Challenges are described and

both successes and failures are recounted.
When the book was written, electronic
spreadsheets were very new. Never-the- The mix of project_; include both private

• less, the value of spreadsheeting was and public sponsored ventures. Power
recognized at that time and the author generation, steam generation, fuel
encourages the use of spreadsheet models, production and utilization of municipal

: Spreadsheets have become more solid waste (MSW) are subject matter' of
sophisticated and make the process the case __udies.
logical, arithmetic error free and

= flexible. The value in case studies, is exposing to
- new developers, the experiences people

Sensitivity analyses are easily have gone through in the past. This
: accomplished, This allows one or two should acquaint the new developer with a

variables to be manipulated and the urliverse of potential problems that might
= resulting consequences to be evaluated be encountered. It will also, hopefully,
: and easily presented in graphic form. show how problems can be anticipated and

avoided through good planning and
Because tax laws change, users may find engineerir, g.
parts of the material obsolete. The_

authors believe that the methodology used lt would be interesting to find out today,
in building the economic models is sound, how each of the projects have fared.
but as tax laws change, it will be Perhaps PN&ABT would be interested in a
necessary to make appropriate five year follow-up. We'd be pleased to

_ adjustments, oblige.
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Summary

The Pacific Northwest and Alaska
Bioenergy Task Force saw to the creation
of a significantly valuable document.

C9pies of the book have found their way
across country and into both western and
eastern Canada.

The guidebook provides an investigator
with a wealth of information in an
organized fashion. All of the
information is contained in one large
volume which is well indexed and

logically laid out.

Our world is becoming more aware of
energy problems. The use of alternate
energy sources, biomass, has taken place
in significant quantity in this region,
Through the use of the Biomass Project
Development Guidebook, many energy
demanding projects can be accurately
considered evaluated as targets for
bioenergy fuel.



Estimation of Agricultural Crop Bioenergy residueavailableimmediatelyafter harvest.The
Resource Availability in Kansas1 amountof removableresidueisa functionof several

factorsthat includescropyield,soilerodibility,til-
lage practice and local climate conditions. Other fac-
tors, such as maintenance of organic matter in the

Richard G. Nelson and Mark D. Schrock2 soil, may limit the removable residue in some
geographic areas, but these factors were not con-
sidered in this study.

street' Th_ of this paper is to pr.rid An analysis of residue availability was performed
• . - ,

methodology for estim_iing the amount of agrtcul- on each soil type not classified as highly erodable in
tural crop residue that can be removed for energy 92 of the 105 counties in Kansas. The soil types con-
purposes without adversely affecting soil pr,due- rained in the remaining 13 counties have been clas-
tivity. The agricultural crops considered in this study sifted by the Soil Conservation Service as highly
were corn (irrigated and dryland), grain sorghum (lr- erodable and removal of crop residue from these
rigated and dryland) and wheat (irrigated and con- lands would only serve to worsen the erosion situa-
tinuously cropped). Computer programs (ACRRE tj,n; therefore, these counties were not considered
& ACRWE) were developed to simulate the effect of in the study.
residue removal on field soil loss due to these erosive

processes. Evaluation of residue availabilitywas Residue removal was limited so that the tolerable
based on limiting soil loss (tons/acre/year) resulting value for soil loss was not exceeded by either wind or
from either rainfall or wind erosion. The analysis water erosion. Using this logic, it is possible that the
was performed on each soil type not found to be sum of wind and water erosion mayexceed the
highly erodible in each county in Kansas. tolerable value.

The quantity of crop residue that can be removed PROGRAM LOGIC
without exceeding the tolerable limit for soil loss is Each program inputs acreage of a particular soil
strongly influenced by geographic location, soil type type, its physical characteristics, determines the
(physical characteristics), and cultural practices, amount of residue available at harvest, decreases this
Equivalent erosion protection provided by each of residue by tillage and/or decomposition throughout
the crops is directly related to the quantity of residue the year and calculates the cumulative loss of soil
that can be removed. Available biomass from the due to reductions in residue cover. Residue could be
three crops considered varies from 0 to roughly 72 i removed from this acreage if the loss of soil was less
percent of the above-ground crop residue produced, i than the tolerable limit. This process was repeated

-- -..... foreach of the three crops and for ali non-highly

Keywords: Residue, Rainfall Erosion, Wind Erosion, erodible soil types in that county. The flowchart
= Tillage. shown in Figure I provides a general overview of this

process.=

= INTRODUCTION The quantity of residue available immediately
The state of Kansas has significant bi,energy after harvest is defined as total above-ground crop

= potential in the residue that remains after the harvest biomass. Totalcrop biomass is estimated from the
of its crops. However, the amountof crop residue product of the number of acres upon which a crop is
that can actually be removed without affecting soil grown, the _'op yield (bu/ac), the weight per bushel
erosion is in most cases less than the quantity of of grain (lbs/bu) and the straw-to-grain ratio. The

: straw-to-grain ratio is defined as the ratio of straw

1 Presented at the National Bi,energy Conference, weight (straw, leaves, ears, etc.) to grainweight.
Coeur D' Alene, Id, March 18-March 21, 1991. Straw-to-grain ratios for corn, grain sorghum and

: winter wheat of 1.0, 1.0 and 1.7, respectively, were

2 The authors are respectively, Extension Specialist, used in this study.
Energy, Engineering Extension Programs, and As-
sociate Professor, Department of Agricultural En- Crop yield and acreage data for each of the three

_ gineering, Kansas StateUniversity, Manhattan, Ks crops was derived from county data obtained from
_- 66506.2508
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the Kansas State Board of Agriculture. Crop yields within a county is giver_by equation (1).
and acreages over a nine year period from 1980 to
1988were averaged for each county and used as a
representative sample of crop production within that AST = (CA/TA)*STACRES (1)
coqnty.

where AST =Number of acres any one soil

(_-s,:*t 3 type withina county con-
tributes to crop growth

CA = Number of acres withina

__ z.p,,ts._| county upon which a par-
r,, ticular crop is grown

TA = Summation of ali potentiallyor non-highly erodible soil

,,t.,,_,, type acreage within a county
N.,t,, ,t STACRES = Acre_ of this particular soilhrvest

type within a county

•°d... RESIDUE REDUC'TION
h.Ld.ob, Residue reduction is achieved through tillage andTl|lap &

_ 0,,,_,,-t,, decomposition. Tillage occurs within the time frame
immediately after harvest until just before planting.

- Residue decomposition starts on the day of harvest
¢,al._late and continues throughout the year. Determining the
s.t u., correct amount of reduction due to decomposition

requires knowledge of the dates atwhich harvest and
planting occur.

,, , _a.,_,,,t. Harvest and planting dates foreach of the threehaovabXo

o m.eid,, crops are based on the 50 th percentile harvest and
plant dates reported within the agricultural statistic
district in which the county lies (Kansas Croplies

Calender, 1986). Figure 2 shows each _f the nine
agricultural statistic districts in Kansas. The 50th per-

: centile harvest and planting dates are used for ali

counties located within the district.

: ' li. Residue reduction due to decomposition is de-pendent upon the local climate (rainfall and
temperature) and varies among the type of crops.

: Monthly averages for rainfall and temperature in
each county were used to determine monthly decom-
position values for each of the three crops within

= that particular county.

: Decomposition of crop residue was derived by
-- Gregory et al. (1985) and Ghiddy et al. (1985) and is
._ Figure 1. Program Logic for Determining Residue given by equation (2),
_. Removal

= For this study, it is assumed that each soil type DC = (1-UDR*(14.1*30*_TEMP-30)
within a county supports the growth of each of the *0.1332*RNFL/100)" (2)

° three crops. The number of acres that any one soil
type contributes to the growth of a particular crop where DC = Total decomposition within a

8
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month lage practice survey for the crops of corn, wheat, sor-
UDR =A constant; a function of the ghum and soybeans. This survey reported the pcr-

stem radius cent acres covere.1by various tillage operations '
TEMP = Mean monthly temperature within each of the nine agricultural statistic districts.

(degrees Farenheit) The overall residue reduction achieved through til-
RNFL = Average rainfall within a lage for each crop within an agricultural statistic dis-

month (isffyr) trict applies to that crop foreach county located
within that particular district.

The percentage of crop residue that remains
within a county after a tillage operation, Rr, is the

_1 AGRICUt.]URAL SIAlIS] If.:S I_JI',;]RICIS_ , , "_ sum of the fraction of acres, PA, covered by "his

" _[_...)_ _[ _i_ ,,__@_-_. " operation multiplied by the fraction of residue, PR,'" _ _ '_' J_' , that remains after that operation plus the fraction of

L"_' acreage not affected by this operation, PANC. This
i lib

is illustrated in equation (4).

RT = PA*PR + PANC (4)

where RT Fraction of residue remaining
after a particular tillage
operation within a county

Figure 2, Agricultural Statistics Districts in Kansas PA = Fraction of acres covered by a
particular operation within a

The amount of decomposition experienced county
within a particular month is assumed constant for PR = Fraction of residue remaining
each day of the mowh; i.e., the same percent reduc- after a particular tillage
tion occurs for each day. The amount of decay ex- operation

perienced over a particular number of days within a PANC = Fraction of acres not covered
certain month, DC', is the rate of decomposition by this tillage operation in a
within that month, DC, raised to an exponent consist- county
ing of the number of days that the residue decom_
poses divided by 30. This relationship is shown in Estimates for percent reductions achieved by til-
equation 3. lage operations used in Kansas were obtained from

Stott et al. (1989). The fraction of crop residue

: remaining within a county after ali tillage operations,
DC' = DC (NDAYS/30) (3) TRRe, is given by equation (5).

where DC' =Amount of decomposition
that occurs over a particular TRRc = RTI * RTz * ... * RTn (5)

: number of days
" DC = Monthly rate of decomposi- where TRI% _'raction of crop residue that
- tion as given by equation (2) remains throughout the coun-

NDAYS = Number of days over which ty after ali tillage operations
: decomposition occurs have been performed
: RTI = Fraction of residue remaining
: after tillage practice #1

= The reduction of crop residue due to tillage RT2 = Fraction of residue remaining

directly affects the quantity of residue that can be after tillage practice #2
_" removed for energy use. Tillage practices in Kansas and RTn = Fraction of residue remaining

- vary widely according to crop and geographic loca- after tillage practice #n
_: tion. Schrock et al. (1985) conducted a state-wide til-

-_: 9



The percentage of crop residue that retaains maximum.30minute intensity, This value has been
after tillage in each of the nine agricultural statistic determined from 30'year weather data and is con-
districts is presented in Table I. sidered constant throughout the county, A higher

value of R implies greater amounts of precipitation
and intensity of occurance. Valuesof R in Kansas

Table 1. Percentage of Corn, Grain Sorghum and range from 100 in the Western one-sixth of the state
Wheat Residue Remaining after Tillage in each to 250 in the very Southeastern section.
Kansas AgriculturalStatistic District.

The so,.'lerodibility factor K provides a measure
of the susceptibility of a particular soil type to erode.

Grain The greater the value of K, the more susceptible a
Corn Sorghum Wheat soil is to rainfall and runoff erosion. K values for ali

NW 4.34 17.53 16.68 sod types evaluated ranged from 0.20 to 0.43.
WC 1,62 20.74 24.05

SW 3.98 12.24 20.75 The slope-length factor LS is determined using
NC 5.00 12.41 7.77 the relationship developed by Wischmeier and Smith
C 6.92 11.54 9.12 (1978) and is given in the following equation.
SC 7.69 10.69 9.41
NE 11.33 11.90 6.87

EC 11.74 13.57 9.54 L_, = (Z/72.6)m*(65.41*S2 + 4.565'S + 0.065)
SE 8.93 9.81 5.33 (7)

where LS = Slope-length factor
......... Z = Slope length in feet, a func-

Note: Data presented in this table reflects current tion of the percent slope
tillage practice, not future potential, m = Function of the percent slope

S = Percent slope, input as a
decimal

RAINFALLEROSION ANALYSIS

The support practice factor P reflects the type of
Soil loss due to rainfall erosion was estimated cropping practice employed. P varies between 0.5

from the universal soil loss equation, USLE (Gupta and 1.0 with a value of 1.0 imply[ag no support
et al., 1979). This equation predicts the annual soil practice which is analogous to cropping parallel to
loss, ,_ (t/aedyr), from cropland as a function of five the slope. The soil support factor is not known for
separate factors, ali acreage considered in this study and is assumed

to vary throughout the state. For cropland in which
the soil support factor varies but is not equal to

A2 = R * K * LS * C * P either extreme, Wischmeirer and Smith (1965)
(6) suggested a value of 0.8. Their analysis applies to

where A_ = Annual soil loss cropland with slopes less than or equal to lz: percent._

R = Rainfall erosivity index For this analysis, a more conservative value of 0.9
K = Soil erodibility factor was used.

: LS = Slope-length factor
C = Cover-management factor
P = Supl_)rt practice factor The crop-management factor C is a function of

the percent residue cover at planting. To obtain the

Values of the soil erodibility factor, field slope percent residue cover after planting, the amount of
and tolerable soil loss T for each soil type inves- residue (Ibs/ac) at planting, RP, must be determined.
tigated within a county were obtained from Soil Con- This value is the product of the residue present at
servation Service soil interpretation data (Soil harvest, the amount of decomposition the residue un-

- Conservation Service, 1987). dcrgoes and the overall reduction due to tillage for
this crop. The following equation converts the

- The rainfall erosivity factor R is an interactive residue at planting from a mass basis to the percent
- term involvingthe product of rainfall energy and the residue cover present at this time.

I0
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The crop-management factor is a function of
crop yield. If the crop yield is greater than 100bu/ac

RCVR = 1 - exp(-a*RP) (8) for corn or sorghum or 40 bu/ac for wheat, then
where RCVR - Percent residue cover present there is an increase in residue cover and C is

at planting; decreased by 20 percent which translates into less an-
a = A constant; function of crop nual soil loss. If the crop yield is less than 60 bu/ac

type for corn or sorghum or 20 bu/ac for wheat, indicating
RP = Residue at planting (mass a decrease in residue cover, then C is increased by 20

basis) percent which means greater annual soil loss.

Once the value of RCVR has been established The predicted soil loss £ is calculated using
the crop-management factor can be determined. A equation (6) and compared to the tolerable limit for
regression analysis was performed to determine the this soil type. If the predicted soil loss is greater
crop-management factor as a function of the fraction than the tolerable limit, no residue can be removed
of residue cover for each of the crops considered in under current tillage practices. If the amount of soil
this study. The crop-management factor varies inver- lost is less than the tolerable limit, it is possible to

" sely to percent residue cover; i.e., as RCVR in- remove some or ali of the residue present at harvest.
creases, C decreases (Soil Conservation Service,
1986). Calculation of Annual Soil Loss due to Rainfall

Erosion

Regression analysis determined that the SCS The quantity of removable residue is obtained by
relationship for the crop-management factor was replacing A' in equation (6) with T, the tolerable soil
best described by quadratic equations. The regres- loss, and solving for a new value of the crop-manage-
sion coefficients a, b, and e of each of these equa- ment factor, C'. This value of the crop-management
tions are presented in Table II. Coefficients of factor is converted to a percent residue cover by in-
determination (R 2) for each of these equations are setting it for C in equation (9) and solving for

-- 0.998 _forcorn and grain sorghum and 0.986 for RCVR. The new percent residue cover is then con-
wheat. The form of these equations is as follows, vetted to its mass equivalent using the relationship of

equation (8). This amount of residue, RP', is the
: crop residue needed at the time of planting in order
- C ---a*RCVR 2 + b*RCVR + c (9) to keep soil loss to the tolerable limit.

where C = Cover-management factor lt has been established that the residue available
RCVR = Percent residue cover at planting is equal to the residue at harvest multi-

(decimal value) plied by a residue reduction factor, RRF, comprised
and a, b, mad c = Regression coefficients of reductions due to tillage and decomposition.

RRF is a function of tillage and decomposition, but
is independent of the amount of residue present
after crop harvest.

=

Table II. Regression Coefficients a, b, and c used to The amount of residue that must be on the field
_" Determine the Crop-Management Factor as a at harvest, RH', in order for RP' to be present at
-- Function of the Percent Residue Cover planting, is equal to RP' divided by the residue

reduction factor.

Corn and

Sorghum Wheat RH' = RP'/RRF (10)_

a 0.i477 0.0795

2 where RH' = Quantity of residue needed at
• b -0.4451 -0.3328 harvest to keep _ equal to T

c 0.3211 0.2580 RP ' = Quantity of residue that must
be present at planting to keep
_ equal to T

11
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and RRF = Residue reduction factor speed, lt is defined as the
i whole nUmberpercentage of erosive wind energy
at a particular

Therefore' the amount of residue that can be ef- location relative to a reference value of 100 in-

fectively removed from the field is the difference be- dexed to Climaticconditions at Garden City, Kansas.
tween the original residue at harvest and RH' A larger value of the climatic factor implies a greater
calcdated in equation (10), assuming that the ileverity of erosion due to wind forces. The value of
residue is removed immediately after harvest. C ranges from 8 in the Southeastern portion of Kan-

i_asto 120 in the Northwest section of the state (Soil
Conservation Service, 1987).

WIND EROSION ANALYSIS
The vegetative cover factor provides a measure of

The quantity of crop residue that can be removed the protective value offered by agricultural crops and
for bioenergy purposes is directly infludnced by the their residuesto reduce soil loss due to wind. The
rate of soil loss due to wind erosion. The amount of equivalent amount of protection offered by a par-

: soil lost to wind erosion, E, is a function of five inter- ticular crop depends upon the type of crop, the
related factors as shown in equation (11). These are weight of cover (growing crop and residue or residue
the wind erodibility index, I; the ridge roughness, K; by itsel0 and the orientation of its residue (flat,
the field length la;tor, L; the climatic factor, C; and standing). For this analysis, ali residue resulting
the vegetive cover factor, V (Woodruff and Sid- from harvest was considered to lie fiat, yielding a

. doway, 1965). conservative estimate of the effeetivness of the
residue.

E = f(I, C, K, L, V) (11)
Distribution of Wind-Energy

where I = W'md erodibility index There are three wind energy zones in Kansas as
C = Climatic factor shown in Figure 3 (Soil Conservation Service, 1986).
K = Ridge roughness factor The total yearly wind energy experienced within a
L = Field length factor zone throughout the year is the sum of the percent
V = Vegetative cover factor wind energies that occur within individual ten-day

- th [h
partitions which are divided between the 10 , 20

The wind erodibility index I is a measure of a and last day of each month. These percentages can
soil's suscept- ibility to detach and be transported by vary with respect to the location (zone) being
wind. Sands are more erodable than loams. I is con- analyzed over a particular ten-day period. For ex-

sidered constant throughout the year. Wind ample, the percentage of the total yearly wind ener_
erodibilities considered in this study ranged from 38 that occurs at a certain location between March 10"'
to 86 t/ac/yr, and March 20t_ is 5 percent for zone A, 4 percent for

zone B and 6 percent for zone C.
The ridge roughness factor K describes the condi-

tion of the field surface at a particular time. The Protective Value of Vegetative Covers
_ value of K estimates the reduction of erosion caused The weight of a growing crop and its residue has
- by nonerodible aggregates arid is a function of ridge considerable value in helping control soil erosion

height and row spacing. K varies between 0.5 and due to wind forces. The quantity of soil lost to wind
1.0 with a lower value implying greater protection erosion is directly related to the amount of vegetive
from wind erosion. For this analysis, K is set to a cover present. The equivalent wind erosion protec-
constant value of 0.75 (Skidmore, 1991). tion provided by various types of vegetive covers is

given by that residues' fiat small-grain equivalent,
The field length factor L is the unsheltered travel SGe, as shown below.

-- distance along the prevailing wind direction. L is
considered constant for this analysis and is given the
value of 1640 feet. SGe = a*Rwt, (12)

The climatic factor C is a function of precipita- where SGe = Flat small-grain equivalent
_ tion, net solar radiation and mean annual wind (lbs/ac)

12



Rw ---Mass of growing crop and/or residue flat smali-gp'ainequivalent cannot be obtained by
(lbs/ac) summing the SGe's of eachcomponent. Instead, the

a,b = Crop regression coefficients following methodology is used,

The flat small-grain equivalents of both com-
ponents (growing crop and residue) are calculated
and the greater of the two is chosen as the prime
component. The mass, Rw', of the prime component

WIND-E_RG¥OlSIRIBU1IONZOM_SFOilKANSAS needed to contribute a SGe equal to the flat small-

E', _" "['-('_-f"_,il, grain equivalent of the lesser component, SGe,, is

__i___1_ !I _1 determined'

: Rw'= (sGel/a')1_°' (13)

._ .,_ tl _i, F_, ._ where Rw' = Mass of the prime componenti needed to contribute an,_A _ _,_,_ - equal _SGeof the lesser com-
ponent

SGel = Flat small-grain equivalent of
the lesser component

Figure 3. W'mdEnergy Distribution Zones in Kansas and a',b' = Regression coefficients for
the prime component

This equation applies to most crops and their
residues as well as several types of range grasses. This mass is then added to the mass of the prime

component Rw and a composite fiat small-grain
: For an equal quantity of residue (mass basis, equivalent, SGcc, is determined from equation (12)

lbs/ac), wheat has a much greater influence as a with the coefficients a and b being the regression
protective cover from wind erosion than does corn coefficients of the prime component, a' and b'.
or sorghum. Table III presents the regression coeffi-
cients a and b used in equation (12) to determine the
flat small-grain equivalent for each of the three SGec = a'*[Rw + Rw'lb' (14)

, crops.
' The equivalent vegetive cover present, V (lbs/ac)

for the case of residue alone or in conjunction with a
Table III. Regression Coefficients for Calculating the growing crop, is given by equation (15).
Flat Small-Grain Equivalent (SGe) of Corn, Grain
Sorghum and Wheat

V = 0.2165'(SGe) 1'363 (15)
...... ii - i i i

a b where V = Equivalent vegetive cover
(lbs/ac)

Corn 0.696692 1._1 and SGe = Flat small-grain equivalent of
Sorghum 0.6666671 1._ growing crop and/or residue

= Wheat 6.779000 0.791000 (lb_ac)

: Soil loss due to water erosion was based on the

amount of residue cover present at the time of plant-
For the time period in which a crop is being estab, ing. Knowledge of the amount of cover present at

: lishcd and residue remains from the previous har,- various times between harvest and planting was not
vest, a special combination of the flat small-grain required.
equivalents of each component is required.

- Estimating residue availability as a function of
Because the SGe's are non-linear, a composite

ii
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winderosionrequiresknowledgeof the residue TtltageScenariosforResidueReduction
cover throughout the year, Ewduating the amounl of 1,2....................................................................-....................................................-I

cover present on the field between harvest and plant- _-_-_--_.............................

ing differs from how residue cover is determined 1,0 ' "'"-._ II.,.7-.I_..-._/_,A=L.._.from planting to harvest, The period from harvest to
planting involves residue reduction due to _illage and :_ ,_<.\ , .....-. ..............................__t_

decomposition while the time from planting to the _ o,e "--.._" "'.-. ,.. _.!J_______

next harvest involves continued residue decomposi- 5 _\""_........_....,. / 7
tio_ but an increase in cover due to crop growth, _ o,e , .

j ""Tillage reduces crop residue at very discrete 0,4- \_ --...... .
times between harvest and planting and there is con- ,i" ".....
siderable variation tl_roughout the state concerning "_..0,2 .....

the dates upon which tillage takes piace, Figure 4 ii- " • ._,._..
lustrates how the reduction of residue cover can vary
between harvest and planting according to the tillage 0_ _,st
practice employed, Due to the large variation in
timing and type of tillage practices used in Kansas,
the reduction of residue from harvest to planting due Figure 4, Tillage Scenarios for Residue Reduction
to tillage was modeled by the straight line in Figure 4.

Calculation of Annual Soil Loss due to Wind Erosion....

Annual soil loss (t/ac/yr) due to wind erosion is
estimated by calculating the loss of soil that occurs Yearly Variation of Fleki Biomass
during the individual ten-day periods throughout the

, 13year, as defined by the distribu- tion of wind energy,
and summing these losses to obtain an annual rate. _2
The rate of erosion during each period is directly re- 1_.... •
lated to the amount of equivalent residue cover _o. II-_

- There are three distinct sections throughout the | 7

year in which the effects of refidue removal on soil i 65
erosion due to wind are considered. These are the 4.
time from harvest to plant, plan_ to crop growth start 3.
day, and start of crop growth until math'rity, Figure 5 2.

illustrates how field biomass (growing crop and ,-_____ _ ___residue) of any of the crops varies throughout the o. , , . _:-.--_=, .... -,-t 2 3 4 5 e 7 8 9 tO tt 12
year. "nineo_Ve'a

: To calculate the amou,t of exl_cted soil erosion
due to wind forces from harvest to planting, the Figure 5, Variation of Field Biomass (Growing Crop
folowing methodology was employed, and Residue) from Harvest to Maturity

The simulation of residue reduction every ten

days between harvest and planting due to tillage is
__ determined by subtracting the residue at planting From the time of planting until the date that crop

from the residue present at harvest and dividing by growth starts, wind erosion calculations are con-
-_ the number of ten-day periods between harvest and cerned with loss of residue due only to decomposi-

planting, The total reduction of residue w_thinany tion. The amount of decomposition experienced
ten-day period after harvest is equal to the reduction within this time frame is given by equation (3), The
rCaUsedby tillage within this period plus the amount SGe is based on the average quantity of decaying
of decomposition that the residue experiences. The residue present on the field..=_

: amount of erosion that occurs within a ten day

- period was determined using a SGc based on the
- average amount of residue present over this ten-day
_ period.

14
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The calculation of equivalent vegetive cover from
the crop growth start day until harvest involves ac- General Crop Growth Models
counting for residue decay of the previous crop in ad- Corn, GrainSorgtium, and Wheat

I00

dition to crop growth. 9o ..... 7-..;."

The quantity (Ibs/ac) of crop present at any time •
after the crop growth start day is determined by a _i
crop growth curve, These curves relate the percent
of tot',ddry matter present to the number of days

past the crop growth start day. The total dry matter _ ao __--_'__1
present at harvest is determined by adding the grain . 4o
weight to the residue weight.

•horateoropwiosoo,o  btwoo.....:crops but also between certain maturity dates within ?_;i___each crop's growing season. Crop growth between j I- ""t- 1"Oct, Nov, Doc,
certain maturity dates was modeled as a linear func- Month
tion; i.e., the crop growth per day is constant. The

maturity dates at which the slope of the crop growth Figure6. Crop Growth Curves for Corn, Grain Ser-
curve changed were 10 and 50 percent for corn, 10 ghum and Wheat
percent for sorghum and 5 and 10 percent forwheat.
Crop growth curves lhr each of the three crops are
shown in Figure 6, The flat small-grain equivalent obtained from the

residue weight is converted to the vegetive cover fac-
The amount of crop growth within any period of tor, V. The factors E2, E3 and E4 as given by equa-

timebetween maturity dates is the product of the tions (16), (17) and (18) are calculated from the
crop growth per day multiplied by the number of physical constants that describe the condition of the
dayswithin this period. The flat small-grain field and climate of this particular location.

-" equivalent of the growing crop is based on the
average crop weight duringthis period. At the same E2 = I*K (16)

: time, residue from the previous harvest is continually E3 = I*K*C/100 (17)
decaying, where I,K and C are as previously defined

o The flat small-grain equivalent of this decaying
residue is also based on the average residue weight
during this same time period. The equivalentvege- EA = (WF°'a48+ E3°'348-E2°'34s)2'87 (18)
tire cover offered by the combination of a growing
crop and decaying residue is determined by equation where WF=
(14). E2*(I.0-0.122(L/Lo) "°'383*exp(-3.33L/Lo)

and Lo =

If the amount of residue cover present at any 1.56"106*E2"l'26*exp(-0.00156*E2)
time has a flat small-graln equivalence of 3300 lbs/ac
or greater, there is sufficient cover to protect the

_ field and no soil is lost to wind erosion over the par- The parameters PSI1 and PSI2 are functions of
ticular time period investigated. If the SOc is less the vegetive cover present and are determined by

-_ than or equal to 3300 lbs/ac, then soil loss calcula- equations (19) and (20).
= tions are performed.

WindErosion Subroutine PSI1 = exp(-0.759*V-4.74e-02*V 2+ 2.95e-04*V3)
The subroutine for determining soil erosion due (19)

to wind is calculated according to the following logic

(Skidmore, 1988). PSI2 = 1+ 8.93e-02*V + 8.51e.O3*V2.1,5e.O5*V3

(20)

E5 = PSil*(E4 PSI2) (21)

= 15

" 1' ...... ,1, Itri ir,qrl _1 ,i,,i, I'llq" ,rl ,_1, I' ' ' rlrl" ' 'llhglr ' ' llnl I', ' 411rlvlr,ll, p
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Agricultural Statistic District

The value of E5 is the annual rate of erosion

during a particular accounting period subject to the (Highly Erodable Soil Types Excluded)
climatic conditions that occur during this period. In
order to determine the actual loss of soil during this Continuously
accounting period, ESa, E5 is multiplied by the per-
cent of total yearly wind-energy that occurs during Irrig, Dryland Irrig. Dryland Irrig. Cropped

this time, Pw. Corn Corn Sorghum Sorghum Wheat
Wheat

E5a = E5*Pw_ (22)

NW 43 0 16 0 66 27
This process is repeated for the following time WC 2 0 3 0 72 28

period and continues until either the flat small-grain SW 34 0 34 0 61 12
equivalent is greater than 3300 lbs/acor the amount NC 60 21 40 17 57 53
of soil lost to wind erosion exceeds the tolerable C 38 18 31 19 53 44
value. SC 61 5 45 6 67 54

NE 53 58 48 46 na 50
EC 55 34 38 30 na 38

RESULTS and DISCUSSION SE 50 35 35 28 na 40

Residue removal is affected by many factors of
which geographic location, soil characteristics, and

Influence of Soil Characteristics on Residue Removalcrop type are most important. The following case
studies help demonstrate how these factors affect the The physical characteristics of the various soll
removal of residue for energy purposes, types that comprise cropland acreage have a tremen-

dous influence on the quantity of residue that can be
Geographic Location removed.

Geographic location within Kansas plays an ira- An analysis of the variation in removable residue
portant role in determining the quantity of residue of irrigated corn was made for Sherman and Thomas
that can be removed. Location within the state Counties in the Northwest Agricultural Statistic Dis-

: directly affects the severity of the erosion mechanism trict of Kansas. In these counties, the dominant
and which mechanism is most dominant. Residue erosive force is due to wind. The climatic factor in

: removal is completely dominated by wind forces in Sherman County was greater than Thomas County
-- the Western one-third of Kansas (NW, WC and SW) (90 v. 80) and the crop yield in Sherman County was

as well as the South-Central district, while residue 9 percent le_ than Thomas County. Both counties
removal in the three Eastern agricultural statistic dis.. were subjected to the same reduction of residue due
tricts (NE, EC and SE) is strictly limited by rainfall to tillage, and decomposition reductions were within

: and runoff forces. The predominant erosive force 3 percent. However, a higher percentage of residue
varies between counties in the North-Central and was removed in Sherman County (42 percent v. 39

Central agricultural statistic districts of Kansas. percent). This can be attributed to a greater percent-
age of the acreage in Sherman County hating a lower

Table IV presents the percentage of removable wind erodibility index than acreage of Thomas Coun-
crop residue in each of the nine agricultural statistic ty.

districts for each of the three crops. Soil characteristics play an important role con-=_

cerning residue removal within a county as weil. A

TABLE IV, Estimated Percentages of Removable comparison was made between the quantity of ir-
l- Corn, Grain Sorghum and Wheat Residue for each rigated corn residue that can effectively be removed

from acreages of two different soil types in Neosho
- County, Kansas, which is dominated by rainfall and

runoff forces, qkvocomparisons were made: residue
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removal from acreage consisting of soils with the This illustrates that for similar quantities of
same erodibility factors but different slopes and residue present at harvest and comparable reduc-
residue removal from acreages with the same slope tions in tillage, wheat provides greater protection
but variation in the soil erodibility factor, against wind erosion than does grain sorghum, Thls

can be attributed to the greater protective value of-
Acreage considered in the first portion of this feted by the flat small-grain equivalent of wheat ver-

analysis was comprised of soils with an erodibility sus that of grain sorghum.
value of 0.28 and sloped at 2 and 3 percent, Residue
removal from acreage consisting of 2 percent slope For each of the crops considered in this study,
was 58 percent of the total crop biomass while no Table V displays the quantity of total crop biomass
residue could be removed from the acreage consist- and the amount of removable residue.
ing of 3 percent slope. Soil erodibility factors for
acreage considered in the second part of this study
were 0.28 and 0.43. Ali acreage was sloped at 1 per- CONCLUSIONS
cent.

For acreage with a soil erodibility of 0.28, ali 1. A methodology has been developed to assess
residue could be removed while only 67 percent of the availability of corn, grain sorghum and wheat
the total crop biomass could be removed on acreage residue based on limitations of wind or water
consisting of the other soil type (K = 0.43). erosion.

lnfluence of Crop _ on Residue Removal 2. Biomass availability varies widely as a function
Vegetivc cover and, specifically, the flat small- of geographic location, soil characteristics, and cul-

grain equivalent (SG¢), provides a measure by which _ural practices.
protection from wind erosion due to residue cover is
determined. Earlier analysis revealed that the type 3. Considering wind or water erosion limitations,
of crop has significant influence on the equivalent the available biomass varies from 0 percent to 72
amount of protection offered to reduce erosion, percent of the above-ground crop residue
This amount of protection is directly related to the produced.
quantity of residue that can effectively be removed as
well as overall soil 1o_. 4. A more realistic estimate of residue

availability could be achieved by considering wind
A comparison was made to determine the effcc- and water erosion concurrently, rather than as

tiveness of like quantities of wheat and grain sor- separate process.
ghum residue as protective covers in helping limit
soil loss in Sheridan County, Kansas. The wind
erodibility index was 48 t/ac/yr and the tolerance was TABLE V. Eslimated Quantities of Agricultural
5 t/ac/yr. The percentage of residue remaining after Crop Residue (Total and Removable) for the State of

: tillage was 16.68 and 17.53 for wheat and grain sor- Kansas*
ghum respectively. The quantities of residue
originally present at harvest were 5049 lbs/ac of
wheat and 5275 lbs/ac of grain sorghum.

: Removal ot'2000 lbs/ac from the original quan- Total Crop Removable
titles of residue produced a,anual soil losses of 4.08
t/ac for wheat and 4.37 t/ac for grain sorghum. Biomass, tons Residue, tons
Removal of an additional 1000 pounds from acreage
consisting of each type of residue resulted in annual Crop

soil losses of 4.98 t/ac for wheat and 5,18 t/ac for Irrigated
grain sorghum. Therefore, over 1000 lbs/ac of addi- Corn 1,391,903 626,561

__-I tional residue can be removed from acreage consist-
ing of wheat than acreage on which grain sorghum is Dryland
grown. Corn 384,868 155,362_

_
_m
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Irrigated East of the Rocky Mountains. USDA-ARS Agr.
Sorghum 765,589 245,684 Handbook 282.

Dryland Wischmeier,W.H.and D:D. Smith. 1978.
Sorghum 2,942,299 592,812 PredictingrainfaUerosion losses -A guide to conser-

vation planning. U.S. Dept. Agr. Handbook 537.
Irrigated
Wheat 1_428,548 898,093 Woodruff, N.P. and EH. Siddoway. 1965. A wind

erosion equation, Soil Science Society of America
Continuously Proceedings 29:602-608.
Cropped
Wheat 6,818,914 2,975,008

*Applicable to non-highlyerodable soil types only.
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HAWAII INTEGRATED BIOFUELS RESEARCH
pROGRA_-I-L,.. -_ .....,....

1%

el

VictorD,Phillips"

1 Petroleum

I" _'The HawaiiNat_,raiEnergyInstituteat the University [] Biomass
Hawaiiisconductingresearchontheproductionandconversionof [] Other
biomassresourcestogaseot_sandliquidfuelsandotherhighvalueco-

products,TheHawaiiIntebratedBiofuelsResearchProgram,presently (a) ;)0%
init.,;fourthyearoffmKllngbytheU,S,DepartmentofEnergyviathe
SolarEnergyResearchInstitute,featuresbasicandappliedresearchon
biomassresource assessmentandcropproduction,thermochemicaland 8%
biochemical conversion technology,and biomasssystems integration
andeconomics. This paperoutlinesthe program'sresearch
accomplishmentsandfutureplans fordevelopingsuperiorintegrated li Transportation

Hawaii,\ bioenergysystemstoestablisha viable biomassindustryin [] Industriall,I
_. relatedpotentialfortheUnitedStatesandelsewhere, _..._..J 20°/° []Residential

Kgg..W.fl_: Hawaii,Biofuels,BiomassCrops,RenewableEnergy, [] Commamial
Methanol,Ethanol

63%
(b)

Presently,about90percentof theenergyusedinHawaiiissupplied Figure1. EnergyconsumptioninHawaii,(a) Bysource.1986;
by importedoil,atanannualcostof over$1billion;morethan60 b) Byend-usesector- 1984(_romPhillipsandothers,1990)
percent of thisoil is consumed as liquidfuels (gasoline,diesel andjet
fuels) fortransportation,with only about30percentforelectricity
generation(Figure 1), Due to the largeexpense ofimportingoil to the
State andthe dlsproportionatcamount of the oil being t:sedin
u-ansportationfuels, thedevelopmentof nonpetroleam-based
transportationfuels is the highestpflorityenergyissue facing Hawaii
today (Phillipsand others 1990). Manyotherstates in the U.S. and
othernationsare in a sir.lilar situation. Ftulhermorc,while currently GREENING OF HAWAii'S ENERGY SYSTEM
depre.ssedoil pricesdo notprovidemuch incentiveforconvertingfrom
petroleum-basedfuels to biofuels, perhapsthe growingenvironmental The Hawaii IntegratedBiofuels Re.searchProgramis a premier
concern overcombustionof fossil fuels andthe threatto economic researchand developmentactivityof the HawaiiNatural Energy
secta'ityof becoming increasinglydependenton foreignoil supplies Institute(HN'EI)of the Univcrsity of Hawaii,with supporttotaling
will enter the economicequation andmake biofueis moreattractive. $2.75 millionover five years by _ U.S. Departmentof Energy

through the Solar Energy Research Institute, This comprehensive
researchand developmenteffort addressesbiomassenergysystem

Figure 2 indicatesthat by takingadvantageof its idealconditionsfor modeling,biomasscropproduction,as well as thermochemicaland
plant growth, Hawaiican harvest sufficientfast-growingtreesand biochemicalconversion to biofuel products. Ourgoal is to assess the
grasses on less than 5 percent of its landto provideali of the liquid poteatialof biomass resourcesand to developtechnicalandeconomic
fuels used in the State forsurfacetransportation(Takahashiand others informationon the most promisingbiomasscropsand their conversion

- 1990). Hawaiiis uniquelysuitedto serve asan internationalshowcase to liq_fldandgaseous fuels fortransportationand/orelectricity
andleaderin thedevelopment,production1,andutii'Izadonofalcohol generation.TheresultsaredirectlyapplicableintheAmerican
frombiomass be.:ause(1) Hawaiihas no indigenous fossil fuels, thus territoriesthroughoutthe PacificBasin andCaribbean,andalso to many
the need foranalternativefuel exists, (2) idealenvironmentalconditions partsof theUnited Statesandworldwide.
for plantgrowthexist in Hawaiito producehigh yieldsof biomass
feedstocks, (3)a wealth of experienceandexpertiseexists in the Thework tasksof the projectareorganized into threeresearch

= Hawaiianagriculturalindustry and universitycommunity todevelop the cOmponents: (1) BiomassSystems Integration, (2) Biomass
required technology,(4) gaseous and liquid fuels such as methane, Production, and (3) BiomassConversion. Under (1), researchfocuses
methanol,and ethanol manufacturedlocallyfrombiomass feedstocks are on integrating information developed in the Biomass Productionand
the most viablealternatives to gasoline anddie,sel fuels for BiomassConversion researchcomponents in matchingbiomasscrops
transportationin Hawaii, (5) the combustionof biofuels is cleaner than with suitable and availablesites as well as estimatingyield and
burning petroleum productsand contributes nonet atmosphericCO2 to economics of alcohol fuel manufacture. Identifyingthe fastest growing,

- highest yieldingbiomassenergy treeand grassspecies from field tests
aggravate the g__enhous¢effect, and(6) limiteddriving distanceson the statewide,improvingyields throughplant breeding programs,and

= islands allows forconvenientrefueling atnearby service stations developingcost-efficient biomass plantationmarmgementstrategies,
(Phillips 1989;Phillips and others 1989). including least-cost harvesting,processing, and transport syste|n,%are

the targeted goals of the Biomass Production (2) tasks. In the Biomass
Conversion (3) component, researchactivities emphasize theanalysis

_- and testing of severalthermochemical processesused in the conversion

1Presented at the National Bioenergy Conference, Coeur d'Aiene, lD, of biomass feedstocksto synthesis gas andmethanol. Biochemical
_- March 18-21, 1991. conversion of biomass waste resources toethanol is also being

investigated. Briefdescriptionsof specific tasks completedor in
2 Managerof Bi(xes(mrees and EnvironmentalResem-ch,HawaiiNatural progressfor these research components areoutlined below (HNEI 1989;-

- EnergyInstitute, Universityof Hawaii at Manta, Honolulu, Hl. ItNEI 1990; HNEI 1991).

=
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Seven PotentialBiomassPlantationsat

Q " 40,000 - 60,000 acres each
Kauai (Numeralsin islandsrepresentnumberof potentialplantationson eachisland,)

15drytons_re -1year"_tY_omass._.,/_Oah._..u Molokal

no hydrogenaddition fullhydrogenaddition (_
(- 163 gallon?dryton-_) (. 353 ga_,_nsdryton-_) Lanai

t
2,440 gallonsacre"t year-_ 2,590gallonsacre-_year-_

X X

360,000 acres 166,000 acres

I l

880,000,000 gallons year-_methanol
to replacealigasolineand dieselfuel

for surfacetransportation

Fig.2, Land requiredto growmethanolfor sudacetransportationin Hawaii
(afterPhillips,Neill,and'Takahashi,1988)

Biomass Systems lnl__T.lt._ Nitro&en-.Rx_&TreeResearch: Provideexperimmdaldatafm"various
- tropicalhu_wo_4s c_,_bie of fixingnitrogento maximizebionm._s

B_omoJsResource A._zssment mid System Modeling: Develop yield and site aJaptabilityat varioussites usingshort-rotationintensive
informationandanalylk_tools,no.ledI.np'..anforlarge-scalebiomass cultureandharry,ringslz'a_gies,includingcoppicerclpowth_ gen_c

crop productionand its ce.version to biofucls;assess the potential of impmvemcmrcsemch;outstandingprovenancesofLeucacna spp,,
biomassresourcesin llaw_ u_ng a landmsomces _ and Acacia spr., andothernitrogon-f|xing_ havebeen identifmdfor
geographicalinformationsyslcm; develop or modifyexistingcomputer selectionin an _._¢lexatedplantbreedingprogramand fieldIz'ialsof a
modelsofcom_nts ofabiomasse=wagysystemandintegratethese varietyofniltogen-fixingtrcespeciesfordevelopingbiomassyield
components widdn an economic fran_workforthe productionof equationscontinueon scl_lul¢.

gascx_s andliquidfuels. Breedins, Culture, andSelectionof TropicalGrasses/or Increased

Methodologies$or Siting Biomass Plantations: Develop biomass Energy Potential: Develophigh biomass-yieldingvarietiesof
: productivilyandeconomic modelsusing ageographicalinformation sugarcaneandothergraste_throughbreeding,ctdtur¢,andsel¢cl_on

systemto identifythe mo_ cost-efficientbiomasscropproduction techniquesfor_ eateJItYpot_ttial;a widearrayof germplasm
: syste_m(s)atspecificsitesin Hawaiiusingmethodologiesevaluating fromSacchan_mandPeemizetumger_a_Imsbeenscreenedfox

landsuitabilityandlandavailabilitycrit_'i_ identifyviableplantation d_veiopinghigh-fiber,sterileclonesinon-goingbiomassf_ld tests.
- s_tesincludingacreageandexpectedyields.

Iso_jm_ Characterizationof Tropical Hardwoods:. lnve.,_igatethe

Comparative Economic Analysis of Methanol mid Etkanol Production geneAicvariadonwithinEucalyptu_andolhex lrOl_lCalhardwood
3ystems: Analyze the economicsof me4hanolandethanolproduction cultivaxsand pmve,nanccswhichhave b_ identifiedby fieldtrialsas
systems ba_ onHawaiian f¢,._cL_ andspecificttw.rmochunicaland promisingbiomasscrops;_suils of the isozyme analysis will beused
biochemicalprecis under investigationin Hawaiithroughan to id_dfy superiorgetmplasmfor futureplantbreedingof high-

- integralcdevaluationof biomass cropproductioncosts, post-harvest yieldingbiomass crops,
handlingandprocessing costs,andconversioncosts to methanoland

: ethanolfuelproducts. Post.HarvestProcessing:Analyzetheeffectsofdiffe_.-.,ntf¢_lstockma_ialsandsi_ reductionson chyingratesandenergyrcci_ls;
_ pion'_ Prod,mLionTar±._ developa methodo_o87forsek,_ctingthe mosl efficient posl.harve,,sl

biomassfoedstockhandling,Iranspo_,drying,andprocessingsys_rn
Study of Eucalyptu_Plantations for Energy Production in Hawaii: integratedwith feedstockharvestingandenergyconversionsysu_ms,-

: Developinfonnallon and retireguidelinesfortotal rnanagen_nt
operationsof EucalyptuJ biomassplantationsin Hawaiiforenergy

= production,includingeslablidunent,maintenar,c¢, and harvesting B!on__a._sConversionTasks
- Sltatcgiesforoptimizingyield withinarmeconomic framework,

Fu_lamental SolvolysisResearch: De,,_ribequantitativelythe
Biomass Productivity Studies: Conductfield uial comparisonsof productionof sugarsfromvariousbiomasssubsttate.sby f_h, acid-
variouswoody_ _s cropsZ existing,we|l-characte.,rized catalyzedhydrolysisinnear-critical',vaLet;examinedc influenceof
re.searchsil4=f¢lmu'ingwidelydifferent _vixonrrk_mlconditions;model reactionconditions on glucose yieldsfrom c¢llulos=andon pcnlose
theproductivityof thesepotentialbiomassenergycrops;selectelite yieldsfromsugarcanebagasse;developmathunaticalmodelswhich
individualsfromthehi,_hlvvariableseedlin_tn_e.sfor conve.ntion_!and ,_..,.,.;_=,_...... _,. ,,r,_o,. ,...,_.;._r.=

lr"..........

microlxopagationtechniques.
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Effects of Feedstock Composition on Pyrolysis Products: Develop requisite information for private industry to manufacture alcohol fuels
rapid analytical methods using pyrolysis-molecular ,beam mass and electricity from biomass feedstocks with environmental integrity
spectrometry for determining the cher,gcal composition of biomass and economic success, Hawaii is serving as a model and providing the
ft'cdstocks and multivariate data analysis to determine the relative leadership in this endeavor.

amounts el' the principal components; identify desirable bioma._
feedslzck compositions for advanced thermochemical conversion Ac_owledgements: The Hawaii Integrated Biofuels Re.,a_trch

processes and transfer this information to plant breeder_ and proeess Program is supported by the U.S, 'Department of Energy and
engineers, administered through the Solar Energy Research Institute. I recogn!ze

the BioEnergy Development Corp., Hawaiian Sugar Planters'

Pyrolytic Ga,'ification of High Moisture Content Biomass in Association, Nitrogen Fixing Tree Association, and Hawaii State
Supercritical Water: Conduct experimental research on the partial Department of Business and Economic Development and Tourism as

oxidation of algae at near-supercritical conditions (3000 psi, 375°C) to expert partners in this work. In addition, I extend a special thanks to ali
determine product gas yields at short residence times and kinetics of the task leaders, co-workers, and students at the University of Hawaii
lignin and cellulose conversion of model compounds and actual biomass who have contributed to the success of this program.

samples using a laboratory..seale reactor.

Comparative Study of Biomethanol Conversion Systems: Conduct a LITERATURE CITED
comparative study of alternative systems for converting biomass to
methanol; perform an integrated analysis (cost and design estimate) of a Hawaii Natural Energy Institute 1989. Final Report of the Ilawaii
commercial-scale biomethanol manufacturing facility at a specific site Integrated Biofuels Research Program- Phase 1. Subcontract No.
in Hawaii, including identifying sufficient biomass feedstocks, the best XK-8-18000-1 to the Solar Energy Research Institute.
biomass gasifier/methanol synthesis technology, environmental issues Hawaii Natural Energy Institute 1990 Final Report of the Iiawaii

which require attention and appropriate ._,..ale. Integrated Biofuels Research Program. Phase 2, Subcontract No.
XK-8-18000-1 to the Solar Energy Research Institute.

Parametric Testing of Biomass Gasification: Test biomass feedstock Hawaii Natural Energy Institute 1991. Final Report of the llawaii
characteristics _ correlate conversion behavior with measurable Integrated Biofueis Research Program- Phase 3. Subcontract No.

properties and theoretical predictions using results from a bench-scale, XXN-O-19164-1 to the Solar Energy Research Institute,
: indirectly-heated fluidized bed biomass gasifter; determine the influence Phillips, V.D. 1989. "Hawaii: showcase for methanol-from.biomass."

of different biomass feedstocks and feedstock characteristics as well as In: Hawaii Natural Energy lnslitute (Phillips, V.D., cd.).

gasifier conditions on ga._ifier pmducl composition; predict the extent of Proceedings of the Third Pacific Basin Biofuels Workshop. Sheratcm
feedstock variations on methanol production costs. Makaha, Oahu, March 2'7-28, 1989; 32-42.

Phillips, V.D, and Takahashi, P.K. 1989. "Renewable energy
development: it has many environmental benefits." Environmental

FUTURE WORK Science & Technology 23(1): 10-'13.
Phillips, V.D., Takahashi, P.K., Kinoshita, C.M., and Neiil, D.R.

Building upon the success of the Hawaii Integrated Biofueis Research 1989. "Integrated biomass-to-methanol research program in Hawaii."

Program to date, Hawaii is well.suited to serve as the international Presented at the 5rh European Conference on Biomass for Energy
showcase of methanol-front-biomass. HNEI is cooperating with the atul Industry, Lis[xm, Portugal, October 9-13, 1989.

Pacific International Center for High Technology Research, the Institute Phillips, V.D., Kinoshita, C,M., Neill, D,R., and Takahashi, P.K.

of Gas Technology, the Ralph M. Parsons Company, the Hawaiian 1990. "Thermochemical production of methanol from biomass in
Commercial and Sugar Company, and others to construct and operate a Hawaii." Applied Energy 35(3): 167-175.

: 50 to 200 dry tons per day biomass gasifier scale-up facility at the Paia Phillips, V.D., Neill, D.R., and Takahashi, P.K. 1988. "Methanol
sugarmill on the island of Maul. This biomass conversion centerpiece, plantations in Hawaii/' Presented at the Vlli International
funded at approximately $10 million over three, years (inchKling $5 Symposium on Alcohol Fuels, Tokyo, Japan, November 13-16,
million from the U.S. Department of Energy and over $4 million from 1988.
the State of Hawaii) will demonstrate the technological and pre- Tal:ahashi, P.K., Neill, D.R., Phillips, V.D., and Kinoshita, C.M.

commercial feasibility of producing a medium-Btu synthesis gas _990. "Hawaii-- an international model for methanol from
suitable for electric power generation or methanol production. We biomass." Energy Sources 12(4): 421-428.
envision a follow-on demonstration to actually manufacture methanol

- and/or electricity from biomass.
7

In an expanded Hawaii Integrated Biofuels Re,cauch Program, we

prupose to explore aquatic biomass crop production coupled with waste
resource utilization for conversion to hydrogen or ethanol fuels and

associated high-value co-products, and to investigate integrated 'i:;i
biomass/fuel cell syslems for generating electricity. As an example of

other HNEI initiatives, a bill to establish a 100-acre biomass energy '/_i_:i_i!_

farm on the island of Moiokai is being considered in the current State of ?i:
Hawaii legislative session, If p_sed, this could represent the first

- installment of a statewide "Strategic Biomass Energy Reserve" and a

major step in helping meet the needs of the citizens of Molokai. '_ ::: :
Molokai can become a model for ali islands in Hawaii, many places in
the U.S., and elsewhere for demonstrating how indigenous energy can

be utilized to replace imported oil, create jobs and economic
development opportunities, and reduce the pollution from fossil fuels.

iA ro(ranting concern over global environmental change induced by
humans is driving a strong public demand for cleaner, more

- environmentally benign fuels and energy technologies (Phillips and Victor D, Phillips,
Takaha_fi 1989). Biofuels hold great promise for the "g_eening" of our

= energy/fuel system. The Hawaii Integrated Biofuels Research Program

i will continue to make significant contributions to developing die
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METHODOLOGYSTUDY
CO-EENERATIONFEASIBILITY AT SAWMILLS1 Cost arid Profit

r,

/_:, In general,regionalcompetitiondetermines

John Host2 _,,_'D _ I_ log pricesand nationalmarketsdetermine
productprices. Both pricesare, to a large
extent,beyondthe controlof the wood

Introduction: Practicallyall primarywood processors. The cyclicalnatureof the wood
processingplantsrequirelargequantitiesof productsindustryrequiresa strategyof
energy 'inthe form of heat,steam,and maximizingprofitsduringupper portionof the
electricityfor theirmanufacturingprocesses, cycleto cover the lossesin the negative
They also createa supplyof fuel - sawdust, portionof the cycle. Some productioncosts,
bark,chips, shavings,and wood residuesin that such as electricity,are not sensitiveto the

same cycle. Producers_ely on volumeto lower
sameprocess. Many of the largerlumberand total productioncosts._ Raw materialsupplies
plywoodproducershave found it advantageousto are affectingthis strategy. Timbersales from
operatecogenerationplantsto supplytheir Federallands are becomingincreasingly
energyneeds. Surpluselectricalenergyhas

expensivebecauseof sale withdrawalsand
been sold to local utilities, delays. The end resultis a shrinkingoperating

Smallerwood processingoperationsmay find marginfor successfulproducers.

'itdifficultto installcogenerationplants To counteractthe increasedlog costsbecauseof capital or fuel limitations. Studies
of electricpower generationusingforest millingtechnologyhas increasedthe
biomassfound fuel suppliesto be critical productivityper man-hour. Also, product

' recoverytoday is much greaterthan the recoveryHandlingand transportationcostsmake this fuel
sourceprohibitivelycostly. However, of earlieryears, but the capitalinvestmenthas
cogenerationin these operationsmight be been increasedas well - as much as eight times
feasiblewithoutsellingexcesspower,if all the cost of a sawmillof 20 years ago.

operatingbenefitsare considered. Electricpower costs are usuallyconsidered

Beforethe currentcrisisin the Middle East, too low (2-5%of total cost) to warrantmuch
oil priceswere predictedto increasefaster attention. However,a cogenerationplantwith
than inflationand consumerprices(2,4,6). costsequal 'Loutilitypowerhas certain
Purchasedenergypricesare beyondthe advantages.

consumers'control. This cost is consideredto 1. Electricutilityrates will continueto
be an uncontrollableproductioncost. However, increasebecauseof onvironmentalconcernsapd
there are directand indirectbenefitsfrom higherfuel costs. Cogenerationhas a constant
cogenerationthat tend to loweroverallcosts, cost structureexceptfor labor and water

treatmentchemicalsbeca_Isethese costsare
Controllingand loweringoperatingcosts can boilerplant operatingcosts.

increasecash flow and improvecompetitiveness

for raw materials, Reducingresidualdisposal 2. Cogenerationfuel consistsof production
costs and improvingthe publicimageby using residuesthat are costly to disposeof by other
residuesfor fuel is anotheradvantage, means.
Producingelectricpower in-houseprotects

againstexternalfactorsaffectingpower cost - 3. The availablesupplyof electricpoweroil and utilityprice increasesand the
may be subjectto radicalchanges. A national

possibilityof power rationingby the utility.
= powergrid may transferelectricpower_rom a

This paper discussesthe possibilityof surplusarea to others in short s_pply.
installingcogenerationunits in small and
mediumsizewood processingplantsby examining
the energyand fuel requirementsfor processing
differentvolumesof product.

IMPORTANTFACTORS

In any evaluationof cogenerationplants ZOne profit factor overlooked because of_

there are a numberof importantfactorsthat concentrationon the cost-volumerelationshipis
_ must be considered° Some of thesefactorsare: the impactof the cost-profitrelationship. For

example,if profits represent2 per cent of the
sellingprice,a $1 costreductionrepresentsthe
same profit that would result from selling 50
units of production. This is of particular
importancewhen productionvolumescan be limited

IPresentedat the NationalBioenergy by availablelog supplies.Conference,March 18.-2],1991, in Coeur d'Alene,

Idaho 4Wood,per se, has opportunitybenefitswhich

_ ZThe author is a private consultant in make it too valuableas a fuel. In this report
Missoula,Montana,JH,Inc. undefined fuel refers to fuelbark or bark

residuesgeneratedfrom processinglogs.
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uIEg__!____qp_p_l._ be sufficientto fuela cogenerationplant. The
sales providedirectincomeand a residue

Some studiesof electricalcogenerationhave disposalalternative.
indicatedthat fuel supplyand fuel dependent
costs are criticalfactorscontrolling Keeganand Jackson(3) have estimatedthe
feasibilitywhen sellingexcesspower. If loo followingamountsof wood residuesproducedin
processingcan generateenoughfuelbarkand wood processinglogs.
residuesto adequatelysupplythe boilerplant,
outsidefuel sourcesare not relevant. B__EJ_d__-_z_.tp.._Lumber _.jvw_

#/MBF-LT #/MSF
Fuel Volumesfor ElectricPow_
.... Coarses 2000 100

The followingcase study informationshows Sawdust 575
someenergy-productionrelationships.The Shavings 525
resultsare used as an indicationand shouldnot Fine - 50

be interpretedas applicablein every situation. Total 3100 150

Studmi!l These data show thatwood fuel is availablein
additionto the barkcomponent. Debarking

Log Input IB,398MBF-LS produces725# of fuelbarkper thousandboard
KilowattUsed 3,814,B01 feet - l_o_}_. With a 50 per cent overrun,

this volumebecomes483# of bark per thousand
Bark produced board feet - ]umber_L__U._,or about 16 per cent

@ 725#/MBF-LS ]3.34 x 109 #100.D. of 'thewood fuel (3100pounds).

BTU @ 8600/#0>D. 114.71x 1_12BTU
KWH @ 3413 BTU/KWH 33.62 x 10 KWH Van Hersettconcludesthat the small

Assume45% moisturecontent, cogenerationof 1-6 MW independentlyfinancedis
60% boilerefficiency probablythe most likelyway cogenerationwill

AvailableKWH equals 9.09x 109 KWH be developedin northernIdaho (7).
AvailableKWH exceedsrequiredamount(3.BIx
10")by 2.4 times. _rocessFqel Needs

Cogenerationresearchfunding,especially
Lu_jll throughthe Departmentof Energyand the

Log Input 37,5B4MBF-LS BonnevillePowerAdministration,has
KWH Used 7,870,509 concentratedon electricgeneratingfeasibility

with littleconsiderationof boilerplant
Bark produced operation. Consequently,boilerhouseimpacton

@ 725#/MBF-LS 27.25 x 109#O.D. cogenerationfeasibilityhas been assumedor
BTU @ 8600/#O.D. 234.34x I_IzBTU neglected. [his seems an anomalysince fuel
KWH @ 3413 BTU/KWH 68.66 x 10"KWH costs have been determinedto be such a critical

Assume45% moisturecontent elementfor feasibility, lt is importantto
60% boilerefficiency considerprocessfuel needs as an elementof

AvailableKWH equals 18.54x 109 electriccogeneration.
AvailableKWH amountsto 2.36 times the amount

required. Processheat quantitiesare extremely
variable. For instance,one sawmillproducing

IP_]_y_w.ood 50MM BF annuallyhas a 1250 horsepower
boilerplant. This processincludesdry kilns,,

Log Input 22,065MBF-LS carriagedrive,and log turner. Space heating
KWH Used 4,901,215 in coldweather is also available. Another50

MM BF per year operationhas a 400 HP
Bark produced boilerplantfor dry kilnsonly.

@ 725#/MBF-LS 20.00x 109_O.D.

BTU @ 8600/#O.D. 137.57x 1_12BTU Another importantvariableis boilerplant
KWH @ 3413 BTU/KWH 40.31 x 10 KWH operatingefficiency. Some mill operators

Assume45% moisturecontent considerthe boilerhouseas an unavoidablecost.
60% boilerefficiency Since it only amountsto a few dollarsper

AvailableKWH equals 10.88x 109
AvailableKWH amountsto 2.22 times the amount
required.

The above examplessuggestthere is a SCoarseresidueshavebeen reducedby B5 per
considerablesurplusof fuelbarkgeneratedat cent to allow for coarseresidues to be used as
the debarkerfor electricpower generation, raw material for pulp and board plants. With

changing utilizationpracticesthe total amount
In Montana,there is a limitedmarketfor of residues will most probably decrease.

fuelbark,but this markethas no effecton the However, until some alternativeuse for bark is
cogenerationneeds. Severalmills estimatethat developed,the amountsof bark availablefor fuel
45-60 per cent of the bark residuemight be will be relativelyconstant or increasedue to
availablefor sale. The remainingamountwould smallerlog sizes.
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productoutput, it'snot worth the worry. Other I. A boilerplant is necessaryfor process
operatorslook upon the boilerhouseas a steam,particularlyfor dry kilnoperations,
competitivecost center, lt is often assumed There are usuallyother steamrequirementssuch
that a boilerefficiencyof around60 per cent as a steam drivenlog carriage,steam log-
is normal. One well managedboilerplanttested turner,and spaceheat in coldweather. This
out at 72.6 per cent burningefficiency. The steamcan be taken off the turbineexhaust. If
point being made is that it is unreasonableto the boilerplant capacityis not adequatefor
assume a definitefuel requirementfor process cogeneration,the incrementalcost for increased
steamproduction,but it is helpfulto have some cogeneration,the incrementalcost for increased
ideaof fuel needs, boilercapacitywould be chargedto

cogeneration. The boilerplant cost is assumed
PowerDemand to be a log processingcharge. (Boilerplant

capacitymust be analyzedfor actualoutputat

In three case studies,it was determined 60 _o 70 per cent of ratedcapacity). -.that an amplefuel supplywas availablefor . Fuel supplyis more than adequatuand
electriccogenerationfrom log processing. This free of cost for cogeneration. That is,
power needwas based on an operatingperiodof 6 fuelbarkhandlingis consideredto be a log
to 12 monthsand the generating:apacitywas processingcost, and fuelwill be consideredas
based on the averagefor the operatingperiod, cost neutralfor generatingelectricpower,
Of course,demandswould fluctuatearoundthe 3, The electricgeneratingfacilityis
averagewith the generatingcapacitysufficient consideredto be a cost center. Taxation
to s.atisfythe peak demand. impactsare not a consideration.Realistically,

taxes are dependentupon the total operationof
Using the data for the studmill,lumbermill, which cogenerationis not a major effectsuch as

and the plywoodmill, the averagepower log costs or marketprices.
consumptioncan be determinedby dividingthe 4. A new generatingunit is consideredto
total KWH by the operatingtime On this basis, have alloperating'lifeof 30 years: a rebuilt
the power consumptionwas: unit has a 20-yearlife. A rebuiltunit costs

50 per cent of a newone. Both units have a
STUDMILL 2.337 MW per Hour zero salvagevalue for the sakeof determining
LUMBERMILL 1.967MW per'Hour straightline depreciationrates. Who can guess
PLYWOODMILL 2.784MW per Hour 20-30 years from now?

5. Annualoperatingcosts amountto 5 per
Wood processingplantsin the InlandEmpire cent of the total installedcosts of the

were surveyedto supplementthis information, generatingunit. -1.5 per cent for repairand
The responsefrom the studmillsand plywood replacement,I per cent for propertytax and
mills was insufficientfor analysis. However, insurance,and 2.5 per cent for contingency.
productionlevelsand electricpower consumption Laborcost is a boilerhousecharge as a small
for 13 lumbermillswere analyzed. The results part of the fireman'sduties.
are shown in Table 1. These data show that 140
MBF per shift will use 2.9 MW of electricpower. /]Ir_9.._.CaseStq_ies
Allowing20 per cent surplusfactor,the value
is increasedto 3.5 MW. In addition,thesedata The data used in this analysishas covereda

= suggestgeneratingcapacitiesof 2 to 6 MW are g-yearperiod. To make them comparable,they
in order, have been updatedto Ig90using a GNP deflator

with 1988 as the base year.

TAB_ 1 - E_C"_IC _WER DE'MAHD B_ED ON
Lu.BzaP_O_CTZONP_ sHzrr Ca_e _ost Comparisons

= SHIFT AHN.(1) Z_RIC DEMA}ID

voL. voL. REV.(2)_D,(3) Case I comparesa new and rebuiltTurbine-
Generatorunit (TG). These have different

MBF ,,Sr MW Mw MW installedcosts and projectlives which:.

so 4_._ _.so4 2.7 3.o significantlyaffectthe operatingcost_oo 52.o 2.16S 3.3 3.5
no 62,_ 2.533 _.s 4.o structure. A rebuiltTG unit is assumedto cost
_4o 72.s _.B97 _.3 4.5 50 per cent of a new unit The net resultis a_6o _3.= 3.262 4.B _.o
_o _._ _._ _.4 _._ relativelyhigh cost per KWH for the new unit
_oo zo_.o _.9_o ' _.o _.o and a competitivecost for the rebuiltunit.

(1) Annual volume bamed on 520 B-hour ahl.ftm,

(2) Eleotrlc de,and ia adJumted for 50% au_lu, capacity :o Case II is presented to show the impact of
a_o__o_,_en,_on,_,_In_,anacon_In_en:y._=a changingthe operatinglife and dependentannualfactor co_rec_ion l_ included in bamic collmc_ed dm_a,

depreciationand interestcostson the final
(_) _oun_,_v_zu.,o_rev_,,_co_. cost per KWH of 1.6 and 2.0 cents for the 30 and

20 year projectlives respectively. (This
results in a close approximationto actualcosts

COST SAVINGSOF COGENERATION and tends to suggestan acceptabledegree of
credibilityin the analysis.) Realistically,

The scopeof this reportrequiressome turbine-generatorscan operatea long time if
simplifyingassumptionsfor analyzingthe cost the steam is free of contaminantsand upkeep is

- savingsof this hypotheticalcogeneration satisfactorilyprogrammed.
project. These are:
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Case Savinqs__C0mparisonCase III is an extension of Case I, lt is

presented to show the effect of a larger The lower portion of Table 2 shows the
generating unit. The resulting cost per KWH is
very similar to Case I - the rebuilt unit costs savings, or loss, of these cases when proposinga utility rate of 4c/KWH and a prorated rate of
1.4 cents per KWH as compared to 1,5 cents per 2c/KWH, The savings can be converted to payback
KWH for Case I. by dividing the annual savings into the total

investment (installed cost),
Table 2 summarizes the electric cost-savings

of the three different cases. Using a very limited sample of three various
sources, the average electric power cost from

TAB T,m-2 - D_'-_INATION Ct E_C"I_ICAI., COSTS FOR SAW_ILI..g electric utilities is $8.48 per MBF-LT. These
wIT.,-.zrF_PRoDu_oNU_v_,-__.DDOLU_ results are comparableSAVINGS AT A 4c/KWH AND 2c/KWH UTILITY RATE

' _.,T.OTZ California Primer Basis
CASE I II III
to.DI.nON N_w_sulwr.'-BUILT_BUILT,SWREBUILT
AJIN,PROD'N,MMBr 66 66 _ 5_ _04 _04 The California Energy Commission publishedPRoJecT,.IF. _., 3o 2o 3o 2o _o _o
.RsoPE_Tv._ 3 ................... 72oo.................. "Biomass Energy: A Technical and Financial
GEN ,CAPACITY MW 3,2 3,2 :I,5 3.5 6_0 6,0
TOTAL_OW_ ._m 6 23_=e aS=CO 4_200 Primer"(2), This is a very useful introduction

to analyzing biomass energy systems lhe
CAPXTA',COST following analysis is provided as an additionalpRI=_ s_ _,_ _._ _,_o _._o _,o _,_
I.STA_ _.. _ _,_ _,_ _._o _,_o _,_ _,_ base to the previous cases. Thereby some

._.T, ,. limitations from the small saml_le ,sight be
o_,COST _. _ _ _ l_ _ _s_ _ overcomeINTEREST SM _3 122 149 _52 395 205 '

DEPREC, SM 5 161 _ _ 145 _.._.

TOT,_".,CO_T_. _ _ _S_ _4_ _O_ _ Table 3 indicates how the capital cost
cos_'_ERKW._ _,_ l,_ _,_ _,_ _.4 _,_ inputs were derived for the analysis of theCOST PER HeF $ i0,_0 5,36 7,52 8.50 9,_ 5,_

hypothetical cases from the "Primer", The 1983
cost was extrapolated from Exhibit 4-14 of that

_N, COST

4c/Kw. ,. _ _ _ _oo_ _oo, _, _7_, publication, This cost was then updated to 1990
: sAv_.:s SN _o _ ,_ _ _ _ _ by using the GNP inflation deflator PreviousPAYBACK YR 7 IS,0 4,0 4,7 5,1 Ii,0 3,4

.ETU_T" _ _ _,_ _,_ _x._ _,_ _,_ =_,_ examination of capital investment analyses
A.N,COST suggest that the electric generating portion of
_c/Kw. $. _ 4_ 4_ _o_ _o4 ,_ _4 the total investment amounts to around 40 per

_AYBAC_ Ys _ -- _o_ _._ 4_., -- _4,_ cent of the total investment Hence, the 1990RETURN % ii -- 4,8 _.9 2.1 -- 6,9

derived cost for the T-G unit amounts to 40 per
cent of the total. The next column amounts to

TABLE 2 NOTES: 50 per cent of this cost to allow for installing
a rebuilt T-G unit.

: I. Installed cost, in 1990 dollars, equals
; purchase price times 2 plus $30,000. TABLE'3- INSTALLED COST OF Nbi _ AND REBUILT TURBI'NE-

2. Maintenance and Operating Cost equals 5 _ENEP_TORUNITSOFDIFFERENTCAPACITIES
per cent of installed cost per year - I- UNIT 1983(i} 1990(2) INSTALLEDCOST

SIZE COST COST NEW(3) REBUILT(4)
I/2 per cent repair and replacement, 1 per
cent property tax and insurance, 2-1/2 per .m.. m_ _.._ _oo_Q _o_.o_
cent for contingency. _ o _o _B _ _._

3 Hours Operated per Year amount to 7200 _ _ _9_ _s _: l_' _ o _ll_ _s_ _9 _5_
hours - 300 days and 24 hours - includes _ _ _._ s7_9 _o_ ZT__ _0_ s9_ _9_ _99
kilns and lighting. 4 o _94o lOl_ _o_ _o_

4. Average Annual Investment - _ 0 9_s_ n_9 _9_o _,_8o
l (N+I) 6 0 llO_6 l_l_9 _6S6 _B2B

2IV i) cost of complete cogeneratlon unit, boilerplant and
turblns-generator, in 1983. Source: Exhibit 4-14 (PSS)

California Energy Commission (2),

I = Investment. N = Number of years in _> 1983cost adjusted forinflation 'to 1990,
investment period. Investment rate

: = 10 per cent _) Installed cost of 1990 turbine-generator unit at 40% of' total cost,

5. Depreciation rate is straight line with
zero salvage value, 4) costZnstallsd, cost of rebuilt. T-G unit in 1990 ai: 50% of new

6. Total Power - M KWH is 7200 hours times=

generating capacity.

-_ 7. Payback is the time, in years, to recover _!;,,investment.

8. Project life is the useful life of the _.,,,_r.... :._,,_,,,,._turbine-generator.
9. Annual Cost at prescribed utility rate = |iii" .,! _'i_

7200 hours 'timesthe rate.

-:- I0. Savings is the difference between annual
cost and determined cost/KWH.

11. Return Rate indicates the return on
_- investment during the payback period.

-

- John R. Host.
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_A.:_-comT-.vxwa,mm 'w,-_,_xro,NxA critical. Paybackrelatesit to planning
m_=Ycow.z-zoww- horizonswhich can be more criticalthanl

financingin lightof expectedtimbersupply
uwzT,o_ problems, The variouspaybackoutcomesbear out

CONOITION _ mUZL:',_-.UX'T'.'U''._"_W,.UZ'.T thebenefit of instalIing rebuiit turbineL
p'c_z_ ,.xr,, Y,, _o 20 _o _o 30 20 generatorunitsHRS 0PzPATED :I (.................. 7200 ............ '.... _

GIN, CAPACITY _ 3,, 3,;I 3.5 ],5 6,0 fi,O (i')
TOTAl.." ICKWI! , 2'!32, ,' ' 25200 4.3.:ZOO "'

UMMAR

_,JAL_TAI_'Co,TCO'T ,1000 }. ,504 1-7 ,, 35'7 }.Tgg ,656 _,,(J " T r s---{

..X_,x_=.zsT,oP._,$,ooo0_o,gzooo23 _,,z_' ." .,_'° 9o,4 2,_2'3z4,L4*}, his report discussed the various facto
o.p_c, ,looo , x_. _ j._o _IQ _ _ that shouldbe studiedand evaluatedbefore
TOT^,. O_ooo 4_3 _. _ _, _o establishinga cogenerationplant. The results
co,_,_mm o s ,,o _,i _,, _,_ i,, _,o of threecase studiesand a surveyof energy

needs in smallerand medium size sawmillsare
_ww,co,_ also presented,
# 4 a/K'W14 $1000 e33 1000 l?:lg

_c_ Y_ _,, _,, e,, _,_ s,, _,_ In general,cogenerationis feasiblefor_ I_TURW RATE t 13,1 38,0 ).4,5 40,0 17,0 4_,g

_.,,0o,. supplyingelectricenergyrequiredfor
_/Kw, ,_ooo, 4- _- _o_ -_ processinglogs using fuelbarkand other

P_Y..cx _ -- ,,, _oo _,, .,_ _,, residuesfrom the manufacturingprocess. A
_z_u_,_ _ -. _,_ o,s _,. l., _,,_ rebuiltturbine-generatorunit is an initial

cost savingalternativethat is advantageousj

!_b]e 4 NQ.t.___ ' I throughoutthe lifeof the operation,......___ 1

I, InstalledCost is derivedfrom Exhibit_I-
14; page 55, CaliforniaEnergyCommission, LITERATURECITED
The midpointto the figurewas used at l;he
interceptfor the chosengenerating I, A!_on. 1984, Sawmillelectricalenergy
capacity. Since there is interestonly in stL'dy--PhaseI, USDE..BPA.Portland,Oregon.
generationcosts,turbine-generator 2. CaliforniaEnergyCommission, 1983.
installedcost is assumedto equal40% of Biomassenergy: a technicaland flnancial
the total cost as derived fromExhibit4-14. prir,_,-._acram_to, California,
Rebuilt installedcost amountsto 40 per 3. Keegan,C,E. and T.P, Jackson. 1985, Mill
cent of the new unit. residueavailabilityin the InlandEmpire.

2. Maintenance& OperatingCost equals5 per ForestProductsJournal,October,
cent of installedcost, 4. Ostermeier,D,M,, T,M. Young,L.A, Weaver.

3. InterestRate is 10 per cent of Average 1988, Fossilfuelusing industries: their
Annual Investment. awarenessand perceptionsof wood fuel,

4. Straightline depreciationis usedwlth zero ForestProductsJournal,Vol. 38:10.
salvagevalue. 5. Simons,H.A. Ltd. 1978. Hog fuel co-

- 5. Cost/KWHat 4c rate assumesfull utility generationstudy, WesternForest.Products
rate is chargedagainstelectricpower Lab,, EnvironmentCanada,Vancouver,B.C.
generation. 6. TEM Assoc,& TVA, 1988. Electricpower

= 6. 2c/KWHrepresentsan allocatedchargeto from sugarcane in Costa Rica--atechnical
= electricpower generationwith consid_.ration and economicanalysis. Officeof energy,US-AID.

for boilerplantoperationcost. 7, Van Hersett,D.B. I989. Conversationat
NorthwestWood ProductsClinic. Spokane,

The last two columnsare the inputsfor capital Washington. ,
cost itemsin Table 4.

: Table 4 is essentiallythe same formatas APPENDIX-- CONVERSIONFACTORS
: Table 2, The capitalinvestmentinputsare

derivedfrom Table 3, the "CaliforniaPrimer" I MBF - LS is the log scalevolumemeasuredin a
source, The resultsare more favorablethan log,
those in Table 2, Table 5 summarizesthe final
resultsin Tables2 and 4. This comparisonis 1MBF - LT is the lumbertally recoveredfroma
used becausethe "Payback"techpiqueemphasizes log, Becauseof differencesin log breakdown
the time throughwhich the capltalinvestment practicesand productionefficiencies,lumber

- will be returned. Capitalf;nancingis recoverywill exceedlog scale. The difference

is calledoverrunfactor. In this reportthe
- T_u_s- su_._mY-P_Y_cK_z_, INY_ms overrunfactoris assumedto be 50 per cent.
_

_^w^_ ¢^_^c_ Bark recoveryper MBF-LSequals725 pounds,
_,_ _.s _,o ovendry. I pound ovendrybark produces8600

New Rebuilt New Rebuilt New Rebuilt BTU.
4c Per KWH RATE

Came StUdi_a ii,0 3,4 4,7 5,1 18,0 4,0

CalIC. Primer 7,6 _,6 6,9 2,5 5,9 2,2

2c Per KWH RATZ

- Came Studies -- 4,5 25,7 46.8 -- 20 6

Calif. Primer -- 8,0 _00 7,8 56,6 6.5
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FEASIBILITY STUDY OF WOOD-FIRED 'c.osts; QFs may simultaneously buy and sell electric power;
COGENERATION AT A WOOD PRODUCTS utility rates for supplemental, b[lck-up and standby power
INDUSTRIAL PARK _BELINGTON, WV I must be non-discriminatory; and QFs are exempted from state

:'_ _:_ regulations regarding rates and financial disclosure and also
from the Federal Power Act and Public Utility Holding
Company Act (Cowles 1981).

I

S.K. Vasenda & C.C. Hassler 2 Backizround ond A__

_._ The purpose of this study was to determine if a wood.This feasibility study was conducted to "_ fired cogeneration facility is an economically feasible
determine if a wood-fired cogeneration system is a cost investment for a wood products industrial park located in
effective source of electricity/br 12companies located within Belington, West Virginia (Figure 1). The Belingtonslte was
and near a wood products industrial park in Beltngton, WV. selected for study because it exhibits several important criteria
Data was collected from each company regarding the amount which make cogeneration ata attractive option: 1) several of
and characteristic of residue generated, and quantity and cost the companies produce wood residue which may be used as
of electricity and natural gas us_ge, Amount of residue fuel; 2) there are consumers (_1'both process steam and
generated by ali companie.s included in the study was electricity on t_24.hour basis; and 3) together, the companies
estimated at 161 tons/day, of which approximately 97 percent may be hetter able to comhine equity to attract potential
is above 40 percent moisture content (wet basis), Size of investors than would a single owner.
facility was based upon amount of residue generated and
determined to be 2,5 MW, Capital cost was estimated to be The 54-acre Belington Industrial Park is located
$4.3 Million, and annual operation/maintenance cost was approximately 1.5 miles south of the city oi' Belington in
estimated to be $422,000 for the first 5 years, and $502,000 Barbour County, West Virginia, Ali the companies in the
thereafter. Savings of electricity and natural gas was park are either primary or secondary wood products firms.
estimated at $179,513 and $381,163, respectively. Avoided The companies included in this study and are listed in Table ]
t'osl r_tte and MARR were altered in a cash {low analysis, and were categorized into three groups. Ali companies

Feasibility at a 4-year discounted payh_lck period with NPV of / presently located inside the park (comp_mies 1-7) comprised
_t $5,439,203 based upon 20-years w_s realized at 10 percent Group 1. Group 2 was made up of two companies lhat will

RR and an avoided cost rate of $0.05023. _.----_'/ Iconic inside the park irl the near future (companies 8-9), and. group 3 included an additional three wood products
Keywords: biomass, wood energy, wood industry, wood companies located nearby the park (companies io-12). Group

utilization, wood waste 2 w_s included in this study because both these companies
have expressed ata interest i_ the project and were contacted

: INTRODUCTION to be certain that they will locate in the park. Group 3 was
included because it was though' they might be able to receive

Traditionally, electricity and thermal energy are electricity generated by the plant either in exchange for
:- produced at two separate locations, a conventional utility residue to be used as fuel or else in exchange for an

power phmt and a conventional heating/cooling phmt. The investment in the plant.
heat produced when electricity is gener_lled at the utility is
rejected into the atmosphere at several points in the system, TABLE I, Com _anics included in study, listed by group.

: and reject heat is again produced at the heating/cooling phmt, Group 1 Grottl_ 2 Grottp 3

Cogeneration is a long-established technology which has Companies Presently Companies thai will Compmlies Located
received a renewed interest during the last decade as a proven Located in the Park be Locating in the Nearbv the ParkPark

- and effective method of increasing energy efficiency. Unlike
Company 7)p(_.of COmlm,,b' l_vpe of Company 7_,pe of

the two conventional systems, the reject heat in cogeneration No, Faci/M,, No, Facility No. l;acilitv
is recovered to produce useful thermal energy, making this a

'more efficient process. This reduces long-term energy costs 1. Lumber 8. S_twmill 10, Furnitt,reTretHing Mfg,

while providing environmental benefits by decreasing the 2. DryKiln 9. Dry Kill1 li. Dimetlsicml
amount of thermal energy released into our atmosphere Mouldil_g

: (Schiller ct ah 1986) 3. l'hmhlg Mill 12, Sawmill

. The Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA), 4. S_wmlll
passed by Congress in 1978, provided for cogeneration

- facilities by its creation of Qualifying Facilities (QFs) which 5. RusticF'enc(,Mrg,

-: were entitled to certain benefits stipulated by PURPA, such 6. Concentratio
as: ali power offered by QFs must be purchased by utilities Yard

_ and buyback rates must be based on tile utilities avoided 7. Sawmill_
_
_

= Presented at the National Bioenergy Conference, Coeur Three assumptions were made t'or this study: 1) residue
- D'Alene, lD, March 18-19, 1991. l'rom plants in ali three grt_ups would be made av_tilahlc as

fuel as the size oi" the cogeneration plant was based upon the

2 Assistant Extension Specialist and Leader, respectively, amount of fuel available; 2) ali companies from ali three
Appalachian Hardwood Center, Division of Forestry, West c()mpany groups could oblain electricity from tile plant in
Virginia Univer'_ity, Morganto,vn, WV 26506-6125. exchange for fuel and/c_r an investment arrangement; and 3)

zz -3Q-



Figure 1. Layout of Belington'Ind'ustrial Park.

the two dry kiln companies in the park would be the only approximately 1,512,460,0(_ Btu/day is available. Sincc this
users of the thermal energy produced by the plant. Although residue is produced 5 days/week07,562,300,(_') Btu
a cogeneration plant c.ould provide hot and chilled water to (1,512,460,(X_) Btu/day x 5 days/week) is available pctr week
ali companies, the cost of doing this in the industrial park (before combustion).
would he prohibitive.

TABLE '2. Amount of residue generated, adjusted by motsture
,MATERIALS AND METHODS content,

U) (2) (J) (4) (5)
Residue Generated. Moisture Amt. Heat Btu MMBIu

Comcnt Oi/ct GcncratcdlDay Of Generated/Day GcncratcdlYr

"['he mills generate wood residue in the form of bark, _ Basg (%)) (Ibz,) Combuztiot_ {col 2 x co/3) (col 4 x 250)

sawdust, shavings, chips, and slabs. At the present time, ali 1 30-40 4,(X_) 6015 24,060,000 6,015

the residue is disposed of; none is being used to create
energy. Nearly ali the companies in this study sell their 40.50 _2,000 5150 42z,.'_),oea) 10s,._7_

= residue to a nearby charcoal manufacturer, The remainder is > 50 82,000 4300 352,600,000 88350

sold to other sources or given away, Most of this residue is of z > 50 40,000 4300 17Z,000,000 43,(XX)
very little market value and is considered a nuisance to the

_- sawmill operators. 3 10.2(i 6,000 7750 46,500,000 110625

40.50 ._,(XIO 5150 IB5,400,000 46,350

: The amount of wood residue that could be made >50 72,rX}0 4.300 309,600,000 77,400

available as fuel to the cogeneration plant was obtained from "l'olal 322,00o 1,512.4(¢J.O0O378,11.5
estimates provided by each company generating residue;
estimates were given in tons per truckload (assuming one

= truckload holds approximately 20 tons), Data on residue The calculation to dc/ermine Heat of Combustion sh(_wn
=. characteristics was obtained by collecting samples on each of in column 3 is (A/on ct al, 1979):

four different occasions of each type of residue generated.
Moisture content (MC), green basis, was calculated from HHV (Btu/lb., actual)= HHV (oven dry)(1-x)

- these samples.
where, x is the fractional moisture content, wet basis. For

Table 2 is a summation of the amounts of residue, example, a wood sample which has a HHV of 8,50f) Btu/lh.,
organized by moisture content within company group, oven dry, has a HHV of 4,250 Btu/lb. at 50 percent MC.
Adjusted for moisture content, it was determined that
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TABLE 31 Energy profiles of ali companies tri study. (average) would be 863 BI-If, While this is the average BHP

............... Ul_ct_ical.......................... rt,er,mal...........-. based upon the anaount of residue available, the boiler will

peak avg annual peak avg ann,al likely be turned up during the daytime to accommodate
Cottq_on.v kip klJq,/h kllql MMllmlh MMIJIulh MMIIm electricity requirements of the users anti also to take

(p . f2_ ts_ 14_ _, (:!_ (6_.... ' .....(?_ , advantage of tnc:re_sc:d revenue that can be obtained from the
oroup sale of electricity during peak times, Based upon data from

i 44,7 M.5 69,000 i.(i (1,2 4_,5 manufacturers and developers, it is assumed that an increase
, 7 104,0 78,fi 6','0,Z_8 7,2 5,8 s0,_08 of approximately 1,5-fold would be reasonable to expect.

3 70,0 50,0 100,000 na na ,a Based upon this, _maximum boiler horsepower was estimated
4 122.0 72.2 144,400 0.7 0.2 _t_ to he 1294,5 BHP oi" 44,600 PPH (pounds of ,'4team per hour),
5 197,8 i66,2 322,41X) na n_ na

6 19.4 Ft.0 ._,000 0.1 0.05 _00 The size of the condensing turbine/generator that can
7 1:_.0 100.3 200,600 nn ,a n_, utilize the maximumamount of electricity that could be

693.9 , 5/19.0 _ 9,_J 6,2s _ prodiJced from the maximum boiler size is:
Group 2

8 73.2 43._ S6,¢,00 o,4 0.1 173 44,600 PPH'/17.43 PPH/kW = 2,559 kW.
0 65,5 49.6 43.1,4q6 4,4 3,6 31,536

832,6 611.9 2,091,7B4 13,8 11,95 83,371) Froln Table 3, Coh.tmn 2, the mt_ximum amount of
C'irotq_3 electricity that would likely be required based upon demand is

1395,2 kW, Therelbre, electricity requirements of the users
10 17.5 5.1 10,2o0 0.1 0.0s 137 could be met'by the residue available with excess electricityII 62.7 4! 3 82,600 0.,1 0,1 231

12 ,182.4 398.6 797,200 2.3 1.2 t0,0')_ production that could be soldi'to the utility to provide
revenue,

'I'¢_'I'AI, ,L_" ....... 1056.9 2 98!_28'I Irl,(,: _ 1L'_O _93,_3_

In addition to e!ectr'icity, steam production is also a
Energy Us_ factor. The kilns may require, at maximum, l l,6f)0,000

Btu/hour (Table 3, Column 6). The size of a backpressure
Electric' and natura ! gas bills were _nalyzed to determine steam turbine to produce the maximum amount of process

approxirn_,tL, peak, average and _trlnultl energy usage ['()r each steam is determined as (Guinn and Turner 1990):
con_pany. The two most recent years of bills were requested '
from cc_mpanies in Groups 1 and 3, while energy data ibr 11,6(X),(X)0Btu,qmur / 1,175 BIu/PPH = 9,872.3 PPH
companies in Group 2 was estimated from conversations with 9,872.3 PPH / 17,,13PPH/kW = 566.4 kW
owners regarding anticipated energy rc:quirernents,
Equipment horsepower was also totalled to determine System I(_sses were not used to calculate the size of the

e potential usage, backpressure turbine needed for the kilns since Btu
=- availability is ample to service the kilns, Therefore, a 2,5(X1

An approximation oi' energy us_lge for each company is kW condensing turbine will be needed to produce the
= shown in "Fable 3. This table was produced without maximum amount of electricity, while in addition, a 600 kW

",onsidcration of seasonal changes in energy usage because back-pressure steam turbine will he needed to produce the
energy usage is limited by the market I'¢_rwood products, required amount of process steam. The steam from the boiler
which is somewhat unprcdict_lble, is routed into each turbine, depending upon the demand.

S.,gslcm Sizing System Selection and Cost

A topping cycle provides elcctricily as the primary Capital cost estimates for equipment were provided by
product with proct:ss steam as a byproduct; a bottoming cycle developers and by equipment m_mufacturers based upon
prcwidcs process steam as the primaD' product. Most prelirninary descriptions (_t' this project; no on.sile visits were
cogeneration I'at:ililies are tc_pping cycles (Easterly and conducted. Percentages of capital cost to be allocated to_

Lowcnstcin 1986). Since (very company uses electricity and insurance, etc, were provided by developers of similar projects
there, is excess rc_;itiuc tr) provide nal only electricity to the and are general, industry rules-of-thumb. Operating cost

= p_trl,:,but alsc_ to !;ell electricity back tt_ the utility, a topping estimates were pnwitled by developers of similar projects.
- cycle is recommended for this situation. Estimates of revenue and savings were calculated based upon
__- data from the site. County officials have indicated thai the
_. System size is dependent upon the amount of residue property required for the phial would he made aw_ilable free

available. To determine the average BHP (boiler of charge, hence cost of property and property tax is assumed=

- horsepower) for energy usage, two factors must be accounted to be n¢mexistent. Capital costs are shown in Table 5 and
= for: 1) the fact thai this residue will only be produced 40 operating costs in Table 6.

hours a week, yet the system will be running continuously_

throughout the week; and 2) system losses due to lhc high _ and Revenue
moisture content of the fuel. Typically, energy Iossc.s in a
wood-fired system using wood of highmoisture content is The two primary ben_'l'ils I'rom a cogeneration plant are
approxirnatc:ly 33.8 percent (05 percent electricity loss + ?,2.5 savings from electricity and steam prodtmtion that would
pcr((ni boiler loss + 0.8 per(cat blow-down loss) before the othenvise need to be purchased from the utility, and revenue
st(am reaches the turbine (Vranizan ct al. 1987), from the. sale of excess electricity to the utility.

I-- Taking both factors into consideration, it was calculated
thai the size boiler necessary t_ genen_te the amount of steam
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TABLE 4, Capital cost estimates for cogeneration system, TABLE 5, Operating cost estimates for cogeneration system.

Item I Total Item Item Cost I Total CoW

Equipmeea Cost l Co,_t
....... : Fixed(Total): $373,905

Fuel Storageand Handling(Total): $500,000 Labor(6 full,lime, I part.time) $145,465]
Site prep(excavation,foundation) $90000

Truckdumper,con,,_'yen 135,000 I Operation/Maintenance" 160,703_

Ho_er . 75,000 [ lnsurance.F.,qulpment(S|,50 per$t00 etr 32,612

Stlo_(2@30'x 80') 90,0OOI eqtdpmenl)

Insurance.BulldJng($2.75per$|00 of 4,125Installation I_utldlng)

BoilerSDlem(Total): 815,000 Property"l'at.xes none

Boiler(2) @ 700BHP =;=
. Parts t0,000

Meteringbin,controls,vttv_, pumps
Supplie= 6,000

I_tallatlon [ ._.a..._. I

Turbine/Generator(Total) ;!i15_0_0 1,057,150 Contingency 15,000

Condensingturblnelgencrator(2500kW) Variable(Total): 47,737

[_ackpre=ureturbine(600 kW) Waler(@ l(_l,000gallons/month) 2,019

Controls,rel._ys,_ltchgear,piping, Eicclriclly(slandl_charge) 28,000[

velvet.,puml_ _ I ]Inslallalion Chemicals (water Irealment) 14,600

Cooling Tower (Total): l_O,000 A._hDisposal (lipping tec) 3,120 I

Cooling Tower (2 cells, counterflow, =/'5,000 'ro'r?d.. Operating Coils [ $421,642
induced dratrt)

40 0OOI ' [:kqulpmenlcott ($3,214,050x 0.05 - $160303) trorfir=t5 yeant,then
Purnl_.piping,valvez(FRP, 52,5OO,00¢ ($3,214,050x 0_075,=$241,054thereafter)(Vmntzan¢(al, 1987).
BTUH,5250GPM)

lnttallallon

Pipinglo SteamDry Kilns (Total) 271900 J 47t'_'_)0Piping(3300 it. of 6"Sth. 80 pipe) , _avings - Steam

In_t_JJ.ti,',n _ The cost of natural gas used for steam production is
cyclone com'(tor (Tot,,0 [ 1_.000 approximately $0.45/lherm, Estimated annual Btu

Equipmenl 130,0o0 consumption ([or the two dry kiln companies) is 84,703

Installation _ I MMBtu, or 847,030 therms, Annual savings in natural gas
i'd'lanl (Total)(75'x 40' bldg.) . 150,0oo used for process steam is therefore $381,163 (847,030 therms

Foundation 22,500 I X $0.45/therm).

lnlenor mechanics(plumbing,gas) _ 15,000 I

E,xcavalionand_lleprep. 22,500I Revenue. Sales

|:e,:.,, 7.5oo I Annual revenue from sale of electricity is sornewhat

c:'o,,._ruct,_ o_ trJuJ_dtng 7_,0OOI clifficult tc) determine. However, since sales are clcpcnctcnt

= I'crmlt_ _'/,._i0__I upon consumption, a calculation can be made based upon

TOTAL Plant + P._luipmcnt _ approximate annual savings of electricity and savings o1'

. Project Cost (Total): 672.811 natural gas subtracted from approximate annual output, From
Engineering($3,."_4,050x 0.06) 201,8,43I "/'able 2, it is seen that 378,1 15 MMBtu/year are available

Prolec¢Managernenl($3,364,050x 0.03) 100,922 I from residue generated, adjusted for moisture content,

Contingency(S3,364,050,t 0.10) 33_,405 I Adjusted for losses in the system, the amount available for

Construction Insurance ($3,34_,050 x 0.01) _ I energy is:

Legal Ft:e.,_ 75,000 378,115,000,000 Blu/year x 0,662 = 250,3i2,1.'YJ,000 Btu/year

Intcrconnection C2-_I 200,000

lt is estirnated thai plant t_tilization cap_tcity is

Permits 50,00(') approximately 8(1 pcr(tnt, This accounts for Iosl time due to

Property none maintenance and repair anti possible shutdowns or cutback in
T()TAL CAI'!TAL COST . $4,.'_I,_ hours oi the plants that proctuce fuel. This would further

reduce the amount t-)l"available energy ts):

. Savings. Electricity 250,312,130,000 fllu/year x 0.8,0 = 200,249,704,000 Btu/year

2 lt was important to accurately determine the amount of From previous calculations of energy requirements for

_ electricity rcquired in order to calculate not only the quantity annual electricity (9,144,450,900 Btu/year) and process steam

- of elcctricity that would meet the needs of the users but al_o (84,703,(X_0,(XX) Btu/year) a total of 93,847,450,9fK) Btu/year

to calculate the cluantity that could be produced as excess anti ,,viii be used for energy purposes, leaving 106,,102,253,1fX)
_ solcl 1o lhc h_cal utility. Annual savings of electricity was Btu/year (31,175,580 kWh/year) available for excess electricity

: calculated tc) he 9,144,450,(XX) Btu/yr. Converting Io kWh and I)rtxluction, A dctc;rmination of revenue is el(pendent upon

multiplying by the current utility rate charged to industrial the avoided cost rate to bc obtained from the electric utility.
- customers of $0.067/kWh, annual savinlzs was $179,513.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 4.year discounted payback period was achieved, 'l"he results
oi' this analysis are shown In Table 6, The combinations of

-E_ono,mtc Analysis MARR and avoided cost rates that do achieve this criteria
are: $0,0471 @ 8 percent MA.RR, $0,05023 @ 10 percent

Economic analysis of the Belington site takes into MARR, and $0,05345 @ 12 percent MARR,
account capital and operating costs, and savings and revenue,
to ultimately produce a discounted cash flow for the estimated Table 6, Net present value at varying avoided cost rates,
life of the project which ts used to determine project different MARR values and years to discounted payback,
feasibility, MAaa

Depreciation Meth0_J_ Avoided Dlscounled Dl_eounled Dlneounlexi

Cos[ Payback Payback payback

Biomass property which is also a qualifying small power s_wh ('¢earO NPr _r4 ,NPV (V_n} NPV
production facility within tlm meaning of section 3(17)(c) of so,or5 18.39 113,682 > 20,00(_0,629) > 20,00 (784,270)
the Federal Power Act, is classified tot clepreciatlon purposes so,or9 13,06 74,t,39_ 17,27 174,453 > 20,00 (208,698)
in Section 48(1)(15) of the Internal Revenue Code (I--Iassler _0.023 8.75 1,729,788 10,39 1,045,153 13,01 4813,939

and Jones 1986), Depreciation was taken on three separate $0,027 7.262,424,_0 8.M 1,647,921 9.92 1,001,737
classes of items: 1) equipment, 2) the building as s0,0Jt 6,19 3,139,053 6.97 2,262,091 7,97 1,SS2,1.84
nonresidential real property, and 3) business start-up costs, $0,035 5,24 3,965,797 5.75 2,989,155 ft,40 2,1¢.,'9,16.6

$0,039 4.71 4,723,978 5.02 3,648,959 _.53 2,780,119
Equipment was depreciated using the 5.year MACRS $0,043 4,33 5,459,232 4,62 4,286,623 4,93 3,339,667

(modified accelerated cost recovery system), ustng 200 percenl
declining balance with a half.year convention. The amount of s0.047 4,015,528,586 4,264,354,704 4,53 3,406,$50
depreciable equipment for this project is $3,214,050. The so,(._..JSt. _: 4,00 6,263,841 < 4_.00 5,43_9203 4,18 3,966,098

buildil_g is considered nonresidentittl real property and Is
depreciated over 31.5 years using _ straight-line method, The
amount of depreciable nonresidential real property is While this project meets MARR requirements in terms
$150,000, Permitting and legal fees, along with project cost c)l"net present value (except for 1(I percent MARR and
are considered business start-up expenses and can be awfided cost $0,015, 12 percent MARR and avoided cost
amortized for not less than 66 months; therefore an $0,015, and 12 percent MARR and avoided cost $0,019), the
amortization pettod of 60 months was chosen for this project, payback criteria would be generally unacceptable to investors,
Amount of start-up costs is $997,811.

CONCLUSIONS

The net present value method was used to evaluate the
economic feasibility oi' this project (Weston and Brigham The Belington Industrial Park appears to be an Ideal E
1977), This method finds the present value of the expected location for a cogeneration facility. Positive aspects include

" net cash flows of an investment, discounted at the cost o1' proximity nnd availability of an ample fuel supply and process
capital, anti subtracts from Jt the initial cost outlay of the .steam use on a 24-hour basis. Additionally, a cogeneration
.project, If the net present value is positive, the project is plant could attract other businesses to this area, pmvidlng a
acceptable, if negative, unacceptable, For this report, the cost bc_ost to the local economy.
of capital is the minimum accepted rate of return (MARR)

o the investor will accept for a project and is assumed to be 10 However, as this report shows, there are several
" percent, fundamental deterrents which render this project unfeasible.

One major p_oblem is the high cttpltal cost of the plant, which
Discussion of Cash Flo_sis impacts heavily on the net present value of the project as well

- as on the discounted payback period. With cogeneration
Seven assumptions were made for the cash flow analysis: plants of this small tdze, capital costs do not meet economics

- 1) thcrc woud be no infhltion rate; 2) the cogeneration phmt of scale as well ns they coukl in a larger size plant, Based
= would be funded entirely by equity from companies in ali up(m d_ta from developers oi" biomass projects, economies o1'
= three groups; 3) Plant life is 20 years; 4) the plant is a new scale are best met at plants between 10 -20 Megawatts,

facility; 5) fuel will be made available to the plant from ali
tenants free of charge; 6) state tax rate @ 9 percent and Another obstacle is the small size of the system, which

:_ Federai tax rate @ 34 percent; and 7) without negotiation, has an effect on the avoided cost and hence, on the amount
- the avoided cost rate ,for excess electricity sold to the utility is ¢_1'revenue to be received for sale of electricity, Many

$0215(kWh, cogeneration plants that are able to sell electricity to their
: utility rely on revenues received. A project of this size (2,5

The base case, with avoided cost at $0.015/kWh and lr) MW) will only sell back to the utility excess electricity that is
percent MARR does not meet MARR requirements as NPV generated during times when it is not required by the users.
is ($380,629), However, is it likely that, through negotiation Therefore, during peak periods when the utility needs
with the utility, one could obtain a higher avoided cost rate. electricity and will pay the most for it, the cogeneration plant
Therefore, it was deckted to perform a sensitivity analysis to will not be selling. Conversely. during off-peak periods, the
determine under what conditions of avoided cost rates and plant will sell more electricity which is not worth as much to

= MARR the project would be feasible, the utility as during peak periods, hence, the lower the
anticipated rate.

Since industry rule-of-thumb for feasibility is a 4-ye_lr
discounted payback period, avoided cost was escalated by While this project appears to be initially unfeasible in
incre.ments of $0.fD4/kWh, starting from $0.015/kWh until the light of the avoided cost rates, other ix_ssibilities could be

_
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MARKET DYNAMICS OF BIOMASS FUEL IN as high as $38 per barrel. The SO#2 and SO#4
CALIFORNIA 1 contracts that have terms favorable for project finance

"_ have not been issued since March 1986 and April 1985
respectively. The power purchase contracts secured
the revenue stream required to finance the develop-

William F. Delaney and Glenn A. Zane 2 ment of new powerplants and the rates In the cont,,
racts increased the value of biomass fuel,

_p_d l_'_ Historically_ the primary generation and use of

The California market for biomass fue biomass fuel has been internal to the wood products
by independent power producers has grown industry where residues were burned to produce steam

substantially since 1980, The PURPA legislation that and electricity for manufacturing operations, 3
based power purchase rates upon the "avoided cost" of Biomass fuel now used in California includes recycled
public utilities resulted in construction of nearly 900 urban wood waste, agriculture residue, mill residue
Megawatts of capacity coming online by 1991. Until and forest chips. Fuel has been delivered from the
1987, most powerplants were co-sited at sawmills and Pacific Northwest by rail, barge and truck. Public
burned sawmill residue. By 1990 the installed capacity policy incentives and the market-driven development
of stand-alone powerplants exceeded the capacity co- of fuel supply infrastructure is expanding the supply of
sited at wood products industry facilities. The 1991 fuel.
demand for biomass fuel is estimated as 6,400,000
BDT. The 1991_market value of most biomass fuel The biomass energy industry has forged a link
delivered to powerplants is from $34 to $47 per BDT_ between the wood product, waste disposal and
Biomass fuel is now obtained from forest chips, agriculture industries. Ali three industries entered the
agriculture residue and urban wood waste. The 1990's in a state of change because of high operating
proportion of biomass fuel from the wood products costs and a new awareness of the environmental

indu_try is expected to dec!lhc and non-traditional I' limitations of historic practices. The market for

ls are expected to increase in availability. .J biomass fuel has enabled managers to meet air quality..... and waste disposal regulations and decrease waste dis-
Keywords: Biomass Fuel, Powerplant, PURPA, Urban posal costs, In some cases, the market has provided a
Wood Waste, Agriculture Residue, Forest Chips, Mill new profit center or allowed modified methods of
Residue, Prices environmental management. Entrepreneurs and i'_rge

companies have adapted or developed consolidation
and processing technoiogy as part of a new and
massive industrial opportunity to supply biomass fuel.

= 1, The California Market for Biomass Fuel

The California market for biomass fuel is at un- II. Difficulties Within the California Biomass
: precedented levels in volume of demand and prices to Energy Industry

sellers because of the rapid expansion of the biomass

energy i_dustry since 1985. As of 1991, the California Many individuals familiar with the biomass energy
demand for biomass fuel for commercial electricity industry are aware of operating and financial
production is nearly 6,400,000 BDT per year from an difficulties faced by a number of the biomass-fired
installed capacity of 88_ Megawatts (Mw). powerplants in California. Most powerplants have

performed on an economic basis. MB&G predicted in
: The Public Utilities Regulatory Policy Act of 1978 a number of reports prepared from 1988 - 1990 that

(PURPA) requires public utilities to purchase prices of biomass fuel would spike in the 1990-91 time
electrici .ty under longterm contract from independent period before stabilizing at more predictable
power producers at the utility's cost of production or equilibrium levels. MB&G expects that inflation-ad-
"avoided cost". Most powerplants constructed in justed 1993 prices will be lower than 1990 prices.
California since 1985 have Pacific Gas and Electric

- Standard Offer #2 or Standard Offer #4 contracts The two primary causes of the 1990-91 price spike
signed when the avoided cost was high and the in California are:
perception was that energy prices would continue to

escalate. The SO#4 contract is based upon oil prices 1. The large amount of new generating capacity that
came online in the period 1987-90.

- ' Presented at the National Bioenergy Conference, 2. An inadequate fuel supply infrastructure to satisfy
- Coeur D'Alene, lD, March 19, 1991, ali the new demand.

o 2The authors are respectively Associate and Vice
President of Mason, Bruce & Girard, Inc., consulting 3This report does not_include the production of steam
toresters of Portland, OR, and are stationed at the or cogeneration by black liquor recovery boilers at pulp

= Redding, CA field office, mills.
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Other factors that have exacerbated the impact of receive ali or a portion of fuel supply from related
the two primary causes are: business entities. The graph below shows the

cumulative capacity of the commercial biomass energy

1. The cyclic lumber market has entered a period of industry in California.
lower product sales value and a corresponding de-
crease in sawmill lumber and residue byproduct pro-

duction. A significant number of mill closures have ac- MILL CO-SITED AND STAND-ALONE
marred since 1988, particularly independent, mid-sized CUMULATIVE CAPACITY
mills most likely to sell fuel on the open market. IN CALIFORNIA

2. Uncertainty attendant to timber.related 1,o,oMwea_,_'v

environmental, regulatory and political issues. =oo ll
coo ....

3. Fuel suppliers deriving high profit or ascending the
400'

learning curve at the purchaser's expense. Since 1988
I_00most fuel suppliers have benefitted from a seller's

market because of a lack of competition on the fuel o
production side. iv_ a_.. .44 =H_ at-, eH_YEAR ONLINI6

4. Fuel collection and processing technology that has [ m oa.miD 1=1 =_,-axm= ]
performed less economically than expected, particu-
larly in the case of agriculture residues.

5. Poor powerplant design. IV. California Market Areas for Biomass Fuels

6. Fuel procurement strategy at specific powerplants California can be divided into six (6) distinct wood
that has allowed prices to increase with few controls, fuel market and resource areas: North Coast, Northern

Interior, Sacramento, Central Coast, San Joaquin and
Southern California. The areas dlifer as to fuel supply

II!. Growth of the California Market For Biomass base, urbanization, installed capacity and degree of
Fuel market development. Mast of the state is served by

Pacific Gas and Electric and Southern California
'Through 1984, the total biomass energy capacity it, Edison. The Pacific Gas and Electric service area

California was less than 200 Mw. By the end of 1991, includes ali powerplants operating in the North Coast,
California will have nearly 900 Mw of capacity on-line. Northern Interior, Sacramento and Central Coast
A majority of the powerplants that started operations areas and the north portion of the San Joaquin area.
prior to 1987 were co-sited 4 at large sawmills, pulp The Southern California Edison service area includes

mills or at food processing plants. Stand-alone 5 ali the Southern California area and the south portion
..__j_ powerplant capacity was under 125 Mw as of 1987. of the San Joaquin area. Small areas within the state

Since 1987, nearly 400 Mw of stand-alone capacity has are served by local utilities and Pacific Power and
=' come on-line as well as 80 Mw co-sited at sawmills. Light serves the extreme northern part of California.

Fifty-four Mw of the new capacity at sawmills must
= buy timber and fuel chips on the open market as the V. Demand for Wood Fuel

operating companies own no fee timberlands. In gen-

eral, stand-alone powerplants operate in a more Table 1 summarizes by Market Area the demand
competitive market for fuel than powerplants that for wood fuel expected to be online by the end of

__ 1991. Almost ali capacity sells power under Standard
Offer #2 (SO#2) and Standard Offer #4 (SO#4)

= power sales agreements. ,,ks SO#2 and SO#4 con-
tracts have not been issued since March i986 and

April 1985 respectively, new financing of large wood-
fired powerplants is expected to be more difficult to
obtain until an overall rise in energy prices or a

-= , In the context of this report, "co-sited" means owned significant increase in efficiency of conversion
and operated by a related business entity; in most cases, technology occurs. The vast majority of the co-sited
the powerplant is located on the same site as powerplant capacity is in the wood products industry.

_- manufacturing operations with common ownership.

5"Stand-alone" refers to a powerplant that is owned
I311U O_,./Kal QI,_,.,_,I Qa I;t t.ll,_)t, all_.,t. _,./ll_h.,'l,Ll|ll,_,_/.,_ _,*,,lliA_._ _llli_,,dl It4.t _.11 !,4

portion of fuel supply is not a byproduct of a primary
manufacturing business.

=
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VI. Sources of Biomass Fuels [ m eMu..u E;__oR.t n Ae.0oULtU.Et:_ u.=_ 1

Table 2 summarizes by market area the sources of
fuel expected to be used as of 1991 by the installed Vll Wood Fuel Quality and Quantity Measure
capacity. Some co-sited powerplants are required to
purchase fuel to meet ali requirements. Forest chips
includes chipped logging residue, material from timber In California, biomass fuel is most frequently
stand improvement and cull logs removed as round- purchased and inventoried on a bone dry ton (BDT) 6
wood for conversion to fuel and pulp chips, basis. Price paid per BDT should reflect fuel quality
Agriculture residues includes orchard pruning and as well as quantity. The primary determinants of
removal, food processing waste, vineyard pruning and biomass fuel value are moisture content and density.
removal, rice straw and minor amounts of annual Properties of wood most critical to combustion are
crops. Recycled urban wood waste includes wood chemical composition and physical and thermal
from remanufacturing, pallets, construction, properties. Measurements of fuel quality are the
demolition, land clearing, stumps and tree trimmings, ultimate analysis, proximate analysis, higher heating

value (BTU/Ib dry weight or HHV), moisture content,

t_ =,_,r,J_ _ ro, wooort,_ ,vr._ particle size distribution and ash composition. The
: IIIOM_SS KNKItGY INDUS111¥='n_._o_ or,oooruE,.mY_=J_'r_., fuel mix must be compatible with boiler design, ash

....... - disposal, fuel handling and inventory considerations.
= ,, """"_""'_ Ash disposal can be a significant cost item.

_--,o, ., .., ., ,, ,,, Moisture content (MC%) for biomass fuel is
,_ ,- __ ........._- ......._ measured by the following formula:_ tT.oag

_km, mhll_'l_q _ _ II, I__

""--" .... "' " " '_ _- MC % = Green W_lght - Dry Weight
: "="_" "_ " _ '_ _" ight....... .-. Green We

....

T_d )Zlt, Ilt_ 11_ I1% 10_

.... The concept of net effective fuel value is used to

Prior to :_85, sawmill hog fuel was the primary compare fuels that vary in quality characteristics andprice. The variables are $ per BDT paid for the fuel,
wood fuel used in California. Hog fuel could usually moisture content, boiler efficiency as a function of

_ be obtained by a payment that was no more than a moisture content and the gross MM BTU per BDT as
: reimbursement of the handling and hauling costs, delivered. The formula calculates $ per MM BTU

Many sawmills operated woodwaste-fired lumber dry and can be modified to account for ash content.
kiln boilers that have since been replaced by

cogeneration or natural gas systems. Open air tepee

- burners operated under air quality variance permits to $ / MM BTU = __/gL._D_.T____.
burn fuel now used in the production of steam; and MM BTU/BDT * Efficiency
other mill residues were landfilled, given away or

stockpiled.

Where: MM BTU/BDT = _ 2000 *HHV/Ib
-: The following graph illustrates the volume of fuel 1,000,000
J consumption by the biomass energy industry from 1980
_-_ to 1991 by source type. The use of biomass fuel in

California is expected to exceed 6,000,000 BDT for the
: first time in 1991. Fuels tha.t are consolidated from-

forest and agriculture wastes or segregated from the
urban waste stream are now imports_. '. The amount

of sawmill hog fuel that is available cannot meet all _ A bone dry ton _s2000 lbs at 0% moisture content.
- demand and is in decli,ing _upply. - _
=- __

-
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, The graph below can be used to estimate boiler TABLE 4 contains the range of delivered prices of
efficiency, ff specific operating and design wood fuel observed during Winter 1990-91. Market
characteristics are unknown, prices should not be confused with the value of fuel

purchased by co-sited powerplants at a transfer price
from a related business.

TABLE 4: WINTER 1990-91 HOG FUEL PRICES INEFFECTOF MOISTURECONTENT
ON BOILEREFFICIENCYFOR CALIFORNIA DELIVERED $ PER BDT AT

A GENERIC WOOD-FIRED BOILER POVt_.RPI_kNTS

i_olle¢ Eftlole,noy

_, __'i _ Central Coast $23 $48ooz ii i North Coast 12 30............... ,.... ................ ........... ,.,,,, :............... ,_.,, ......

,o,,::2i....................t......... ...................co, 1............................... Northern Interior 22 50
8os..........,...........,..........t..........t..........t..........i........_"...........................Sacramento 32 58

,o_..........I..........I..........I..........!......................I..........I............
ao_..........1..............................,i t..........!..........i............__ ,iJiiiiiii',iJ San Joaquin 32 58

......................................i _ i I _'O_ ,i -- " ..J
0% IOK _ 30_ 40_ 6OF, 00% /'0% 8015 go% 100%

Mejture _ of WoodFuel II Fired

_0.E.o,,,.o.., ._oo.t_/_bF_ IX. Historical Prices for Wood Fuel
Fire _ T,I_ Ql_OFht

, FfO_I Btof_ WOI_IIM F.l_t_lMJt_

MB&G has maintained a database of market

Table 3 uses the net effective fuel value formula biomass fuel prices since 1974. Until 1987-88, the
and the boiler efficiency curve to compare the values database was predominately sawmill hog fuel. The
cf three fuel samples, chart below shows the high range (including

transportation charge) of delivered wood fuel by
TABLE 3 : NET EFFECWIVE FUEL VALUE USED TO market area since 1982 in nominal dollars. Much Of

COMPAREFUr,L SAMPLES the rise in value is the result of the ability to pay
i ,i

- -';.,,...,,, ,_/u, ] ,,.,... J ,.. ..r. established by power sales agreements with public
0,,,.,,. ,,.. , ,,,,,-, ,-. utilities. The PURPA legislation created a major

S/MX(

*''_ "" -" ....... - profit center in the California wood products industryIJdwi UI? l_ I _ 11,1.16

_.,'_ ' as a steady stream of revenue could be generated fromItll iDwlilt

,.-.,,-- =, l -', i _¢",,.,_,.,- _;.,,,l ]. .... ..... ,_ _ the lowest utility byproduct of lumber manufacture.

"""" 1 / " FUELWOOD PRICE HISTORY
- HIGH RANGE $ PER BDT DELIVERED

BY CALIFORNIA MARKET AREA
if the urban wood and redwood hog fuel samples

were compared against a standard BDT with a HHV eo*pea ,myt_L,Vt,tO
of 8,500 at 40% moisture content, the recycled urban ao ................:.........................................................................
wood fuel would cost $27.55 per BDT and the 40 .....................................................................................
redwood hog fuel would cost $29,94 per BDT. The _o .......................................

: urban wood fuel would be a 9% cost savings despite a _o .......................=.,

-_ purchase price of an additional $2.00 per BDT on _o,
. delivery, e= _= _ ee ee o_ ee e_ .e

YEAR
=

VIII, Current Prices for Wood Fuel [-.- .O_H.o_r -,- .O._.._.,.T=.,O.
/ O|NTR_k OOA8¥ _ II_O'TO • &_N JO_QUIN

- As of Spring 1991, there is a strong seller's market
= for wood ft'"' _n California. Contracts developed in

1990 for fuel deliveries at most established stand-alone The wood products industry is a cyclic segment of
" powerplants were priced in the range of $34 to $47 the economy. When interest rates are high or the cost

per BDT delivered, Recent spot market prices have of obtaining logs exceeds the ability to generate profit,
been observed in excess of $50 per BDT delivered in lumber production drops. During the recession of the

_ the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valley market areas, early,1980's, lumber production dropped but the value
a price level that may be above profitable operation of pulp chips achieved nominal price levels not seen
costs under many Qualifying Facility (QF) contracts, again until 1989 markets as chip production also

:: High priced contracts are often for fuel of h)w declined. Market prices for pulp chips have histori-
moisture content or for "offset" fuels, rally run counter-cyclic to lumber production in the

: western United States as most pulp chip supply has
been a byproduct of lumber production.

_
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The following chart illustrates the relatic, n between PROFORMA AVERAGE PRICE PROJECTIONS
pulp chip prices, lumber production and hog fuel WOODPRODUCTSINDUSTRYPOWERPLANTS
prices in the Northern Interior Market Area through
the end of 1989. Note the rise in pulp chip prices --. oo-,,rl, =o,, -- oo.,,T=t=,0,, -- ,rAN,-_,_,,,,o,,I
during'the 1980-82 recession and the jump in hog fuel -,- E,_Ho-,a.o,I=O,,_'-*_,,*-_E lo,, I
prices when substantial capacity came online in 1987. mO_ae,E,mTOEUV.tD

NORTHERN INTERIOR MARKET AREA
PULP CHIP &HOG FUELPRICE8 ao ................................ iziv_irt:"c'_.iit_iii_.......................................

VERSU8LUMBERPRODUCTION =o................... ___--___.__.___
MMIIIF LUMBER TALLV $ PElt IIDT DELIVERED 10 ...... _ .... =_.,-z'_,..7. ....... ;.............................................................

1Boo "'-r $120

_"_H_ , , l , _ , .............,,o_ .....................................................................................,1on *-..g,' .,2 ....4 _o8.. _,, .. 1.o =on,
'1_!00 _'

i .............................................................. Iso800 ............ $O0

000 140
4oo PROFORMA AVERAGE PRICE PROJECTION_0

a_o STAND-ALONE POWERPLANT8
Ta _ 8o e, a= e_ a4 a6 ao aT ea eo MIXED FUEL8

YEAR

[ [ "4- "" "°u' I°" "4" umu__T' 1°" 1

LUMRItR PRODUOTION _ OHIP MARKET HIGH "_ AOOFI_T FUEL 1_14
HOe FUlL MARKET HIGH

_= s ,z. nor otuvt,,=o

nn| ,0¢._

X. Projected Prices for Biomass Fuel 4o_._ii ..................................................

Prices are expected to stabilize at real (inflation
adjusted) levels below the 1990-91 market within the

n: "t three years. Some biomass now used as fuel with _,,o m_ _= .. ,.4 _°oe _a .gT _oa _ooo=_o
the attributes for use in higher valued markets (such YEAR
as for pulp chips and panel products or as
supplemental feeds for livestock production) is likely
to become less available for fuel. New sources of fuel While some power projects are having difficulty

are likely to be developed from biomass waste that purchasing fuel at acceptable prices in the 1990-91
requires efficient and erlvironmentally clean disposal, market, the price for biomass fuel is projected over

° Avoided disposal costs (such as landfill tipping fees) - time to achieve average price levels that allow profit
should aid in making fuel available at costs acceptable under power sales agreements. Fuel procurement
to Qualifying Facilities. The need to manage waste at areas for powerplants are expected to stabilize over_

:. least cost and public mandates for air quality and solid the next five years as additional biomass powerplants
waste diversions from landfill is pushing fuel suppliers are unlikely to be financed given current availabie

° and equipment vendors up the learning curve, contract rates and apparent declines in available
timber supply. Factors most important to market

;. The two graphs that follow are _am_pJes of fuel equilibrium are production costs, transportation costs,
price trends assumed in project proforma for suppliers access to potential fuel and price competition
powerplants developed since 1986 in California. The for fuels located at the overlapping edges of fuel pro-

curement areas. "Offset" fuel supply that is required: powerplants varied by market area, type of power
sales contract and nature of the fuel supply, The eight to meet use permits and finance covenants will

__ examples are part of a larger data set MB&G continue to be in high demand but prices should
compiled on a blind basis with two other consulting moderate as supply-side competition and available
firms active in biomass powerplant development to equipment develops.
assess market expectations. The trends have been

- adjusted to the 1990-2000 decade with the Producer

_ Price Index. XI. Supply of Biomass Fuel

Table 5 summarizes an estimate of the biomass fuel

- used by the California biomass power industry as of
1990 and supply trends over the next five (5) years by
source. In general, biomass fuel is projected to be less

! available from the wood products industry and more
available from non-traditional sources of fuel. One
exception is that mc,re fuel is expected to be derived
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fr()m forest stand improvement thinnings and logging sawmill residue carl be offset in volume

residue recovery. In the future, some fuel will likely he but not in price by increased harvest of

obtained from EJic.a.I.y_t_, _ or other energy logging residue and excess or poorformed trees in timber stand

plantation species. ' improvement. The mechanized logging

equipment necessary for this type of

1 activity have become common in the
TABLE 5: ESTIMATE OF AVAII.ABLE BIOMASS FUEI, IN Northern Interior region of California.
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XZI. Conclusions

The California supply of biomass
residue with the potential to be

processed into and used as fuel is in
excess of the demand established by the

biomass' power industry. Over the short-
term, some operations are having

difficulty obtaining adequate amounts of
fuel at an acceptable price. The free

= market and public policy is a defacto

partnership that is fostering an
expanded supply of biomass fuel to meet
the new demand. While fuel will be less

- available from the wood products

industry, non-traditional sources of
fuel are of growing importance. Factors

that are expected to improve the
economics of fuel supply are improved
collection and processing systems,

integrated environmental management,
] subsidies that are the result of public

policy and learning curve effects.

One important consideration is that
: timber harvest is projected to decline

: in California's major timber producing
areas over the next decade. The timber

: supply issue and more complete utili-
zation of higher valued residues within

= the woo_ products industry is likely to

_= reduce the availability of sawmill hog
fuel to stand-alone powerplants.

: During 1989, a high operating level
for the lumber industry, California

sawmills provided an estimated 3,400,000
BDT or over 50% of fuel required by the

_ biomass industry at 1991 capacity.

= Sawmill residue available as fuel is
_ likely to be as low as 2,700,000 BDT in
- 1995 and nearly 80% would fuel co-sited

powerplants in the wood products
industry. The decreased availability of-

=
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WASTE REDUCTION: ENERGY AND Tile change from an agrarian society to an industrial
MATERIALS CHOICES t society increased per capita use of energy. Since 1900,

population increased by a factor of 3.2 while energy use
increased 8.3. The percapita use increased from 126
million British thermalunits (MBtu) perperson in 1900

James D. Kerstetter 2 to 307 MBtu/person in 1988, This increase was due to
the choice of materials used to produce products, the use
of energy and machines to displace human and animal

[ .Abs 1_.V'- I_/h":rhe use of energy to supply consumer 1 labor, and to the reliance on virgin raw materials ratherthan recycled materials,
' products madto meet our basic energy needs J.sreviewed

from the perspective of the available options and the The energy required to produce consumer products
implications of choosing those options. Waste t_eduction _ depends on the type of material used and the conversion
is shown to be an advantageous choice and several l efficiency for changing raw materials into finished

products, example, to
xamples are given, f- For the energy required producealuminum house siding is much greater than needed to

Keywords: Energy, Municipal Solid Waste, Waste produce wood siding. The choice of material to meet a
Reduction, Environment particular need is one example of a waste reduction

option, lt !s wasteful of energy to produce a productserving the same need if a less energy intensive product
could be used.

The sources of energy and materials society chooses to
satisfy its demand for g_ods and services have
environmental and economic impacts. These choices
have effects today, and perhaps more importantly, they
impact the choices available to future generations.
Management of solid waste also effects both energy use
and the environment. Traditional management options
included disposal at an incinerator or a landfill. Today,
the options include waste reduction, recycling, and

ener_ recovery, iThis paper takes a global look at how energy, the
environment, and economics are inter-related and how
waste rea,,ction options impact both energy and the
environment. Waste reduction is broadly defined, in this
paper, to include using energy and materials more 1
efficiently as well as the choice of energy and materials
sources to meet our needs. 1_ 1_o

The purpose of this paper is to stimulate thinking Figure 1. Historical Percentage Contribution of Energy
about the choices we make today and how they may Sources in the United States from 1855 tlu'u 1988.
affect the future, Historical energy data are reviewed to
give a perspective on past ta'ends. The use of energy to
provide us with material and the inter..relationship with ENERGY AND THE NATIONAL ECONOMY
the economy are reviewed. Finally, examples of waste
reduction strategies that have been used and can be used We have become more efficient in our use of energy
in the future arediscussed, and one measure of this is the relationship between

economic growth and energy use. The gross domestic
product (GDP) is a measure of the goods and services

HISTORICAL ENERGY USE produced in the country. The historical relationship
between energy consumption and GDP is significant.

Growth and industrialization increased energy From 1950 to 1971 the relationship between energy use
demands and forced a shift from dependence on and GDP showed a correlation coefficient of 0.992
renewable fuels to dependence on fossil fuel. In fact, in (OTA, 1990). That means that 99.2 percent of the
1885 the United States crossed a threshold and became energy use can be accounted for by changes in the GDP.
more than 50 percent dependent on fossil fuels (Bureau

: of Census, 1975). Another transition occurred around However, since the early 1970's the apparent link
1940 when the U.S. became more dependent on between GDP and energy use was no longer evident.
petroleum fuels than on the nations most abundant Between 1972 and 1988 GDP increased 53 percent

- fossil fuel, coal. These changes reflect the need for both while energy use only increased 15 percent, The
more convenient and more concentrated energy sources, disconnect between GDP and energy was probably

caused by the rapid increases in energy costs during that
lime and th_ resultant increases in energy efficiency and

0 structural changes. The Office of Technology
Assessment (OTA) estimates that two-thirds of the
decline in energy intensity was because of energy-

1Presented at the National Bioenergy Conference, Coeur efficiency improvements; the remaining third was due tostructural shifts in the economy toward less energy-d'Alene, ID, March 18-21, 1991. intensive industries (OTA, 1990). This illustrates the

= 2The attthor is the Bioenergy Program Manager, case where waste reduction, i.e. increased efficiency,- allows for increased economic growth without aWashington State Energy Office, 809 Legion Way,
- FA-11, Olympia, WA 98504-1211, 206-956-2069. proportionate increase in energy use.
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The ability to continue these energy-efficiency The energy required to prcxtuce some of our raw
improvements is important when planning for future materials Is also increasing. Copper ore containing one
energy supplies, lt has been estimated that home percent copper requires about 52 million Btu's to
heating needs can be reduced 90 percent, automotive produce one ton of pure copper. If the ore only
energy use reduced 65 percent, and the energy needed to contained three-tenths of a percent copper the energy
produce paper can be reduced by 40 percent (Scientific requirement would increase to 102 million Btu, On the
American, 1989). If these energy savings are achieved other hand, if impure scrap copper were reclaimed it
the economy can continue to grow without a great would only take one million Btu's to produce the pure
increase in energy use, copper. In the United States the average copper ore

grade has decreased from 2,5 percent in 1905 to 0,5
One of the su'uctural shifts is an increased quantity of percent in 1980. The result is an increased energy

energy imported in the form of embodied energy, requirement for copper produced in the U,S, and more
Embodied energy is the energy used to produce finished imports of copper from foreign countries that still have
products from raw materials. The energy used to higher grade ore deposits,
produce goods in foreign countries and then imported
into the United States does not enter our energy Recycling of materials is one way to manage solid
accounting system and thus indicates an improved wastes and also reduce energy n.eeds. Figure 2 shows
energy to GNP ratio. For example, as more of our steel the energy requirements for producing one ton of
is produced overseas less energy is used in the United material from virgin feedstocks and from recycled
States. From a global perspective, if less energy is materials. For materials like plastics and aluminum, the
required to produce steel because a higher grade ore is energy savings are dramatic. The savings for materials
available in a foreign county than the energy efficiency like glass and newsprint are not as great. Interestingly,
increases. However, from a national l?erspective, it may glass and newsprint are recycled at much greater levels
be more appropriate to recycle our existing stock of than plastics. Obviously, energy considerations are not
materials and accomplish the same energy savings, the driving factors.

_3v

MATERIALS AND ENERGY USE ro
70t

The production of goods and services requires energy s04
and also produces air and water emissions, The quantity
and type of energy and emissions depends on what sot
goods are produced. The energy intensity of producing

_- products varies dramatically. Manufacture of aluminum ,to4
cans from bauxite consumes three times more energy _t 27
than making a glass bottle. If the glass bottle is refilled,
even more energy can be saved. _t

The net energy, or energy required to extract and
provide energy in a useful form, is also important. As
more energy is required to provide the energy form 0_ r,m,_ _ c,:,,u_u t,,e,nml

ultimately used, the total energy requirement will i__uut_ _ _r_,a,,aunml ]increase, The recovery of bituminous coal is an
__ example.

Figure 2. Energy Required to Produce One Ton of
" The energy required to recover bituminous coal has Materials from Virgin Sources and Recycled Sources.

increased since 1958 (Bureau of Census, 1982). The
ratio of energy in the coal recovered to the energy
required to mine the coal has dropped from 129 in 1958 In Washington State the potential energy savings by

- to 76 in 1982. That means it is taking more energy to recycling plastics could amount to five trillion Btu/yem'.
recover the energy wecan actually use. If this trend That is enough energy to supply 100,000 homes with
were to continue, a point would be reached where it their energy needs for one year. This is based on the
takes more energy to recover a Btu of fuel than that fuel current amount of plastics that are discarded and the

-: provides. Of course, in some cases that already occurs energy savings per ton. Today, only a very small
because we are using Btu's to increase the quality of the quantity of plastics are being recycled. Washington
energy we want to use. The best example is electricity, recycles about 12percent of its glass and saves 0.02
where about three Btu's of fuel energy are used to trillion Btu/year. If all the glass were recycled the
generate one Btu of electric energy. However, we can energy savings would be 0,2 trillion Btu, much less than

= do many things with electricity that we cannot do with the potential savings from t_cycling plastics.
= only heat sources. Nevertheless, as the energy required

to recover our basic energy resources increases, it will
" leave less available for providing our goods and METHODS FOR REDUCING WASTE
1 services. The choice of what source of energy should be

used to meet an energy need is another example of a Recycling is one of the more popular waste
waste reduction management option, management options, There are several other ways to

reduce the quantity of material that we discard. They
include: 1) building things that last longer, i.e.
durability, 2) using less material for accomplishing the

- same purpose, i,e. light weighting, 3) substituting
materials, 4) process changes, and 5) policy actions.

Building products that have a longer useful life can
: reduce the amount of discards and save energy.
_
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Unfortunately, our current trend is towards less durable I.,ITERATURE CITED

goodsand meta disposables, ranging from razor bladesto cameras. Automobiles may be an exception to the Bureau of Census. Historical Statistics of the United
disposable attitude, The average age of automobiles has States, Colonial Times to 1970, Wasllington,
increased from 5.5 years in 1970to 7,5 years in 1987 Department of Commerce, 1975.
(Polk, 1988). A companion to durability is repairability. Bureau of Census, 1982 Census of Minerals,
Our current system often makes the cost of buying a Washington, Department of Commerce, 1983.
new item less than the cost of repair. Environmental Protection Agency, National Air ,'

Pollutant Emission Estimates, 1940-1988, Research
Light weighting of materials has been occurring for Triangle Park, Environmental Protection Agency,

many years. The weight of aluminum beverage cans has 1990,
been reduced by 22 percent since 1965. Newspaper Federal Office of the Environment, Comparison of the
have seen a six percent weight reduction since 1974 and Effects on the Environment from Polyethylene and
the weight of automobiles dropped sixteen percent from Paper Carder Bags, Berlin, 1988
1975 to 1985. The weight of train locomotives presents Scientific American, New York, Septen'tber 1990.
a classic example of light weighting and substitution Williams, R.; Larson, E, and Ross, M. Materials
(Williams, 1987). In 1810 a typical locomotive weighed Affluence and Industrial Energy Use, Annual
1300 kg/horsepower, In 1980 the weight is less than 50 Review of Energy, Volume 12, Palo Alto,
kg/horsepower. The reduction is due to conversion from CA,Annual Reviews, 1987.
cast iron steam locomotives to diesel electric
locomotives, both a change in materials and technology,

ffubstitution of materials can affect both energy
requirements and emissions. A recent study by the
German Office of Environment compared the energy
needs and emissions for producing kraft paper bags and
polyethylene bags (Federal Office of the Environment,
1988). They accounted for the energy and emissions
starting at the oil well or forest and following through to
delivery of the bag to the store. The assumption was
one time use of the bags, They found that it take 50
percent more energy to make the kraft bag. They also
showed that a reusable jute bag would only require five
percent of the energy needed to make the kraft bag. The
study also showed that sulfur oxide, nitrogen oxides, and
carbon monoxide emissions were ali lower for the
polyethylene bags. The volatile organic carbon
emissions were higher for the plasuc bags. Once again
the choice available to the consumer has an affect on

"- energy and the environment.
James D. gerstetter.

Government policy can be very influential in affecting
energy and environmental decisions. Gasoline prices
offer a prime example. In 1987 gasoline sold for $4.00

° per gallon in Italy and only $0.88/gallon in the U.S.
: Since the cost of producing gasoline from crude oil is

basically the same world wide, the difference in price at
the pump is due to taxes. Nations that want to limit the
quantity of gasoline used can do so by imposing a tax on
the fuel. The result is lower energy use and lower
emissions.

CONCLUSIONS

Waste reduction is a preferable management option
_' because it requires less energy aod produces less
- environmental degradation. There are many ways to

achieve waste reduction and most choices result in net
benefits to society.

-- Acknowledgments: The U.S. Department of Energy,
- Pacific Northwest and Alaska Regional Bioenergy

Program, managed by the Bonneville Power
Administration, provided partial financial support for
this study.
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LANDFILL GAS MANAGEMENT AND END USE 1 amounts of other gases, including oxygen, nitrogen,
and hydrogen are also typical in the gas. Depending
on the character of the waste in the landfill, the ga_'

David G. Vonasek 2 can also contain trace amounts of volatile organic and
inorganic compounds. Some of the more commonly
found trace constituents found in landfill gas include

vinyl chloride, trichloroethylene, toluene, benzene,, and
,, INTRODUCTION hydrogen sulfide,

I ..........I.andfill gas, like sewer and marsh gas, is a biogas.)
lt is generated by the biological decomposition of 1 Pure methane is colorless, odorless, and lighter
organic matter in solid waste landfills. Once gas than air. When mixed in air and in the presence of an
production begins, it can continue for 30 to 50 years or ignition source, it is.combustible at concentrations
more, until ali of the organic matter is completely between 5 to 15 percent by volume. While methane
decomposed. The evolution of landfill gas and carbon dioxide are not considered to be toxic to
management in the United States began in the 1970s humans, they are simple asphyxiants that can displace
because of the concerns for health and safety. Over oxygen in the air if allowed to accumulate in a

the years, there have been many documented cases of confined area or space, Landfill-derived methane has
loss of human life or serious injury caused by a characteristic pungent Odor similar to that of rotten
explosions or accumulations of landfill-derived gases, eggs. This odor is generally attributed to the presence
The federal Environmental Protection Agency's of sulfur-based compounds, i.e. mercaptans, which are
(EPA's) Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of present in almost ali landfill gas sources,
1976 (RCRA) established the first federal regulatory
performance criteria requiring landfill owners and Landfill Gas Production
operators to control the escape of landfill gas. These
regulations have led to the installation of hundreds ofk(_/ Landfill gas undergoes a four-step evolutionary

l gas control systems at landfill sites across the count_:t_'J process before it achieves steady-state, methanogenic............ ' _\)_,-_........ production. The first phase, which lasts several days
Following the oil embargo in the mid-1970s, the to weeks, is aerobic, with oxygen and nitrogen as the

need for new energy sources led to the development of principle gases in the landfill. They are present as
the landfill gas-to-energy industry. Today, there are components of air trapped during the placement of the
approximately 150 gas recovery projects within 20 refuse. Also during this phase, the initial formation of
states that have, or plan to have, landfill gas recovery carbon dioxide begins. Phase two, lasting up to
projects in operation) The economic feasibility of several weeks, is characterized by the transformation
landfill gas recovery depends on the energy market from an aerobic to an anaerobic environment

" and the physical characteristics of the landfill. The following depletion of oxygen within the landfill.
;, technical feasibility, however, has been clearly During this time, the production of carbon dioxide

demonstrated. Today, there are still a large number continues to increase, along with a small amount of

of recovery projects being planned, even in the face of hydrogen. The third phase, which is anaerobic, canlast several months to several years. During this
reduced energy prices over recent years, phase, a gradual reduction is seen in the production of .

carbon dioxide, along with the depletion of hydrogen.

LANDFILL GAS CHARACTERISTICS AND Also, the first evidence of methane occurs. Finally,
. PRODUCTION the pseudo-steady-state condition occurs under which

the production of methane and carbon dioxide achieve

Landfill Gas Char._teristics equilibrium. This phase can last several years to
decade,_ until ali organic matter within the landfill has
been depleted.Landfill gas is a generic name describing the by-=

product gases produced by the anaerobic The rate of landfill gas production is directly
: decomposition of organic matter in most municipal

solid waste landfills. Like ali biogas forms, it is affected by the suitability of the landfill for optimumanaerobic, biological activity, and the physical
= composed primarily of methane at 50 to 70 percent by characteristics of the landfill itself. Environmental

volume, with the balance being carbon dioxide. Trace
factors that affect the rate of gas production include

- moisture content, temperature, pH, presence of
nutrients, and oxygen concentrations within the

- tPresented at the National Bioenergy Conference in landfill's interior. Physical factors include the
- Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, March 19, 1991. geographic location of the landfill, biodegradability of

Whe author is Manager, Landfill Gas Services, for the waste components, depth of refuse, degree of
z Sweet-Edwards/EMCON, Inc., Bothell, WA 98011. refuse compaction, and the type and depth of the

cover soils used during landfill operation_.

3Governme,nt Advisory Associates, Inc., .1.988-89
: Methane Recovery. from Landfill Yearbook, 1988,

_
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Theproductton of landfill gas is continuous within maintain the level of control required to mitigate
almost ali municipal solid waste landfills, As the landfill gas migration or emissions, _the high rate of gas
storage capacity of the landfill is exceeded by the extraction by an active collection system may result in
produced gas, a positive static pressure develops that ambient air being drawn into the landfill, Eventually
can drive the gas from the landfill, creating subsurface this air enters the gas stream and reducen the methane
migration or emissions of odors and potentially toxic quality. To IncreaSe revenues, attempts are Often
or othe_, "greenhouse" gases, Internal pressures can made to reduce gas extraction rates in an effort to
reach 25 inches water column, depending upon the improve tile gas quality. These actions often sacrifice
rate of biological activity with the refuse, tbe system's control capabilities; the landfill may no

longer be in compliance with regulations. For some

Research in the kinetics of landfill gas production sites, it is possible to have two separate operating
has suggested that, theoretically, an average of systems; one for control and one for recovery, The
between 1.0 to 4,0 cubic feet of landfill gas can be control system maintains site compliance, while a
ultimately produced by each pound of dry municipal separate recovery system can extract high quality g_3
solid waste. This, however, does not mean that every from the remaining areas of the landfill.

pound of refuse prod.,._cesgas. The composition and
Another decision to develop a gas collection

the homogeneity of the refuse within every landfill system may be purely economic, In such situations,
varies greatly. The percentage of nondecomposable the landfill may be in compliance with gas control
and inert material in municipal solid waste facilities is requirements and thus, no mitigative measures are
significant and greatly influences the arnount of gas necessary. Under this scenario, the gas collection
produced, system is free to operate without constraints; methane

quality and quanti!y can be maximized,
Experience has shown that total overall gas

production within a landfill gradually increases with There are no concrete rules that can be applied io
time during the active life of the site. Following a landfill site to evaluate tt as a candidate for a
closure, the gas production typically peaks within recovery program, lt has been suggested that if a
approximately 3 to 10 years, then declines landfill has merc than 1,000,000 tons of inplace refuse
exponentially over the next several decades, and site closure is less than three years past, it could

be feasible. However, even if a site meets these
criteria, onemust not immediately start drilling gas

REASONS TO INSTALL A LANDFILL GAS wells. Developing a landfill gas recovery program is a
COLLECTION SYSTEM . complex process and must be properly planned.

= Landfill gas collection systems are usually installed

__ to satisfy regulatory requirements. Over the past 15 COMMON APPLICATIONS OF LANDFILL GAS
years, federal, state, and local environmental

regulations pertaining to the management of landfill There are several ways in which landfill gas can be
gas have become more stringent. The U.S. EPA is used. Like most biogas forms, landfill gas is generally
now considering additional landfill gas control composed of methane and carbon dioxide in
regulations to address air quality concerns such as the approximately equal amounts. In its natural form, it is
emissions of VOCs and potential greenhouse gases considered to be a medium-Btu energy source because
(i.e. methane and carbon dioxide), of the large concentration of carbon dioxide. If the

carbon dioxide and other trace gases are removed, it
= To comply with these regulations, an increasing can be converted to a high-Btu energy source, or pipe.-

number of gas control systems will have to be installed line-quality gas. Some of the more common Uses of

in landfills across the country, in addition to the large landfill gas include the following.number of systems already in operation. Because of
the sometimes minimal investment required to convert Medium-Btu
a "control" system into a profitable "recovery" system,
many gas recovery programs have been developed Space heating
from existing control systemS, A significant portion of Boiler feed /

Z the cost to construct a recovery system is in the Onsite electrical generation
installation of the collection field (wells, collection High Btu
piping, condensate systems, and so _n) ali of which are

- Natural gasalso necessary for an effective control system.

= However, the most common application for landfill gas
' In general, revenues generated from the operation ' is onsite electrical generation for operating internalof a gas recovery system usually increase with the
: quantity of methane extracted from the landfill, combustion, gas turbine, or steam-driven generator

sets. Once generated, the produced power is metered
However, when using a gas control system for recovery and fed directly into the local utility's power grid. The
purposes, one must realize that the primary purpose of federal Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act
the collection system is regulatory compliance. To

,¢4



(PURPA) requires utility companies to purchase extraction wells, pressure monitoring probes are
generated power from small-source generators, which installed radially from a selected number of wells to
include landfills. Revenues are based on current measure the horizontal influence within the refuse
"avoided rates" established by the utility and are during gas withdrawal, The data collected by the field
usually paid on a per,kilowatt basts. The economic test are then used to estimate the amount of
breakeven point for a landfill gas-to,electric ts roughly recoverable gas that cart be expected from the entire
in the $0.04- to $0,05-per-kilowatt range, site,

If there are commercial businesses within a 2- to Based on the results of the field test, the
3-rrdle radius of the landfill that use natural gas, mathematical model can be modified to reflect a more

landfill gas can be conveyed and sold to tllese users as accurate long-term prediction of the site's production

a fuel source. This application is generally not potential and for use in analyz!ng tile economics of
economically attractive for more distant customers recovery.
because the costs of ptpeltne construction and
operation. Evaluation of Potential Cusl.o.m¢_

The process equipment necessary for the
conversion of the landfill gas to a pipe line quality The feasibility study for a landfill gas recoveryprogram also includes an evaluation of the potential
product is costly and expensive to operate, making this market for the recovered gas. Potential customers
option feasible mainly for landfills capable of
producing in excess of 3 to 4 million cubic feet per day must be located, their energy needs determined, andan estimate must be made of the revenues that can be

of landfill gas.4 expected from selling the energy,
i

Economic Anal_t,_

DEVELOPING h,,LANDFILL GAS-TO-ENERGY Once a long-term prediction is made of the
PROJECT amount of gas that can be recovered and an end use

of the gas has been determined, an economic analysis
The initial step in developing a recovery project is then undertaken to determine recovery feasibility.

normally begins with an evaluation of the amount of No landfill gas recovery program should proceed past
recoverable gas that can be expected to be produced this point without first understanding the likely costs
and collected, and an evaluation of potential energy and returns on investment.
users.

Results of the field and mathematical modeling
: Prediction of Landfill's GW Production a_l.Recove_ are submitted to developers that specialize in these

projects, or to equipment manufacturers to obtain cost
estimates for supplying and installing the recovery

Computerized mathematical models have been equipment. The gas collection system construction,
developed that can provide conceptual estimates of and system operating and maintenance cost estimates
the amount of gas produced by a landfill. However, are also prepared for use in the analysis. Ali of these
field modeling is indispensable for providing a more cost-and-revenue projections are used to develop a
accurate estimate of the quantity and quality of long-term economic forecast for the proposed project.
methane than can be recovered. Field modeling, or This is the "go, no-go" point for many gas recovery
testing, simulates actual operating conditions to programs,
physically measure the amount of methane that can be
extracted from a representative portion of the landfill. Negotiate SalesContract With User
A cluster of gas extraction wells are installed and
connected by piping to a portable motor/blower. This If the economic analysis indicates the program will
unit provides the negative pressure used to extract the be profitable, the next step is the negotiation of a sales
gas from the landfill during thedynamic phase of the contract with the energy purchaser. In most cases, the

.. test. During the operating period, gas parameters such length of these contracts runs between 5 to 20 years.
as gas composition, pressure, and flow rate are However, with the declining cost of oil and other
measured at each of the wells. The flow rates are energy sources over the past several years, the landfill

= then adjusted to achieve maximum methane quantity recovery industry is no longer experiencing the
and quality under steady-state conditions. To provide exponential growth and high sales revenues that it was
information on the recommended spacing of future during the late 1970s and early 1980s. Today, these

energy sales contracts often fall short of generating the
revenues required to justify the cost of imtalling and

- 'Maxwell, G., "Will Gas..to-Energy Work at Your operating a landfill gas recovery program.
- Landfill?", Solid Waste and Power, Vol, IV, No. 3, June 1990,:

pp. 44-50.
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In certain instances, these costs can be offset and cover soil type, tn a symmetric configuration, The
through federal tax credits that are available for well casing consists of a perforated section installed
alternative energy sources, To reduce our country's along the lower portion of the drill hole connci:ted to
dependence on foreign oil, the federal government a solid riser section that extends up to the surface. A
established tax credits as an incentive for the coarse aggregate is backfilled around the perforated
development of alternative sources of energy, To interval, followed by an impermeable seal of bentonite
qualify for the credit, the energy must be sold to an clay just above the top of the aggregate, The
independent third party; the credits are not available remainder of the boring ts then backfilled with a fine-
to those who use the energy on site for use as an grained soil up to the surface. Each well is equipped
energy source to offset the cost of landfill operations, with an adjustment valve to regulate gas extraction
For 1991, the credit has been projected to be rates, and sampling ports to enable gas composition,
approximately $90 per million Btu's of recovered pressure, and flow rate to be monitored, Gas
energy, extraction wells can also be horizontal, thereby

permitting them to be installed in lifts as the landfill is
Under the current tax laws, a candidate landfill constructed, The perfox'ated piping is installed into

site must have "substantially completed" installation of aggregate filled trenches excavated Into the refuse
the gas recovery system by December 31, 1992,to during landfilllng operations. Horizontal wells are
qualify for the tax credits. Once the system is installed typically spaced approximately 200 to 250 feet apart
and operating, the credits can be received until the horizontally and every 50 feet vertically.
year 2002. A House bill is currently under debate in
Congress to extend the period for receiving the credits The gas extraction wells are connected together by
ou: to the year 2010. a collection piping system that conveys the gas from

the wells to die equipment complex, Because landfill
Permitting gas is produced within the landfill at temperatures in

the range of 90 to 130°F., a liquid condensate is
One of the major obstacles to landfill gas generated as the gas temperature drops upon reaching

collection system construction is the permitting the landfill surface, To prevent accumulations of the
process. With society becoming increasingly aware of condensate from obstructing gas flow, the collection
environmental issues, obtaining regulatory approval for ptping must be sloped to low points at wttich the
most solid waste-related programs is becoming more condensate can then be discharged from the system.
and more difficult. Operating and construction Past practices have allowed this condensate to be
permits for a landfill gas recovery system can be a recycled back into the landfill. However, under the
painstaking process and can take several months to a new proposed EPA Subtitle D regulations, that
year ox"more, depending upon the location of the site. practice will no longer be allowed unless the landfill is

equipped with a composite base liner and leachat¢
Concurrent with the permitting process is the collection systems. If the landfill lacks either of these

design development for the gas collection and energy systems, the condensate must be collected and
: recovery systems. Once designs are completed, anti ali disposed of at a wastewater treatment facility, or by

construction permits have been issued, construction other acceptable means of disposal,can begin.

COMPONENTS OF A LANDFILL GAS The gas is extracted from the landfill by negative
COLLECTION SYS'rlgM pressure generated by centrifugal blowers or

exhausters. For most gas collection systems, these

a,n efficient gas collection system is generally electrically driven untts are generally stzed to provide
comp')sed of the collection field, including gas a total system pressure in the range of 20 to 70 inches
extraction wells; collection piping; valves; gas water column.

-_ condensate system; and the equipment complex that
Before entering the inlet of the blower, the landfill_ includes the mechanical and electrical systems.

gas stream passes through a moisture knockout vessel

Collect/9.a.EiNd to remove excess moisture and particulate matter. If
not removed prior to entering the blower, the moisture

To protect it from the corrosive nature of landfill and particulated in the gas could posibly rust oi' be
gas, most collection systems are constructed from abrastve to the blower impeller or bearings.

- thermoplastic piping systems, i.e. polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) or high-density polyethylene (HDPE). The Following the discharge of the gas from the

_ most effective gas extraction wells are generally blower, the landfill gas is pretreated before use as an
- vertical wells drilled into the refuse to a depth energy Source. lt is here that carbon dioxide or the

approximately equal to that of 75 to 85 percent of the trace constituents are removed. If the gas is not being
_ depth of the waste. Vertical wells are typically spaced recovered for energy, the raw landfill gas is simply

every i50 to 300 feet apart, depending on refuse depth incinerated ilt state-of-the-art flares designed to
2
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provide destruction efflclendes of VOCs In excess of
99 percent, Following any pretreatment, the gas is
then conveyed to the point at whtch it will be used,

System Opertlttor_

Once the system ts on line, the collecti,m field
requires routine monitoring to maintain the quantity
and quality of landfill gas required by the energy
recovery equipment. Usually once each month, ,'til

wells must be monitored and adjusted as necessary.
Ali system components must also be Inspected and
maintained regularly to assure system Integrity and
effectiveness, lt is crucial tlmt an effective operating
prograrn be developed and implemented, Operating
records must be kept of monitoring results, equipment
repairs and maintenance, downtimes, or any other
pertinent Information.

CONCLUSION

In closing, the management of hmdftll gas is an
industry that has become, and will continue to be, of
major importance, Gas control is becoming more
actively scrutinized by regulatory agencies. Left
uncontrolled, it can create environmental problems

that affect health and safety Issue,_.32os_

hazards, and degrade air__q/Ldil_,../l__t_tfillgas
....rec-6V_"r_711owever,--h'_l_'ff'_,d-sobeen demonstrated to be a

profitable venture. The success that the landfill gas
recovery industry experienced in the 1970s, 1980s, and,
hopefully, In the 1990s, has proven that it is possible to

: use our landfills in a beneficial rnanner, while reducing
our country's dependence on foreign oil. \



TOXIC AND HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANTS FROM The technical paperpresented today is
CO-FIRING BIOMASS FUELS, FOSSIL FUELS, based upon the June 1990 monograph of the
M_ AND RD__FI Alaska Energy Authority. A second paper
.... _ presented at this conference entitled

"Co-Firing Biomass and Fossil Fuels"
summarizes some of the important findings
of the monograph published in June 1989.

David C. Junge 2 Copies of the complete text of each of
the two monographs are availableby
request from the Alaska Energy Authority,

....._se_a_ P.O. Box 190869, Anchorage, AK 99519-Toxic and hazardouspollutants 0869.
_ are defined and then are considered from
the perspective of pollutants which enter

the combustion process with the fuel TOXIC AND HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANTS
(principally the metals and metallic

compounds) and pollutants which are It is helpful at the outset to define
fo_ed as products of incomplete "toxic and hazardous air pollutants".
combustion (PICS). Control strategies Stern (1984) suggests that toxic

' are reviewed through the entire process substances are those wI_ich resultin
including fuel preparation and storage, acute or chronic damage to livlng systems
combustion control and the application of whereas hazardous substances are
air pollution control devices, characterized as either flammable,

Measurement techniques for specific toxic I explosive (or highly reactive),
I and hazardous air pollutants are _ irritating, sensitizing, corrosive,

_cussed.
radioactive or genetically interactive

- (mutagenic, teratogenlc, carinogenic).

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND If you read through air pollution=

texts, technical papers and federal and
In June 1989, the Alaska Energy state regulations on air pollution

Authority published a monograph entitled looking for some standardized, accepted
"Use of Mixed Fuels in Direct Combustion definitions, you will find authors do not
Systems" authored by D. Junge. The all agree on those offered by Stern. _
publication provides a technology However, most authors agree that toxic
assessment of co-firing, that is, burning air pollutants and hazardous air
two or more fuels simultaneously in pollutants are air pollutants which may
boilers, furnaces and other combustion be either toxic or hazardous but which
devices. Chapter 8 uf the publication are not Included in the "criteria"

summarizes the principal environmental pollutants (CO, HC's, oxidant, S02, NOx,
concerns associated with co-firing of TSP and lead). Also, there is agreement
fuels. The text touches on emissions of that toxic and hazardous air pollutants
toxic and hazardous pollutants but does are distinguished from "hazardous wastes"
not go into great detail, and from "principal organic hazardous

constituents - (POHCs)" as defined under
: Recognizing the growing importance of RCRA. Commonly used terms such as "air

toxic and hazardous air pollutant toxics", "toxic air pollutants", and
emissions on the siting and operation of "hazardous air pollutants" appear to be
combustion and energy recovery synonymous.
facilities, it seemed appropriate to
prepare and publish a follow-on monograph
dealing with that topic. Thus, in June Toxic arid hazardous air pollutants
1990, the Alaska Energy Authority which are found in the exhaust gas

: published a second monograph entitled streams from most combustion processes
"Toxic and Hazardous h_issions Associated can be attributed to either one of two

with Co-Firing of Fuels in Direct sources:
" Combustion Systems," again authored by D.

Junge. o They may be toxic or hazardous
materials which enter the combustion
process with the fuel and which leave
the combustion process in a toxic or
hazardous state. The most common
example of such materials are trace
components of metals.

o They may be generated as products of
1 Presented at the 1991 National incomplete combustion (PICs). PICs

Bioenergy Conference, Coeur d'Alene, ID, may include both the "criteria
....._ _--_ _ pollutants" such as CO or HC's and

the toxic and hazardous pollutants
2 The author is a Professor of such as benzo-a-pyrene, formaldehyde,
Mechanical Engineering at the University and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. :
of Alaska Anchorage, Anchorage, AK.
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become entrained as fly ash (Dickson

_ollutants Which Enter the Combustion 1987, p. B-5). Based on these estimates,
Process with the Fuel calculations can be made to determine how

much of each of the trace elements would
There are many pollutant materials be emitted from the combustion process as

which are constituents of commonly used fly ash per ton of western coal burned.
fuels. That is true in the case of Note that the last column assumes that no
fossil fuels, wood fuels, municipal solid emission control systems are operating on
waste (MSW) and refuse derived fuels the furnace and that all of the fly ash
(RDF). But if the fuels are reasonably is released to the atmosphere.
well prepared for combustion, and the
combustion process is reasonably well
controlled, then the majority of the Table 1: Concentration of Metals in
pollutant components entering the process Western Coal & Uncontrolled Emission
with the fuel(s) are physically and/or Factors

That is not true in the case of trace _ PPMI E_ 9_i_

metal constituents of fuels. Trace Arsenic 15.0 92 0.028
metals entering combustion processes can
be expected to leave the process as toxic Beryllium 0.59 70 0.00083Cadmium 5.0 83 010083
and hazardous materials even though they Chromium 15.5 77 0.024
may have undergone oxidation/reduction
reactions. Manganese 55.8 69 0.077

Mercury 0.19 99 0.00038
Most fuels contain metals in trace Nickel 14.9 82 0.024

concentrations. Of the fuels which are Radionuclides 2.05 67 0.0027
commonly fired, only natural gas is free

of trace metal contaminants. Order of 1) PPM = lbs of metal/million lbs coal
magnitude estimates of the annual 2) EF = percentage of incoming metal
emission rates of these trace metals can which leaves the combustion
be made based on annual fuel use rates, zone as entrained material

the concentration of trace metals in each 3) Cone = concentration of pollutant
fuel used, and on the capture efficiency metal expected in the exhaust
of any air pollution control devices that gas stream assuming no emiss-
may be attached to the furnace or boiler ion controls downstream from
facility, the combustion chamber. The

values shown are expressed in
units of ibs of metal/ton coal

Western Coals

Coal is known to contain trace Note in Table 1 that 99% of the

quantities of metals plus the mercury in the fuel evaporates and is
" radionuclides thorium and uranium. Upon carried out of the furnace/boiler as

entering the combustion process, these mercury vapor at low concentrations.
: materials will be divided between bottom Mercury vapor is extremely difficult to

ash and fly ash. The fraction that capture in the exhaust gas streams of
becomes part of the total bottom ash will combustion sources.
leave the boiler or furnace with the
bottom ash stream. That portion which

: leaves the boiler or furnace as fly ash The information in Table 1 can be used
will be separated into collected fly ash to predict annual emissions of metals
(gathered in pollution control devices) from boilers and furnace_ which fire
and emitted fly ash (that which leaves coal. Howevert assumptions must be made
the system entrained in the exhaust gas concerning the degree of emission control
stream), applied to the system for each of the

metals. To illustrate, assume that a

Table 1 contains average facility burns coal at a rate of 9,500
concentrations of metals and ibs per hour in order to generate steam
radionuclides for western coals. The at a rate of I00,000 ibs per hour. If
table also includes estimates of the the collection efficiency in the

percentage of the trace elements that pollution control devices is 98.5% for
the cadmium component of the fly ash,

o then the annual emission rate to the

= atmosphere for cadmium would be
approximately 5.11 Ibs/year. This can be
verified with a relatively simple

3 Since there is as yet no official calculation.
designation of CO2 as a pollutant, it may
still be permissible to refer to N_, CO_,
and H20 as non-polluting products of
combustion.
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similar calculations can be made to Table 2: Metal Emission Factors for 3
estimate the amount of metals that would Types of Municipal Waste Combustors
be collected in the bottom ash and in the
air pollution control devices. Such .Type Q_ Combustion System
calculations may be helpful in
determining the quantity of toxic Multiple Single Controlled
materials that would be included in the Chamber Chamber Air

disposable collected ash. In this ** (Lbs/ton) (Lbs/ton) (Lbs/ton)
particular example, one can expect to
find approximately 405 ibs of cadmium in As 0.00084 0.0018 0.000168
the collected ash. Just to keep this in Be 0.000021 0.000045 0.000004

perspective, note that if the total ash Cd 0.0055 0.012 0.0011
content of the coal is 5% (a nominal Cr 0.034 0.074 0.0068

value), the total ash collected in the Pb 0.13 0.29 0.027
course of a year would be approximately Mn 0.013 0.027 0.0025
4.1 million ibs. Ni 0.029 0.062 0.0057

** Units are in ibs of metal per ton
Wood Fuels of fuel.

Emission factors for trace metals

emanating from residential wood -
combustion were reported by D_Angelis et will be 1.7 tons per hour. Most coal

al (1980). The metals included arsenic, combustion facilities will be roughly
cadmium, chromium, manganese, mercury and equivalent in design to a single chamber
nickel with values ranging from 7.2 x i0- incinerator (in terms of the effects on
5 to 3.4 x 10-3 ibs per ton of fuel emissions of trace elements). It is
burned. These values were judged to be assumed (for illustrative purposes) that
insignificant (Dickson 1987, p. B-36). the air pollution control device on the

coal fired plant will capture 96% of the
lead. Using these assumptions it is

No data of a similar nature were found possible to calculate the annual exhaust
for industrial wood combustion. However, gas emissions of lead (emanating from the
as an order of magnitude check, assume MSW only) at 170 Ibs/year. The annual
that the emission factors for residential collection rate of lead from the MSW in
wood combustion are similar to those for the bottom ash and collected fly ash can
an industrial wood fired boiler. Assume be calculated as 4,089 ibs per year.
further that 7 tons of wood (dry basis)

are burned per hour to generate i00,000 In June 1987, a report entitled
ibs/hr of steam. The average anmlal "Emission Data Base For Municipal Waste
emission rate of any of the trace metals Combustors" was completed by Midwest
can then be estimated as 105 Ibs/year. Research Institute. This report includes

i0 pages of extensive data tables
: Admittedly such calculations are of regarding measured emission levels of

limited value since they are highly arsenic, beryllium, cadmium chromium,
speculative rather than being based on a
sound data base However, they do lead, mercury and nickel from municipal• waste combustion facilities. Interested

suggest an order of magnitude level of readers may wish to refer to this report
emissions of trace metals, for additional data on metallic emissions

related to combustion of MSW.

Municipal Solid Waste
Refuse Derived Fuels

Using data from several literature
sources, Dickson et al (1987, p B-18)
developed a table of emission factors of Refuse derived fuels (RDF) come from
trace metals from three types of municipal solid waste. The MSW is

municipal waste incinerators (multiple typically processed to remove white goods
• chamber, single chamber, and controlled (refrigerators, washers, dryers, etc.)0

air). The information is reproduced in large pieces of non-ferrous materials, a
Table 2. high percentage of all ferrous materials

(via magnetic separation) , storage
batteries, glass, aluminum cans, etc.

For co-firing installations in which The shredded, processed waste may also be
municipal solid waste (MSW) is one of the subjected to air separation which

= fuels used, the data in Table 2 can be classifies the waste according to density
used to estimate the annual emissions of and removes rocks and other dense objects
trace metals. For example, assume that from the accept fuel stream.

coal and MSW are co-fired such that 90%
of the energy comes from coal and 10% of
the energy comes from MSW. If the plant

then the approximate rate of MSW feed
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Cleverly et al, (1987, p. 3-13) This completes the discussion of trace
provides data on metal emission rates metals that enter the combustion process
from RDF but fails to specify the type of with fuels. The information provided
combustion facility that was used to burn herein may be used to guide readers in
the RDF. In view of the differences estimating approximate annual emission
noted in emission factors as a function rates of trace metals expected when these
of combustor type for MSW (see Table 2), types of fuel are fired. Such estimates
it is suspected that combustor types should prove to be particularly useful as
would have a significant influence on RDF state and federal regulations for toxic
as well. Cleverly's data for RDF is and hazardous air pollutant emissions
reproduced in Table 3. take effect in the next few years.

Table 3: Metal Emission Factors for

RefuseDerived Fuels TOXIC AND HAZARDOUS PRODUCTS OF
INCOMPLETE COMBUSTION

Emission Factor
Products of incomplete combustion

: Arsenic 90 (PICs) are found in the exhaust gas

Beryllium 65 streams of most combustion processes.
Cadmium 106 Usually they are found in low

Chromium (hexavalent) 10,912 concentrations, typically in the range of
Lead 10,530 a few parts per million or a few parts
Mercury 868 per billion. The number of chemical
Nickel 5,770 compounds may be quite large, however,

not all Pies for any given exhaust gas
Note: Emission factor values are in stream are apt to be classified as toxic

units of micrograms of metal or hazardous.
per gram of controlled particu-
late emissions. Emission factors for PICs generated

u_ from the burning of coal, wood, MSW and
RDF have been reviewed based on a survey

Some of Cleverly's data for RDF is of the literature. Unfortunately the
subject to question. The values given technical literature provides a very
for beryllium, for example, are incomplete data base on emission factors
significantly higher for RDF than for for PICs at this time. The present list
MSW. That doesn't follow logically in includes formaldehyde, chlorobenzenes,
view of the preparation of RDF from MSWo chlorophenols, polycyclic organic matter
Similarly it is noted that chromium (POM), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
levels for RDF are reported higher than (PAH), polychlorinated biphenols (PCBs),
for MSW. There is no apparent
explanation for the increase, polychlorinated dibenzo dioxins (PCDDs)

and polychlorinated dibenzo furans

Application of Cleverly's data for (PCDFs). The limited data base is
purposes of estimating annual emission understandable since Pies have not been
rates of metals due to combustion of RDF given high priority in air pollution

may be accomplished through calculations research and development. Most of the
similar to those used for MSW. To published data in this area has been

illustrate, assume that 1.7 tons per hour generated only within the past 5 years.
of RDF is burned (on a co-fired basis

with coal) to supply a portion of the Coal-Related PICs
total heat input to a boiler or furnace._

Junge (1989, p. 92) estimates that the The literature yields only two
higher heating value of RDF averages emission factors of PICs for coal: one

o 5,800 BTU/Ib and that the exhaust gas for formaldehyde and one for POM USEPA
• flow rate for RDF is 29,200 ACF per (1985) lists emission factors for
- MMBTUin. If the particulate emission formaldehyde for 5 types of coal

rate from the facility is 0.05 gr/SDCF, combustors. These are shown in Table 4.
then the annual emission rate of lead can

be estimated as 217 ibs per year. This

: compares with the estimated value for MSW TABLE 4: Formaldehyde Emissions From
combustion of 170 ibs per year and Coal Combustion
indicates that at least the estimatedm

values are within an order of magnitude.
This should not be surprising since the Emission Factor
fuel preparation involved for RDF does _mbu___oE //Lq/__il
not specifically attempt to remove lead

Pulverized coal 0 048from the MSW except for storage battery
removal. Chain grate stoker 0.060

Spreader stoker 0.095
Underfeed stoker 0.53
Hand-stoked 0.027
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For purposes of this paper, it is It should be noted that the emission
appropriate to consider an average factor developed by TVA came as a result
emission factor for formaldehyde based on of a limited number of tests using fuels
pulverized coal boilers, chain grate which are not typical of those used in
stoker systems and spreader stokers. The industrial wood-flred boilers.
arithmetic average emission rate for
these three combustors is 0.068 ng/J.

Municipal Solid Waste

The units (nanograms per Joule) may be
awkward for some applications. However, Dickson (1987, p. B-18) provides emission
they can be readily converted to units of factors for organic compounds emitted
ibs per ton if the higher heating value from the combustion of MSW. The data are
of the coal is known. For example, if shown in Table 5 and include 4
the higher heating value of coal is categories.
assumed to be 12,500 BTUs per pound, the
emission factor can be converted to an TABLE 5: Organic Emissions From

equivalent value of 0.0040 ibs of Combustion of Municipal Solid Waste
formaldehyde per ton of coal burned. The
conversion is a fairly straight forward Converted Emission

linear equation based on equivalent Constitue_ E_ctor {ib/t_rli
units.

PAHs 0.12 _ x 10-5
This emission factor (i.e., 0.0040 ibs PCBs 0.002 x 10-3

of formaldehyde per ton of coal burned) PCDDs 0.0002 x 10-5
can now be used to estimate annual PCDFs 0 003 x 10-3
emissions of formaldehyde from a given
coal burning facility. For example,
assume that 9500 ibs of coal are burned Carrying forward the example from the

hourly to generate i00,000 ibs/hr of earlier discussion of emissions of trace
steam. The estimated annual emission of metals, assume that a co-fired plant

formaldehyde from this process is 164 burns coal and MSW such that 10% of theplant energy is received from MSW. If
:_ ibs/year, the plant generates i00,000 ibs per hour

A range of emission factors for POM is of steam, the approximate feed rate ofthe NSW will be 1.7 tons per hour. Using
provided by Kell_ (1983). T_e range is
given as 7 x i0-v to 4 x 10-_ lbs POM per Dickson's data for PAH emissions, theestimated annual emission rate would be
ton of coal. This range is based on
combustion facilities whose particulate 1.76 lbs of PAH/year.

emissions are controlled using an Annual emission rates for PCBs, PCDDs
electrostatic precipitator (ESP). and PCDFs can be estimated in a similar

The emission factor can be used to manner. Note that their annual emission

estimate the range of annual emissions of rates will be substantially less than
POM expected from coal combustion. For that calculated for PAHs. For example,
example, if coal is consumed at a rate of the annual estimated emission rate of

4 9500 ibs per hour to generate i00,000 PPH PCDFs would be 0.044 Ibs PCDF/year.
of steam, the range of annual emissions
of POM expected from the facility would Cleverly (1987, p. 3-10) provides a
be 0.3 to 1.6 ibs of POM/year. more detailed breakdown of organic

emission factors for combustion of MSW
for three different types of combustion

Wood Fuels systems. The data are reproduced in
Table 6 expressed in units of ibs of=

A report by the Tennessee Valley component per ton of MSW burned.
Authority (TVA 1983) provides emission
test data on uncontrolled emissions of

POM from test burns of white oak and A comparison of the data presented by
mixed logs in a test boiler. The Dickson (Table 5) and by Cleverly (Table
resulting average emission factor for POM 6) indicates some differences for PCBs
was calculated to be 0.16 ibs of POM per and CDD/CDFs, but note that the emission
ton of wood fuel. No emission factor was factors are at least of the same order of
offered for formaldehyde or other magnitude.
emissions although such emissions are

expected from the combustion of wood Using the data in Table 6, one can
fuels in industrial boilers, estimate the annual emission rates of

each component based on fuel use rates.
For a boiler that consumes 7 tons of For example, annual emission rates of

wood per hour to generate I00,000 ibs per formaldehyde expected from the combustion
hour of steam, the average annual of 1.7 tons per hour of MSW would be 153
emission rate of POM may be estimated ibs/year.
using the TVA emission factor as 9700 Ibs
of POM/year.

R
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TABLE 6: Organic Emission Factors for The Midwest Research Institute report
Municipal Waste Combustors entitled "Emission Data Base for

Municipal Waste Combustors" (1987)
Combustor A B C provides over 40 pages of detailed,

{lbs/toD_i //_ (ibs/_on) measured emission data of PICs from
municipal waste combustion systems. The

CDD/CDF 1.90x10 -6 6.20xi0 -6 0.14xi0-6 data, however, is limited to PCDDs and
BAP 9.60xi0-5 9.6CxI0 "5 7.60xi0-6 PCDFs and does not include the more

0-6 general categories of PAHs and POMs or
PCB 4 20x10 -6 4 20x10_ 2 9.00x10 "6Formal- 1.04xl0 -2 1.04xl 2.60xi0 -3 emission data for individual compounds

dehyde such as formaldehyde, chlorobenzene and
Chloro- 6.40xi0 -4 6.40xi0 -4 3.60xi0 -5 chlorophenols. The report is recommended

benzenes for readers interested specifically in
Chloro- 9 20x10 -4 9.20xi0-4 3.60xi0 -5 PCDDs and PCDFs.

phenols

Combustor types: CONTROL STRATEGIES FOR TOXIC AND
A) Waterwall lined combustion chmbr HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANTS
B) Refractory lined combustion chmbr
C) Modular starved air combustor control of emissions of toxic and

hazardous air pollutants which result
from the combustion of coal, wood, MSW
and/or RDF may be approached from three

Refuse Derived Fuels specific considerations:

Cleverly (1987, p. 3-10) also provides o Attention to fuel preparation and
data on emission factors for refuse- storage
derived fuels. The data are reproduced i
in Table 7. o Attention to control of the

combustion process
Table 7: Organic Emission Factors for

Refuse Derived Fuels (RDF) o Application of air pollution control
Emission Factor devices.

ComDone_ /ib/ton RDF) EacI% of these areas is briefly summarized

CDD/CDF 4.0 x 10-6 in the following discussion.
BAP 2.6 x 10-4
PCB 2.8 x 10-3

Formaldehyde 2.2 x 10-3 Fuel Preparation and Storage
Chlorobenzenes 2.8 x 10-4
Chlorophenols 3_6 x 10-4 Proper attention to the preparation

and storage of fuels can assist in
reducing the release of toxic and

: and A comparison of the data in Tables 6 hazardous air pollutants at facilities
7 can lead to some interesting which co-fire fuels. Preparation steps

conclusions. Note, for example, that the for solid fuels include sizing, moisture
emission factors for BAP derived from control, removal of objectionable
burning RDF are an order of magnitude components, and (in the case of coal)
higher than for BAP derived from burning washing to reduced the asl% content of the
MSW. That may be explained in part as a coal and to remove sulfur bearing

- concentration of the materials which pyrites.
would produce BAP in the process of

preparing RDF from MSW. On the other
hand, concentrating materials which might Fuel sizing can be accomplished by
produce BAP ill the process of converting screening, grinding, air classifying and
MSW to RDF is likely only to account for related operations. The specification of
at most a doubling of BAP, certainly not sizing equipment depends, of course, on
an order of magnitude increase in BAP. the type of fuels used. Proper attention

to fuel sizing can prevent occasional
The same logic may apply to PCB plugging of the fuel system components

emission factors. However, note that due to the presence of oversize fuel
Cleverly's data in this case suggest an particles. This, in turn, will limit
increase in PCB output for RDF which is 3 transient combustion upset conditions
orders of magnitude larger than the which generate toxic and hazardous air
output for MSW. Such a large variation pollutants. Limiting fuel particle size
raises some question about the accuracy for solid fuels will also improve
of Cleverly's data base. combustion conditions in many co-fired

boilers and furnaces.



High moisture content of solid fuels appropriate level of air:fuel ratio,
reduces the temperature of the combustion These combustion parameters are important
zone and increases the time required for during both steady state and transient
fuels to burn to completion. If the conditions as the boiler or furnace load
moisture level is too high, an increase swings.
in emissions of products of incomplete
combustion will result. High moisture Time and temperature are interdepend-
levels are generally of concern for coal, ent parameters for controlling PICs. lt
wood waste fuels, MSW and RDF. Steps appears from the literature that 1 second
that can be taken to reduce moisture residence time at 1500 - 1600 deg F is
levels include covering of fuel storage adsquate to control PICs (Lee, 1988).
piles, installation and operation of fuel However, where co-fired fuels include any
drying systems, contract modifications to hazardous wastes (i.e., waste oils), BACT
provide incentives for delivery of low may well require 2 seconds of residence
moisture level fuels, review of in-house time at 1500 - 1600 deg. F.
processes that generate fuels to limit

moisture levels and management programs Temperature in combustion zones is

to seek employee cooperation in keeping dependent on higher heating value (HHV) ,
fuels dry. of the fuel(s), fuel moisture content,

temperature of the combustion air, the
Removal of objectionable fuel level of excess air and the design of the

components (fuel cleanup) is often combustion chamber. HHV is usually not a
advantageous for limiting emissions of controllable variable. However, fuel
air toxics as well as for reducing plant moisture content, combustion air
maintenance problems. Any steps that can temperature and excess air levels are

be taken to remove non-combustible items controllable variables. CO tuning is
such as glass, ferrous and non-ferrous becoming popular as a means of providlng

z metals, rocks, dirt, batteries, etc. will fine adjustment on the level of excess
improve furnace combustion. Front end air since low CO levels seem to coincide

cleanup is not the only option. Others with low levels of PICs (Hasselriis,
include modification of fuel delivery 1987). Not all boilers can use CO tuning
contracts to include penalty clauses for (i.e., spreader stokers) (Makansi, 1987).= non-fuel materials delivered, contract

modifications for RDF with strict fuel Combustion chamber design is not
specifications included, improvement of easily or inexpensively changed and,
the in-plant processes that generate therefore, arguments that chamber design

= waste wood fuels and employee training influences temperature and PIC formation
programs, are generally moot. Only on rare

occasion can a significant design
alteration on an existing boiler or

Coal washing is done with roughly 50% furnace be justified for purposes of
of the coal mined in the U.S. (Engdahl, limiting PICs. It is usually much less
1977). Typical processes including size expensive to clean up PICs in the flue
reduction and screening, separation of gas with tail end air pollution control
coal from ash and pyrites through washing devices.
and dewatering of the product coal. The

U.S. Bureau of Mines test results An important argument regarding

indicate that the sulfur content on temperature is offered by Visalli (1987).
bituminous coals can be reduced from 15% He points out that maintaining high
to 30% and the ash content can be reduced temperatures for extended residence times

from 20% to 50% as a result of coal is all well and good for controllingwashing (Duerbrouck, 1966 and Engdahl
1977). ' PICs, but tI%at these same conditions may

increase the emission of metallic
' compounds. There i_ considerable

Elapsed fuel storage time for MSW and controversy about the toxicity of PICs
RDF is critical due to odor problems and and the hazards associated with PICs.
fuel packing problems. As a general But there is little controversy about the
rule, these fuels should be handled on a toxic properties and hazards of metals.
first-in, first-out basis and managed so Oppelt (1987) puts forth the samethat the maximum fuel storage time at the
plant site is 3 days. argument couched in reference to risks

associated with PICs and with metals.

= The gist of these arguments is that maybe
Control of the Combustion Process it would be of greater overall benefit to

the environment to control combustion
temperatures more to limit emissions of

Combustion controls can significantly metals than to limit emissions of PICs.influence the formation of PICs. The
classical approach to completing the
combustion reactions is to provide
adequate time, temperature and turbulence

= in the combustion zone (furnace or
boiler) and to ensure that there is an

=
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Turbulence is a necessary component to modern plant sites which burn coal, MSW
bring about complete oxidation/reduction or RDF, particulate matter collection is
reactions in combustion. But it is very most often accomplished using
difficult to measure and difficult to electrostatic precipitators or fabric
ensure on a continuous, 3 dimensional filters as these two alternatives appear
basis over the full operating envelope of to be most successful in meeting today's
a boiier, stringent emission standards. Wet

collection systems are not as popular
Mixing energy is required to bring since cleanup of the liquid poses

about turbulence. The mixing energy can operational problems, and those systems

be supplied by nozzles or air jets used which are effective in meeting stringent
to introduce combustion air at the emission standards may have very high
primary, secondary and tertiary levels in energy requirements.
a furnace. In-situ closed circuit TV

cameras are sometimes helpful in locating Gaseous emission control for SO2 is

stagnation points in a flame zone. done with flue gas desulfurization (FGD).
There are many design variations used to

Other combustion controls that may bring SO2 into contact with limestone
assist in limiting PICs include careful where it forms calcium sulfate. Residual

attention to fuel feed rates, proper limestone plus the calcium sulfate are
distribution of fuel in the combustion collected either in ESPs or fabric
chamber and proper allocation of primary, filters downstream from the limestone

secondary, and tertiary air supplies, injection/reaction zone.

The worst possible example of NOx control is accomplished with
: inappropriate fuel feeding is to slug ammonia injection at high temperature in

load or batch feed a furnace. The best a process called selective non-catalytic
situation is to carefully meter and reduction (SNR) or in a lower temperature
control feed rates for each fuel that is process in which ammonia is injected
fired on a continuous basis and further, prior to a catalytic reactor. The second
to ensure that the air:fuel ratio for process is selective catalytic reduction
each fuel fired is in an appropriate or SCR. Each process has its advantages.
range to assure complete combustion. A concern with SCR relates to possible
These goals are often very difficult to poisoning of the catalyst due to trace
achieve, particularly when solid fuels metals which are commonly found in the
are co-fired. A major limitation in fuel feed at plant sites co-firing coal,
feeding of solid fuels is that there is wood, MSW or RDF (Kosusko, 1990).
currently no accurate technology

available to measure the feed rate of Products of incomplete combustion are
solid fuels on a continuous basis, best controlled by careful control of the

combustion process. The goal, of course,
Fuel distribution in the combustion is to limit formation of PICs. Those

chamber to promote complete combustion is PICs which do exit the combustion

very dependent on furnace design, process, normally include a wide array of
Certainly attention should be given to molecular compounds whose potential to
this combustion parameter for all solid condense, thereby forming collectable
fuel fired combustion facilities, particulate matter, is temperature

dependent_ The lower the temperature of
Combustion air distribution between the flue gas as it enters the air

primary, secondary, and tertiary air pollution control devices, the better the
supplies is also impoz_nt. Proper opportunity for condensation of PICs and
combustion air distribution at different their subsequent collection in scrubbers,
points in the furnace will improve ESPs or fabric filters. Limited

turbulence, reduce grate gas velocity adsorption of gaseous PICs may occur in
which thereby limits entrainment of solid the filter cake of a fabric filter.
fuel above the grate, and stages the While it is theorized that lower

. combustion reaction for the purpose of temperature will have a positive impact.
limiting formation of NOx. The ability on condensation and collection of PICs,
to separate combustion air into primary, the literature contains no references to
secondary, and tertiary components does plant sites which do this purposefully.
depend on the design of the furnace. An offsetting consideration is that

temperatures above the acid dewpoint must
be maintained for fabric filters and for

Application of Air Pollution Control some ESPs (Makansi, 1987).
Devices

Metals and metallic compounds leaving
Particulate and gaseous air pollution combustion processes may exist as gases

control devices used on combustion or solids depending on their
sources are typically designed and temperatures. Those metals which are

operated with the goal of controlling the cooled to the point of condensation may
criteria pollutants, principally be collected in scrubbers, ESPs or fabric
suspended particulate, SO2 and NOx. At filters_ Those which remain in the
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gaseous state may be adsorbed to a Four tests are currently provided in
limited extent in baghouse filter cake, 40 CFR 60, Appendix A to determine the
however, there is no published data which concentration of metals in stack gases.
supports this theory. Metals are known Test procedures for other metals listed
to condense on submicron particles, in Table 8 are presently being developed
Since fabric filters can collect fine by EPA, however, no date for final

particles with greater efficiency than publication has been set.
ESPs, fabric filters are thought to have
a slight advantage over ESPs in meeting
PM-10 restrictions (Makansl 1987). TABLE 8: Metals For Which EPA Plans To

Provide Air Emission Source Testing

Non-crlteria acid gases from Methods_
combustion process include the halogen

gases and hydrogen halides. The halides Antimony Chromium Nickel
can be easily removed with liqu_.d Arsenic Copper Phosphorus
scrubbing. The halogen gases can be Barium Lead Selenium

removed best with caustic scrubbing. Beryllium Manganese Silver
Thus, those plant sites equipped with FGD Cadmium Mercury Thallium
systems involving wet processes have good Zinc
success in controlling emissions of
halogen gases. For co-fired facilities
the principal non-criteria acid gas of There are many technical articles in
concern is HCl. the literature which deal with

measurement and testing technology of
toxic and hazardous air pollutants.

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES FOR TOXIC AND Given the rapid advancement of measure-
HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANTS ment and testing technology, it is

natural to expect that alternative

Existing and proposed air toxics measuring/testing techniques will find
regulations require that stationary their way into the technical publica-
sources be tested to determine emission tions. Good sources of technical

rates of specific toxic &nd hazardous air information for specific measuring and
pollutants. These regulations raise testing techniques in the field of toxic
questions about which methods to use to and hazardous air pollutants include the
measure the emission rates, following:

EPA has promulgated reference o Proceedings from the annual
measurement techniques for air pollution technical conferences on Measurement

emissions. These are found in two of Toxic and Related Air Pollutants,
sections of the Code of Federal published annually by AWMA
Regulations: 40 CFR 60, Appendix A and

40 CFR 61, Appendix B. In addition, o "Proceedings from the annual
EPA's reference techniques associated International Symposia on
with RCRA and published in EPA SW-846 may Chlorinated Dioxins and Related

prove useful for evaluatinq flue gas Compounds,', published by Pergamon
emissions from some furnaces and boilers. Press under the journal title,
Both EPA SW-846 and Method 18 (from 40 "Chemosphere"
CFR 60, Appendix A) provide analytical

methodology for determining organic o The Journal of the Air and Waste
constituents of flue gas. Management Association

_

Source sampling methods are cmlcial in o Atmospheric Environment (Journal)
obtaining useful data on toxic and
hazardous air pollutant emissions, o Environmental Research (Journal)
Sampling methods most commonly used are

: Method 5, Modified Method 5, and the o Environmental Science and Technology
Volatile Organic Sampling Train (VOST). (Journal)

The Toxic Substances Control Act In addition to the journals and

(TSCA) deals with toxic and hazardous proceedings noted above, technical papers
materials and does provide analytical from specialty conferences of the Air and
procedures specifically for determination Waste Management Association occasionally
of PCDD and PCDF. However, the focus of have useful information. Texts are also
the Act is not with toxic and hazardous available which provide pertinent

air pollutants emitted from stationary information on measurement and testing
sources. The analytical procedures are techniques. Serman (1980) is an
unlikely to be applicable to boilers and excellent example of such a text.
furnaces firing fossil fuels, biomass Finally, in conference papers, journal

: fuels, MSW and/of RDF. articles, texts and even in the EPA-
promulgated reference methods, one can
always find closely-related articles

= listed in the bibliographies.
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IMPACT OF THE 1990 C__LEAN,_..IR#..CT The combustion of biomass In residential wood
AMENDMENTS 'ro TH_7"BIOMASS'iNDUSTRY t heating devices and open burning will have to employ

reasonably available control measures (RACM) or
even the best available control measures (BACM) [
such activities impact PMm nonattainment areas, Irl

Christopher A. James and some areas this may result in restrictions on, or even
David C, Bray 2 the elimination of, open burning as well as restrictions

on the use of wood for home heating, Material that
was formerly considered to be a "waste" will be
available to the biomass industry as an energy source,

1_ This has a strong potential to help increase the
electrical margin, especially in the Northwest, where

The 1990 Amendments to the Clean Air Act have large quantities of slash are currently burned,
been called the most comprehensive piece of Directing this material to a controlled combustion
environmental legislation ever passed by the, Congress, device will help an area attain NAAQS and provide
Its language embodies over 20 years of experience power/steam to utilities and industrial users,
since the initial Act was passed in 1970.

--'The ¢t-etZsdirect impacts_ on the existing biomass "]
industry will be focused in fdur areas: Title I The ethanol fuel program will receive a further
(nonattainment), Title III (air toxics), Title V jump start under' the provisions of this title.
(operating permits) and Title VII (enforcement). California's State Clean Air Act requires a percentage
These four Titles will result in tighter emission of its vehicles as zero emitters. While many consider
limitations and other requirements on existing sources 'this to be an area that will be dominated by electric
of air pollution. Two other areas should provide cars, there are also opportunities for clean fuel
incentives for new biomass utilization. Title II (mobile vehicles, Reformulated gasoline will be required in
sources) will promote the development of a clean fuels many areas which currently do not attain the NAAQS
program; biomass is expected to play a key role as for ozone. As of 12/31/90, nine areas will be required
ethanol fuel resources are explicitly promoted by the to reformulate to attain the ozone NAAQS; these nine

Act. Title IV (acid rain control) will encourage the areas represent 22 percent of the US gasoline market,
generation of power through renewable energy Other areas may opt in due to public demand and/or
sources, including biomass, as a measure to provide a cushion for future growth

in population and VMT.
While there are several new requirements which

will require industry to tighten controls and reduce The Act also requires all 44 current carbon
emissions, there are also significant benefits to the monoxide (CO) nonattainment areas to sell gasoline
biomass industry as weil. A Title by Title description x with a minimum oxgen content of 2,79'0 by weight

explain_"the applicable new requirements and the _ during the winter months, beginning November 1,
potential e_onomic opportunities. _...__.2

L_. 1992. These areas represent 27% of the US gasolinemarket.

Title I Refineries do not have the capacity to supply the
MTBE necessary to satisfy projected market demand

Congress designated new or expanded by November 1992. In addition, many areas are
nonattainment areas for ozone (O_), carbon monoxide expected to opt !n to either a "clean fuels" or the
(CO), and particulate matter (PMm). Existing oxygenated fuels programs. Further compounding the

_- station(_ry sources in nonattainment areas will be market demand will be the inability to sell either of
required'to employ reasonably available control the two products in precise market areas e.g. only

. technology (RACT), or even the best available control within the narrowly defined boundaries of a CO or
technology (BACT) in highly polluted areas. New ozone nonattainment area. lt is therefore possible

-_ major stationary sources will need meet the lowest that reformulated gasoline and/or oxygenated fuels
achievable emission rate (LAER). may be sold throughout the entire contiguous United

States. Biomass fuels could therefore satisfy a
= significant part of the fuel demand, since the

oxygenates and the clean fuels must be available for
- sale within 18 months. Biomass fuels could satisfy an

tPresented at the national Bioenergy Conference in even larger part of the demand as areas opt in to the
Coeur d'Alenc, Idaho March 18-21, 1991. program and as areas look for ozone control strategies

based upon vehicle emissions,
_'I'he authors are respectively, Environmental Engineer

Air Operations Section, USEPA and Senior Scientist, Air
-- Programs Development Section, USEPA
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addition' Congress specificallyexempted Alaska and
Hawatt from the provisions of this tttle, Congress has

Congress has directed EPA to promulgate established a system of sulfur dioxide emissions
emission standards for 189 air toxlcs by November 15, allowances for neatly every fossil-fuel-fired utility
2000, Recognizing the glacial pace with which steam electric generating unit, An affected steam
NESHAP standards were developed (only 8 over 20 electric generating unit may not operate unless it holds
yearsunder the 19'70Act and 1977 Amendments), allowances and may not emit irl excess of the
Congress has specified a schedule for the development allowances it holds, These allowances offer several
of these air toxlcs emissions standards, (include opportunities for the biomass Industry, An affected
proposed schedule as a figure), unit may reduce Its sulfur dioxide emlss!ons by

switching from coal or oil to wood and use tile credits '
Many of the pollutants emitted by biomass from future expansions and/or as market commodities,

facilities will be regulated under title III. These
include: polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (benzo Congress added specific Incentives for the
(a)pyrene, et al), chlorinated compounds such as development of renewable energy source_such as
dioxins and furans and chloroform, biomass, Special Title IV allowances are available for

emissions _t..0.K[_through the use of renewable
energy, Electric utilities can convert to use biomass at

Congress identified 189 compounds for which EPA existing units, or construct new biomass..fueled units,
will be required to promulgate emissions limits, and obtain allowances which can be sold or used at
Congress also specified a schedule for the their own fossil-fuel fired units,
implementation of standards for the pollutants
identified in Title III. Within two years, EPA is After 1997, the Centralia power plant irl Centralia,
required to propose emission standards for 40 source WA and the Portland General Electric plant in
categories and for coke ovens, within four years, Boardman, OR, will both be subject to the acid rain
standards for 25% of the pollutants must be proposed, title, Biomass opportunities will therefore exist for
within 7 years, standards for an additional 25% must these two facilities in the future, Furthermore, new
be proposed and standards for all pollutants must be power plants, such as Washington Water Power's
proposed within ten years (by November 15, 2000). proposed Creston facility, will need to procure
Further recognizing that EPA is often hampered by allowances in order to operate,
legal and administrative constraints in proposing and
promulgating standards, Congress has indicated that if
EPA misses a deadline by 18 months, then industry _
must meet the best technology and practices in
existence at that time and be subject to specific The operating permits program required by Title
emission requirements through an operating permit. V is the most significant procedural reform in the
Ali 189 pollutants are exempt from consideration in Arnendments. Under this program, most industrial
PSD permitting, sources will need to obtain renewable operating

permits and pay permit fees in order to operate their

Compliance with the Title III emission standards facilities. Operating permits are required for ali
will mean meeting MACT (Maximum Achievable "major" sources as defined in any portion of the Act
Control Technology) limits. For new sources, MACT and to ali sources subject to a standard under §111
means the best of the best, or similar to reductions (New Source Performance Standards) or §112
required for sources subject to LAER (Lowest (Hazardous Air Pollutants), lt is almost certain that
Achievable Emission Rate), limits that are applied to any biomass-fired facility will be required to have a
sources located in nonattainment areas for criteria permit to operate under this program, lt is also
pollutants. For existing sources, MACT means the possible that residential wood stoves and slash burns
average of the top 12% best controlled sources, will need to have operating permits. In accordance
excluding LAER within 18 months of proposal or 30 with the schedule established by Congress, affected
months of promulgation. MACT emission limits would sources will need to submit operating permit
be incorporated into the operating permit for the applications by no later than November 31, 1995,

= although many states will require applications much
- source, earlier.

= The list of 189 pollutants will be periodically
- reviewed, The Amendments speci.fythe process by One of the most important aspects of the

which pollutants may be added or deleted from the operating permits program is the requirement for
- list. compliance plans. Under these compliance plans, the
= permittee must certify periodically that the facility is in

-_ _ I...y.V compliance with ali applicable of the permit and
, promptly report and deviations from permit

The acid rain provisions of this title will not effect requirements to the permitting authority. These
sources West of the Mississippi until after 1997. In certifications must be signed by a responsible
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corporate official who must certify the truthfulness and As a result of' the Amendments, the air
accuracy of the information submitted, enforcement program will be comprised of three parts:

a Department of Justice, litigation route for serious
Perrntt fees are to be collected and retained by violations, those for which EPA will/has assessed a

the permitting authority (either EPA or a State/Local penalty of greater than $200,000and/or violations
agency) to cover the cost of operating the permitting which will require more than one year to resolve; an
program. The fees must be sufficient to cover ali of Administrative route for moderate violations, those
the direct and indirect costs, including permit review with a penalty assessment of less than $200,000 and
and issuance, inspections, ambient air monitoring those which can be resolved in less than one year and
networks, word processing equipment, vehicles, etc. i_Field Citation program for minor violations
The fee program must collect, tn aggregate, a discovered as part of an inspection. The Field Citation
minimum of $25/ton of pollutants emitted by ali of program is limited to penalty assessments of $5,000 or
the permitted sources, This amount must be adjusted less and for violations which can be corrected quickly.
upward annually in proportion increases in the EPA expects that the bulk of violations will be
Consumer Price Index. resolved through the administrative process, consistent

with enforcement experience in other media which
have similar enabling statutes (RCRA, TSCA, et al).

EPA's role in overseeing the state and local
agency operating permit programs is substantial. The Both the Administrative and the Field Citation
Act states that no permit can be issued if EPA has components will require EPA to publish guidance and
objected to it. A state or local permitting authority to promulgate regulations before either program will
must submit each permit to EPA for review. If within be effective. EPA expects to be able to implement
45 days, EPA objects to the permit, the permitting both programs by November 15, 1992. At thts time, it
authority has 90 days to revise the permit to meet is not clear as to whether or not either the

• EPA objections. If the permit is not revised, EPA Administrative or the Field Citation program will be
must issue the permit, able to be delegated to a State and/or Local air

pollution control agency.
The public also has a significant role in the

operating pernfits program. First, the issuance of each Criminal provisions under the Amendment have
_ permit must involve full public participation at the also been considerably strengthened. Maximum

state or local level. EPA must object to a permit if penalties have been raised from 1 to 15 years with a
there has not been an adequate public participation ceiling of $1,000,000.Compliance certification reports,
process. Second, any person can petition EPA to required under Title V, must be complete and
object to a permit if EPA does not object within its 45 accurate to the best of the person's knowledge.
day review period. The public has 60 days to file and

objection, and EPA then has an additional 60 days to Contract debarment provisions have also been
grant or deny the petition. Finally, judicial review of strengthened. Under the old Act, EPA could only
actions at the federal, state or local levels are debar the offending facility from receiving government
available in the appropriate courts° contracts. Under the Amendments, EPA may now

consider debarring the entire company from receiving
such contracts. For biomass sources, this could have

Title VI broad implications; for example: as many companies
hold logging contracts with the U.S. Forest Service or

EPA is required to submit a report to Congress by supply power to the Bonneville Power Administration.
11/15/92 on the effects of methane emissions from the lt is therefore extremely important for sources to be in
open burning of biomass fi'om grasslands, agricultural compliance continuously and to take appropriate steps

-- residues, land clearing and forest operations, as soon as possible when compliance cannot be
achieved. These steps include notification of the
appropriate agency when an "upset" condition exists, or

" _ VH if a major piece of equipment breaks and a
replacement cannot be quickly received.

The Amendments considerably strengthened

EPA's air pollution enforcement program. Citizen suit provisions have also been
Enforcement actions in the air program now have strengthened. Under the Amendments, citizens may

: enabling language which is similar to that of other receive a cash award of up to $10,000 or 10 percent of
- environmental statutes, such as those enacted for the any penalties collected for information provided to the

Clean Water Act or the Resource Conservation and agency which leads to the conviction.
-_ Recovery Act. A multimedia perspective will be taken

as much as possible in order to minimize cross-media EPA no longer has to prove 30 day continuing
traosfers and to recognize the need to establish violations in order to assess penalties for
priorities when the resolutk3n of a case may include noncompliance. EPA may now use any information
efforts to address violations of more than one media, available on the source to determine its compliance

'L
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status, lt is expected that CEMs will play an increasing
role In stationary source enforcement, CEMS will be

utilized by tlxe Agency to prove continuing compliance
and/or continuing violations, More CEMS will be
required to be installed and certified at more sources
as EPA_ State and Local agencies place more
emphasis on continuous compliance and record
keeping,

Title Vlli

Miscellaneous provisions of t!',e Amendments
include requirements to address regional haze,
perform a study on incentives for renewable fuels.
Positive opportunities therefore exist for the biomass
Industry.

fl.fmmary and C0_clusio_

lt should be obvious that there will be many
changes to the air pollution control programs which
will have an affect on the biomass industry. New
emission limitations for criteria pollutants in
nonattainment areas and for toxic compounds will

require the installation of enalssion controls on both
new and existing facilities. Tighter permitting
requirements for new sources and modifications will
affect the siting and construction of new power
generating capacity, Operating permits and permit fee_
will affect the viability of certain categories of sources
and activities.

On the other hand, many of these same
requirements will work to promote the development of
biomass as a "clean" fuel. Restrictions on the use of

residential wood heating devices and on the open
" burning of agricultural and forestry wastes will make

more biomass available fox"other uses. Incentives for

_: "clean fuels" for motor vehicles and for "renewable
__ energy sources" for electric utilities will encourage tll_.

use of biomass. Emission based permit fees will also
encourage sources to switch to lower polluting fuels.

= q

- Christopher A. James.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR BIOENERGY IV. GROUNDWATER PROTECTION NEEDED
DEVELOPMENT I

* Nationally, supplies 50% of drinking,
water

*+ In Idaho, supplies 95% of drinking water
Thomas E. Wilson 2 * Cleanup generally impossible or

enormously expensive

V. GROUNDWATER PROTECI'ION

"The Clean Water Act establishes severa--

constraints that bioenergy developers should keep in More stringent Controls On:
mind. These center primarily around the need to * Animal waste disposal
ensure that any contaminated waters or waste products * Crop residue disposal
are dispose_l of in a manner that does not harm the
groundwater. In fact, states throughout the country Greater Disposal Costs From:
are currently developing groundwater protection * Burial prohibitions
programs. * No-leak storage lagoons

These efforts to protect groundwater may, in fact, VI, SUMMARY
have both direct and indirect benefits to bioenergy
development. For example, both dairies and feed lots Economic Opportunities Because:
will be under increasing pressure to reduce * Costs/restrictions of land disposal of
contamination from animal waste. These controls will waste organics increasing

+. be costly. This, together with rising energy costs, may * Demand for alternative disposal will
make cogeneration for such facilities economically increase both bioenergy marketplace and
attractive, supply of organic feedstocks

* Cost criteria for acceptability will shift
Alterna_:ve._ _o burial may also have to be found from "profit" to "least cost alternative" as

for other organic material that has been shown to _ traditional disposal costs rise
: cause groundwater contamination, such as onion culls, [

increase= _ chicken carcasses, etc. This could its f
l

: Le.conomic viability.

1. WHAT TIlE CWA CAN DO:

_- To You: _+++I

* Waste stream controls
+ * Disposal limits
+

For You: r :

* Greater feedstock supplies
- * Greater marketplace incentives

- II. REGULATED ACTIVITIES
?/

* Process water control
• * Waste disposal
- * Site runoff J'/_M B. l_gtoa._

Ill. REGULATORY PROGRAMS

* Surface Water: NPDES discharge
permits

* Groundwater: New state programs

tPresented at the National Bioenergy Conference,
- Coeur d'Alene, lD, March 18-21, 1991.

__ 2Chief, Office of Water Planning, EPA Region 10,
_ Seattle, WA 98101.
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Biomass Energy Applications in the
Southeast

Phil Badger, Tennessee Valley Authority,
Southeastern Regional Biomass Energy

Program

I The use of wood for energy is the number

one use of wood in the U.S. Eight of :,
the top i0 industrial wood using states
are located in the Southeast United

States with Georgia the nu_er one
state. Approximately 50 per cent of

these facilities are in the primary and
40 per cent in the secondary forestry
industry. Approximately 90 per cent of
these facilities generate steam.

Facilities range from large paper plants
to furniture plants to schools, prisons,

and hospitals. A case study of a veneer
plant that uses a thermal oil heat
transfer medium instead of steam is

discussed. Thermal oil has several

advantages including freeze protection,
open (unpressurized) systems, no
corrosion, no water treatment, no

"boiler" operator requirements, and
lower maintenance costs. Initial

thermal oil system costs are comparable

it o steam systems.



WOOD ASH DISPOSALAND UTILIZATIONI wood. Bark contains a much higher ash content than
wood, as indicated by the 1-3%ash content irahog fuel.

Alton G_CampbelP Literature comparisons among industrial wood ashes are
difficult as the moisture content, carbon content, and type

[ _ Wood ash is becoming a major disposal problem-_ of ash are not commonly mentioned. The physical andchemical properties of ash collected from combustion
/ to the forest products industry as solid waste regulations systems vary significantly depending on the temperature of

become more stringent and as landfill costs escalate. The combustion, the type of fuel (species of wood and amount
objective of this paper is to present information on wood of bark) and where it is collected in the eombust;on system.
ash that can be used to evaluate disposal and utilization
alternatives. This paper reviews the literature on the Ash has a small particle size and low density. Density
chemical and physical properties of ash, methods of varies with the carbon content; the greater the carbon
disposal and utilization,land applicationpractices, and content, the lower the density of the ash and the lower the
regulations concerning disposal, concentration of elements in the ash. The carbon content

can vary from 1% in fluidized bed combustion systems to
Wood ash has been used for centuries as a source of 70% in inefficient burners, with 5-30% a typical range (2).

potash and lime for agricultural fields., Based on the
properties of wood ash and the disposal alternatives, land The moisture content is also highly variable. Many ash
application appears to be a safe, relatively simple and collection systems commonly add water in order to cool the
economical method for ash disposal. For example, several ash and reduce fugitive dust problems. Other ash
ash producers in the Northeast and Northwest currently collection systems use a wet bottom furnace where the hot
land apply wood ash based on the liming requirements of ash is dumped into recirculated water and the suspension
the soil. Wood ash is a valuable liming agent and soil is sent into a settling pond or waste treatment system. The
amendment which should be recycled back to the land I leached ash residue is ultimately dredged from the settling

her than being concentrated and buried in a la_ pond, dewatered and then landfilled.

Keywords: Wood ash, disposal, utilization, regulations, Ash is compo_d of major and minor elements needed
land application, landf'dling, chemical composition by the tree for growth as shown in Table I. The major

elements are calcium (7-33%), potassium (3-4%),
magnesium (1-2%), phosphorus (0.3-1A%), manganese

The U.S. obtains approximately 2.7 quads (10_ BTUs) of (0.3-1.3%), and sodium (0.2-0.5%). Essential trace
energy per year from biomass while proJucing 1.5-3.0 elements for plant growth include zinc, boron, copper,
million tons of ash. In the future, energy from biomass molybdenum, and others at mg/kg (ppm) levels. Heavy
should increase to 4 quads, and perh_ go as high as 10- metal concentrations are typically low, With the concern
20 quads (1). Most of this energy comes from paper mills, over heavy metals, it should be noted that the total metal
sawnfills, and electrical generating plants that burn large concentration in the ash is quite different from the
quantities of wood residues to produce steam and extractable or available concentration. It should also be
electricity. The ash residue, generated at rates of 1-100 noted that wood ash is substantially different from coal ash
tons/day/site, is becoming a significant disposal problem as which has a lower alkalinity but higher silicon, aluminum,
environmental regulations become more stringent and iron and heavy metal content.
landt'tll sites become less available and more expensive. To
date, the extent of the ash generation and disposal problem The combustion temperature directly affects the total
has not been fully recognized sin_:__iomass is viewed as a yield and chemical composition of ash. Some elements,

= clean-burning, environmentally b_algn fuel. particularly potassium, are volatilized at high combustion
temperatures thereby lowering their content in the ash.

WOOD ASH The alkali metal and alkaline earth elements in the
wood ash are present mainly in the form of oxides,

Wood ash is the inorganic and organic residue hydroxides, and carbonates such as potassium oxide,
remaining after combustion of wood. Ash content and calcium oxide, potassium carbonate, and calcium carbonate

: chemic.al composition are variable among tree species and (Table Ii). The oxides react exothermically over time with
also depend on soil type and clhtlate. Temperate climate moisture and carbon dioxide to form hydroxides and?

woods yield 0.1-1.0% ash, while tropical and subtropical carbonates. These components produce a highly alkalh'le
: woods yield up to 5%. Hardwoods, in general, contain ash with a typical pH range of 11-13. The soluble

more ash than softwoods, potassium hydroxide and potassium carbonate react rapidly
with acids, while the less soluble calcium hydroxide and

Ash content is highly variable within the tree, being calcium carbonate react more slowly.
highest in the foliage and then decreasing in the bark,
twigs, roots, branches and stem. Within the stem, ash is

- highest in the pith, earlywood (springwood), and juvenile POTASH PRODUCTION FROM WOOD ASHES

From the 1700's through the early 1900's,wood was
combusted in the U.S. to produce ash for chemical

_eunt_Jav_in tru,ct J_rnat. r5(9):141+1_, co_rt_t tappl extraction. The wood ash industry in the Northeast
1¢90. actually generated 2 million dollars in 1810. The ash was

iniy ..................... '--lt_lll, Udl/.,_,l, OUt _lill_ I11_
/'ThelDuthorii=All|_|lteProfessor, ForestPr_m Oa1:)Irtllte_It, ma usedloproducepotash_ul-

_tvtrllt_, of za_o, aoscow,_a_o a.3_3, went into soap and glass manufacture and into potassium
._=_
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Table I. Elemental composition of five industrial wood ash samples and a ground limestone.

Ground
_ A_.I Ash4 Ash5 _ I.imestone

/L4it_oelements Concentration (%)

Phosphorus 1.36 0.69 0.33 0.79' - 0.90 0,06
Potassium 4.17 2,86 1,66 3.08 2.60 3,0 0.13
Calcium 33.14 10,94 12.80 2%00 7.35 13,6 31,4
Magnesium 2,24 1.62 0,81 1.55 0,71 1,39 5.09
Sodium 0.30 0,16 0.20 0,27 0.54 0,15 0.07
Aluminum 2,43 - 1,59 1.59 3,20 2,0 0.21
Iron 1.91 0.33 1.32 1.11 1.70 2,1 0.29

Concentration (mg/kg)

Arsenic I0 - - 3 ,.
Boron 8 127 - - 55 290-
Cadmium 26 3 4,2 7,9 4.4 16 0.7
Chromium 92 14 9.I 21.I 27 25 6,0
Copper 140 78 40 90.3 120 70 10
Manganese 6705 3470' 6600 12700 3300 9100 453
Molybdenum 123 - - - 3,0
Nickel 50 12 11.6 49,1 47 50 20
Lead 127 66 38 72,2 59 70, 55
Sulfur 4354 6800 . .
Zinc 692 794 200 381 370 560 113
Mercury - <4.9 <0,1 - <0,84 - .
Selenium - <0.25 - - 11.0 .
Cobalt - 4 - - - 20 .
Antimony .... <2.1 - .
Barium . - - 910 0,5 .
Vanadium .... 79.0 27 .
Total Nitrogen 600 o 500 500 . - 800 100

= Chemical Proporties ......
= CaCO3 Equiv. 92.4 35.70 35 - . .

pH 13.1 12.94 11.9 12.7 11.7 - 9.9
Electrical

= Conduct. 160 ....
- Combustibles <5% 32.18 ....

Totalsolids(%) - 72.4 99,71 .... I00

-=- Source.s: Ash 1(10), Ash 2 (18), Ash 3 (I1), Ash 4 (12), Ash 5 (23), Ash 6 (2), and Limestone
(12).

- TableII.Typicalreactionsofwoodashcomponents.
_

Wood + Oa ...... > Charcoal + CnO + K_O + M.O_
+ CO, + H_O

CaO + H_O .........> Ca(OH)2

Ca(OH),+ CO, ......> CaCO, + H,O

CaCO, + H,O + CO,---> Ca(HCO,),_

_. K,O + H,O ..... > 2KOH

P_VT r'_A_L

/%%.21"I %"'_3 ......... " "_-'_'3 , A _;_
_
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cyanide used in recovery of gold from tailings and low LAND APPLICATION
grade ores (3).

Wood ash can be used to lime acidic agriculturaland
The potash production process was unsophisticated and forest soils and replace micro and macro-elements removed

labor intensive (4). The soluble potash was leached from a during plant growth and harvesting (10-16). Ash has a low
battery of 18-24leach vats containing 1.5-2 tons of wood fertilizer equivalent (NPK ratio of 0:1:2), but it can he used
ash per vat. Approximately 10 gallons of waterwere added as an excellent substitute for lime and limestone to
three times a day to each vat for approximately10 days. neutralize acidic soils and to add calcium, potas.slumand
The weak lye solution was evaporated in pans and purified magnesium. Liming with wood ash may also reduce the
in melting kettles to yield a crude potash that might toxic effect of aluminum and manganese in acidic soils (5).
contain 44% potassium hydroxide, 19%potassium Ash will probablybe sold in the future as a liming
carbonate, 16%potassium sulfate, 6% potassium chloride, agent/soil amendment.
and 8% sodium carbonate (3). The yield from the ash was
typically 4% petal;h, Land application of ash is presently being practiced in

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, New York, and Oregon,
Carson and Weeter (5) recently evaluated a more and it appears to be a safe, cost-effectlve disposal method,

sophisticated continuous flow ash extraction system, but assuming transportationdistances are relatively short. The
problemswith ash settling deters'cdfurther development, application rate should be limited to a level that maintains
They also considered using rain to leach potash from an the soil pH within acceptable ranges for plant growth.
ash landfill into a finer and leachate control system.
Problems with dogging, soil solubilization and corrosion Agricultural land applicatio_t
may limit this approach. Even though these ash extraction
processes failed, other variations might yield a valuable Naylor and Schmidt (12) evaluated wood ash liming
potash product and also reduce the alkalinityof the ash characteristics and macro and micro-element availability in
making it more acceptable for landfdling. On the other soil. An industrialwood ash, equivalent to a 0-1-3 NPK
hand, the relatively low ash volumes available at particular fertilizer, was mixed with two soil types in pots at
sites. 10,000 tons per year from a 50 megawatt power plant, application rates of 0, 2.24, 4.5, 9.0, 17.9,35.9 metric
could make a potash extraction process impractical from an tons/ha. After two months of incubation, the extractable
economic standpoint, phosphorous, potassium, and calcium and pH of the ash

= were linearly related to the rate of ash application.

DISPOSAL/UTILIZATION Naylor and Schmidt (I1) also conducted a field study on
the growth of alfalfa applying ash at 0, 9.4, 11.7, 1'7.3,22.6,

Until recently, ash was a valuable rawmaterial, but 31.2, 49.8 metric tons/ha. The wood ash was equivalent to
: today ash wastes have a negative value due to their a 0-1-2 NPK fertilizer and had a total neutralizing value

disposal costs.. For the most part, ash is either landf'dled (TNV) of 35 compared to limestone as a standard with a
- (90%) or land applied. In the Northeast, approximately TNV of 100. The ash increased the exchangeable

15% of wood ash is landfdled, 80% is land applied, and 5% concentration of potassium, calcium, manganese, and
: is disposed of in some other way, mainly as a sewage magnesium. The exchangeable iron and aluminum

sludge composting agent (2). Most other areas of the decreased because of the rise in soil pH. Hay yields and
country landfill wood ash. In Europe, ash is used as a protein content increased at ali application rates compared

" feedstock, for cement production, a soil amendment on to the control. The application rate had little impact on
forest lands, and a roadbase material (2). the trace metal composition of the alfalfa. In general, the

ash appeared to be a good soil amendment and liming
. Several ash disposal/utilization methods have been material, even at high application rates.

evaluated in the late 1980'sas environmental concerns have
: increased. The re.w_rch has used the high alkalinity and Lerner and Utzinger (14) performed a field study using

the absorbent nature of the ash to neutralize acidic wastes, ash from four different wood species, plus a species mix.
Gray et al. (6) evaluated the treatment of landfill leachate The ashes had an average composition of 26% Ca, 7.0% K,
with wood-coal ash. Ash columns were prepared in the and 1% P and an effective calcium carbonate equivalent
laboratory, and landfill leachate was passed through them range of 83-116%. In a field study using application rates
at a loadhlg rate of 1 gpd/fP. Approxh_ately 33% of the of 2.4-9.7 metric tons/ha" the ash increased the soft pH but

_ BOD and COD and 88% of the TSS were removed. In had no net effect on snapbean growth and yield.
" addition, the ash column removed 80-100% of the heavy Research by Etiegni et al, (10) evaluated wood ash at high

metals. "Dfisstudy suggested that ash could be used to and normal application rates as an agricultural soil
cover landfdls or added to landfill leachates to reduce supplement and liming material in a greenhouse study._

metal and organic content of leachate. Wheat and poplar were grown on six.different Idaho soils
amended with different ash concentrations (0, 40, 80, 160,_

Ash has been used effectively in four Northeastern 320, and 640 metric tons/ha). In addition, wheat was
towns as a bulking and odor control agent in composting of grown at 0, 2.5, 5, 10, and 20 metric tons/ha. No

. municipal sewage sludge in aerated static piles (7,8). In detrimental effects were observed at ash levels equal to or
addition, ash has been granulated to yield a fertilizer and lower than 40 metric tons/ha. In fact, the biomass of the

_ liming agent (9). Land application appears to be one of wheat and the caliper and height of the poplar cuttings
the best methods for ash disposal, as the nutrients that increased more at 40 metric tons/ha than with the control
were taken from the land during harvest are recycled back soil, probably due to the increase in soil pH and availability
to the land. of soil nutrients.

_
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A second greenhouse study examined the phytotoxieity were released more slowly than those in the fertiiU.,_,',
of wood ash at high application rates on snap bean growth showing a higher release hl the second growing season. No
and yield (17). The alk_tnity, potassium content, and significant increase in microbiological activitywas observed,
boron content of the ash were examined as potential The study suggested that ash application rates of 5-10
toxicants. The experiments demonstrated that the metric tons/ha were beneficial, while at higher rates (10-20
alkalinity was the most important growth limiting metric tons/ha) the ash may interfere with plant nutrient
component in ash, but potassium was also an important uptake.
limiting element. Research in progress is evaluating the
re.zponse of spring wheat in a field study to different Forest land spreading will probably grow in hnportance,
application rates of wood ash as compared to limestone because forest land is available and close to ash producers.
(18). In addition, forest nutrients will have to be replaced,

particularly with more intensive forest growth and
Magdoff et al. (15) evaluated land application of wood / harvesting practices. The application of ash to forest land

ash in a greenhouse/laboratory research project. Two ,_o,il_ / is mo,re diffieL,dtthan to agricultural lind, but mechanical
were mixed with wood ash, limestone, and a limestone.aali, _:i/!' equipment is mtproving. One problem with forest lind
mix (90:10). Plant growth, nutrient uptake, and soil /,:'_ i'/:/ t¢pteading is that the pH requirements for forest trees are
chemical changes were measured during the growth of ¢_',rn'/, /not fully established, and there are fears that ash could
and alfalfa. Ash gave better growth responses than ' 'increase soil plt and thereby favor the growth of
limestone. The effect of over liming was reduced when ash undesirable hardwoods over softwoods.
was added with the limestone, probably due to the extra
nutrients in the ash. The study demonstrated that wood CommenelalLand Snreadlng
ash could be used as an effective liming material by
following the currently recommended guidelines for i Resource Conservation Services (RC.5;),a private
limestone. Magdoff recommended that crops should not marketing company in the Northeast, is presently land
be planted immediately after ash application, as ash spreading wood ash from several wood-fired plants (22).
absorbs herbicides and pesticides and could cause RCS has placed a positive value on the ash based on its "
concentrated alkaline conditions before neutralization by potassium, phosphorous, magnesium, Hme, and micro-

" the soil. Magdoff also recommended that because of ash nutrient content. "l_e heavy metal content is typically
variability, the calcium carbonate equivalent should be below the minimum state standards of Maine and New
measured routinely. Hampshire (Table III), but the cadmium content can

sometimes exceed the strict State Hmitsof 10ppm. Table
Zibilske and Clipham (19) evaluated wood ash as a III also compares the metal content of ash, limestone, and

liming agent and soil amendment in a greenhouse a typical soil. Land spreading of ash is regulated in Maine
experiment with spinach, a pH sensitive plant. Spinach and New Hampshire, but ash is licensed like limestone in
yield per pot increased linearly with the ash application New York.

: rate up to the targetpH.
Table III. A comparison of the maximum heavy metal

Gray and Rock (16) simulated the effect of precipitation standards allowed in Maine and New Hampshire with the
on the leaching of ash components after land application, concentration in an average ash (22), limestone and soil
A loamy sand and a silt loam soil were mixed with wood (27).
ash at a loading rate of 27 metric tons/ha, and then water
at a pH of 5.6 was added to the column at a rate of 90 ME and NII Ash Ground Average
cm3/day. The study concluded that ash could be appli_ to Standards Limestone Soil
the loamy sand at 12 tons/acre but should be applied at a
lower rate on the silt loam. Metal Concentration (mg/kg)

In summary, wood ash is a valuable liming agent and Cadmium 10 3.5 0.04 0.06
soil amendment that enhances agricultural productivity. Chromium 1000 26.1 11 100
Ash can be used as a substitute for agricultural lime and it Copper 1000 123 - 20

__ also provides supplemental macro and micro-elements L,e,ad 700 28 9 10
: needed for plant growth. Land application appears to be a Nickel 200 75.5 40

safe method for disposal and utilization. Zinc 2000 521.6 50

. Forest land application Ash is applied based on the calcium carbonate content
of the ash and the equivalency needs of the particular soil.

- Weber et al. (20) studied the effect of wood ash and For example, if two tons of lime are needed per acre and
NPK fertilizers on microbial activities over a 3-year period the ash has a 50% lime equivalency, then four tons of ash

_: in an intensively cultivated acidic, nitrogen-rich peat soft would yield the proper liming rate. Ash can be spread with
. planted with _ sp. The wood ash increased ali conventional manure spreading equipment and is either

__ microbial activities that were examined: nitrogen topdressed or incori'Jorated. During the winter, ash is
: avaLlability,mineralization, cellulose decomposition, stockpiled to avoid runoff problems that could contaminate

nitrogen fixation, and denitrification, ground water.

Lumme and Laiho (21) examined the effects of conifer In Maine, wood ash is classified as a specified waste
bark ash on the growth of fast growing willow (_tlig which requires regulatory approval prior to land spreading.
ggggtJ_.). The ash was considered to be a good P, K, and The first step requires the landowner to prepare an
Mg fertilizer and liming agent. The elements in the ash application for land spreading. The site is examined using

_
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soll and topographic maps to determine its suitability. A metal concentrations of a Northwesternwood ash did not
soil scientist then collects soil samples and recommends exceed the limits of the EP Toxicity Test (25) for
loading rates based on desired crops and specific soil classification as a hazardouswaste, lt should be noted that
characteristics. The company generating the ash then ash produced from mixed fuels such as wood, coal and
reviews the application and sends copies to the Maine municipal waste may have higher heavy metal
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), town concentrations.
officials, and the landowner. The Maine DEP then sends
copies to various agencies for review and comment and Tabie-lV. The concentration of total and extractable
also re-examines the suitability of each site. The approval metals in an industrial Northwest wood ash as compared to
process takes approximately 6 months, the maximum extractable metal concentrations allowed in

the EP toxicity test (28) before classification as a
Agrl-Tech, another private marketing company, operates hazardous waste.

a similar program in western Oregon (24). The ash is
managed as an industrial byproduct in a beneficial use Total Soluble Maximum
program under Oregon law. The State of Oregon Metal Conc. Metal
Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) does not Conc. Metal Cone.
require permits for each individualproperty but does Metals _ ...(.Illg/.IL_
require quarterly and annual reports identifying which
properties are being ut/llT.ed.County governments regulate Aluminum 11,000 <2
ash utilization to the extent that they are responsible for Antimony <300 <3 -
land use issues and solid waste disposal. Some oaunties Arsenic <20 < 0.2 5.0
require that every adjacent property owner be notified by Beryllium 0.3 <0.01 -
mail that the ash is to be utilized on a given site. Barium 1,100 0.7 100

Boron 110 2.0
The Agri°Tech program uses modified manure spreaders Cadmium 6.9 0.04 1.0

with light four wheel drive tractors. This equipment Chromium 14 <0.1 5.0
increases the length of the spreading season, but stockpiles Cobalt 5 <0.1
are required during the wet months. Application rates are Copper 54 <0.1 -
limited tc, a maximum of three tons of llme equivalent per Iron 8,500 3
acre whict, matches the agronomic rate used in local farm Lead 28 <0.1 5.0
operations. Soil samples are collected and analyzed before Magnesium 14,000 110
and after the ash application. Manganese 3,300 13

Mercury <0.2 <0.005 0.2
Molybdenum 4 <0.1

DISPOSAL COSTS Nickel 14 <0.1
Selenium <50 <0.3 1.0

With stricter landfill regulations and a decreasing Silver <2 <0.1 5.0
number of ac_eeptablesites, the cost for landf'dlinghas Strontium 470 <0.2

= increased abruptlyand is certain to continue. Landfill Thallium <200 <2 -
costs vary widely. Based on 1989costs in Maine and New Tin < 10 <0.2
Hampshire, the tipping fee at a 'secure' landfall,with a Titanium 450 <0.1 -
liner and leachate collection and control system, was $55-75 Zinc 570 0.7 -

-- per toa (22). A wood burning facility producing 5,000 tons
of ash per year (14 tons/day) would have annual tipping pH ,, 13.4 at 1:2dilution
costs of $275_000-$375,000plus transportationcosts. • -
Landfill costs in other sections of the country are lower Zinc at 200-800 ppm will probablybe the rate limiting
because landfills regulations are not as strict. Land _ component in land application of wood ash.
application of ash is approximately33-66%less costly than Cadmium, averaging 6-15 ppm, does not appear to be a
landfiUingin the Northeast (2). problem when ash is applied at reasonable application

_ rates. For example, the maximum gaaggl cadmium loading
h 0.5 kg Cd/ha/yr (26), and the maximum

REGULATORYQUESTIONS loading is 5 kg Cd/ha on a soil with a cation exchange
capacity of less than 5 meq/100g and a pH of lessthan 6.5.

: Many regulatory agencies have difficulty in classifying The pH and potassium thresholds for the land will be
wood ash. Under the Resource Conservation and exceeded long before the land is limited by cadmium and
Recovery Act (RCRA), ash is not characterized as a zinc. From past and current research, it appears that
hazardous waste as there are no pH criteria for a solid, application rates based on the liming requirements of the
But the state of Washington classifies wood ash as a soil pose tittle risk to the environment.

: dangerous waste when its pH exceeds 12.5. "lhis
__ classification necessitates special handling and disposal
_ procedures which have caused major problems for several CONCLUSIONS

ash generating facilities. For example, a pulp and paper
= mill in Washington attempted to neutralize its ash for three Wood ash should not be viewed as a problem, but as a
a_ months with sulfuric acid, but the cost was prohibitive, valuable raw material containing elements concentrated by

plants and the combustion process. The recycling of ash
_- Heavy metal concentrations ha ash do not appear to be a back to agricultural lands can help haaprovesoil

significant problem. As shown in Table IV, the extrgctable productivity and also conserve valuable landfill space.

fir



Land application appears to be a safe and economic 15. Magdoff, R., Bartlett, R,, Ross, D. Wood ash
method for disposing of and utilizing wood ash. Research Project (Burlington Electric Dept,) Final

Report. Dept. Plant and Soil Science.,University of
Vermont. Burlington Vermont. 05405. 1984.
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POTENTIAL FOR RENOVATION OF application in North Carolina and the s0utheastern

MUNICIPAL WASTEWATER USING United States. Biomass markets exist in eastern North
BIOMASS ENERGY HARDWOOD Carolina, and revenue from the sale of woody biomass

can offset the cost of establishment and maintenance of
PLANTATIONSt the biomass plantations and possibly produce income

(Urie 1986). This paper includes a discussion of a
current research project investigating biomass
production, cost of biomass production, and wastewater

Dennis Mengel and Douglas Frederick 2 renovation in hardwood plantations located in eastern
North Carolina.

"--" 0" _ Approximately 7 million tons of wastewater is being
/-Abstr_. Application of municipal wastewater t produced in the United States and production is
/. hardwood plantations offers a viable opportunity to !ncreasing, particularly in rapidly growing areas of the

dispose of nutrients and pollutants, while protecting Southeast (Maness 1987). The Environmental
water quality. Production of woody biomass for energy Protection Agency (EPA) recommends that municipal
or pulp mill furnish, at levels greater than that obtained and industrial wastewater and sludge be disposed of
in non-irrigated plantations, is feasible and markets
exist in the eastern United States for this biomass, using land-based systems (EPA 1984). This means that

,., Plantations of sycamore (Platanus occidentalis L.), many communities in North Carolina and the Southeast------- will have to adopt new or modify existing systems to
,,_ -'_ sweetgum (L.._uidambar st__raciflua L.), and loblolly

pine (Pinus taeda L,) are being established on the land.based systems. Shallow groundwater tables found

_'Q coasta]-ialain of eastern North Carolina at the city of necessitateinmuch of thetheuseAtlantiCofsystemsandGuifthatCOastalcanremovePlainandregi°ns
Edenton for application of municipal wastewater, store large amounts of polluting substances to prevent
Research investigating the production of biomass, groundwater contamination, Hardwood plantations are
production costs, and wastewater renovation are an attractive land-based system alternative, because
presented. Dry weight biomass following the fourth they can produce substantial quantities of usable
year of growth for sycamore and sweetgum was 18.7 biomass for energy while storing potentially harmful
and 7.4 Mg/ha, respectively. Plantation establishment nutrients.
and system costs were $26,460,12/ha. Comparison costs
with a smaller but similar system at Woodland, NC, are

presented. Nutrient assimilation and wastewater FOREST.BASED LAND APPLICATION SYSTEMS

renovation data are bein_ collected and are not yetavailable for publication. _"--
: -_-.-. Installation of forest-based wastewater disposal

systems is growing, but at a slower rate than that of
Keywords: Sycamore, Sweetgum, Biomass agricultural systems. Several reasons have been

Production Costs identified for this slower growth (Nutter and Red
1986). Foremost is the lack of information on the
nutrient cycling and storage capacity of forest-based
systems, upon which to base design criteria. Forest-

Concern over environmental problems, and in based systems also require a larger land surface relative
particular water quality, has become a major policy
issue at local and national levels. One component of to agricultural systems, given comparable waste
water quality protection is ecologically sound application rates (Nutter and Red 1985). This is due
renovation of municipal wastewater. Land disposal of to differences in crop rotation length. Unlike
wastewater can utilize the assimilative capacity of agricultural crops, tbrest rotations extend over manyyears and some of the annual biomass production

__ biological systems to remove and store pollutants. (containing assimilated wastes) is returned to the forest
: These systems are more desirable than those that floor each year. This results in reduced system

discharge directly into surface waters. If the
assimilative capacity can be combined with woody efficiency and a larger land requirement.

biomass production for energy or fiber needs, these Forests are particularly well-suited for wastewater
systems will have the potential for widespread application. According to Cole and others (1983): (1)

trees have perennial root systems which allow year-
round uptake of wastewater, (2) forests have a high

1 Presented at the National Bioenergy Conference, capacity to imrnobilize nutrients, (3) large areas ofinexpensive forest land are available that are well-
Coeur D'Alene, ID, March 18 .. March 21, 1991. drained and not subject to flooding, (4) forests are not

=- food chain crops, (5) forest soils are not usually prone
2 The authors are, respectively, Environmental to surface runoff, and (6) forest soils are usuallyScientist, CH2M HILL, Atlanta, GA; Professor of
Silviculture, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, nutrient-deficient and capable of assimilating large

_ NC.
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amounts of nutrients through soil adsorptior a,_:: The wastewater is pumped to an l l,5-ha oxidation
microbial reduction, lagoon, with an influent rate of 4,8 x 10"z rn3/s (].1

mgd), The wastewater is chlorinated for odor control
Very little research has been completed on the before it enters the oxidation lagoon. The plantations

renovative capacity of forest plantations. Much of the are irrigated with water from the oxidation lagoon.
existing literature has been based on natural stands.
Results from existing studies have shown that forests
can be successfully used to remove and store potential STUDY DESIGN AND METHODS
pollutants from municipal wastewater. A 5-year study
irl Washington showed that young plantations of Separate plots have been installed to measure
Lombardy poplar (Populu.s _ L.) and Douglas-fir biomass production and nutrient assimilation. The
(Pseudots.E_a menziesi!) removed over 50 percent of wastewater renovation data are being collected on the
applied nitrogen (Schiess and Cole 1981). Nitrogen nutrient assimilation plots,
renovation in an older plantation (25 years) of red pine
(Pinus resinosa Ait,) in Michigan was near 70 percent•-- m

when applied at a high rate of 88 mm/wk, and Biomass
exceeded 90 percent when applied at a low rate of 22
mm/wk (Uric 1979). Approximately 30 percent of the Eight 25-tree plots (4 each of sycamore and
nitrogen applied annually to a forest treatment site in sweetgum) have been installed for collection of biomass
the mountains of Georgia was removed (Nutter and information. Ali trees were measured at the end of the
Red 1985). As the range of nitrogen renovation values growing season, and unpublished biomass equations
above indicates, it is difficult to predict nitrogen developed by the North Carolina State University
renovation on a site-by-site basis due to the complexity Hardwood Research Cooperative were used to
of the nitrogen cycle, differences in vegetation, and site- estimate green and dry biomass. Estimates represent
dependent factors, ali above-ground wood and bark biomass. Data have

been collected through year 4.
Phosphorus is another nutrient with potential to

pollute groundwater supplies (Sopper and Kerr 1979).
Forest soils are efficient at removing phosphorus and Nutrient Assimilation and Wastewater Renovation
storing it in the soil profile; therefore, ,phosphorus

renovation rates are typically high. Ali the phosphorus Eight 36-tree plots (4 irrigated and 4 non-irrigated)
applied in one study was retained in the soil profile have been established to measure tree nutrient content

(Stednick and Woolridge 1979), and on an upland in both the sycamore and sweetgum plantings. Four
Georgia site, phosphorus renovation was reported at an trees will be destructively sampled for nutrient analysis.
average of 98.7 percent (Nutter and others 1979). Concentrations of nitrogen, phosphorus, calcium,

: potassium, magnesium, and sodium will be determined
in the wood, bark, and foliage. Trees will be harvested

LAND TREATMENT SITE AND WASTEWATER in February and August to collect dormant- and
TREATMENT growing_season information, respectively.

The wastewater treatment facility used for this The nutrient content of the percolating wastewater
research is supplied with municipal wastewater from will be determined from leachate collected in suction
the city of Edenton, NC. Approximately 145 ha of lysimeters installed at 46 cm (sycamore), 30.5 cm
sycamore, sweetgum, and Ioblolly pine were planted in (sweetgum), and 122 cm (both species). A cluster of
February 1987 to serve as the sprayfield, and the two lysimeters (2 depths) was installed in each plot,
system became operational in January 1989. above and below the clay horizon. Continuous

recording tensiometers will record soil water tension
: The site is dominated by two soil series, State and values at the same depths, to allow for calculation of

Conetoe. The State series is a fine loamy, mixed, nutrient concentrations on a volume basis. One set of

thermic, arenic Hapludult, and the Conetoe series is a tensiometers was installed in each group of 4
fine loamy, mixed, thermic, typic Hapluduit. Both plots/species.
series have a clay B-horizon, which occurs at
approximately 61 cm in the Conetoe series and 30 cm
in the State series. This layer restricts infiltration and
should provide the majority of the cation exchange sites
for waste treatment. Wastewater is applied to a depth
of 25.4 mm (1 in) over a 4-hr time period, 1 day every
2 weeks. Irrigation water is supplied via underground

" pipes to impact-type sprinklers on 1.2-m risers at 18.3
m x 24.4 m spacings. The operating pressure is 2.8
kg/cm 2 (40 lb/in2).

=
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION l'tave increased biomass production by an additional 2
to 3 Mg/ha,

Biomass
This level of production exceeds biomass yields

Biomass data for sweetgum and sycamore are frequently obtained in other biomass studies. Past
presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively, The overall research has shown that higher yields are obtained as
survival rate has been excellent, with sweetgum having tree density increases, The tree spacing in this study
a slightly higher rate than sycamore. Sycamore height (approximately 1.7 x 3.0 m) is wider than that used in
growth and biomass production have been twice those most biomass plantations, Yet these wastewater-
observed for sweetgum. This is not unusual, as early irrigated plantations have produced more biomass than
sweetgum growth is typically slow, Sycamore inter-tree some plantations with smaller spacings, For example,
competition, coupled with a growth increase in 3-year-old sycamores planted at 0,9 x 1.8 m spacings on
sweetgum as it matures, will reduce groWth differences the Ohio River flood plain yielded 4.7 Mg/ha on a dry-
in coming years, weight basis (Wood and others 1976), Comparison of

the yields from Edenton with those reported for a study
located in the Georgia Piedmont region reveals the

Table 1. Stand and biomass data for sweetgum, benefits betng derived from wastewater irrigation.
Estimated sycamore (1.2 x 1,8 m spacing) green weight
yields at ages 3 and 4 years were 23,1 and 31.6 Mg/ha,

Year respectively (Saucier and others 1972), Yields from
Variable 1988" 1989 1990 Edenton at comparable ages were 21,1 and 40.3 Mg/ha,
Age in field 2 3 4 respectively. We expect the yields at the Georgia site

° Planted trees/ha 1650 1650 1650 to be lower because it is a less productive site, which is
Percent survival 100 100 100 typical of the Piedmont region, However, the much
Height (m) 1,5 3.0 4.0 wider spacing in our study would partially negate the
Basal diameter (eta) 3.6 6.6 9.1 differences that were due to site quality.
DBH (cna) .... 5.6
Green biomass (Mg/ha) b 1.6 9,q 15,5 Sycamore and sweetgum have the ability to
Dry biomass (Mg/ha) 0.7 4.3 7.4 regenerate via coppicing, lt stands to reason that

growth originating from an established root system is
faster than that obtained via seedling stock. Current

a Measured after the 1988 growing season growth indicates that the sycamore can be harvested in
b Whole-tree biomass (wood and bark only) 2 more years (at age 6). Rotation age for the

sweetgum will probably be about 15 years. Research
_ conducted by the North Carolina State University
- Table 2, Stand an0 biomass data for sycamore. Hardwood Research Cooperative has found that l-

year-old coppice growth averages 5 to 6 times the
green-weight biomass of 1-year-old seedling growth

Year (North Carolina State University 1985). The increase
Variable 1988" 1989 1990 in growth should result in shorter rotation lengths for
Age in field 2 3 4 both species in subsequent rotations.
Planted trees/ha 1788 1788 1788
Percent survival 93 93 93

Height (m) 3.4 5.9 8.5 Cost Analsy__
Basal diameter (cre) 6,1 9,6 11.4
DBH (eta) .... 7,6 Table 3 presents system and plantation

- Green biomass (Mg/ha) I' 7.2 21.1 40.3 establishment costs for the Edenton site. We are also
Dry biomass (Mg/ha) 3.2 10.1 18.7 establishing a system for the town of Woodland, NC;

: cost data on the Woodland system are included in
Table 3 for comparison purposes. The Edenton site

" Measured after the 1988 growing season was constructed on abandoned agricultural land,
bWhole-tree biomass (wood and bark only) whereas the Woodland site (considerably smaller at

20.2 ha) represents conversion of an existing turf
system to a tree system. Turf systems in eastern North

: Biomass production for both species has almost Carolina are experiencing high operating costs incurred
doubled in the 1990 growing season. A significant in cutting and bailing the hay. Recent nitrate poisoning

: component of this increase can be attributed to of cattle fed from wastewater-irrigated hay has made
wastewater irrigation. The irrigation system was not hay disposal a problem as weil. In addition, the
operational for the first two growing seasons, during frequent trafficking required ibr cutting the hay is
which time the area experienced a severe drought. We causing severe compaction problems in the wet soil,
believe that irrigation during the first 2 years could leading to further operating costs to ameliorate the
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compacted soil These costs are making conversion to no restrictions on disposal, On the contrary, tt will he
tree-based systems more attractive, in high demand during early sprtng when harvesting

restrictions lh'tait the availability of llardwood from
As Table 3 indicates, the overall co_tts associated bottomlands. Operating expenses will also be lower for

with the Woodland site are greater than those of the this system than for turf systems, as no mowing will be
Edenton site. Given economies of scale, this is required following canopy cit,sure.
expected, However, plantation establishment costs at
Edenton were considerably hCgher than at Woodland,
There are several reasons for this difference: (1) local Nutrient Assimilation and Wastewater Renovation
contractors were used at Woodland versus non.local
subcontractors used for engineering work at Edenton; Work on the nutrient partitioning and fluxes is
(2) 28.3 ha at Edenton had to be replanted due to currently under way; results are not yet available, As
losses from forest tent caterpillars; and (3) the mentioned previously, overall renovation achieved may
contractor used for herbicide application at Woodland be lower than that of a turf system due to nutrient
charged a lower labor rate than the one used at recycling during fall leaf drop, lt also takes several
Edenton. _ years for the root systems to become established and

for nutrient uptake to reach maximum levels. One
: Table 3. Plantation and system costs (1989 dollars) for advantage to the coppice method of regeneration will

establishing tree-based land application systems'at be that subsequent rotattonswtll have well-established
Edenton and Woodland, NC, root systems and nutrient uptake following harvest will

be hi!;her than that achieved with seedling regeneration
methods, Whole-tree harvesting at the end of the

Site growing season will remove ali above-ground biomass
Variable Edenton Woodland (including foliage) from the site.

-,......... (S/ha)........
Plantation establishment costs Some research has been reported on the relative

Seedling cost !97.40 147,56 efficiency of trees versus turf in reducing the leaching
Planting 196.61 123,50 of nitrate into groundwater (Breuer and others 1979).
Site preparation 263.45 165.55 In year 1, the turf system was more efficient at
Fterbicide 187.77 117.99 removing nitrate than either Douglas-fir or poplar.
Subtotal 845.23 554.---'_ However, by year 2 at the 180 cm depth, nitrate

concentrations were 92, 50, and 10 kg/ha for turf,
Pump and handling Douglas-fir, and poplar, respectively,

infrastructure costs

Materials/construction 11,643.61 34,610103

Design engineering 1,44..__66:654,153.20 CONCLUSIONS
Subtotal 13,090.26 38,763.23

Land application of municipal wastewater on forest
_- Sprayfield costs plantations is a viable alternative to traditional turf-

Materials/construction 11,182.70 15,411.71 based systems in the eastern'United States.
Design engineering 1,341.93 1,849.42 Establishment costs of trees versus turf are higher, but
Subtotal 12,524.63 17,261.13 disposal of the biomass is easier as it is not part of the

food chain. In addition, operating expenses are lower
Total costs 26,460.12 56,578.96 for the tree systems, which do not require mowing

following canopy closure. Biomass production in
wastewater-irrigated plantations currently exceeds that
observed in non-irrigated plantations, and biomass from

One cost advantage not yet realized from this coppice rotations should exceed that produced from
project is the ability to coppice the existing plantations seedlings. Data that are being collected on the
following the first harvest. We expect to obtain 3 renovation efficiency of the plantations will help to fill
coppice crops in addition to the first harvest. This will gaps in our knowledge of how these systems will

-: greatly reduce or even eliminate costs associated with perform.
establishing the next 3 rotations.

_. The plantations arestill too young to determine the ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
benefit side of the cost/benefit analysis. Revenue will

° be. gained through sale of the biomass produced, in the We wish to thank the Energy Division of the North
plantations. There is a viable biomass market in Carolina Commerce Departrnent for the funding they
eastern North Carolina for furnish to pulp mills and are providing to conduct this research. We also wish to
wood energy producers. Unlike the turf systems, wood acknowledge the support of the North Carolina State
biomass is not part of the food chain and should have University Hardwood Research Cooperative.
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' a
Contractors and fuel suppliers in Callforn_

URBAN WOOD: FUEL FROM LANDSCAPERS AND LAND FILLS I exoeotQd 15 percent of the annual supply of 5
million tons of solld waste per year to be
recoverable as fuel, But they have found soma
concentrations of wood waste to be higher than

Thomas R. Miles and Thomas R, Miles, Jr. 2 expected, up to 25 percent at soma land fills,
Individual power plants may receive fuel from as
many as 25 individual contractors, haulers, and

_.. _ suppliers, Few power plants process bulk urban

construction and building delnolition has become an ' already support brokers and fuel processors to
important fuel for several new power plants, guarantee their fuel supplies, and some are
Sources, composition, and requirements for fuel preparing to enter the fuel processing business
preparation, handling, firing and emissions themselves.
control are describes from experience at several

plants. Urban wood waste fuels are suitable for Oalifornia is probably one of the largest areas

steam and power generation if precautions are flnw 1 to use UWW for combustion or gasification, Fixed
taken to process the fuel and provide uniform -___ and fluidized bed gasiflers have been used to

_o the boiler .... process UWW at demonstration sites, but are no_onger in use, U_ is a good fuel for • _
Keywords: Biomass Power, Wood Fuel, Urban Wood gasification, since it is usually quite dry, at £2

percent to 18 percent moisture content, Elsewhere,
several small scale UWW burning systems were
installed during periods of high gas and oil ..

Wood recovered from urban landscaping, prices, In a cooperative study that will benefit
construction and building demolition has become an other communities interested in using UWW, the New

important fuel in California, where more than. 800 York State Energy Rosearch and Development
MW of biomass capacity has been added at 57 pi.ants Authority (NYSERDA) and others will use data from
since 1980 for an accumulated demand of 7.5 Oalifornia to characterize the environmental
million dry tons of per year. Independent power impacts of urban wood wastes.
roducers are adapting to urban wood fuels in
noreaslng quantities, Some special requirements
for fuel preparation, handling, firing and URBA/q WOOD WASTE AS FUEL
emissions control are described below that result
from our experience at many of these plants, As'a fuel, UW_4 falls between woody and non-

: woody materials, lt can include wood pallets,
landscape brush, plywood and building deniolition

A NEW INDUSTRY materials, Like industrial wood residues, it is
available ali year, it can be stored outside, it

Urban wood waste (U_) is available everywhere has an economic density for haul_ng and handling,
Until recently, its separation and use as fuel was it can be handled in bulk and it burns weil. !t
limited to a few wood working industries. However, presents few a_h fusion problems, since high ash
as land fill space for solid waste has diminished, materials like gypsum board are usually diverted
incentives, uses and markets have bean found for directly to the landfill, Because UWW is ground
wood wastes in composition board, compost and when it is dry and brittle, it is mostly slivers
fuel, and contains a high proportion of dry sawdust and

fine dirt,
Fuel markets in California have created an

- urban wood waste industry almost over night. Like other non-woody fuels, such as orchard
Public Utilities Regulatory Act (PURPA) _nspired prunings, straws and stalks, UWW is bulky and must
power plants located in the Central Valley be processed before transportation to a power
increased wood fuel demand by almost 2.5 million plant. Metals must be separated by reprocessing,
dry tons pet year during 1989-1991, a quantity Some sizing is required at the plant for trouD£e _
that forest industries alone cannot supply, free feed to the boiler, Like agricultural

Agricultural residues, including hulls, pits, residues, IK4W is dusty, Dust control is essential
straw and stalks, are not used because they are at power plant and storage facilities, since fines
costly, difficult to burn and cause problems with and dust account for more than 30 per cant of the

_ deposits in furnaces, Consequently, an industry fuel. Unlike crop residues, UWW has caused few
- has developed in which fuel processors have set up problems with ash fusion or agglomeration in the

operations at land fills; fuel brokers have boiler.
arranged contracts with biomass plants; and
truckers haul urban wood fuels to biomass plants The chemical composition of UWW is an
from as far away as 300 miles. Urban wood waste environmental concern that is being studied by the
consumption in _alifornia is estimated at 250,000 NYSERDA group and has beer, confrontedby at least
dry tops per year, and may increase to more than one plant, There, fines in the incoming fuel were

: 1,500,0000 dry tons per year as 25 stand alone found to contain chlorides which were not captured
power plants pay from $25 'to $45 per dry ton. by the air pollution control equipment. The power

plant screened the fines from the fuel, returning
Most municipal land fills are too small _o have up to 30 percent to the land fill until better

their own UWW processing facilities, so fuel could be found,
independent contractors come on site a,]d work down
a collected pile for certain periods during a Toxic pollutants, such as mercury from
year. Tipping fees for a clean load of _ood, with batteries or lead from paint, have been the focus
no paint or sheet rock, will cost $35 per ton at a of some concern about urban wood fuels, In one
landfill, but only $3 per ton at a fuel grinding case, demolition debris from earthquake damaged
facility, In other cases, woody biomass is buildings was suspected of containing toxic
diverted to a processing yard which carl also make materials not usually found in urban wood waste,
fuel from agricultural residues and other sources. In practice, most processors separate batteries

= and unacceptable materials by sorting at the
landfill before shredding and grinding.

I Presented at t_-_'onal Bioenergy Conference, Unacceptable materials are identified and
Coeur D'Alene, ld, March 18 - March 21, 1991. determined by What the biomass plants can use and

still meet permit requirements for air and water
= 2 The authors are respectively, professional quality and ash disposal,

engineer and project manager, Thomas R, Miles,
Consulting Design Engineer, 5475 S,W. Arrowwood
Lane, Portland, Or 97225-1323,

_
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PROGESSING Fuel reprocessing at the plant, such as
. screenlng_ should be p_ovlded with adequate surge

Most urban wood fuel processors are small capacity /_o allow the trucks to dump and leave
businesses, owned and operated by individual quickly[ Fuel can be reprocassed more easily at
haulers, brokers or processors who have invested reclaim rates of 20 to 40 tons per hour than at
in trucks, front-end loaders, grinders and the dumping rates of 60 to 120 tons per hour Most
conveyors, automatic systems to stack and reclaim wood fuel

from a pile will work properly with UWW.

Special loader attachments are used to comb
through the debris and load it into hammer hogs. Plants that depend only on a primary, high

Some hammer hogs are equipped with _rapple loaders capacity, disc screen at the dumper have
for bulky residues. Special hydraullc shears are subsequent problems, unless a final deck screen is
sometimes used to break or process stumps. Most installed on the way from the pile to the fuel
systems have one or two operators to handle bulk bin.
materials while another watches the shredder.

Reprocessing typically includes oversize

Several types of hammer mills have been adapted screening and grinding, sizing, and three or more
from agriculture and the wood products industry metal detectors or magnetic separators. Some
for use at urban land fills. These include tub plants accumulate several tons per month of nails,

grinders, vertical and horizontal swinging hammer bicycle rims and teel handles from the UWW. These
hogs, and shear shredders. Methods to break down must be removed to protect rotary airlocks, and to
material before scooping it into the grinders prevent metal from accumulating In ash systems
range from crushing waste under the wheels of which upsets fluidization in a sand b_d.
mobile compactors to compacting chain feeders and
horizontal shear shredders. Most suppliers use Fuel size is important to all pressurized
simple grinding equipment since capital costs are reactors, such as fluidized bed and circulating
high, and cost margins and incentives are low fluidized bed boilers, Oversize fuel must be
compared _o MSW separation in general. Equipment removed and reground to feed through stokers and
llfe is limited and malntenance is high on all rotary alrlocks. Plants have found that disc
land fill systems, screens are not adequate for final fuel sizing

because large pieces dive between the rolls to

In most cases, a ingle shred is accomplished later jam screw conveyors and alrlocks. Often
before the material _s loaded and shipped in bulk., these plants have been retrofitted to improve
A few installations process wood in more than one sizing with additional oscillating deck screens,

stage: shredding, grinding and screenin_ before or rotating trommel screens.
_inal shipment. Some have installed shaker
screens, "finger" screens, and coarse disc screens The reclaim and reprocessing systems must be
to separate fines and dirt before grinding, designed to handle the large quantities of dust in
Because few round holed, oscillaUlng deck screens the fuel. Long drops into the final fuel bin
are used, there is a loL of over-slze and over- should be eliminated to prevent air classification
length wood in the delivered fuel. in which coarse fuels roll to the outside of the

pile in the bin, causing fuels of different

Because it is dry, UW_ is brittle and tends to densities to be fed to the boiler stokers.
shatter and sliver in hammer hogs. Disk chippers
are not used because metal would da_nage chipper Dust collection equipment is often necessary at

knifes. Hence the product is made of long o_ersize the truck dump and throughout the fuel handling
together with a very high percentage of fines, up system.
to 40 percent, thnt will pass through a 1/4 inch
round hole screen. Only large metal piec<,s are
removed from UWW at the source. Nails, coins and COMBUSTION SYSTEMS
wire must be further separated from the fuel at
the plant. Travelling grate stokers with pneumatic feeders

have few problems with Lrw'W.However, a steady diet
Oscillating deck screens with 2 inch round of dry, dirty UW-W fed to a furnace designed for

holes have recently been installed in two 25 MW very wet fuels can cause agglomeration and damage
power plants that burn large quantities of UWW. refractory. And, air spreader stokers tend to
Replacing disc screens solved many problems in the encourage dry fines to fly.
bins, airlocks and feed screws.

Contaminants and burning fines that are carried

If there is a high percentage of dirt in the directly to the boiler often cause localized
fuel, the fines are sometimes separated and temperature problems. If the air distribution
returned to the land fill or sold as a soil system is not balanced they can cause excessive
amendment. But low prices of $3 to $4 per cubic carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxide emissions and
yard do not always justify additional screening, deposits in cyclones, loop seals and hot gas
so the fines and dire are usually passed on to the ductlng. Ash and dirt accumulations at hot spots
power plant. " can also form deposits. Sometimes this only occurs

4 when s_all quantities of UWW are burned with

Dust can be a problem at all stages of urban auxiliary oli or gas.
wood fuel handling° Some installations have used
cyclones to separate dust at the grinder. Most Several of the new plants in California use
have not. circulating fluidized bed boilers to burn UWW

because they accept a wide variety of fuels, are
very efficient, and afford good combustion

AT THE POWER PLANT temperature control. Systems designed to feed fuel

above the fluidized bed have problems with fines
The power plant regards urban wood fuel as a carry-eve= and accumulation that are not

stable fuel that is dry and avaflable al]. year. experienced with in-bed feed systems. When fuel is
Plants that rely on large quantities of UWW take fed above the fluidized bed the light, dry fines

" several precautions to design adequate receiving, become suspended and dispersed immediately into

handling and stoking systems. Truck unloading the gas stream without being processed in the' equipment needs to be designed to move large abrasive hot sand fluidized bed.
quantltJes of fuel to the pile in a short time.
Some brittle, over length demolition wood will
"jack straw" in the unloading bins of truck dumps,
jam conveyors and block the system completely.
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FUEL MIXING

Urban wood waste is normally mixed with other
fuels as it is fed into the plant, depending on
the kind of combustor and reclaim system. Feeding
mixed fuel uniformly into a combustor helps to
sbolve many fuel related problems.

The dry UWW should be fired in combination with
wet fuels for stable combustion and to eliminate
the nuisance of dust and dirt. Dry UWW burns
evenly if it is mixed with wet hog fuel in the
reclaim system. Moisture in wood regulates the
rate of combustion as it diffuses through the wood
structure and evaporates. Mixing offsets surges
caused by evaporation of moisture in wet fuel and
dampens the reactivity of UWW.

Few plants are designed for good fuel mixing or
uniform feeding. Several have improved feeding and
handling systems to solve combustion 'problems.

Electrostatic precipitators and baghouse dust
collectors installed for air pollution control at
most new facilities are adequate to handle the
dust and dirt that accompany urban fuels. At one
plant, some lime is added to prevent fluidized bed
media agg].omeration and reduce acid gas emissions.
Sulfur, chlorides and other elements associated
with refuse have not caused air or ash disposal
problems at most plants firing UWW, so dry
scrubbers have not been necessary.

CONCL_/qIONS

Urban wood wastes are available from every
community, and for a few years will probably have

| little competition from other uses. UWW can be a
reliable fuel for biomass steam and power
generation, if there are adequate means for fuel
preparation, on site reprocessing, handling,
sizing, metals separation, dust control, unifozm
feeding at the proper place in the furnace and
proper air control. Potential toxic contaminants
from urban wood combustion will be addressed in
current studies, lt is likely that contaminant
emissions can be controlled _y improved materials
separation at the land fill.
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Production Costs f_r SRIC _9_ Bi omassl final product potentially competitive under open-
..........._'--'--_ market situations (Wright and d'Agincourt 1984,

Bergeron et ai. 1988), Biomass from SRIC
Charles H. Strauss 2 plantations would be particularly well suited to

these conversion processes on the basis of

..........) .......... material characteristics and supply capabilities_r_6t: _" Production costs for short rotation: (Ranney et al. 1987, Strauss et al. 1988).
I intensive culture (SRIC) Popu_l_s biomass were

developed from commercial-sized plantations SRIC production is designed to promote high

under investigation throughout the US. PoDu_s yields at young stand ages. The more cost-
hybrid planted on good quality agricultural effective cultural approaches include the use of

altos at a density of 850 cuttlngs/acre was improved clonal material, intensive site
projected to yield an average of 7 ovendry (OD) preparation and weed control, planting densities
tons/acre/year. Discounted cash-flow analysis of 600 to 1600 trees/acre, fertilization, coppice

of multiple rotations showed pre-harvest regeneration, and two to three harvest cycles of

production costs of $14/ton (OD). Harvesting five to eight years each (Ranney et ai. 1987).
and transportation expenses would increase the In order to implement these cultural designs and
delivered cost to $35/ton (OD). Although this secure a maximum output, most of the SRIC

total cost compared favorably with the regional plantations have been placed on good agricultural
market price for aspen (__q_ IP___M/_QJ_), i lands. Hardwoods have been preferred due to

future investments in SRIC systems will require I their rapid early growth, good stress tolerance,

development of biomass energy markets, and strong coppiclng ability. Major attention
has been directed to the poplars (_R_ spp.

Keywords: Financial, Unit Cost, Plantation and hybrids), eucalypts (_A,ca!yptus app.), silver
maple (Ag.9.Ksaccharing__), sweetgum (.L£quidambar

styraciflua), sycamore (P19_9._ _)
Foreign restrictions of oll imports to the and black locust (Roblnia _). Willows

US during the 1970s resulted in a review of (_Ji_g_/iapp.) have been investigated in Canada and
energy-use policies and an allied search for northern U.S., involving "wood grass" strateg_ss
alternate energy sources. The perceived energy with over I0,000 stems/acre and ultra-short

crisis brought about an accelerated exploration rotations of one to three years (Wright et al.
for domestic sources of fossil fuels and an 1988).
investigation into the use of solar energy and

allled forms of renewable energy (OTA 1980). Research on SRIC technology in the U.S. was
initiated in the mld-1960s, with major improve-

Woody biomass can serve as a supplemental ments secured through numerous experimental
fuel source, both in terms of expanded supplies trials. Much of this work was funded or co-

from domestic forests and from short rotation, funded by the US Department of Energy and
intensive culture (SRIC) energy plantations, coordinated through its Short Rotation Woody

During the 1970s wood provided a small portion Crops Program (SRWCP) (Wright et al. 1989).
of US energy supplies, amounting to 2 percent of

annual energy needs (OTA 1980). Most of this In determining the economics of SRIC

was used for residential heating and as programs, plantations have been evaluated under
supplemental energy within the forest product two general stages of research. These include

industries. In terms of the future, an expanded feasibility studies of proposed systems (Perlack
use of forest growth, mortality, and urban wood et al. 1986, Strauss et al. 1988) and, more

waste, above and beyond current forest industry recently, the scale-up analysis of actual

usage, could provide about 8 percent of US commercial plantations (Wright 1990). This
energy needs (Peterson 1983). An additional 6 latter effort includes economic and viability

percent of our energy needs could be developed trials of 50-acre or larger monoculture
by converting one-tenth of the nation's private plantations established by several research

forest, range, and pasture lands to SRIC institutions and private companies through cost-

plantations (OTA 1980). However, one of the sharing programs.
unresolved questions is whether woody biomass

could compete, cost-wise, with other fuel This paper develops a general production
sources, model from these combined research efforts;

focusing on the establishment and maintenance of

One of the better options for SRIC biomass commerclal-sized Populu_ plantations. Unit costs

would be as a feedstock for ethanol production, for biomass are develop#_d and compared to the
Liquid fuels are in strategic short supply current market price of similar wood supplies
within the US, making this country vulnerable to from domestic forests.
supply and/or price disruptions (Wright 1988).

_e production of ethanol from woody biomass has PROCEDURES
been proposed under several processes, with the

In an effort to sun_arize the central

findings of SRWCP-sponsored research, a woody
*Presented at National Bioenergy Conference , biomass production model was developed and

Coeur d'Alene, ID, March 18..21, 1991. evaluated under a discounted cash-flow design.

2Professor of Forest Economics, School of Forest

Resources, The Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, PA 16872102.
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Plantation Design and Operations Table i. Establishment and maintenance costs
for SRIC plantations, 1987-88.

The proposed SRIC system uses Populus

hybrid planted on good agricultural sites at a Cost
density of 850 trees/acre. Rotation length was Operations Components S/acre

expected to fall in the range of five to eight
years, with two to three rotations anticipated ___ABLIS_ENT:
from the initial planting. Selection of the
optimum-length rotation was dependent 0,% a Total kill

discounted cash-flow analysis of production herbicide machine and labor 2.
costs, materials (1.3 Ib/a)* 30.

The establishment of SRIC plantations is Mowlng/brushing machine and labor 8.

similar to the procedures used for agricultural Plowing machine and labor 14.
row crops, involving a fall preparation of the

site and spring planting of the poplar cuttings Liming machine and labor 3.
(Perlack et al. 1986, Grado et al. 1988). materials (i ton/a) _.

During the fall period, the site receives a 71.
total- kill herbicide and mowing operation to SPRI__

remove old field vegetation_ followed by offset ESTABLISHME-_:

disking to prepare the soll for planting. Lime Disk_ng machine and labor 5.
may be added at this time, depending on s011

acidity. In the spring, the soll is disk Pre-emerg.
harrowed, with a pre-emergent herbicide applied herbicide machine and labor 2.

to counter residual weed sources. In order to materials (1.6 lh/a)* 36.
build an adequate nutrient base for tree growth,

phosphorus and potassium may be added prior to Fertilization machine and labor 6.
planting. However, nitrogen would not be materials (50 ib/a each

applied until third and fifth growing seasons to N,P,K) II.

avoid augmenting weed growth in the initial Planting planter and labor 9.
growing seasons. Machine planting was assumed materials (850 cuttlngs/a)
within the cost structure of the model, with the iii.
poplar cuttings produced at a self. owned nursery
(Grado et al. 1988). _ ESTABLISHMENT:

Additional herbicide appli_atlons were Herbicide-year 1 machine and labor 2.
scheduled at the beginning of the first and materials (i.0 lh/a)* 22

second summer periods to limit weed growth. Herbicide-year 2 machine and labor 2.
Protection from insect and canker attack was materials (I.0 ib/a)*
provided through a biennial insecticide/ 48.

fungicide spray program. This represented au __INTENAN_:
insurance cost in reducing the susceptibility of

monoculture systems to infestations, such as Insectlcide/fung.
cottonwood leaf beetle (_hrysome!_ sc_ipta) and (years 2,4,6) machine, and labor io

Septoria canker (Ostry et al. 1988). materials (1.4 ib/a/
app]..)** 9.

Annual charges were also assessed for land
Ferti].ization machine and labor 3.

re-_t, property taxes, and the managerial (years 3,5,7) materials (Ii0 lh/a/
supervision of the entire production effort. In appl. of N) Ii.
this mariner, land and management were identified

as specific inputs to the production system. Land rent (5.0% ,sf $690/a) 35.

Establishment and Annual Operating Costs Land taxes (0.75% of $690/a) 5,

Estimated costs for the individual Managerial labor and facilities 14.

operations were developed from the SRWCP data
base and are reported in U.S. dollars for the av. annual 66/

1987-1988 period (Table I). Contract charges * combination of linuron/glyphosate.
for the establishment and annual operations of ** combination of Sevin/Dylox,
commercial-sized plantations compared well to
previous models of SRIC systems (Lothner et al.

1985, Perlack et al. 1986, Grado et al. 1988). year herbicide operations (Table i). Herbicide

Variations in costs were largely attributed to operations were 51 percent of e_tabllshment
the differences in equipment and prescribed costs, with materials constituting over 90
materials used on alternate sites. The final percent of th_ expense. Land preparation and

planting were 34 percent of establishment costs,
budget reflected the establishment and annual with 54 percent of this expense tied to the
operations of a site having gooi aspect and soil poplar cuttings (Grado et ai. 1988). First-year
quality, liming and fertilization constituted the final 15

percent of establishment costs.
Establishment costs totaled $230/acre,

inc].uding the cost of the first- and second- Annual maintenance included additional
nitrogen on an alternate year basis ($14/acre/

II ...._'.............'.' ....ll,lil_','P",IIIP'"'.... _",,,r','iii""'_ur_,_,','',_"r_l,r''r_"'"_'',le"rl_",,,,',,'.,'l"'"'IrllJ....I'!IIn"lm'Ill(ill"%-
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application) and the application of R - annual maintenance costs, per unit
Insectlcldes/funglclde_ on an alternate yeaT area (land rent, taxes, managerial)
schedule ($10/acre/app_Icatlon). In addition, T - periodic maintenance costs, per unit

an annual managerial c/est of $14/acre was area (insect./fung. fertiliZation)
assessed for adminlstTiative and personnel E - establishment costs, per unit area

requirements (Strauss'et al. 1988). Yt " yield, per unit area

Ann_tal rent was placed at 5 percen t of the k - interval between periodic costs
land value, with anD ual property taxes estimated t - rotation age in years
at 0.75 percent of _and value. Land was valued n - plantation llfe expectancy in years
at $690/acre, representing the capitalized net and i - real interest rate.
return of a good corn production site (120 bu
corn/acre/year). This was representative of the Annual costs, including land rent, taxes, and
land values from _,everal SRIC projects and was management, were discounted as annual perpetual
20 percent above I_he 1988 U.S. average for farm series. Periodic costs were discounted as

rea]. estate (USDA ERS 1988). periodic perpetual series. Established costs
were compounded to the end of the plantatlon's

Plantation Yields life expectancy and discounted as a periodic

Growth and yield fsnctlons were also perpetual series, lt was assume4 that the
requirements and costs of reestablishing a new

developed from SRWCP data sets. These included plantation would approximate those used in the

yield information from partial and first original establish- ment Yields were discounted
rotations of several _ systems planted at

as p_rpetual periodic series specific to their

700-1400 trees/acre and one double rotation individual rotation lengths. The plantation's
system planted at 8500 trees/ac:re, llfe expectancy was based on the number and

length of rotations assumed in any given analysis.
An estimated growth curve was developed for A 5 percent real rate of return was used

an 850 trees/acre plantation, having, as a

targete d yield, 7 ovendry (OD) tons/acre/year, throughout the a,_alysls.

This production level was consistent with RESULTS
current research results and was considered a

conservative estimate of future SRIC yields Unit Costs of Biomass
(Ranney et al. 1987). Recent summaries of

record SRIC smali-plot yields for Populus hybrid The discounted cash-flow analysis of pre-
have sho_ production levels in the range of 6-9 harvest produ,_tlon costs under a two rotation

tons (OD)/acre/year (Hansen 1988). system placed the least-cost solution in the 6rh

The projected growth of PoDulus hybrid year at $14.1$5/ton (Table 2)• Optimum rotation
- coincided with maximum MAI due to th" compression

represented an average function for first and of the plan'cation's growth function into a
second rotations (Table 2). Typically, the

above-ground growth secured during the initial relatively short period. D_,_Ing this period,
portion of the first rotation will be 20-40% annual grdwth changes were more volatile than the
lower than for comparable points in the second respective increases in cost, with the short time
rotation due to the concurrent development of span also reducing the effects of discounting.

Of further interest, extending the plantations
root systems in the first rotation, into the 7rh growing season only increased output

cost by less than 1,percent This reflected the
Current annual increment (CAI) was

projected to accelerate during the first five modest decline of CAI in the 7rh year.

years, reaching a maximum of 10.5 tons (OD)/acre Table 2. Yields and cost of biomass for SRIC

in the 5rh growing season. As expected, mean plarltations.
annual increment (MAI) increased at a more

gradual rate, attaining the targeted maximum of

7,0 tons (OD)/acre/year after the 6rh growing Year Yields Cost* - 2 Cost" 3
season. The narrow range of MAI values in the

5th to 8rh years reflected the high CAIs in 'the Rotations Rotations

3rd to 6th growing seasons. (ton(OD)/ (S/ton) (S/ton)
• acre)

Unit Biomass Costs

The unit cost of biomass was developed as a 4 23.7 18.23 16.62

function of the discounted cash flows 5 33.9 15,57 14.06
originating from the establishment and annual 6 42.8 14.45 1.3.43
operations of the SRIC system and the discounted

7 49.1 14.64 13.63
yields of the plantation (Strauss et al. 1990): 8 53.6 15.27 14.44

C- (R/i) + (T/(l+i)k-l) + (E(l+i)n/(l+i)n-l)

* Discounted cash flow analysis at 5%.

Yd(l+i)t-I

The principal cost in the SRIC model was

where, land rent and taxes, amounting to 44 percent of
the total. Managerial costs, fertilizer and

C - biomass cost, per unit of yield
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lime, and herbicides each represented from 13 to _._%_j_ production in the US is the 7000 acres
15 percent of the total. The c_mposlte of land of plantations developed by the James River

preparation, planting, and insecticide/ Corporation along the Columbia River in Oregon.
fungicides was the final 14 percent of expenses. These plantations were initiated in 1984 in

response to hardwood shortages among Pacific

If the plantations could support a third Northwest paper mills (Stanton 1987). Their

rotation under the same yield pattern, the general design and estimated output level
least-cost solution would again occur in the 6rh parallel the SRIC model presented in this paper.

year, with the unit cost reduced to $13.43/ton
(Table 2). _e 7 percent reductlon in unit cost Plantation and Harvest Costs

resulted from the extended prorate of the
establisP_ent costs over the additional Sensitivity analysis was used to evaluate
rotation, the parameters having, the greatest impact on pre-

harvest and delivered costs. The pre-harvest

Harvesting costs were added to the model cost was most sensitive to land costs and biomass
and were based on a feller/buncher unit designed yields, with harvesting and transportation having

for closely-spaced, small-dlameter trees (Stokes the greatest effect on total delivered cost. A
et al. 1986, Woodfin et al. 1988, Strauss et al. further address of these factors was considered.

1988). The haz_ested material would be chipped
in the field, and transported 25 mi].es with The general SRIC model included land rent

tractor-trailer units. Under this design, and taxes as specific cost requirements. These
harvesting and transportation costs were charges represented 44 percent of pre-harvest

estimated at $18/ton (OD). Assuming that the costs and were a direct reflection of land's use
net delivery of harvested biomass would be 85 in other agricultural pursuits. In order for

percent of plantation yields, the final _ SRIC proposals to be competitive, comparable or
delivered cost of the biomass would be $35/ton higher net returns would be required from the
(OD) ($14.45/.85 + $18.00). biomass enterprise. The use of lower priced,

marginal lands would reduce this cost but, in ali
DISCUSSION probability_ would also result in lower yields.

Further investigations of the precise economic

Marketing and Prlcing Considerations niche for SRIC production among soil classifica-
tions 'wlll be required.

Given the financial profile for SRIC wood
production, some question remains as to whether Plantation yields had the greatest impact on

this venture is a viable economic option. In pre-harvest unit costs. If, for example, yields

terms of US fiber production, domestic hardwood were reduced by 25 percent, plantation costs
forests are usually overstocked with small would be increased by 32 percent. In contrast, a
diameter trees. Ft_rthermore, softwoods are the 25 percent increase in output would decrease pre-

principle force in pulpwood markets, with the harvest costs by over 20 percent. A comparison

shorter-fibered hardwoods representing a less of record experimental yields to actual field

attractive product. This is generally verified yields among agricultural crops and for SRIC
in terms of sttu_page prices, with softwoods _ plantations (Hansen 1988) suggested an

typically carrying two to three times the value immediate potential for SRIC plantations within
of hardwoods (Peterson 1990). the range of 4.5 - 5.5 ton/acre/year. Further

increases were considered possible, with the
An exception to this hardwood dilemma is realization of future gains dependent on cultural

" provided by aspen (PoDulus _de_9__) in the and breeding research. More recent estimates of

Lske States. This lighter weight and faster growth in commerclal-sized _s plantations by

growing species has generated a major roundwood Wright (1990) have pointed to 7 - 9 ton/acre/year
as an attainable objective.market among the particleboard and paper

industries. Current prices for delivered,

unpeeled aspen in the Imke States are $38-40/ton The design of SRIC plantation is paramount

(OD) (Peterson 1990). Of interest, aspen shares in determining their production success. This

many of the mechanical and chemical properties involves a careful matching of clonal hybrids to

of the hybrid poplars, with both species groups growing sites and the successful implementation
adaptable to the production of ethanol. Several of prescribed cultural strategies. Attention to

ethanol-conversion studies have proposed these deslgn prerequisites will, in large
feedstock prices in the range of $38-42/ton (OD) measure, er_ance the degree of success in SRIC

(Wright 1989, Bergeron et al. 1989). As such, ventures.
: SRIC biomass at $35/ton (OD), delivered, would

be competitive with domestic aspen and also meet Harvesting and transportation costs, plus

the expected feedstock prices for ethanol those associated with material loss, had the
production, effect of more than doubling the final delivered

cost of biomass in the SRIC model. Currently,

In many respects, _o_q_l_!_biomass is a most SRIC harvesting systems represent either

unique product, lt is homogeEeous in terms of developing technologies or adaptations of
physical and chemical properties and can be existing systems used in native forests. Cost
genetically engineered for sensitive chemical reductions can be anticipated, as harvesting
processes (Blankenhorn et al. 1984). equipment is better designed for the needs of

Furthermore, SRIC designs would permit a biomass plantations (Stokes et al. 1986, Woodfin
= constant and sustained rate of production, et sl. 1988). However, a certain stalemate

Probably the best example of commercial SRIC
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exists in the development process owing to Blankenhorn, P. R., T. W. Bowersox, C. H,
limlted investments in SRIC plantations and Strauss, G. L. Stlmely, G. A. Hornlcsar, and
a111ed conversion technologies, In all M.L. DICola. The characteristics of hybrid

likelihood, the feasibility of energy- poplar as a potential feedstock for
conversion technologies must first be resolved fermentation to ethanol. In: Proceedings of
before further attention is placed on SRIC TAPPI 1984 Research and Development

harvesting equipment. Conference. Appleton, Wf. 1984. pp. 43_
44.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Grado, S. C,, C. H. Strauss, P. R. Blankenhor_
A general model of a commercial-sized SRIC and T. W. Bowersox. Short rotation wood)

biomass plantation was developed from a series biomass plantations: Technical requirements
of research programs coordinated by the US and costs for establishment. Biomass

Department of EnerKy's Short Rotation Woody 17(4):277-289. 1988.
Crops Program. The model centered on the use

of Populus hybrid, planted on good quality Hansen, E. A. SRIC yields: A look to the

agricultural sites at a density of 850 future. In: Economic Evaluations of Short-
cuttlngs/acre. Establishment costs amounted to Rotation Biomass Energy Systems_
$230/acre, with weed control and site International Energy Agency. Duluth, MN.

preparation/ planting representlng 51 percent pp. 197-207. 1988.
and 3_' percent, respectively, of this total

expense. Average annual maintenance, including Lothner, D.,C., H. M. Hoganson, and P. A. Rubin.
the prorated cost of land, amounted to Examining Short.Rotatlon Hybrid Investments

$66/acre/year. using Stochastic Simulation. USDA For. Serv.
| N. Cent. For, Exper. Sta. Duluth, MN. 1985.

Plantation yields were projected to reach 31 p.
a maximum MAI of 7 tons (OD)/acre/year by the

sixth year. Discounted cash-flow analysis of Office of Technical A_,_essment. Energy from

cost and growth parameters indicated that two Biological Processes. U.S. Congress Off. of
6-year rotations would achieve a pre-harvest Tech. Assess. OTA-E-124. Washington, DC.
unit cost of $14/ton. Land was the dominant 1980. 195 p.
cost factor, representing 44 percent of the

unit cost. Managerial costs, fertilizer and Ostry, M. E., L. F. Wilson, H. S. McNabb, and L.
lime, and herbicldes each contributed about 15 M. Moore. A Guide to Insect, Disease, and

percent to the unit cost. Harvest and Animal Pests of Poplars. Ag. Hdbk. 677.

transportation requirements placed the total U.S. Dept. Ag. Washington, DC. 1988. 118
delivered cost of _opul_@ biomass at $35/ton. p.

Perlack, R. D., J. W. Ranney, W. F. Barren, J. H.
In its proposed operational form, SRIC Cushman, and J. L. Trlmble. Short-rotatlon

: biomass would be competitive with aspen from intensive culture for the production of

domestic forests and also fulfill the cost energy feedstocks in the US: A review of

requirements of _ feedstock for ethanol experimental results and remaining obstacles
production. The major cost of land within the to commercialization. Biomass (9):145-159.
financial model suggests the need for 1986.

evaluating less expensive and lower quality
growing sites. However. the linkage between Peterson, R. M. Managing wood for energy within
site quality and yields represents a critical, the multiple use concept. In: The Sixth

balance in the cost equation. Although International Forest Products Research

improvements in harvesting and transportation Society Industrial Wood Energy Forum '82.
technologies could provide major cost Prec. 7334, Vol. 1:2-5. Madison, Wf. 1983.
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COST TO DEUVER SWEET to ethanol and costsvary accordingto option. For this study,
SORGHUM FERMENTABLES TO a 1 milliongallon per year (GPY) ethanol plant, operatingyear-

A CENTRAL MILL_ round was envisioned. Selectionof a 1 million GPY plant for
analysis does not Imply an optimum size for production; lt Is
slmptyan arbitrarilychosenbasisof comparison.

John S. Cundtff2

ovo,owo,, woo, or0,om.,o-E,,=o,o0u,,,,,
l Costto providereadilyfermentable feedstock (ju Pledmo_v_ice j
/ sugar)and silagefor fiberconversion,up to thepoint fermentation

begins,was determined for three harvestingsystems: forage The southeasternPiedmont,a physiographicregion extending
chopper, pith combine (forage chopper modlftedto leavea 10 from the southeasterncorner of Pennsylvaniato the middle of
percentrind-leaffractionIn thefield),andPiedmontsystem(allows Alabama, has relativelysmall, Irregularly-shapedfields on rolling
for 30 to 60 dayswhole-stalkstoragebefore processing). Costs terrain. ThePiedmontwaschosena rep,esentativeareafor sweet
were $1.06/gal for the foragechopper system,$1.06/gal for the sorghumproductionbecausemuchefforthas been expendedto
pith combine, and $1.16 for 'the Piedmont system. The most developdrought-tolerantcropsforthis region, andsweetsorghum
optimisticprojectionof ethanol yteldfrom fiber conversion(100 has emergedas the leadingcandidatefor carbohydrateproduction
gal/dry ton) was used. No opportunity was identified for a withminimum Inputs.

significantreduction In feedstock cost; consequently,current j
I marketvalueof ethanolmustIncreasebeforea sweetsorghum.to- _ in developinga conceptfor a sweetsorghum-for-ethanolIndustry

I ethanolIndustryIn thePiedmontwill be economically in the Piedmont, an attempt was made to encourage thevlable_....__] Involvementof a largenumberofgrowerswithvarying production
units, perhaps as small as 30 acres, lt Is hypothesizedthat a

INTRODUCTION centralizedethanol productionplantwill buy whole-stalk sorghum
standing in the field and will be responsible for harvesting,

One methodto reduce air pol!utlonIn EPA non-attainmentareas processing,and transportingthe crop, The grower will provide
Is to mandate oxygenatedfuel for vehicles operatingin those bunksilospaceto storethefiber constituent.Perhapsthecentral
areas. Currently8% of the U. S. gasolinesupply ts an ethanol plant will ownthe necessaryharvestingequipment,or perhapslt
blend, and Importanceof ethanol use Is expected to Increaseas wtalcontractwitha harvestingcompany, In eithercase,the farmer
more healthissuesare relatedto air quality, will not be requiredto own harvestinr,_equipment,used only a

smallfractionof the year, to harvesthissmall acreage.
Corn Is the feedstock for 90+ percentof fuel ethanol currently
produced. If fuel ethanol Increases from 0.85 billion gallons COST OF ETHANOL FEEDSTOCK IN THE PIEDMONT
produced in 1989to 4 billiongallonsper year,the pdce of com Is
expected to rise to level where food prices are Increased;
consequently,there ISconsiderableInterestInproductionof liquid Field Productlor}
fuels from renewaL'desourcesother than com.

Basedon costdata reportedby Maxey(1989),WorleyandCundiff
Bothherbaceousand woodycrops representpossiblesourcesof (1991) calculatedcost to produce sweetsorghum, up to harvest,
fiber for conversionto ethanol. Herbaceouscrops harvestedas at $148/ac. If a sweetsorghum-for-ethanolIndustry is organized
hay are generallyfield-driedand stored outside In round bales. Inthe Piedmont,and a centralplantIs responsiblefor harvesting,
Woody crops have the advantage of a relativelylong harvest lt is probablethat Piedmontfarmerswould grow sweetsorghum
season (40 wks/yr) which reduces storagerequirements.They for a net retumof $50/ac. Grossreturnto the farmeris then$148
too are dried naturallyand storedin open-airstorage_acllltles. + $50 = $198/ac. Assumingan average yield of 18 ton/ac,

achievable with modest Inputs,the cost to the central ethanol
Sweetsorghumcan produce,per unitland area, large quantities produ_;on facilityIs $11/ton.
of bothreadilyfermentablecarbohydrateand fiber for conversion
via enzymatichydrolysis.In fact,on the average,sweetsorghum

producesmore carbohydrateper unit land area than corn in the Harvesting/Field Processlnaof SweetSorghum
drought-prone southeastern Piedmont. Unlike com, sweet

; sorghum does not concentratecarbohydratesin grain,but stores PresenUy,there are no commerciallyavailable sweet sorghum
them tn the stalk. Manytons of high moisturecontentmaterial harvesters designed specifically for conditions found In the
must be handled to collect the fermentable constituent,and Piedmont; however, with possible modiflr'.ations,equipment for
equipmentcost is directlyrelated to tonnage handled. Also,the silage-makingappears to be reasonable_=arvestingoption. For
harvest season Is short - on the order of 4 to 6 weeks. The this study, three sweetsorghumharvestersare considered: 1) a
challengeIs to harvest the crop, separate it Into juiceand fiber, conventionalforage chopper,2) a "pithcombine' consistingof a
and store each constituent for year-round use as ethanol conventionalforage chopper,modifiedto collect the pith fraction
feedstock, and to drop the rind-leaffractionback on the field, and 3) a pull-

type harvester that _III cut whole stalks and place them In a
This studydeterminesthecost, exl_russedin $/gal of ethanol, to windrow in thefield.
deliver swem sorghumto an ethanol productionfacility In the

Piedmont. Optionsexistfor eachstepof theprocess- harvesting Thefollowing Is envisionedfortheforagechopper option: whole-
andfieldprocessing,useof rind-leaffraction,andfinalprocessing stalk sorghumIs choppedwith a conventionalforage chopper,

. blown Into forage wagons or trucks, and t ansportedto a truck-
mounted screw press perked Inside a bunk silo. Chopped
sorghumispassed throughthepressto expressthe juice,and the

_Presentedat the NationalBloenergyConference,Coeur residue Is conveyed ImmediatelyIntothe silo. Juiceis collected
D'Alene, ld, March 18-21, 1991. In a storage tank which is emptied periodically (twice daily, or

more tf Indicated) by a tanker truck. At the ethanol production
plant, Juiceis fermented directlyor concentratedto syrup for

_Theauthortsa Professorof AgriculturalEngineering, storage. Thissystem,hereafterreferredto as the"foragechopper"
VPI & SU, Blacksburg,VA 24061-0303. system, could be Implementedtoday with existing technology.

z
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Performanceparameterstor the variouspiecesof equiprnentInthe The foragechopper systemhas one key disadvantagecompared
forage choppersystemareknown,exceptfor the screw press, to thepithcombineor Piedmontsystem. Passingchoppedwhole

stalk throughthe press reduces press capacityand Juiceyield,
Researchconductedby Cundlffand Worley (1991)and Crandell Littlesugar is containedIn the fbrous leaf or rind fraction,but lt
and others (1989) indicates that a forage chopper could be absorbsjuice,thus reducingthe totalJuicethat can be expressed.
modifiedto collectsweetsorghumpith anddrop rind-leafback on Becausejuiceexpressionisa relativelyexpensiveprocessingstep,
the field. This machine, referred to. as a "pith combine', is it Is importantto InvestigateoptionswhichmaximizetheJuiceyield
envisionedas an assemblyofthe followingsubsystems:a forage per hourof pressoperatingtime.
chopperpickupmechanism,slightlymodifiedforagechopperfeed
rolls and chopper assembly, a set of straw walkers mounted Usingtheassumptionthat thesugarcontentof juicerernalnlngIn
behind the chopper, and a conveyor to load pith into a forage the presscake (fiber that exits the screw press), is equal to the
wagon. For this study, a "pith combine' system is defined by sugar contentof the expressedJuice,total Soluble sugar In the
replacingthe foragechopperInthe foragechoppersystemwitha materialinputto the pressts,
pith combine. Alifeaturesoftheforagechopperandpithcombine
systemsare identicalexcept the pith Combineleavesa rind.leaf TSSj = Wj MC_$j/(1 . Si) (1)
fractionequaJto 10 percentof thewhole-stalkmasson the field.

where
A whole-stalkharvesterIsbeingdevelopedforthePiedmont(Rains
and others,1990), A systemhereafterreferredto _.sthe Piedmont TSS, = totalsugar tn Inputmaterial(kg),
system, is expected to operate as follows, The whole-stalk W, = mass of Input material (kg),
harvestercuts stalksand deposits them Inwindrows (Figure1). MC, = Inputmaterialmoisturecontent(w,b,)(decimal),
A field loader dumps stalks onto trailers for transporting and and
stockpilingat a processingsite adjacent to a bunksilo. At some Sj = Juice sugar (fructose + glucose -f. sucrose)
later time, perhapsafter 30 to 60 daysstorage,stalksare loaded (kg/kg solution).
Intoa processorconsistingof feeder,chopper,andpith separator.
The processorIs mountedon _ fiat-bedtrailer for transportfrom

farm to farm. Stalksare fed into the chopper/separator, which Total solublesugar In the presscakeIs,
operateslikethe pithcombine,exceptthat it separatesouta dnd-
leaffractionequal to 30% of the whole-stalkmass, Afterpassage
through the screw press to capture juice, pith presscake Is TS$_ = W_MCp Sj/(1-,S_ (2)
recomblnedwith the rind-leaff(actlonandconveyedIntothe bunk
silo. Resultingsilage Is identified as 'combination"silage to
differentiatelt fromsilage producedwiththepithcombinesystem, where
whichdoes not includethe 10percentdndJeaffraction left Inthe

field. Juice produced by the Piedmontsystem is handled Inthe TS$, = totalsugarIn Input material (kg),
same manneras the othertwo systems, W, = massof presscake(kg),

MC, = presscake moisture content (w.b.) (decimal),
and

v_l_ SI = juice sugar (kg/kg solution).

Total sugarcollected In the expressedjuicets,

TSSj=S W, (3)

where

v,_, ,._ _, TSSj = totalsugar In expressedJuice(kg),Sj = juice sugar (kg/kg solution),and
_'_'_-, ""_,. Wj = mass of juice (kg).

"- X,,
'_ A sugarextractionpercentage Is d6_Inedby

'_,. sE_ (TSSj/_'ss_loo. (4)
"%.,,.

'"_,.,,,% "" Screw press performance is defined by the mass of Juice'",,_ expressedper unit mass of input.

*'*, "_ EFt = W,/W, (5)
""_ ,,,, "%._ "_.,\ '"_%%,

where
Ftgure 1. The Piedmont harvest system. A whole stalk harvester

cuts sorghum and deposits lt In windrows, and a field ER = expression ratio (decimal),
loader dumps the stalks onto a trailer for transport to W_ = mass juice (kg), and
the field processing site. W= = mass Input (kg).



When a rlndJeaffraction Is separated prior to juice expression, Worleyand Cundlff(1991) developed a systemsmodel of sweet
then thesugar lost" In this fractionIs, sorghumharvestln0,and estimatedcostsfor harvestingand juice

expression via forage chopper, pith combine, and Piedmont
systems, Costswere$11.91/ton w.s. (foragechopper),$8,15(pith

TSS, = W, MC, S;/(1 - Si) (6) combine), and $14.57 (Piedmont),

where _.ptlonsforF',IberFrao!!O__

TSS. = solublesugarInrlnd-leaf(kg), The by-productsof sweet sorghum processlng(whole-stalk
W. ,= mass ofrind-leaf(kg), presscakeorrlnd-leaffractlonand pithpresscake),represent
MC,_ = rlnd-leafmolsturecontent(w,b,)(declmal),and significantpercentageofa sweetsorghum crop,and thelruse
Sj = total sugarIn expressedJuice(kg/kg solution), (and associatedvalue) significantly Impacts the economicsof

ethanolproduction,PossibleUSesfor sweetsorghurnby-products
Include burningto provideheat energy, pulp for paper or fiber

Usingtheequationspresented,lt Ispossibleto calculatethe sugar board manufacture,hay,silagefor animalfeed, andsilagefor use
collectedIntheJuicefor severalwhole-stalkfractlonatlo;]options, as a feedstockIn fiberconversionto ethanol, Wodeyand others
One experimental parameter is needed, the expression ratio (1990)constder_ posslbl_ usesand determinedmonetaryvalues
[Eq.(5)], Unfortunately, the literature provides only limited for by-products, Harvest system selection determinesI': hart
Informationon this parameter. Crandelland others(1989) ran a whichusesare feasibleand the relativeyieldsof Juiceand erqUed
sln_$_lexperimentfor a 65 and 75 percentpithfractionand found fiber residue.Totalvalueon a peracre basisrangedfrom$141,41
thattheexpressionratiowa,_0,625and0.60, respectively. Cundlff for combination silage (pith presscake and dnd4eaf fractions
and Rains (1,991)did a replicatedexperimentand found that the recomblnedafterJuiceexpression)fed to cattle on the grower's
expressionratiofor chopped,wholestalks(w.s.)was 0,36, and for farm, to $80,69for combinationsilagesold for fiberconversionat
a 90percentpithfractton ltwas 0.46. Basedon theselimiteddata, $42/dry ton.
the followingexpressionratios were assumed for the material
producedby the three systems:

ConversionEff_|_lenc_
MatedalExpression

.._ _ J_ The Juice sugar le assumed to be converted at 85 percent
theot'etlcal,or6.52 gal_thanol per 100ibs. Costs Inthis paperare

Foragechopper Choppedw.s, 0.35 calculated based on an averageJuicesugar concentrationof 15
kg/kg solution(r_pproxlmately17o Brlx),whichISattainableInthe

Pithcombine 90% pith 0.45 Piedmont. Juice Bdx of 18° have been reported in Louisiana
(Rlcaudand Arcemeaux1989), and some highersugarvarieties

Piedmont 70% pith 0,55 tested In Georgia have produced 22o Brlx juice (Bryanand
Monroe1985).

Potentialethanol y_eldfrom the fiber is more d_lcult to predict.
Strippingawaydnd.4eafmassequal to 10percentof thew,s. mass Emergingenzymatichydrolysistechnology has not been proven
Increasesthe sugar yield per ton of Input to the press by 29 on commercialscale. Since sweet sorghumIs not currentlya
percent. Whena 30 percent rind.leaffractionIseliminated,sugar commercialcrop,and Is not expectedtocompetewithcornasan
yield per ton input Is Increasedby 57%. The Increase In w,s. ethanolfeedstockuntilfiber conversionis a commercialoption,lt
sugarcaptured In the JuiceIs 16 percentfor the90 percentpith Is appropriateto use the projected conversionefficlencvfor the
fractionand 10 percent for the 70 percentpith fraction. If the mid 1990s, I.e,, 100 gal/dry ton=, which equates to 35 gal/ton
presshas the same capacity (ton/h) for the pithfractionsas the silageat 35 percentdry matter.
choppedw.s., thenpressoperatingc_st perunitof sugarcaptured

Inthe juice Is minimizedfor the 70 percent pithfraction. "l'he9O Basedon an averageyield of 18ton whole stalks/ac,the potential
percent pith fraction representsa compromisechoice which ethanolyieldper acre from both Juiceand fiber is given !n Table
maximizesw.s. sugar y_d in the Juice,and still achieves a 29 1. The calculationswere based on expectedsilageyieldsof 0.617
percentIncreaseinscrewpressperformance,lt ishopedthat this tonsilage/ten wholestalks(foragechopperl, 0,47 (pithcombine),
briefanalysisprovides the needed backgroundfor the choice of and 0,553 (Piedmo_lt),Juice yieldswere 79 gel/ten whole stalks
thethree harvestsystemsanalyzed Inthisstudy. (forage chopper),91.7 (pithcombine),and 87 (Piedmont).

The forage chopper system requires the lowest equipment

Investmentand the Piedmontsystemrequiresthe greatest. A key ___
questlor"Is,does Increasedyieldofjuice fermentablespay for the

additionalequipmentInvestment? The 1982Censusof Agriculturewas consultedto obtaindata on
harvestedcroplandforthe fivesouthernPiedmontstates,and thus

The Piedmont system has one key advantageover the forage determinetf areas exist where the percentageof land area Irt
chopper and pith combine systems .- lt allows for whole.stalk cropland is sufficientto grow sorghumfor a millionGPYfacility.
storage.Withoutwhole-stalkstoragesorghummustbeprocessed Harvestedcroplandasa percentageof totalarea rangedfrom 12
(juiceexpressedand residueenslled)as ttis harvested.Therefore, percent in Nolth Carolinato 2.5 percentIn Alabama. Based on
harves_and juiceexpressionoperationsare tied together- If one data from statecrop reporting service,approximately28 percent
machinebreaks downthe entire systemtsdelayed. Whole-stalk of harvested cropland in Piedmontcountieswas In row crops.storageallowstheharvestseasonto be extendedat least30 days
and maybe 60 days without significantdegradationof sugars.
Extensionof harvestseason resultsIn costsavingsat an ethanol

productionplantby reducing peak capacity requirement. If the 3Dr.NormanHlnman, Manager, BiofuelsProgram,Solar
harvest season can be exte'_ed front 8 weeks to 12 weeks, EnergyResearchInstitute,_.617Cole Boulevard,
processing¢quipment capacitycan be reducedby one-third, Golden,CO 80401-3393.
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Row crop land ts a percentage of total _rea ranged from 3.4 done. li sy_p is concentratedto 79.5° Br_x(concentrationfor
percentin NorthCarolinato 0.7 percent tnAlabama. commercial syrups) storage volume is reduced, but cost of

concentrationis Increased.Highevalx)ratoroapecm/is neededto
Based on tile potential ethanol yields (Table 1)the maximum handle the flow of product during a short harvest season.
productionarea requiredfor a 1 millionGPY productionfacility Recluclngthe amountof water removed per unit of Juicereduces
ranges from 2,130 acres (pith combine) to 1,860 acres (f(_mge evaporationcost. Sinceevaporationcostisexpectr_dto be higher
Chop.q_r),or about 1 percentof the totalLandarea in a 10 mile thanstoragecost,an ethanolplant may haveenoughstorageto
radius. Many location8with sufficientsurroundingrow cropland store _1 syrupat m ° Brixand then reruna largepercentageof lt
for a 1 million GPY plant_re available,and it is probable that aftertheharvestseasonto takeitdow_lto concentrationsrequired
locationscan be found for 3 miltionGPY plants, for safe long-term storage. An analysis to optlmLzechoices

betweenconcentrationand storage IS beyond the scopeof this
paper; consequently,the assumptionis made that Juicereceived

Tabl® 1, Potentialethanolyield from sweetsorghumjuice and at the centralplantaverages 15° Brixand ts concentratedto 60°
fiber. Brix.

PotentialYieldEt_'_nol (gad/ac) Evaporator cap_ctty will be computed for the forage choppe,"
{ System Juice Fiber Total systemonly. Capacityfor the other two systemswas computed

slmllafly.
] Forage chopper 150 388 5343

PithCombine 17.,', Lx36 470 1,860ac x 18 _on whole st_llks x 79 gel Juice
ac ton

Piedmont 165 348 513

_, = 2.64 million ga/juice

Road networksin the Piedmontare such that, within a 10-mile
radius,estlrnstedave,age truckingdistanceto bflng feedstockto
a central facility is about 10 miles. Energyin the diesel fqel to

Givenan 8-weak season,the fact that 182,700gelJuic3perweektruckjuice 10 miles is equivalent to 1.5 percent of 'theenergy in
will be used for direct fermentation, and assuming continuousthe ethanol produced. With silage the transport energy is 1
operations, the required evaporatorcapacity ts 15 GPM. Total

percentoftheenergyinthe ethane4. Forcomparison,theaverage evaporationcost wasestimatedto be $1.20/qal ethanolpotentialenergyto movepetroleurnfrom thewellheadto e retailo_et is 4
percentof the energy in the petroleum, fro;,_thestored syrup.

Truckingcostwas determinedby contactingcompaniesengaged StorageCosts
in trucking operatiortssimilar to the needed operations. A
molasseshaulerreported a cost of $1.50/ml for shortdeliveries. Juice Fermentables
(AJ!trucking coatsare presentedas mileage charge for travel in

. bothdirections,emptyand loaded). A loggingcontractorreported
a truckingcost of $1.25/mi., and a feed mill reposed $1.20/ml. Cost to store sorghumsyrupwas based on a price quote from
Cost to haul silage was taken to be $1.25/ml and cost to haul Pacific Molasses, Co., which operates commercial molasses
juicewas taken to be $1.50/mi. storage and handling facilities. The current market rate for

receiving, storage,and repurnplng85° to 89° Brix feed-grade
molasses rangesfrom $5.00 to $6.50/ton throughputper year.

Cost to Transport ExpressedJuice Assuminga cost of $6.50/ton for new facilities,storage cost of
60° Brlxsyrup is $5.078/gal expectedethanolyield.

Assuminga tanker truckload carries23 tons (5,200 gal of Juice)
" and each load requires a 20 mile round trip at $1,50/mile, SilageFermentables

transportationcost is:
Costof stodng65percentmoisturecontentmaterialIna bunksilo

(20 mi) x ($1.50/ml) x (1 trip/5200 gal)= $0.0058/gal Juice, was estimated to be $4.51/ton 0Nodey and others 1991), lt is
probablethat the centralplantwill rentsilospace on the grower's
farm. Thisoptionwill allowthe silageto be trucked inasneeded,

Cost to TransportSilage and permits theuseof a smallfleetof trucks operatingyear-round
ratherthan a largefleet operatingonly duringthe short harvest

Assumingan average load of 22 tons, round trip mllage of 20 season. Assumingthe grower must receive at least 5 percen_
miles,and cost of $1.25/ml, transportationcost is: profiton hisstoragelease, thetotaJcost to thecentralplant is t.05

x $4.51 = $4.74/ton silage, which is equivalent to $0,135/gal
(20 mi) x ($1.25/mi) × (1 trip/22 tons) = $1.14/ten silage, expectedethanolylel,-J.

" Total FeedstockCost

.Costof EvaDoratlon...Et._eCentralPlar_l; Costs_oprovidesweetsorghumsyrupand sweetsorghumsilage
To storefermentablesin sweetsorghumjuice for year-rounduse, for year.roundethanolproductionat a 1million GPYarepresented

-__ juice must be concentrated into syrup. The Audubon Sugar In Table2. Alicostswerecomputedby takingthetotaJcostfor a
' Institute(1984)foundthat 60° Bdxsyrupwouldstoresatisfactorily line Item and dividing by the 1 million GPY production. For
_. if loaded Into storage while hot and the top of the tank has example, transportationcostwas computedby addingthecostto

ultraviolet lightto InhibitmicrobLa_activity. Safe storagewithout transportboth ths juiceandsilage,and dividingby 1 millionGPY.
spec_ provisionscan be achieved if syrup is concentratedto
more than 72o Bdx.

Syrup must be diluted before it can be fermented,conseq_lent_y
there Is a trade-offIn the amountof concentrationthat shouldbe

3
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CONCLUSIONS
Table 2. Total cost of feedstock (S/gel ex_ed ethanolyield)

whenthe syrupisfermentedand the silageis convened Threeharvesting/handlingsystemswereanalyzedtodeterminethe
and fermented, cost for deliveryof sweet sorghumfermen_u_.blasfor year-round

operationof sn ethanolplant. Predictedcostsrangedfrom $1.06
to $1.16/gal expected ethanol yield. For comparison,corn at

Forage Pith Piedmont $2.50/bu representsa feedstock cost of $1.00/gal expected
ChopperCombine System ethanolyield. There is so littledifferenceinthe projectedcostfor

thethree systems,none shouldbe excludedfrom further studyst
FieldProductionCost 0.368 0.421 0.386 this time. Should a central plant be built to operate on sw_t

sorghum, it is probablethata mix of ali *,hreeharvestingsystems
Harvest/Field Processing!3cat 0.398 0.312 0.511 would be used,

TransportationCost 0.039 0.041 0.040 Two optionswere considered,harvestingthecrop for silageonly,
and harvesting for Juiceexpressionand silage. Feedstock cost,

EvaporatiorlCost 0.150 0.180 C.120 computed up to the pointconversionbegins, rangedfrom $90 to
$116/dry ton. if the objective hzsimply the delivery of a ton of

StorageCost 0.108 0.102 0.099 fiber for a conversion process, it does not appear that e high
mol_ure crop like sweet sorghum,which must be stored by
ensillng,can be deliveredat a cost competitivewith high-yielding

DISCUSSION perennial grasses which are harvested and stored like hay.
Ensilingdoes providean opportunityfor blochemlcaJmodification

Theforage choppersystemusesexistingcommercialequipment, of the fiber dudngstorage, and thisadvantagemay Increasethe
consequentlylt is appropriateto discussthisoptionIn detail, The competitivenessof en ensiledcrop.
total cost strewnIn Table2, $t.O6/gal expectedethanolyield,is
equivalentto $37,10/ton silage, assumingthe silage yte_ds35
gel/ton. At 65 percentmoisture content, $37.10/ton siage is UTE_TURE CITED
_luivalent to $106/dry ton, or approximatelytwicethe feedstock
cost assumed for some fiber c')nverslon studies. What AudubonSugar lr_stitute. 1983, Sweetsorghumstudies. Baton
opportunitiesexist to reduce cost? The anaiysi=was redonewith Rouge, La.: Louisiana State University: 1984;
theJuiceexpressionstep eliminated;the crop was treatedsimply UnpublishedReport. 20p.
as e forage crop. Whole-stalksorghum was cut with a forage
chopper and ensiled in a bunk silo. Harvesting cost was Bryan, W. L and Monroe, G. E, Sweet IR;rghumcultivation
$108.40/ac. Assumingharvestlng/handling/storagalosses of t5 comparison. Proc, 5rh Annual Solar and Bioaxmss
percent and w.s. _age et 72.5 percent moisture content, the Worksl_op;1985 Apd 23-25;Atlanta,Ga.; p.125-128.
harvestingcost equates to $25.76/dry ton. Total cost (per gad
expected athar_l yield) was $0.471 (production) + 0._SR Crandell,J. H., Cundlff,J. S., Wodey,J.W. Methodsof separating
(harvesting) + 0.042 (transportation) + 0.172 (storage) = pith from chopped sweet sorghum stalks, St. Joseph,
$0,943/gaJ,whcihis equivalentto $94.30/_ry ton. By eliminating Mich,: ASAEPaper No.89.6572; 1989.
juice expression,the total costwas reducedonly11percent. This
small differencemay, or may not, be meaningful. Ethanol ykdd Cundlff,J. S., Reina,G. C. 1990 Annualreport,*Sweet sorghum
was 420 gel/ac for the forage choppersystem(fiber co_wersion for • Pk_clmontethanol Industry=. Blacksburg, Va.:
ordy) as compared to 538 gel/ac, or 28 percentmore, when the VirginiaPolytechnicInstituteand State University: 1991;
Juiceis else collected and fermented. Unpublishedreport. 65p.

If thecentralplantis organizedsuchthat alithe Juiceis fermented Cundlff,J. S., Wodey, J_W. Choppingparametersfor ssparatlon
at the rate tt Is produced duringthe harvestseason(evaporation : of sweetsorghumpith and rlndJeaf. BioresourcesTech.
cost eliminatedfrom Table 2 and syrup storage subtractedfrom 36: 000-000, 1991. (Acceptedfor Pub. 1/22/91).

: storagecost), thenthe total cost is $0.903/gal expectedethanol

yield. This cost ts 4 percent less than the cost computed for Maxey, H. T,, Covey, T, McKinnon,B., Allen, A. West central
ethanol productionfrom the silageonly. lt makessenseto size district crop budgets. Biacksburg, Va: Virginia
the central plant such that it can utilizeeel the Juiceduringthe Polytechnic Institute and State University: 1989;Virginia
harvestseason. Cooperative Extension Service Pedodic Extension

Memorandum.
The pith combineand Piedmontsystemoptionswore developed

inan attempt to reduce the costof fermentablescollected Inthe Rains, G.C., Cundiff,J. S., Vaughan,D. H. Developmentof a
Juice. Using the assumption of 100 gel/dry ton for fiber whole-stalksweetsorghumharvester. TransactionsASAE
conversionof the silage,the yieldfro.. theJuiceIs a minorpartof 33(3): 600-605, '_990.
the total yieldper tonofwhole stalks,28 percent (foragechopper),

, 37 (pithcombine), and 32 (Piedmont). Differencesbetweenlhese Ricaud, R,,ArcerrmauxA. Sweetsorghumfor biomassandsugar
systemsand the forage chopper sy_itemare obscuredby the production in Louisiana. Baton Rouge, La.: Louhziana
silagey_d. The analysisdoes showa slightlylowercostfor the State University: 1989; Unpublished Report Agronomy
p_thcombine, suggestingtl_at return of a 10 percent dndJeaf Department. 15p.
fractionto the fieldasa contdbutionto sustainableagrtc_ure may
be a viable option. The Pk)dmontoffersthe advantageof whole-

: stalkstorageand subsequentextensionof theharvestseasonfrom
8 to 12 weeks. Sincethis systemonly has a cost 8.5 percent
higherthan the foragechoppersystem,lt alsomeritsfurtherstudy.



Wodey,d. W., Cundiff,J. S., Vaughan, b. H. Economicvaluation
of by-productsof sweetsorghumforethanolIndustry.St.
Joseph,Mich.: ASAEPaperNo. 90-6559;1990.

Worley,J. W., Cundtff,J. S, Systemanalysisof sweetsorghum
harvest for ethanol production In the Piedmont.
TransactionsASAE 34(3):000-000. (Acceptedfor Pub.
3/13/91).

John S. Cundiff,
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WOOD GASIFICATION IN NEW-LANDS Wood gasification is still in the ex-
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT perimental phase in North America, but

IN ALASKA_ has been successfully used for over 150

-" years in Europe About all of the auto_
mobiles and trucks in civilian use in

Europe during World War II were powered

Don C Tomlin and Wayne E. Burton 2 by gas from portable gasifiers. There
are several different types of wood gas-

ifiers, but the updraft type seemed best
suited to our purpose. It is simplest in

_A_V_ ed_ both design and operation, and has en sd-Wood gasification was propos vantage that up to 3 percent of the out-
J as an altornative to the bulldoze and -- put is in condensible liquid hydrocar-

burn method of land clearing in the Point bons, mainly methanol, which can be used

MacKenzie Agricultural Development Proj- for liquid fueled engines.
ect near Anchorage. The proposed pilot-
plant demonstration would have used the The air-blown gasifier puts out a low-

predominantly birch timber from 400 acres energy "producer gas," averaging 150 BTU

of land per year to generate all of the per standard cubic foot (BTU/scf), or
energy used by the project, and still 1335 kilocalories per cubic meter. The

would have had to sell an average 65 | gas can be used in modified gasoline or

}\ kilowatts per minute of surplus energy, _ _ diesel engines or gas turbines to gener-

a_for about 250 days,per year. _._i-- ate electricity, or it can be used dir-
ectly for any other gas-fired processes.

Keywords: Wood Gasification, Land

Clearing ._dgout this same time the Matanuska-

Susitna Borough became interested in com-

mercial ethanol production from farm prod-

ucts which could be grown in the area;The State of Alaska has been involved
fodder potatoes, fodder beets, and a per-

in several agricultural development ennial herb comfrey. There was one com-
projects since 1977 One was across Knik

' mon link beteen the two projects; gasi-

Inlet from Anchorage, 15,000 acres of fication created a great deal of heat out-
raature paper birch-white spruce (_i___

put, while ethanol production required a
_ra and _9__L_) timber which large heat input. Therefore, the pilot _.

was to be cleared for dairy farming, plant study of the two processes were
Aside from the waste of timber, and ex- combined in one proposal
pense of the bulldoze and burn, then pile
and reburn, method of clearing (about
$175-250 per acre), it was a few miles

Wood GasificatiQn Plan
' upwind from 260,000 people, half the

population of Alaska. The plan derived for the demonstration

project was to use the first year to as-
One of our clients was seeking a per- semble e_ipment and construct the mill

mit to harvest birch from some of the and plant, while conducting the timber

Project lands for firewood sales3. His harvest and land clearing. The gasifier
survey indicated a market for 2000 cords would be fed the logging slash and saw-

per year. A search for more efficient mill waste the second years and the chip-

use of this timber uncovered a strong ped st_ps the third year, at which time
demand for furniture grade birch billets, the data would be analyized and a deci-

as well as for debarked birch pulpwood sion made on further use of the plant.

chips. All of the sawmill waste and log-
ging slash, and the stumps from the land The objective was to cut 2.5 million

clearing, could be put through a wood gas- board feet (_.b.f.) of mature birch tim-
ifier to provide energy for the timber ber per year, which could be taken from
and mill operations. 400 acres of the better birch stands in

the Point MacKenzie project, or through-
out the lower Susitna River Basin. (Any

1 Presented at the National Bioenergy incidental spruce would be sold separate-
Conference, Coeur d'Alene ID, Mar'91. ly in the firewood trade.) This would

yield one M. b.f. of rough-sawn lumber,
2000 cords of firewood, 2000 tons of saw-

2 The authors are, respectively, Natural mill waste, and 4000 tons of logging
Resource Specialist, USDI Bureau of slash. Stump recovery was estimated at

Indian Affairs; and Professor of Agrl- 6000 tons. All of this is figured at an
cultural Economics (retired), Univer-
sity of Alaska Fairbanks. At the time average 50 percent moisture content (pcr.

m.c.) . After drying and grading, the
of this project, they were partners in rough lumber would be resawn and planed

AgroNorth Consultants, Palmer AK to furniture dimensions, with a yield of
about 40 percent.

3 Dan Hill Birch Firewood, Wasilla AK
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Since debarking equipment would have Even after these treatments there will

increased project costs by roughly 50 be some moisture remaining in the produc-

percent, it did not seem justified for er gas, which would have to be removed in
this pilot plant. All of the logging an absorbent column. When saturated, the
slash and sawmill waste would be put colu_m can be regenerated by heating.
through a chipper and stored in a pole

barn with overhead conveyor from the The one item not shown on the schematic

chipper, and drag-chain conveyor in the diagram is a storage/surge tank to level
floor, to feed the gasifier. The stumps out the flow of gas. This is no more
would be stacked at the mill site and than a cylindrical iron tank, with a

hogged/chipped as needed for the gasifi- weighted floating lid bearing a flexible

er, but only after storage at least one _ neoprene skirt. It would be located Just
winter to loosen dirt from the roots, downstream from the gas dehydrator. After

these treatments, the producer gas can be

There is a fairly large evolvement of used in almost any situation suitable for

waste _,eat from the gasifier, which in natural gas.
this plan would be collected and blo_] up

through the floor into the wood-chip stor-
age to dry the fuel. Gasifier efficiency F_lanol Plan

is optimized around 19 pct.m.c, and de-

creases to nearly zero at 50 pct.m.c. This part of the project would have

Dried wood also produces less tars in the been developed concurrently with the wood
gasifier, which tend to clog the gas gasification. Variety tests and field

train, trial plots of the most promising crops
would have been grown each year. These

As the crude gas comes from the gasi- crops were European varieties of stock-
fief it is carrying a number of impuri- feed potatoes, sugarbeet/mangel hybrids,

ties. The first separation is in a dust and the perennial herb, comZrey. This
cyclone beside the gasifier. The dust would have provided materials for tests

can include fine particles of wood, but with both laboratory size (I quart per
is mostly dirt carried in the bark. The hour) and pilot-plant commercial size (i0

air..flow would be regulated to separate gallons per hour) fermentation and distil-
the heavier soll particles and recycle lation units.
the wood fines into the air stream being

blown into the base of the gasifier. An alternative energy p'ublication (Sol-
ar Energy Research Center, 1980) gave a

From the cyclone, the gas is routed good discussion and equipment list for

througi_ a diesel oil scrubber to remove small scale (25 gallons per hour of abso-
the tars, which are the most troublesome lute) ethanol production. This was easi-

contaminant in any wood gasification sys- ly scaled down to the perceived needs of
tem. They will precipitate on any sur- this project.
face cooler than the gas flow. Because

of their viscous, adhesive nature, the While most commercial ethanol fermenta-

tars must be removed from the gas as tion is still done by batch process, a

e_rly as possible. The gas cyclone and search of the literature found a new pro-

pipeline through this stage will have to cedure (Sitton et al, 1979) for a fixed-
be insulated, possibly heat-Jacketed, and film continuous flow alcohol fermentation

probably lined with Teflon. After collec- that was claimed to be simpler than the
ring the tars, they are precipitated from standard batch method.
the oil. While the tars (creosote) may

have limited use as a wood preservative,

in usual practice they are injected into
the hottest zone in the gasifier. _gineering Parameters

The diesel oil scrL_ber also collects Based on data reported by Hokanson and

the condensible liquid hydrocarbons from Rowell (1977) on the Moore-Canada updraft

the gas train. These are primarily meth- gasifier, and expanded in phone conversa-

anol, with some acetone and benzol, and tions with the engineers4 on the project,

other minor components including acetic 63 lb. of o-d wood are consumed per sq.
acid. Boiling points of the major compo_l- ft. of gasifier hearth area per hour of
ents are in the range of 56 to 80 C, and operation. Given 3000 o-d tons of wood
they can be flash-distilled from the oil.
Acetic acid boils at 118 C, and can be

converted to alcohol, but in the minute 4 Phone conversations, Oct.1980:

quantity fo_d here is not worth the ef- Bill MacFarland and Peter Gurney,

fort. While the yield of 3 percent Intercontinental Engineering,
liquids seems small, this is nearly 9 Vancouver, B.C.

gallons of methanol-equivalent per ton of Alan Fernie, Wright Engineers,
oven..dry (o-d) wood, or an estimated Vancouver, B.C.
27,000 gallons per year for the demon- A1 Smith, Ainsworth Lumber Ltd.

stration project, Chasm, B.C
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waste, and 250 days of operation per year containing 5.85 M BTU. Of course, the
(9-10 months full time), a gasifier of plant is designed for recovery of waste

4.5 ft. internal diameter was requi_ _d. heat, primarily to dry the fuelwood, and
Data reported by Galliet et _ (1980) overall efficiency should be 75-80 per-

indicated air velocity in an updraft cent, or 40-43 _ BTU per year.
gasifier should be 3.28 feet per second

(f/s) in an empty gasifier, or 8.2 f/s While the energy content is about 1/7

loaded, assuming 40 percent voids in the that of natural gas, less oxygen has to

chipped wood fuel. In the proposed gasi-_ be added to the producer gas for combus-
fief vessel, an air flow of 3130 cubic tion, so overall intake by an internal

feet per minute is indicated, combustion engine is nearly comparable.
Reciprocating engines running entirely on

Residence time of fuel in an updraft producer gas are generally de-rated about

gasifier is about 2.5 hfs (Galllet) . 20 percent in power, however, diesel _n-
Since the proposed gasifier will consume gines using producer gas in the air in-

i000 lb. of o-d wood per hour, it must be take, and fired by diesel oil injection,
capable of holding 2500 lb. (Actually, at have operated as low as 4 percent of

optimum 19 pct.m.c., this is 3086 lb.) total energy from diesel oil without any
At 25 lb. per cu.ft, of chipped o-d wood, decrease in power.
internal volume of the gasifier is i00

cu.ft. Assuming that the walls of the Gas turbine engines are readily adap-

gasifier should taper inward at a 1:20 ted to operation on producer gas. The

ratio to avoid bridging the fuel, the Anchorage representative for a gas rut-

internal height of the vessel should be bine manufacturer5 said their turbine-

7.5 ft. powered 800 kW generator would use about

4.5 _ BTU of natural gas per year. This
To facilitate ash removal and avoid company has discontinued manufacture of

problems with clinker development on the their 200 kW units, which would have been

hearth, a rotating grate is incorporated more appropriate for this project, but
in the base of the gasifier. This, plus they had reconditioned units on sale for

the gas collection hood and fuel-feed around $15,000. The time between over-

system, would nearly double the overall hauls for a gas turbine is at least 50

height of the gasifier system, percent greater than for stationary dies-
el engines, and the downtime for over-

Galliet also indicates that 0.4 lb. haul of a turbine is about a half-hour,

of water is required per lb. of carbon compared to days for the diesel
consumed, for the "water-gas shift

reaction": In drying wood products, an average in-

put of 1700 BTU is required to remove one
C + H20 --- CO + H2 lb of water. If birch averages 3.6 lb.

per b.f. (air-dry, 12 pct.m.c.), then lum-
Maximum efficiency of this reaction oc- ber sawn at 50 pct.m.c, would require re-

curs at temperatures of 1540 F in the gas- moval of 2.74 lb. water per b.f. Similar-

ifier, and ceases below 1112 F. Wood av- ly, drying firewood from 50 to 19 pcr.
erages 50-51 percent carbon on an o-d m.c. involves removal of 2380 ibs. water

basis, so this gasifier wculd require 200 per cord. The energy budget for the wood
lb. water (or steam)per hour to be injec- processing is:
ted into the combustion chamber.

electrical generation 1.50 _ BTU
The gross heat content of wood aver- rough lumber, i M.b.f. 4.65

ages 18 _ BTU per o-d ton, although this firewood, 2000 cords 4.05

varies somewhat with species. Galliet chipped fuel, 6000 tons 7.80
indicates: ..........

18.00 _ BTU
86 pcr efficiency in pyrolysis of wood

85 pct efficiency in gasification, w/ per year, assuming all energy for drying
direct use of hot gas, came from the gasifier and none from sun-

: 65 pcr efficiency in gasification, w/ light.
use of cooled, cleaned gas in
engines, and no waste heat

recovery. Zonclusio_

The 65 percent figure is appropriate in Since there is 40-43 _ BTU _9__ energy
calculating the volume of storable produ- available per year from the wood gaslfica-

oer gas. With the figures given previous- tion, and the entire wood processing op-
ly, this plant should produce 234 million eration requires only 18 _ BTU, other
cubic feet (M scf) of gas containing 35.1 uses must be found for the rest of the
billion BTU (_ BTU) of recoverable heat-

ing energy per year. Or put another way,

it would have an hourly gross output of 5 Solar Turbines Inc Anchorage AK
9 M Bq_, with a net output of 39,000 scf ' ''
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gas. It could have been used for the further projects in agricultural develop-
ethanol project, if that had survived, men_, large-area timber stand improve-

ment, or any remote-area project where
What finally killed the ethanol proJ- traditional electric energy is either not

ect was the the storage requirement for available or is prohibitively expensive.
any commercial scale production. Of the
three potential crops, potatoes, hybrid

beets and comfrey, only the beets _i_ _tera_ure___
have been suitable for unprotected winter

storage. Potatoes certainly would have Anon. 1980. Fuel from Farms - A Guide
required expensive housing to be kept to Small Scale Ethanol Production.

from freezing. Comfrey, at 87 pcr m.c., Solar Energy, Research institute.
could only have been ensiled, which would
have used up a good part of the carbohy- Sittonl 9_I _. 1979 . Ethanol from Aari-

drates needed for ethanol production, cultural Residues. Dept. of Chemical
The investors promoting comfrey thought Engineering, University of Missouri,
it would take 20,000 acres, at more than Rolla.

20 tons per acre, to support a commercial
ethanol plant, so the sheer volume of mat- Hokanson and Rowell. 1977. Methanol
erial to be harvested and stored was from wood waste: a technical and econ-

beyond reason. Therefore, the energy omic study. U.S. Forest Products Lab.
budget for the ethanol project was never GT Report FPL-12.
calculated. _

Galliot, H.H.Jr, J.A.Marks and D.Renshaw.

In all this, the important considera- 1980. Wood to Gas to Power: A feasi-

tion is not the gasifier operation _ bility report on conversion of village
___, but demonstration of the integration power generation and heating to fuels
of wood gasification into a total forest other than oil. Study made for the

utilization system. This would seem to Alaska Village Electric Co-operative.

be particularly important in planning any Anchorage AK.
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THE ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF FEDERAL TAX REFORM demonstrated that the use of wood energy

FOR INVESTMENTS IN SHORT-ROTATION FOREST for space heating, industrial applications

PIANTATIONS t and generation of electricity can

generally be cost competitive (Collins
1985), The home fuelwood market and the

William C, Siegel _ forest products industry are currently the

..... largest users of woody biomass.

/F-_ In discussing the potential \ Wood fuel use by non-forest productcontributions of short-rozation forest companies, however, is small. The

plantations to the fuel wood supply, a proportion in 1985 was reported to be
number of economic factors have been between 2 and 3 percent (Young et al

considered and analyzed. Very little, 1985). Many factors contribute to this
however, has been written on the income situation (Young et al 1985, Kennel 1985).

tax aspects of the subject. The tax One of the most significant is uncertainty

treatment of such plantings is an as to the long-term wood supply (Muel_.er

extremely important factor. The federal and Stavrou 1984). Another major concern
income rex, in particular, can have a is that the cost of wood will increase

significant impact on production costs and beyond what is economically computitive.
is a major factor in determining the

economic feasibility of this type of Short-rotation, intensive culture

investment, l_e major fedoral income tax fuel wood plantations are seen as one
provisi¢.,ns of significance are those that answer to this problem. Considerable

' deal with capital expenditures, currently research has been done and reported in

deductible costs and sale receipts, recent years on the silvicultural and
Several alternative tax approaches were economic aspects of short-rotation woody
available prior to passage of the 1986 Tax crop systems (see, for example, Shen et al

Reform Act. The new act's provisions, 1984, Campbell 1988, Lothner et ai 1988,
however, have completely changed the Rockwood and nippon 1989, Strauss et al
federal income tax treatment of timber 1988, Strauss and Wright 1989, and Wright

income and expenditures, including those and Ehrenshaft 1989). Many investigators
associated with short-rotation believe that intensive, short-rotatlon

plantations. This paper analyzes the _ forestry can be expected to provide a
changes and discusses their economic | technically viable alternative to

implications for fuel wood culture.t._.--- J conventional fuel wood sources.

Keywords: Federal Income T sx, Biomass The economic competitiveness of
Plantations, 1986 Tax Reform Act. short-rotation forest plantations in the

United States, on the other hand, varies

widely -- depending on a number of factors
Renewable energy is expected to he a such as end-product use and price,

significant component of Amerlca's energy conversion technology, yields, and land
future. One of the most viable of the costs. The cost of land, in particular,

potential sources of renewable energy is is an important factor (Lothner et ai
represented by fuel derived from recently 1988, Strauss et al 1988) and is usually a

living organisms -- that is, biomass, direct reflection of its productivity for

Several independent studies, including other agricultural pursuits. Good quality

ones by the Congressional Office of agricultural land derives its market value
. Technology Assessment and the U.S. Energy from the net returns secured in various

Department's Energy Research Advisory cropping enterprises -- which in turn are

Board, have projected that the strongly influenced by federal farm
contribution of biomass to the nation's programs and subsidies tied to the land.
energy supply could become as high as 15 For short-rotation biomass plantations to

percent by the year 2000 (Collins 1985). compete for this resource, comparable or
higher net returns must be available from

Biomass has been utilized to dat3 woody biomass production. The option of

largely through the direct combustion of using lower priced, marginal lands would
wood (Frank and Hayes 1985). lt has been reduce that cost impact but, in all

= probability, would also lower the yield

potential of biomass plantations.

In discussing and analyzing the
potential contributions of short-rotatlon

!Presented at the National Bioenergy forest plantations to the fuel wood

Conference, Coeur D' Alene, Idaho, March supply, most of the major economic factors
: 18 - March 21, 1991. have been considered. Very little

attention, however, has been focused on

_The author is Project Leader and Chief the income tax aspects of the subject.
Economist, Law and Economics Research, The federal income tax, in particular, can

Southern Forest Experiment Station, USDA have a significant impact on production
Forest Service, New Orleans, Louisiana. costs and in most instances will be a

. major factor in determining the economic
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feasibility of biomass plantations. In capitalized, On the other hand, those
some situations following the optimum a_sociated with stand maintenance may be

income tax procedures that are available expensed,
may be the deciding factor in making an
energy plantation cost-effective.

• _tand Establis|unent Versus Stan_
This paper discusses the federal _alntenance

income tax approaches that were available

prior to passage of the 1986 Tax Reform Some silvicultural situations
Act, analyzes the changes made by the Act, obviously fall into the establishment

and discusses the economic implications of category and some into the maintenance

the changes for fuel wood culture, category. For example, the law is clear
that direct costs incurred in connection

with site preparation, natural

_._T__!_ regeneration, seeding, and planting are

part of the establishment process and must
For federal income tax purposes, be capitalized (Siegel 1985). The law is

expenditures associated with establishing less clear, however, regarding
and managing fuel wood plantations may silvicultural operations performed shortly

generally be classified as either (I) after regeneration has been accomplished -
capital costs, or (2) currently deductible - that is, when such activities are part

costs. The former incl_de those expenses of the establishment process and when are
recoverable over a per'iod of years prior they associated with maintenance of an
to cutting through depreciation or established stand. Some of these issues

amortization, as well as those that must have been addressed by the Internal
be added to basis and deducted from sale Revenue Service (IRS) and still others by

proceeds after cutting. The latter are the courts. The answer is that costs of

i those that may be deducted each year as practices essential for seedling survival
incurred, must be capitalized. On the other hand, if

a particular practice merely enhances

Section 263 of the Internal Revenue seedling growth and vigor, but is not
Code provides that funds expended for real essential for survival, the cost is a

property or equipment used for business or maintenance expenditure and may be

investment purposes, or to make expensed.
improvements that increase the value of

such property, are non-deductible capital The IRS has addressed certain

expenditures. The term "non-deductible" as practices applicable to energy plantations
used here does not mean that such costs -- such as brush removal, weeding, and

are not deductible per se, but rather that cl_aning -- in Revenue Ruling 66-18.
they usually cannot be taken as a current Whether the costs of such activities must

deduction in the year they are incurred, be capitalized or may be expensed depends

The general rule is that the benefits of on the timing of the pzactlce (Siegel
capital expenditures are either permanent 1985). _%e critical factor is whether the

or that they will last for a determinable seedlings have become established or not.
period of more than one year. Examples of The correct tax determination will

such expenditures associatedwith energy obviously vary from one situation to
plantations include land purchases, and another. If it becomes an issue,

costs of machinery and equipment with a independent professional forestry Judgment
useful life of more than one year. Other should suffice to settle the question.

examples are expenditures for construction
of bridges, roads, and firebreaks; for

site preparation and tree planting; and _ert!llzatlon
for major repairs that prolong the life of

equipment. Fertilizer can represent a

significant cost of growing energy

Capital expenditures must be placed plantations (Stavrou 1985). The IRS has
into a capital account and generally to date issued only one formal ruling
recovered over a period of years or upon (General Counsel Memorandum 39791 dated

disposing of the asset -- a process called June 9, 1989) on the tax treatment of

"capitalization". This is usually much fertilizer expenditures and it was
less advantageous than deducting costs in recently revoked. The issue has never
their entirety each year as incurred -- been heard in court. Fertilizer tleatment

sometimes known as "expensing". that is clearly a part ,_f site preparation
is obviously associated with stand

The basic rules governing which establishment and the cost should be

timber-related costs must be capitalized capitalized as such. Such expenditures

have not changed under the new law and that occur after planting, however, are

apply equally to ali timber investments, treated as amortizable expenses by the IRS

including short-rotation fuel wood (Pitsenbarger 1982). This is because
plantations. Those costs directly seedling survival does not depend on the

associated with stand establishment are practice at that point in time. The cost

capital expenditures and must be is amortized by allocating the total
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amount among equal annual deductions over respect to depreciable property, TEFRA

the beneficial llfe of the particular generally requires a taxpayer who claims
fertilizer being used. The only problem the full amount of the investment tax
Ks that the beneficial life of most credit to reduce the depreclable basis oi

fertilizers is still in question, and the property by one-half of the amount of
there are even considerable differences of the credit claimed, lt was unclear until

opinion within the IRS on this point. 1987, however, whether this change applied
Therefore amortization periods are usually to the reforestation amortization and

negotiated onan individual basis between credit. The IRS late that year settled the

the taxpayer and the IRS and generally question by issuing proposed regulations
range from 5 to 15 years (Pitsenbarger that definitively subject forestry

1982). In the south the IRS currently plantations to the TEFRA requirements

recognizes a five year amortization period applicable to depreciable property.
for nitrogen and I0 years for phosphate.
Fertilizer costs may also be capitalized The basic provisions of the
in the regular manner and recovered when reforestation amortizatlon and credit were

the trees are cut or sold. not changed by the 1986 Tax Reform Act,
The new law did repeal the investment tax

credit for most property placed in service
Reforestation Amortlzatlon and Or_ after 1985, but not for qualified

reforestation property. Certain other

Although the basic capitalization property, termed "transition" property,
rules have not changed, the new tax law will continue to be eligible for the

did address some of the methods that credit on a temporary basis past 1985. The

taxpayers can use to recover certain new law requires, however, that the basis
capital costs. One such area of the law of any "transition property" be reduced by
concerns the reforestation amortization the full amount of the investment credit

and credit. Since 1980 taxpayers other allowed. This provision has created some
than trusts have been able to amortize confusion among owners of reforestation

over an 84 month period up to $I0,000 of property. Qualified reforestation
capitalized reforestation costs incurred property, however, is not "transition
during the tax year. The other property" and therefore is not subject to

alternative is to recover such the new 100 percent reduction rule
expenditures by deducting them from (Condrell e t al 1987).
proceeds realized when the trees are cut
or sold. An investment tax credit equal A word of caution is in order.

to i0 percent of a maximum of $i0,000 has Recapture provisions associated with the
also been available for the tax year in amortization and credit could be hi,fly

which the reforestatlon funds are significant for energy p]antatio1_
expended. The credit applies, however, investors. If the trees are cui_ at less

only when the trees involved have a normal than i0 years of age, ali amortization
growing period of seven or more years, deductions previously taken would be

For most energy plantations, this recaptured as ordinary income. Likewise,
provision should not present a problem, if the trees are cut within seven years,

all or part of the investment credit would
There is no question that most also be recaptured, the amount depending

short-rotatlon commercial fuel wood on the age of the trees. If they are cut
plantations are eligible for the at less than three years, the entire

_mortization and credit. The primary credit claimed is recaptured; three or
requirements, as specified in Treasury more but less th n five years, two-thlrds

Regulation 1.194-3(a), are that the of the credit c_ imed is recaptured; and
property must be at ].east one acre in five or more but less than seven one-third

size, and held for the growing and cutting of the credit claimed is recaptured.
of timber which will either be sold for

use in, o: used by the taxpayer in, the

commercial production of timber products. _p_eclatlo_
The law lists two types of plantings that

are not _liglble -- shelter belts and Taxpayers are permitted a reasonable
ornamental trees. The latter ten_ allowance for the exhaustion, wear and

includes Christmas trees. Neither of tear, and obsolescence of property used in
these exceptions would apply to fuel wood a trade or business or for the production
plantations, of income. This allowance takes the form

of an annual depreciation deduction on the
As originally enacted, the law left tax return. Although the 1986 Tax Reform

no question that the entire capitalized Act made major chances in the general

reforestation basis, to the annual limit procedures used to calculate depreciation
of $10,000, could be amortized and that deductions, it provides no special rules
the full 10 percent credit could also be for the various assets used in timber

taken on that amount. Enactment in 1982 operations -- such as fences, bridges,
of the Tax Equity and Fiscal roads, tractors and planting machines
Responsibility Act (TEFRA) created some (Condrell et al 1987). The regular

confusion in this regard, however. With depreciation provisions apply with respect
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to these items in all situations, CURRENTLY DEDUCTIBLE EXP_NDITU_

including those related to energy

plantations. The most significant change All ordinary and necessary costs
affecting short-rotation forestry is the associated with the management of

recovery period. For example, plck-up established timber property -- including
trucks -- previously in the 3-year class short'rotation fuel wood plantations --

-- are now in the 5-year class. Most are basically eligible, subject to certain

machinery and other items used in timber stipulations, to be deducted each year as
growing operations , such as planting incurred rather than capitalized. Such
machines, tractors, and fences -, were expenditures are usually called operating

previously in the 5-year class costs or carrying charges, and include the
but are now in the 7-year class, expenses of silvicultural and protection

activities, as well as property taxes and
in_erest. The deduction process is

Expensing o_ DeDreciable Costs sometimes called expensing,

Prior to enactment of the new law, Prior to enactment of the 1986 Tax

most taxpayers could elect to deduct Reform Act, timber management expenses

currently as an expense, rather than were fully deductible each year as
recover through depreciation, up to $5,000 incurred by all categories of taxpayers,
of the cost of new or used property provided the taxpayer was engaged in the

purchased during the year provided that timber growing activity for profit (S[.egel

the property was eligible for the 1987). In addition, timber owners--
investment tax credit and used in a trade regardless of their proflt motlve -- could

or business. Property held for the also deduct property taxes and interest

production of income, but not used in a paid during the year. As a general rule,
trade or business -- that is, investment these amounts could be deducted in full

property -- did not qualify. By making against income from any source. If,
this election, taxpayers forfeited the however, a non-corporate taxpayer's timber
investment tax credit, was considered an investment rather than a

trade or business, the aggregate deduction

The new law continues to allow such for interest was limited to the amount of

expensing under Section 179 of the net income from ali investments plus an
Internal Revenue Code, but with several additional $I0,000. As au alternative to

modifications, lt raised the eligible expensing, timber owners could elect to

amount to $I0,000, but reduced the limit capitalize these types of expenditures.
dollar for dollar if over $200,000 of

qualified expense property is placed in To expense timber related costs, it

service during the taxable year. Further, was not necessary that the property be
it limits the aggregate deductible amount currently producing income (Siegel 1987).
to the total of taxable income derived The owner, however, must have had a profit

during the year from the taxpayer's active notlve_ _%e IRS automatically assumed
conduct -- not passive conduct -- of any such a motive and usually did not question
trade or business, a limitation not legitimate deductions if there _las a

present under prior law. This means that profit in at least two out of every five
a short-rotation forestry fuel wood consecutive years. Failure to meet this

enterprise would have to qualify as a standard, however, was not necessarily
trade or business, not as an investment, indicative of the lack of a profit motive.
in order for an active owner to meet the The term "profit" could be limited

requirements of the expensing provision, to appreciation in value and was the
The distinction between active and passive criterion often used for timber activities

will be discussed later in this paper, that produced no income for periods of
many years.

The significance of Section 179
expensing can be illustrated by a simple The 1986 Tax Reform Act made a number

example. Assize that, in ].991, a taxpayer of significant changes in the procedures

acquired and placed in service qualifying associated with the current deduction.of
property that cost $10,000. Assume management costs, taxes and interest.
further that the property is "7-year These changes imposed several limitations

property". If the taxpayer properly on such deductions which have important
elected to do so under the expensing implications for energy plantation

provisions, he could deduct the full ventures.
$I0,000 cost of the property on his 1991
tax return. If he does not choose the

expensing option, the taxpayer would have ____qn-Of-p_o_i_ Rule
to recover the $i0,000 cost through annual

depreciation deductions over eight tax The prest_ption-of-proflt rule now

years, requires a profit in three, rather than
two, of uhe last consecutive five years.
_%ere has been no change, however, in the

principle that "profit" includes

appreciation in the value of assets used
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in the activity (S_egel 1987). The participates -- that f,s,he or she must be
amendment of the rule should therefore involved, in the words of the new law, on

make little practical difference to most a "regular, continuous, and substantial"
energy plantation owners, basis, In this situation, as under prior

law, ali management costs, taxes, and
interest are fully deductible against

_niform GaDitalizatlon Rules income from any source each year as
incurred.

The new law contains a comprehensive

set of rules that generally provide for The second category is timber held
the capitalization rather than expensing as an investment, rather than as part of a

of the costs of purchaslngand holding trade or business. Under the new law, an
property for resale, and of constructing investor's deductible timber management

and manufacturing property. These rules and protection costs are" miscellaneous
have significant application to timber itemized deductions". These may be

holdings, including energy plantations, deducted only to the extent that, when
First Of all, the term "property" under aggregated with all other miscellaneous
the new provisions specifically exrludes deductions, the total exceeds two percent

timber. This means that a taxpayer does of adjusted gross income, The portion of
not have to capitalize current costs "miscellaneous itemized deductions" that

associated with timber that he grows and falls below the two percent floor is

harvests, or with the real property permanently lost. Property and other
underlying the trees. The term "timBer", deductible taxes attributable to timber
in turn, is defined in terms of certain held as an investment can conti,ae to be

exclusions. These are listed as trees expensed in full against income from any

bearing fruit, nuts, and other crops, and source Just as under prior law. Timber

ali ornamental trees except evergreens investors may also continue to deduct
that are more than six years old when investment interest expense but only up to
severed from the roots and which are sold the amount of net investment income.

for ornamental purposes -- that is, Investment interest deductions unable to
Christmas trees. This last exclusion be taken in the current year, however, may
clearly would not include trees in fuel be carried forward indefinitely to be used

wood plantations that are cut when less in subsequent years when investment income
than six years old, since such trees are is realized.
not sold for ornamental purposes. They

continue to be defined as timber. The third category of activlty for
Therefore the preproductive expenses purposes of the passive loss rules is

associated with established short-rotatlo n timber held as part of a trade or business
fuel wood plantatlons are governed in which the taxpayer does not materially
entirely by what is termed the "passive participate. In this situation, no
loss rules" deductions associated with the passive

timber activity may be taken against

income arising from nonpasslve activities.
P_ss_ve LQS.__Rules Passive-related timber deductions may only

be made against passive timber income or
The passive loss rules essentially passive income from other sources. The

limit, in certain cases, the ability of sole exceptions to this rule are closely
taxpayers to use deductions (technically held "C" corporations which may offset

= termed "los_es") and credits attributable passive deductions against income from
to one activity to offset income realized certain active business sources. Passive

from other sources, They apply to deductions unable to be used during the

individuals, estates, trusts, personal current tax year may be carried forward
service corporations, and closely held "C" indefinitely (suspended) to be used in

corporations. A closely held "C" later years in which passive income is
corporation is one in which more than 50 realized.
percent of the value of the stock is held

by five or fewer shareholders. The

passive loss rules do not apply to other Impllcations O_ the _g_ive Loss Rules

types of "C" corporations which may Energy Plantatlo_D_
continue to deduct management costs,

taxes, and interest in full from income The passive loss rules have serious

from any source each year as incurred -- implications for energy plantations, lt
the same situation as under prior law. will clearly be to the owner's advantage

The new rules distinguish three categories to be directly and actively involved with
of activities. Among these, the options operation of the property to ensure that

for taking deductions will vary -- it will be considered a trade or business

depending on which of the categories the in which he or she materially
particular fuelwood plantation activity participates. Otherwise, deductions may

fits. be postponed or even lost forever -- with
serious disruptions to the return of

The first category is a trade or capital. Timely deductions could very
business in which the taxpayer materially well be the deciding factor as to the
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profitability of a short-rotation is disposed of over a period of years as

plantation, If, however, the owner's the trees mature, the owner must use
involvement is such that the activity is special procedures to determine the

not likely to be deemed a trade or deductible basis to be recovered at any
business coupled with material one time, The ru_=, fev doing this were
participation, then whether it is not changed by the 1986 tax laW.

preferable to be categorized as an
investment, or as a passive enterprise,

will depend on the taxpayer's partlculaf _api_1 Gains Taxation
situation.

Prior to 1987, noncorporate

An owner whose activity is classified taxpayers psld federal income tax on only

as an investment would have the advantage 40 percent of their net long-term capital
of being able to currently deduct property gains for a maximum effective rate of just

and other taxes paid against income from 20 percent as compared to a maximum rate
any source. An investor may also deduct of 50 percent on ordinary income, For

management costs against income from any corporations, the maximum long-term gain
source to the extent that such income is rate was 28 percent as compared to 46

available, but subject to the two percent percent on ordinary income. Thus ali
floor on miscellaneous itemized taxpayers benefitted if the proceeds of

deductions. This means that at least a thelr timber sales qualified as long-term

portion of such a taxpayer's management gains rather than as ordinary income. In

costs will be permanently lost if he seeks enacting the 1986 Tax Reform Act, however,
to _duct them. He has the opportunity to Congress lowered the maximum rates on
recover the full amount of management ordinary income, and repealed the

costs only by capitalizing them and differential between the rates at which
offsetting them against, income realized ordinary income and long-term gains were
upon sale of the timber. Moreover, an taxed. Beginning in 1988, the rate

energy plantation owner who is viewed as differential was entirely eliminated for

an investor will also be subject to the ali taxpayers. Nevertheless, there is
limitations on deducting investment still a recognized difference in the tax
interest, law between ordinary income and capital

gains. The rules governing whether a

If the owner of a fuel wood timber owner's gains and losses qualify

plantation has or anticipates having for capital gain or loss treatment remain
' income from other passive activities, he unchanged. Beginning in 1991 a very small

or she may prefer that the venture be long.term capital gain rate differential

characterized as a passive activity, was reinstituted for high bracket
rather than as an investment. In such a i taxpayers (31 percent for ordinary income

case, the taxpayer will not be subject to versus 28 percent for long,term gains).

the limlta_ions on deducting investment
interest or to the two percent floor on It may still be advantageous for
miscellaneous itemized deductions. If certain energy plantation owners to be
sufficient income is realized from other certain that income from the sale of tnelr

passive activities, the owner need not trees continues to qualify as a long-term
wait until the trees are cut or sold to capital gain (Condrell et ai 1987). For

recover tlmber-related expenses; rather, example, under the new law, capital losses
they may be used to offset income from the may be used to offset only $3,000 of

other passive sources. If an energy ordinary income per year, but there is no
plantation owner has no business or limit on using such losses to offset

investment activity other than timber, capital gains. Then, too, sole

however, and does not anticipate having proprietors or partners whose energy
any passive income, it will probably be plantations constitute a trade or business

more advantageous to categorize the are subject to self-employment tax for
activity as an investment. A point to social security purposes on their ordinary

keep in mind is that a timber owner's income derived from the plantation, but
not on capital gains. This is anstatus is not likely to change from year

to year without a significant shift in the important consideration for owners who are
level of involvement, retired or semi-retired and who have

little or no income from wages or salary.

The rate of self-employment tax for 1991

KECEIPTS FROM THE SALE OF TIMB_ is 15.3 percent and will be levied on
$53,400 of self-employment earnings. In

When reporting proceeds from the addition, 2.9 percent (the Medicare
sale of timber for federal income tax portion) will be levied on the amount

purposes, the taxpayer must determine the between $53,400 and $125,000 of earnings.

amount, as well as the type, of gain or
loss realized. The amount is calculated

by reducing the total proceeds by _he rz_ 631(a) Election Gha_K_
adjusted capitalized basis of the timber

and also by any expenses directly related The new law contains a special

to the sale. If tlmber acquired as a unit provision that permits timber owners who
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have been qualifying their timber income biomass: building on a generic
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COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS: southeastern region, because many
A_U&EROBIC DIGESTER CASE STUDY facilities use hydraulic flushing for

manure collection and anaerobic lagoons
Philip D. Lusk for waste treatment. Hence, the

Commercial/Agricultural Project Manager development of psychrophilic technology
Energy Division allows a choice in treatment techniques

North Carolina Department of Economic and when anaerobic digesters are employed.
Community Development, Raleigh, 27611 All other things being held equal, the

major difference is in the relative cost
ABSTRACT of the substitution.

An economic guide is developed to assess Given that we have at least two treatment
he value of anaerobic digesters used on techniques available, it is desirable to

dairy farms. Two varieties of anaerobic employ objective criteria so that a
digesters, a conventional mixed-tank rational decision may be made when
mesophilic and an innovative earthen choosing between the competing
psychrophilic, are comparatively alternates. Such criteria will allow us
evaluated using a cost-effectiveness to rank our treatment techniques in terms
index. The two case study examples are of their relative cost-effectiveness,
also evaluated using three other since we do not wish to use a choice that
investment merit statisticsz simple costs more to own and operate.
payback period, net present value, and
internal rate of return. Life-cycle A Cost-Effectiveness Index (CEI) can be
savings are estimated for both varieties, defined using the reciprocal of a
with sensitivities considered for financial benefit-cost ratio called the

investment risk. The conclusion is that Profitability Index 3, which in this
an earthen psychrophilic digester can situation could be interpreted as the
have a significant economic advantage marginal efficiency of investment. The
over a mixed-tank mesophilic digester CEI and the Profitability Index measure
because of lower capital cost and reduced investment results per dollar of initial
operation and maintenance expenses, outlay, which is desirable in comparing
Because of this economic advantage, projects of different sizes and costs.
additional projects are being conducted Specifically, a CEI of less than 1.00
in North Carolina to increase the rate of indicates that a project has economic
biogas utilization. The initial step merit.
includes using biogas for milk cooling at
the dairy farm where the existing To establish an equivalent dollar-to-
psychrophilic digester is located° I dollar ratio to the traditional energy
Further, a new project is being initiated} resource being displaced, the annual

i for electricity production with thermal/ investment required for each anaerobic

L reclaim at a swine operation. _ digester is divided by the annual energy
savings it provides with biogas. The

METHODS basic CEI formula for each digester Is_

Considerable research has been conducted annual owning cost (S/year)
on anaerobic digestion, which can convert CEI -
organic materials into biogas for use as average annual savings (S/year)
an alternative energy resource.
Conventional anaerobic digesters used on There is a small technical detail in

farms and agricultural processing calculating the annual owning cost of an
facilities are generally designed to item with a multiyear life where the
operate in either the mesophilic (20°C - investment is made with an upfront lump
450C) or thermophilic (450C - 60_) sum. This is done by multiplying the
temperature ranges, usually to allow for capital cost of each digester by a
higher loading rates of organic capital recovery factor (CRF). CRFs are
materials, used to convert a dollar lump sum today

to an equivalent series of payments over
Anaerobic digestion in the psychrophilic a specified period of time. When
(<20°C) range has not been as extensively i-_cremental annual operation and
evaluated. However, the past decade has maintenance expenses increase annually at
seen the concept of using a floating a compounding rate over the life of a
membrane cover for the purpose of project, an appropriate CRF can also be
recovering biogas on an anaerobic lagoon used to convert them into an equivalent
operating at low temperatures emerge, annualized cost. Thus, the CEI accounts
Floating covers, which collect the biogas for the time value of money over project
as it escapes from the lagoon's surface, life via a discount rate used in the CRF.
have been successfully installed on swine

and dairy operations 1.2. The information required to calculate the
CEI is the same required as for the more

The psychrophilic digester has good traditional cash flow investment

potential for widespread adoption in the statistics of Simple Payback Period
United States, especially in its (SPP), Net Present Value (NPV) and
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Internal Rate of Return (IRR). Why use the alternate choice assumed by the
the CEI instead of the traditional discount rate. If the NPV is a negative
statistics? One reason is symbolicz Zt figure, the alternate presents the better

allows alternative energy resources like opportunity. If NPV equals zerow we are
anaerobic digesters to be fungibly said to be indifferent between choices.

analyzed with conventional energy If there is more than one competing

resources as a "least-cost" planning investment, the higher NPV is preferred.
option. More importantly, each of the However, in a capital rationing
traditional statistics have situation, NPV has an inherent bias in

disadvantages, which, under certain favor of large projects.
circumstances, may limit the affirmation

of the correct investment decision IRR is a percentage figure providing the
between mutually exclusive choices, discount rate yielding a zero NPV. IRR

allows direct comparison between the

Cash flow is a schedule of annual net yields offered by different investment
profit (or loss) resulting from an opportunities. If the IRR from an
investment, and can take into account investment is greater than the discount

such factors as amortization or the rate, the investment is more worthwhile
inflation rate for displaced fuels. The than the alternate choice. However, IRR
important point about cash flow is that suffers in two areas. The first is if a

"less money spent" is equal to "more project has a cash outflow at the end of
money made". However, cash flow does not a project, multiple rates of return
account for the time value of money. The exist. While this is not the case with

time-value of money concept explains that the data to be analyzed, the situation
a current dollar is more valuable than a occurs, for example, in the event of
dollar occurring in the futur,_o To put abandonment costs. Another area where

dollars into a consistent present value, bias is introduced is in the implicit
cash flows are adjusted by the discount assumption that all positive cash flows

rate, on the basis of which the true are reinvested over the remaining life of
profitability can be assessed. The the project at the calculated IRR. "This
discount rate can be interpr,_ted as the may be an unrealistic assumption,

interest rate anticipated from an especially for projects with relatively
alternate investment opportunity, against high Internal Rates of Return. While
which the prime opportunity is compared this does not affect the decision to

to see if one would be financially worse accept or reject a project, it does

off by making it. Before continuing, the affect the relative ranking of projects
interrelationship of these investment when one is comparing their relative
merit statistics should be briefly profitability4..
discussed.

Although the IRR and NPV methods will

From cash flow, a SPP for the investment lead to the same decision to accept or

can be quickly calculated. SPP is the reject an individual project, they can
"break-even" length of time necessary to provide conflicting clues when choosing

recover the initial investment through between mutually exclusive projects.
positive cash flow. SPP is often used as That is, one project can have a higher

a criterion for determining investment IRR but lower NPV. This problem arises

acceptability. For e,xample, many because the IRR is the implied
businesses have policies of only reinvestment rate in the IRR method,

undertaking investments with a two-year while the discount rate is the implicit
simple payback. However, while payback reinvestment rate used in the NPV method.

may be useful in measuring the liquidity NPV is generally superior because

of an investment, it offers no insight on reinvestment will likely occur at a rate
profitability because the time value of close to the cost of capital.
money has not been accounted for°

Further, positive cash flows occurring To paraphrase Phillips 5, an investment
after the payback p_triod are not decision can seldom be understood out of

accounted for. Hence0 for mutually context; that is, it cannot be understood

exclusive projects with equal cash flows, except in its relation to other competing
the project with an i!_fJnite lifetime investments. Once again, the use of
would receive the same ranking as a ratios like CEI or its reciprocal, the
project with very short lifetime if they Profitability Index, no_nalize all

both had the same payback period, projects so that an equal comparison may
" be made on the benefit to be achieved for

NPV describes the present worth of an each project dollar involved. These two

investment in dollars. It is calculated ratios provide a standard score to which

by the compound discounting of the any investment opportunity can be placed
: investment's annual cash flow with a on a scale common to all investment

sFecified discount rate, and then sunmling opportunities. All of the investment
the discounted cash flows over the merit statistics are related, and for

investment life to arrive at its net comparative purposes they will be
value. If NPV is a positive figure, the benchmarked below.

investment provides a greater return than
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DESCRIPTIOH OF DATA General assumptions shared by both case
studies are: 1) All biogas produced is

The mixed-tank mesophilic digester used as a displacement fuel for liquid
information was obtained from an propane gas (LPG) costing $8.80 per GJ,
operation built on the Washington State 2) Real growth rate in operation and
Dairy Farm in Monroe 6. The Monroe maintenance expenses of 2% annually, 3)
digester was designed on the model of a Real growth rate in energy prices of 0%
municipal sewage treatment plant to evaluate a "worst-case" LOW price
digester, and was a transfer of state-of- scenario, 4) Real discount rate of 7%, 5)
the-art treatment plant technology to an The exchange is "cash-and-carry" with no
agricultural application. The manure budget constraints, and 6) The exchange
volume was sized for a milking herd of uses the end-of-year convention. This
180 to 200 Holstein cows. The net energy means during Time 0 the costs of
output of the biogas produced by the implementing the projects are incurred
system was estimated to be 1108 GJ. The und the accounts are balanced on December

biogas was used to fuel the boiler on the 31 of the following Years.
farm's creamery. Although somewhat

dated, the project data are assumed to be As mentioned above, a CEI of less than
representative of the methane production 1.00 indicates a project has economic
method, merit. Evaluating the data (Table I)

revealed that the earthen digester has a
After adjusting the given cost data for CEI of 0.67, to be compared with the CEf
the effects of inflation in the United of 1.14 for the mixed-tank digester.
States between 1976 and 1988 by the This index implies that the earthen
difference in the Consumer Price Index 7 digester is about 70% more cost-effective
for all items less food and energy, than the mixed-tank digester, which is
specific assumptions arez i) Siting cost also demonstrated to be not cost-

of $1,975 (US$), 2) Site-built system effective. The psychrophilic digester's
capital cost of $78,950, 3) Yearly economic advantage is thought to exist
reduction in energy costs of $9,750, 4) for two principal reasons_ lower
Incremental annual operation and relative first-cost to install and lower

maintenance expenses of $2,880, and 5) annual operation and maintenance
Theoretical project life of 20 years, expenses. Looking at the CEI reciprocal,

the Profitability Index is 1.49. This

The earthen psychrophilic digester implies a gain of about $0.49 in present
information was obtained from a value for each project dollar invested.
demonstration project being conducted by

North Carolina _tate University and the Evaluating the other investment merit
Energy Division_e with major funding statistics for the two treatment
provided by the Southeastern Region techniques using the "worst-case"
Biomass Energy Program, the North scenario presented by LOW energy prices
Carolina Agricultural Research Service provides a SPP of 6.0 years for the
and the North Carolina Dairy Foundation. earthen digester versus 12.4 years for
The manure volume was sized for a milking the mixed tank digester (Figure I).
herd of 150 to 160 Jersey cows, and the Further, the earthen digester
digester has been in operation for demonstrated a superior IRR (14.2% v.
slightly more than one and one-half 4.7%) and NPV ($22,040 y__ -$13,115) when
years. Current biogas production rates compared to the mixed-tank digester.
are now averaging about 970 GJ annually,

with an average CH 4 content of 69%. Like Based on the economic evidence, the
the Washington State Dairy Farm, the analysis patently favors the earthen
biogas is also being burned in a boiler psychrophilic digester. Most striking is
and the resultant hot water used in dairy the IRR, which implies the psychrophilic
operation, digester is more productive than both the

mixed-tank and the alternate investment
When the bacteria colony in the system for which we assumed a 7% discount rate
fully matures, it is anticipated that by an order of magnitude difference.
biogas production will be between 3% and

5% higher than the average values The economic advantage of the earthen
recorded during the start-up period of psychrophilic digester existed throughout
the demonstration project. The economic the sensitivity analyses conducted
analysis is based upon a stea_y-state between the two choices for NPV to

annual biogas production rate of i000 GJ. discount rate (Figure 2), and Net Present
With this caveat, the remaining data are Value to project life (Figure 3).
also assumed representative of the

treatment method. Specific assumptions SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
are: 1) Siting cost of $1,100, 2) Site-

built system capital cost of $44,000, 3) The conversion of agricultural wastes,
Yearly reduction in energy cost of animal manures in particular, into an
$8,800, 4) Incremental annual operation alternative energy resource has been the
and maintenance expenses of $1,270, and emphasis of intensive research for well
5) Theoretical project life of 15 years, over two decades. Much has been learned
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with regard to how manure can be utilized TABLE 1

as an energy and nutrient source. LIFE-CYCLE ANAEROBIC DIGESTER SUMMARY
However, the American farmer has not been AT LOW ENERGY PRICES
motivated to adopt new practices because
of unfavorable economics. Hence, more MERIT STATISTIC _ PSYCHRO

cost-effective manure management CEI* 1.14 0.67

techniques like psychrophilic anaerobic NPV* ($) -13,115 22e040
digestion using covered earthen lagoons IRR (%) 4.7 14.2
are needed to help stimulate farmers to SPP (years) 12.4 6.0
use their animals' waste for conversion

into energy and nutrients. This will CASH FLOW STATISTIC

also help mitigate situations where Direct Effects ($) 44,099 64,937

animal manures are now handled in ways
contributing to air, surface, and * real discount rate set equal to 7%.
groundwater pollution.

A first-order analysis conducted by the

Energy Division based on Jones and Ogden 8
indicates that as much as 1600 TJ in REFERENCES

energy via biological processes is

economically recoverable from the dairy. (I) Chandler, J. A., Hermes, S. K. &
and swine manures generated each year in Smith, K. D. 1983. A low COSt 75-kW

North Carolina. Assuming that a market covered lagoon biogas system. Presented
penetration of 50% of the economically at "Energy from Biomass and Wastes VII",

recoverable animal manures is captured by Lake Buena Vista, FL.
" anaerobic digestion, about 800 TJ of

biogas energy could be produced annually (2) Safley, Jr., L. M. & Lusk, P. 1990.
on farms in North Carolina. If the Development and marketing of an

biogas displaces liquid propane gas innovative low temperature lagoon biogas
costing $8.80 per GJ, the value of the digester system. Presented at "Energy
product exceeds $7 million per year. from Biomass and Wastes XIV", Lake Buena
This analysis discounted the economic Vista, FL.

value of the recoverable high-nutrient
co-products useful as fertilizers or (3) Shim, J. 1988. Handbook of
other goods. The analysis did not financial analysis, forecasting and

include any indirect effects such as modeling. Englewood Cliffs, Prentice

: pollution control or economic development Hall.
via the implicit multiplier effect.

(4) McGuigan, J. & Moyer, R. 1975.

Projects which inform livestock producers Man--economics! p_Iv_te _nd public
and processors through practical soctordecis_on analysis. Hinsdale (IL),
demonstration and educational outreach The Dryden Press.

about the merits of low-cost, easily-
managed psychrophilic anaerobic digesters (5) Phillips, J. 1973. _.atistical

suitable for use on working farms and _hi_kin_. San Fr_nciscg__. Freeman
agricultural processing facilities are and Company.
hoped to increase the rate of market

penetration for this technology. (6) Coppinger, E., Baylon, D. & Lenart,
Educational outreach in the form of J' 1980. Economics and operational

"field-day" tours, a comprehensive experience of full-scale anaerobic dairy

workbook and workshops to explain the manure digester. Ins Biogas and alcohol

approach to the agricultural con_unity fuels production, ed. J. Golstein, Emmaus
and others interested in anaerobic (PA), The JG Press.

digestion occurred during 1990.
(7) Economic Report of the President.

Technologies that increase the rate of 1988. U.S. Government Printing Office,

biogas utilization at the dairy farm are Washington, D.C.
now being evaluated, and include milk

cooling and transportation-related (8) Jones, H. B. & Ogden, E. A. 1984.
possibilities. An additional project for Energy potential from livestock and

electricity production with thermal animal wastes in the south. Agricultural
reclaim at a 1000-sow farrow-to-finish Economic Report Number 522, U.S.

swine operation is in the planning stage Department of Agriculture, Washington,

for 1991. The swine operation offers the D.C.

biogas potential to essentially displace
the electric load now used at the
demonstration site.
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Char-Recirculation Biomass Gasification System--A _his feasibility study werez
Site-Specific Feasibility Study I [

i_ To specify a complete biomaes energy plant;

Ken R. Purdy, Clayton P. Kerr, and _ To perform thermal decomposition studies of

Brian D. Hensley 2 pulp-grade white oak chips, and develop an

empirical model suitable for use in the

A site-specific feasibility study was ! plant simulator.
conducted for a char-recirculation biomass

!_ To experimentally simulate the thermal

gasification plant which would dispose of the decomposition and gasification processes in
chippable solid residues of the area sawmills.

The plant would receive green hardwood chips and a batch reactor.
convert them into active charcoal while producing

process steam and electrical power. An economic _ To tailor the computer simulation of the

analysis was performed on the basis of not-for- plant (Anderson 1988) to the specifications

profit operation, marketing crushed active and obtain mass and energy balances for all
charcoal to a broker at a discounted price, and unit operations.

a

, displacing purchased electric power. GiVe_a s ]
I market for the active charcoal, the plant _ To design the plant using existing ChE

to be economically viable. 1_-
dged software.

Keywordsl Hardwood Chips, Pyrolysis, Gasifier, _ To determine the plant cost and its

Acl_ive Charcoal, Economic Analysis operating costs, including debt service.

To Perform a financial analysis of the

There is a serious need for an economic plant to determine itm economic

means for disposing of the chippable solid feasibility.
residues of the area sawmills. Counting only

eight of the larger mills, their weekly

production is about 800 green tons of white-oak RESEARCH APPROACH
and 350 green tons of yellow-poplar slabs and

end-cuttings. The mills are equipped to chip The workplan for this study consisted of

these residues, but the nearest chip market is the following steps.

250 miles away, too far to be a cost-effective
outlet.

._._l_ant Specifications

A preliminary analysis of a resource--

recovery plant, practicing the char-recirculation The utility records of the University plant

biomass gasification process (Bowen 1978, operations were to be used to determine the

Anderson 1988), indicated that at least half of electrical/steam requirements to be met by the

this waste would be needed to generate enough plant. Essentially all of the summer demand

electric power to meet the cooling needs for associated with cooling and heating were to be

Tennessee Technological University. By locating met. Based on these data, the plant steam

the plant on or near the campus, it could play a generation and electric power generation were to
dual role as a commercial waste utilization be specified, thereby providing the basis for

cogeneration facility and a self-funded research specifying the remainder of the plant's systems.

and development facility.

To help offset the disposal costs and .T_h_@/mal Decomposition Studi@__

maximize the R&D funds generated, use of this

gasification process pez_its the production of Thermal decomposition studies were

active charcoal as a saleable product. In initiated prior to this investigation using an

powdered form, the charcoal may be used in the existing manually-controlled pyrolysis system.

PACT" process, an activated sludge wastewater One kilogr_ samples of mixed hardwood chips were

treatment process that is inherently stable, heated in an oxygen-free chamber. This resulted

allows for single-stage nitrification, and has in evaporation of the free moisture and thermal
increased sludge settling velocities, thereby decomposition of the dry chips, yielding

increasing the hydraulic capacity. With the more charcoal, gases, and vapors. The condensible

stringent effluent requirements for wastewater vapors were collected down to -70°C, and all of

treatment plants, the PACT" process is expected the gases were metered and then collected in 100-

to play a significant role in the future, liter gas bags. The chemical properties of the
resulting materials were determined.

OBJECTIVES These pyrolysi_ data were used to develop a

preliminary model for the thermal decomposition

To investigate the opportunity of assisting of mixed-hardwood chips. This model was to be

the hardwood-products industry of the region by used in the plant simulation model while an

developing a solid-waste-disposal/resource- automatically-controlled pyrolysis system was

recovery facility to use their residues, and an developed to obtain data for white oak chips.

R&D facility to further the development of

biomass conversion processes, the objectives of
Batch-,Mode Simu]_ator

Using much of the thermal-decomposition

apparatus_ a batch-mode simulator was to be

developed. By sequential processing, starting

JPresented at the National Bioenergy with wood chips, each of the thermal and

conference, Coeur d'Alene, ID, March 18-21, 1991. thermochemical processes experienced by the chips
in the reactor was to be simulated. This would

2Professor of Mechanical Engineering and permit samples of partially gasified charcoal to

Professor of Chemical Engineering, respectively, be produced for property determinations.

Tennessee Technological University, Cookeville,

TN; State Biomass Contact,Tennessee Department of

Economic and Community Development--Energy
Division, Nashville, TN.
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_omDute/_SlmulatIQn also assumed. This would .permit a base-load
..... delivery of about one megawatt and a peak-load

The existing computer simulation of a char- delivery of up to 1.5 megawatts of power.

recirculation gasification plant (Anderson 1988)

web to be tailored to meet the specifications of A system-by-system description of the plant
the University plant. Preliminary calculations follows.

of mass and energy data were to be based on an

existing thermal decomposition model for pine

sawdust data (Knight 1976). The preliminary Green-Chip Receiving/Storage/Reclaim/

mixed-hardwood chips data (Purdy 1990A) were to Delivery System
be used to generate second generation

specifications. This chipyard system includes a truck

scale, a trailer dumper, a live-bottom

receiving/reclalm hopper, a magnet, a disc

Plan___Desi_n screen, a bucket elevator, a 3-day

storage/reclalm silo and a chip-van-loader bucket

Using the mass and energy data for the elevator to permit the return of defective

plant, each of the major equipment items was to feedstock.

be sized. For commercially available equipment,

such as the storage silo, dryer, metering bins, Arrangements with the chip suppliers for

gasifier, combustion system, waste-heat boiler, keeping at least a 2-week supply of chips are

and steam-electric generator set, vendor data for necessary. This material would be periodically

size and cost were to be sought, recovered to limit its degradation.

Plant Cost Drying/Chip-Metering System

The cost estimate was to consist of the Upon reclaim from the hopper, the green

following 8ubdivislonsz purchased cost of chips (up to 50-weight-percent free moisture on a

fabricated equipment and process machinery, wet basis) are fed to a heavy-duty, trlple-pass
installation of purchased equipment, dryer for drying to the required moisture

instrumentation and controls, piping, electrical content--typically, 22 down to 10 plus-or-minus

facilities, buildings, yard facilities, service two percent, depending on the mode of operation

facilities, land, engineering and supervision, of the gasifier. Following screening to remove

construction expenses, contractor's fees, fines, the chips are convoyed/elevated to the

contingency, and working capital, dried-feed metering bin which holds about a 2-
hour supply of chips. This bin is elevated

sufficiently to feed the gamifier.

_ratinu Costs

Using the utility data from the process Char-Recirculation Gasifier

flowsheet, the utility costs were to be

determined. Cost for the hardwood chips was to Dried chips are automatically fed to the
be taken as a variable. Maintenance costs were gasifier at a nominal rate of 5,000 ovendry

to be determined from vendors and conventional pounds per hour. They enter its top through a

estimating methods, rotary-valve seal which minimizes the ingestion

of ambient air. (The reactor pressure is

slightly below atmospheric pressure at this

[.Inancial _Dalvsls point.) In addition to the "new" chips being fed

to the reactor, a second metering bin feeds

The financial analysis was to be performed screened, rocirculated charcoal chips to the

using existing ChE software for project/venture reactor through a second rotary-valve seal. The

analyses. Typical utility, product, and cost-of- charcoal feed rate is controlled _o that the

money data were to be used for the analysis of chips are fed at their recirculation rate--

this not-for-profit plant, reactor charcoal discharge rate minus the
charcoal production rate. The two streams are

mixed by a screw conveyor prior to their

Re__ discharg_ to the top of the bod.

Based on the results of the financial A leveling device distributes the chips

analysis, recommendations were to be made about over the top of the bed and stirs (mechanically

actions to be taken, fluidizes) the top 6 to 12 inches of the bed.

The wood and charcoal chips thereby become part

of the downwardly flowing packed bed of solids.
RESULTS The "gases" formed in the reactor are drafted

from the free space above the bed. This produces

The results of each of the research steps a countercurrent (upward) flow of gases and

follow, vapors. These "gases" exit the top of the bed

and the reactor at a controlled temperature

sufficiently low to prevent thermal degradation

_lant _P___J_D_ of the organic vapors present in the off-gas

strem_---typlcally about 300°F.

Using the utility records of the

University's plant operations, the biomass energy Thermal energy is transferred from the

plant was sized. A hardwood chip processing rate gases to the solids. This results in preheating,

of about 2.5 ovendry tons per hour was required-- drying, and further heating of the mixed-chip

about 760 green tons per week. This rate stream until the pyrolysis temperature of the new

permitted the production of wastewater-treatment- hardwood chips is reached. At this level in the

grade active charcoal (iodine number of about vertical bed of solids, the wood chips thermally

900) and about one megawatt of electrical power, decompose to form high-volatile charcoal, organic

There was no practical market for steam at the vapors, water vapor, carbon dioxide, carbon

University. monoxide, methane and higher hydrocarbons. These

gases and vapors Join the upward flow of gases

For this study, the plant was taken to be from the lower part of the bed.

sited on the west side of the campus. A suitable

electrical feed at the high demand source was
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Additional thermal energy transfer from the dryer to be brought on llne prior to starting the

gas stream to the mixed charcoal stream--new gasifier.

charcoal and partlally-gasifled charcoal--

continues the solid0 heating process. The new

charcoal is d@volatilized, and the carbon of the Stack/Waste-Heat-Boiler Systems

mixed charcoal stream finally becomes chemically

reactive. Below this level, the charcoal Upon leaving the combustion chamber, the

stream's fixed carbon in gasified by chemical 1,800_F products are drawn through the base of a
reactions with water vapor and carbon dioxide, refractory-lined exhaust stack and through a

waste-heat boiler by an induced-draft blower.

In order to accurately control the off-gas Under normal operating conditions, all of the

. stream temperature and to provide for easy start- products flow to the boiler and the dryer. The

up of the reactor, an essentially-oxygen-free , stack only vents hot products to the atmosphere

1,200°F "gas" stream is injected at this level in during transient periods; e.g., system start-up

the reactor. Under design operating conditions, or shut-down, and/or a sudden drop in steam

the amount of "gas" injected is relatively small, demand.

Its temperature is controlled by a natural gas or

propane burner. (Use of a 1,200"F gas stream The boiler induced-draft blower supplies

during normal operation proved to be unwise in 600°F exhaust gas to the dryer to meet its

that it producez an excessive heating rate during thermal energy needs and to the combustion system

the initial exothermic pyrolysis process. Use of to meet its tempering requirements. Any

the appropriate amount of a cooler gas stream additional exhaust gas is discharged to the

permits control of this heating rate. This will atmosphere at 600"F from a separate stack.
be discussed in some detail later.)

For an optimum plant configuration, the

A mixture of low-pressure process-air-and- only gas discharge is from the dryer induced-
steam is injected into the moving solids bed at draft fan at a temperature of about 220"F,

three (or more) levels. Chemical r_action of the producing excellent thermal efficiency.

injected oxygen with hydrogen and carbon monoxide

provides the thermal energy required to sustain

the carbon/water-vapor reaction (thereby Cogeneration System
reforming hydrogen and carbon monoxide) and the

carbon/carbon-dioxide reaction (thereby reforming The waste-heat boiler can generate

carbon monoxide). By simple control of the sufficient superheated steam at 400 psia and

relative amounts and distributions of the air and 500°F to drive a 1.5 megawatt condensing-steam-

steam injected, it is possible to control the turbine electrlc--generator set. A cooling tower

amount of solid carbon that is gasified, as well is used as the thermal energy s£nk for the

as the bed temperature profile. The combination condenser. Under normal conditions, one megawatt

of a strong flow of solids through the oxidation of electrical power will be generated to base-

zones and control of the bed temperature profile load the University system. By burning an

permits, if desired, practically complete auxiliary conventional fuel, such as natural gas,
gasification of the charcoal without slagging, the generation rate can be increased to 1.5

megawatts during peak load periods.
The charcoal output from the reactor is a

controlled variable. Typically, it will be set

between 20 and 30 percent of the new wood chip Thermal DecomDosit_on__tud_ee
Input--i.e., 1,000 to 1,500 ovendry pounds per

hour. A volumetric flow device supports the In order to predict product yields for the
vertical bed of solids and meters charcoal from thermal decomposition processes in the gasifier,

the bed at a prescribed rate. (Compare this with it is necessary to have empirical models for the

a once-through gasifier. With just an ash pyrolysis of the hardwood feedstocks--white oak

output, the solids velocity practically goes to and yellow poplar paper-grade chips. Based on

zero. The char-recirculation gasifier has an previous experience (Knight 1976), it was

extra degree of freedom of operation, providing anticipated that this could be achieved by

for its very simple, precise control.) pyrolyzing each feedstock at about five different

final temperatures in a simple batch reactor.
Before being discharged from the reactor

through a rotary-valve seal, the mixed charcoal The initial study of thio project

stream is water-spray cooled to generate steam determined the pyrolysis product yields for mixed

for the final gasification process. The gases hardwood mini-chips (Purdy 1990_). A manually-
and vapors are drafted from the reactor so as to controlled furnace was used to neat the wood

maintain a very slight vacuum at this seal. chips in a batch reactor. Unfortunately, the

condensible-organics yield was found to d®crease

The charcoal output stream is then cooled with increasing final temperature, a phenomenon
and humidified, and the carbon product stream is which would not occur in a continuous flow

intercepted. The remaining charcoal stream is reactor. It is felt that the portion of the

conveyed, elevated and discharged to the condensible organic vapors that remains in the
recirculatad-char metering bin. reactor at the end of the initial exothermic

pyrolysis process undergoes a series of chemical
reactions which alter its chemical com|position

Off-Gas-Treatment/Combustion System and decrease its yield. A hot-nitrogen purge
system was developed for the reactor. However,

The off-gas stream is drafted from the due to lack of time and priority, its
gasifier and blown directly into a commercial effectiveness was not confirmed.
low-Btu-gas burner wherein it is burned with

excess air controlled b_, an oxygen detection Upon completing the initial study of mixed-

system set for 2-3 percent oxygen by volume. The hardwood mini-chips, paper-grade white oak and

high-temperature combustion products are then yellow poplar chips were produced at an area
tempered with recirculated 600°F boiler-exhaust sawmill. In a division of effort, it was decided

gases to about 1,800°F in a refractory-llned to continue the experiments with the white oak

combustion chamber. To be certain that any chips before correlating the mini-chip data and

entrained solid fines are adequately burned, a before developing the hot-nitrogen purge system.
design residence time of one second is used. The Therefore, additional data were obtained with the

burner is also designed to fire one or two effect of the thermal degradation of the

conventional fuels--natural gas, propane and/or condensible organics very evident (Martin 1990).
No. 2 fuel oil. This permits the boiler and
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To assist with these studies, a of the charcoal feedstock up to about 1,100,

microprocessor-controlled furnace power supply

was obtained, and it was installed Just after the The most significant finding to date is

white oak chip study was completed. In related to the activation of the white oak

programming the temperature profile, a heating charcoals from the heat rate studies (Martin

rate was selected that differed somewhat from 1990, 1991). Except for the two lowest heating

that which had resulted from manual control of rates, which required significant cooling during
the furnace. Using this heating rate, the yields the initial pyrolysis process, the relationship

of charcoal and condensible organics differed between the iodine number and the active charcoal

significantly from those obtained earlier for the yield was found to be independent of the heating

same final temperature, rate. This will be a very significant finding if

it holds for charcoals produced at temperatures

Therefore, a second complication was found, up to 1,2000F. This work in also being continued

It raised a serious question about the validity (Dubayeh 1991).
of applying the results that were being obtained

for a batch reactor to a continuous-flow reacto_, In summary, these studies indicate that

especially if the heating rates differed conservative results are being given by the

significantly, approximate empirical models of the pyrolysis and

steam activation processes which are currently

An approximate analysis of tl%e heating rate being used in the gasifier simulator. Therefore,

in the pyrolysis zone of the proposed reactor was these models were Judged to be adequate for
performed. For a gas injection temperature of estimating the economics of the plant.
1,200"F, the rate was found to be an order of

magnitude greater than that which can be produced

in the laboratory. However, decreasing this Computer Simulation _
temperature to about 850OF, decreased this rate

to the laboratory range. Thus, as configured,

the gasifier has the capability of controlling chips The simulator starts with predried woodbeing fed to the gasifier. Thus, the chip

the pyrolysis-zone heating rate. feed rate, temperature, and moisture content are

taken to be independent variables. (The

Having found a significant "new" variable simulator must be run to determine the proper
late in this study, all efforts were directed to "window" for the moisture content of the chips.

determining its influence on the pyrolysis If the charcoal is to be completely gasified, a

product yields, especially the charcoal yield minimum moisture content of about 22 percent, on
and, ultimately, the active charcoal yield. A a wet basis, is required. Minimums of less than

series of experiments was performed for a single about i0 percent place an impractical demand on

final temperature of about 900"F and five heating the dryer.)

rates ranging from about 1.8 to 17_F/min (Martin

1990, 1991). Once the wood chip feed rate, in ovendry

pounds per hour, is set, operation of the plant
The charcoal yield was found to drop is fixed by selecting the charcoal discharge rate

sharply with increasing heating rate at the low from the gasifler and the active-charcoal

rates, conditions under which the solids have to production rate, in percentages of the dry feed

be cooled during the initial exothermlc pyrolysis rate, and by selecting the minimum electric power

process. However, at a rate of about 7oS°F/min, generation, in kilowatts. (Note that the

the charcoal yield began to drop much more slowly charcoal recirculation rate iu the difference

with increasing rate, a condition that will be between the charcoal discharge rate and the

most significant if it holds for final active-charcoal production rate, a rate that must

temperatures up to about 1,200°Fo be greater than or equal to zero.) As specified,

the actlve-charcoal production "rate" is related
In order to complete the pyrolysis suudies, to the iodine number of the active charcoal.

a second series of rate experiments is being

conducted with white oak chips for a final With these given conditions, the off-gas

temperature of about 1,200°F as well as a series stream temperature, and certain other property

of experiments at one rate--about 12"F/min--and data, the gasi_ler simulator determines: the

final temperatures ranging from about 900°F to process air and steam distribution, interactively

1,200°F for white oak chips (Dubayeh 1991). with the operator; the hot drying gases needed to

(Studies for yellow poplar chips are still to be support the upper bed processes; the quench water

done.) required to cool the active charcoal; the heat

"loss" required to cool the sparger tubes; and

the composition of the gasifier off-gas stream.
Batch-Mode Simulato_

The off-gas stream is drafted from the

The most important property for predicting gasifier and blown directly into the combustion

the economic performance of the proposed plant is chamber where it is burned with sufficier_t air to

the yield of active charcoal at a given level of produce a specific co,_ustion-product oxygen

activity, expressed in mass of active charcoal content. The temperature of the combustion

par unit mass of ovendry wood chips and iodine products is set at say 1,800"F, and sufficient

number, respectively. To determine this factor, boiler exhaust gas must then be supplied to the

a batch-mode simulator was developed for the combustion system to temper the products to this

gasification of charcoal chips with water vapor temperature. The plant simulator performs the_e

and/or carbon dioxide (Martin 1990 & 1991, computations. If the electric power requirement

Dubayeh 1991). The level of gasification/ exceeds that which can be produced with just the

activation is controlled by the amount of these off-gas stre_, the simulator augments these

oxidizers supplied to the reactor, gases with natural gas to meet the power

requirement.. (This is an automatic interactive

Steam activations were performed for the process with those for the boiler, dryer, a_d

various charcoals produced in the pyrolysis electric-generator set.)
studies (Martin 1990, 1991). In each case, the

: iodine number of the active charcoal decreased The hot gases from the combustion system

linearly with increasing charcoal yield, supply thermal energy to the dryer, both

- expressed in mass of charcoal per unit mass of indirectly through the boiler and directly am

ovendry wood, such that the product of the iodine required. The simulator computes the "strengths"
number (internal surface area) and the yield is of these streams as well as the ambient air flow

essentially a constant. Carbon "burnoff _ was rate required by the triple-pass rotary dryer_
_ varied to give iodine numbers ranging from that
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Those hot gases that flow through the plant design).

waste-heat boiler exit the boiler at a design

temperature of 600°F. The boiler was specified The cost estimate consisted of the

to generate 400 psia steam at 500°F. Knowing following subdivislonst purchased cost of the

these conditions, the simulator computes the fabricated equipment and process machinery,

steam generation rate. Note that process steam installation of purchased equip_%ent,

is required, and that the net generation is instrumentation and controls, piping, electri=al

supplied to the electric generator set. facilities, buildings, yard facilities, service

facilities, land, engineering and supervision,

Using vendor operating data, the efficiency
of the steam turbine was computed. By specifying

the electric powe_ to be generated, this was then Table 1--Operating conditions predicted by the
used to determine the necessary turbine steam simulator for a char-recirculation biomass

flow rate. Finally, the simulator computes the gasification plant configured to produce water-

condenser cooling water requirements. As an grade active charcoal and 1.5 megawatts of

integral part of these computations, the electrical power.
operating requirements of the boiler feedwater
deaerator are determined.

Property Value Unit(s)
In order to simplify the financial

computations, a parametric analysis of the plant Feedstock

simulator was performed, and correlations were Dry chip input rate 5000.00 ibm/hr

obtained for all of theproduct and utility data Temperature 60.00 °F

required by the economic model. Moisture content 10.00 pct. (wet)
Recirculated charcoal

Setting up the simulator to produce a Dry char disch, rate 1000.00 Ibm/ht

water-grade active charcoal with an iodine number Charcoal prod. rate 693.00 ibm/br

of about 900, result_._ in the data p_esented in Dry char recirc, rate 307.00 Ibm/ht

table I (Purdy 1990B) Recirc. char moisture 16.16 Ibm/hr
Discharge temperature 200.00 "F

Discharge moisture 5.00 pct. (wet)
Plant Design Ambient air

Temperature 60.00 °F

A brief description of the major plant Pressure 14.70 psia

components follows. The chipyard is a package Relative humidity 50.00 pot.
item selected to meet the specification_ and Process air

costed by the L.I.S. Corporation. It consists of Flow rate (humid air) 2552.02 lbm/hr
a 70-foot truck scale and control room, a 70-foot Temperature 550.00 °F

truck dumper, a receiver/reclaimer, a magnet, a Process steam (saturated)

disc screen, a chip hog for overs, a 40,000- Flow rate 437.94 lbm/hr

cubic-foot green-chip storage silo with Pressure i00.00 psig
reclaimer, and various conveyors and bucket Quench water

elevators. Flow rate 68.68 lbm/hri

Temperature 60.00 "F

The drying system is a package item Sparger-tube heat losses

selected to meet the specifications and costed by Total 999.00 kBtu/hr
the MEC Company. lt consists of a green-chip Hot-drylng gas

metering bin, a heavy-duty triple-pass rotary Temperature 1200.00 °F

dryer, a cyclone separator, a dryer exhaust fan Methane rate 10.78 lbm/hr
with stack, a fines screen, a dried-feed metering Moist-air rate 195.19 Ibm/ht

bin with a weigh-belt feeder, and various saturated-steam rate 366_35 ibm/ht

conveyors and bucket elevators. Steam pressure i00.00 psig
Off-gas stream

The gasifier, combustion system, and Temperature 300.00 °F

charcoal-handling system were sized and costed Flow rate 8509.70 ibm/ht

based on data supplied by American Carbons, Inc. Adiabatic flame temp. 3000.00 °F

These systems consisted of a refractory-lined Higher heating value 26451.00 kBtu/hr

vertical-shaft reactor, a process air supply Steam-turbine/generator
system, a gas-fired steam superheater, an Steam inlet

induced-draft blower, a low-Btu-gas combustion Pressure 400.00 psia

system with a l-second residence time, a charcoal Tomperature 500.00 "F
crusher, charcoal storage bins, and various Steam outlet

conveyors, bucket elevators, rotary valves, Pressure 1.47 psia

piping, and gas ductwork. Power generated ].500.00 kW

Combustion system

The steam and electric power generation Off-gas stream 8509.70 Ibm/ht

system is a package item selected to meet the Natural gas suppl. 391.88 ibm/hr

specifications and costed by First Thermal. It Theoretical air 25502.65 ibm/ht

consists of a water-tube boiler, a turbine/ Excess air 5996.41 Ibm/hr

generator set, a generator switchgear set, a 600°F recycle gas 38959.54 ibm/ht

water-cooled condenser, a cooling tower, a 1800°F comb. gas 79360.18 ibm/ht
boiler-feedwater deaerator and pumping system, Dryer

and a cooling-tower pump. 600°F boiler gas 34520.84 ibm/ht

1800"F comb. gas 5879.80 ibm/hr

Except for the American Carbons gasifier, 60°F ambient air 3695.27 Ibm/ht

the plant consists of well-proven, off-the-shelf Moisture evaporated 4444.44 Ibm/ht

components. Feed inlet temp. 60.00 "F

Feed outlet temp. 150.00 °F

Gas outlet temp. 220.00 °F
Pl_nt Cost Boiler

Pressure 400.00 psia

The plant cost was determined using Temperature 500.00 "F

existing ChE software that had been developed for Steam_ generated 25334.03 ibm/ht

factored cost estimates of complete plants, given Net steam generated 22396.10 ibm/hr
the total purchasod cost of the items on the

process flowsheet (determined as part of the
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construction expenses, contractor*: fees, Table 3--Operating costs for a ohar_recirculatlon

contlngency, and working capital. The process biomass gasification plant configured to produce
claasiflcation was taken to be a aolld-fluid water-grade active charcoal and up to 1.5

processing plant. The plant costs are _iven in megawatts of electrical power.
table 2.

Element Value Units

Table 2-,Capital costs for a char-reclrculatlon _I

biomass gasification plant configured to produce INPUTS
water-grade active charcoal and up to 1.5 Site conditions

megawatts of electrical power. Base electrical icsd: 1022 kW
Peak electrical load: 1500 kW

Boiler/generator operation_ 350 days/y:

Element Cost in 1989 dollars Boiler/generator usage: 24 hfs/day

Electrical demand charge: 8.99 S/kW

Direct coats Electrical rate: 0.03027 S/kW-br

Chipyard (turnkey item; includes Natural gas cost: 0.350 $/100-ft _

purchased equipment, delivery, Water cost: 1.26 S/kgal
installation, instrumentation Sewage cost: 1.50 $/kgal

and controls, piping, and Assumptions

electricsl): 932,000 Gasifler operation: 328.5 days/y:

Dryer Gasifier usage: 24 hra/day

Purchased equipment: 600,000 Feedstock

Delivery: 24,000 Type: Mixed-hardwood ch.lps

Installation: 280,800 Moisture content: 50 pot. (wet)
Instrumentation and controls: 56,160 Cost (wet basis): I0.00 S/ton

Piping (installed): 99,840 Natural gas HHV: 1,040 Btu/ft 3
Electrical (installed): 62,4.00 Time at peak demand: 20 pot.

Gasifier Active charcoal

Purchased equipment: 551,910 Iodine number: 900 mgl/gC

Delivery: 22,076 Molature content _: 5 pot. (wet)

Installation: 258,294 Price: 1,440 S/wet-ton

Instrumentation and controls: 51,659 Discount rate: 30 pot.

Piping (installed): 91,838 Inflation rates

Electrical (installed): 57,399 Revenue items

Boiler/turbine-generator Electricity: 5 pot.

'Purchased equipment: 802,950 Active charcoal: 4 pcr.

Delivery: 32,118 Expense items
Installation: 37.5,781 Feedstock: 4 pot.

Instrumentation and controls: 75,156 Personnel: 4 pcr.
Piping (Inetalled): 133,611 Electricity: 5 pcr.

Electrical (installed): 83,507 Natural gas: 1 pcr.

Complete plant Water & sewage: 1 pot.

Purchased equipment: 1,954,860 Maintenance & repairs: 8 pot.

Delivery: 78,194 Operating supplies: 4 pct.

Installation: 914,874 Laboratory charges: 4 pcr.

Instrumentation and controls_ 182,975 Employee benefits: 4 pot.

Piping (installed): 325,289 Construction time: 1 year

Electrical (installed): 203,305 Project life: 15 years

Building (including services): 508,264 Payment method: End of period
Yard improvements: 264,297 Salvage value: 0 $

Service facilities: 203,305 Cost of capital: 8.50 pot.
Chipyard (turnkey item): 932,000 Land cost: 0 $

........... Gasifier parameters

Direct-cost total: 5,567,364 Ovendry feed. prec. rate: 5,000 Ibm/hr

Other costs Charcoal discharge rate: 1,000 Ibm/ht
Engineering and supervision: 315,123 Charcoal production rate: 69_ Ibm/ht

Construction expenses: 907,369

Contingency: 691,239 OUTPUTS

Construction financing: 374,055 Products

Electricity

• Other-coat total: 2,287,786 Demand: 1,500 kW

...... === Production: 9,391,100 kW-hr/y:

Fixed capital investment: 7,855,150 Active charcoal (wet): 2,876 tons/y:
Working capital: 282,870 Consumables

...... m_== Feedstock (wet): 39,420 tons/yr

Total capital investment: 8,138,020 Natural gas: 28,157,194 kBtu/yr
Electricity

Demand: 379 kW

Usage: 2,488,639 kW-hr/yr

Water, 18,079 kgal/yr

QDeratinu Cqs___ Sewage, 1,000 kgal/yr

Using correlations of the utility data from

the plant simulator and the unit cost of

utilities, the utility costs were determined.

The model computes the total electrical cost to MCW), and the cost of money was taken to be 8.5

operate the plant as if the power were being percent. A construction time of one year and a

purchased. Maintenance costs were taken to be project life of 15 years were also used.

two percent of the fixed capital investment.

The Year-I financial projection in 1989

The 1989 unit operating costs and the debt dollars is given in table 4. It is based on the

service elements are given in table 3. For this financial data of tables 2 and 3.

measure of the project viability, the feedstock

cost was taken to be $I0 per wet ton (50 pct.

!
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Table 4--Year-I financial projection for a char- Table 5--_nveetment analysis for a char-

recirculation biomass gasification plant recirculation biomass gasification plant

configured to produce water-grade active charcoal configured to produce water-grade active charcoal

and 1.5 megawatts of electrical power, and 1.5 megawatt: of electrical power.

Element 1989 dollars Element 1989 dollars

R_venues Net investment: 8,138,020

Electrlcitys 446,089

Active charcoal (IN = 900)t 2,897,370 Simple payback: 3.95 years

Total revenues: 3,343,459 Net present value of operating
.... ====n income for project life at

Operating expenses assumed qost of capital: 14,201,482
Feedstock ($10/green-ton)_ 394,200
Personnel Internal rate of return for

Opera:ines 218,320 project life: 29.02 pat.

Superviaory_ 95,000

Clerlcalz 13,500 Profitability index: 2.745
Utilities

Electricity: 116,227

Natural gas: 94,760

Water= 22,780

Sewage= 1,501 The total capital investment is 8.14

Maintenance and repairs: 145,096 million dollars, an extremely high cost if it
Operating supplies: 21,764 were only a biomass energy plant. The importance

Laboratory charges! 21,832 of the active charcoal product is clearly shown
Employee benefits: 136,794 under the ¥ear-i revenues in table 4.

IL%cremental net working capital: 0

With a Year-1 operating income of over two

Total operating expenses: 1,281,774 million dollars and a debt service cost somewhat

Operating Incomes 2,061,685 less than a million dollars, almost 1.1 million

.... =.... dollars are generated for R&D activities.

Debt service (8.50 pcr.): 979,984'

The investment analysis given in table 5

Research and development funds puts a positive light on the economic feasibility

generated: 1,081,701 of this project in that the simple payback period

i8 about four years, the net present value (NPV)
i8 14 million dollars on an 8-million-dollar

investment, the internal rate of return (IRR) is

about 29 percent, and the profitability index
Financial Analys_s (PI) is about 2.7.

Since the plant was taken to be located on By its very nature, the unit price of

University Property, no land c08t was included, active charcoal varies such that Its product with

Also, not-for-proflt operation of the plant was the plant's charcoal yield is essentially a

assumed. Therefore, simple payback period, net constant. Taking this to be the case, the effect

present value, internal rate of return, and of the charcoal yield on the plant's internal

profitability index are adequate indicators, rate of return and the charcoal's iodine number
i8 shown in figure 1. With the revenue from the

A good measure of the project viability is sale of charcoal a constant, the IRR increases
given by the scenario of table 3, defined under with decreasing charcoal yield because of the

"Inputs." The gasifier was set up to produce increased gasification, and the concomitant
active charcoal with an iodine number Of 900 and increased electrical power generation.

electric power such that: the boiler/generator is Therefore, the active charcoal product can be
' operated 350 days per year, producing unaugment_d changed to meet the market opportunities with

power 80 percent of the time (1,022 kW) and little effect on the economic performance of the

augmented power of 1,500 kW 20 percent of the plant.

time; and the gasifler is operated 328.5 days per
year. Downtime for both is due to scheduled and
unscheduled maintenance. Conclusion

Data generated by the economic model are Recognizing that the mixed hardwood models

given under "Outputs" in table 3, and in tables 4 for the pyrolysis and activation processes are
and 5. Brief descriptions of these data follow, economically conservative, given a market for the

active charcoal, this plant is Judged to be
The products are electric power and active economically viable.

charcoal. Since this plant will be displacing
power, net selling power, its value i8 the full

value of purchased power, including demand. Recommendat[oD__

(Note that natural gas must be purchased to meet
peak demand.) Based on the results obtained with the

pyrolysis and gasification models for mixed-

The value of the active charcoal was hardwood minl--chips, the recommendations are as
obtained by taking it to be that of a commercial follows:

wood-based active carbon with an iodine number of

900. Since the plant's charcoal is to be sold in Q The pyrolysis and gasification studies for

bulk in crushed form to an active carbon white oak and yellow poplar paper-grade

: supplier, the charcoal price was discounted by 30 chips should be completed, and empirical
percent, models of these processes should be

developed.
The "Consumables" require no explanation;

however, note that :hs plant has a peak demand of Q The economic model should be m/_dified to

379 kW for its operation. Thus, it is an pea, it direct entry of produc& and utility
e_porter of electric power to the University.
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Figure 1--Internal rate of return and iodine

number versus active charcoal yield for a char-

recirculation biomass gasification plant

configured to produce active charcoal and up to

1.5 megawatts of electrical power.
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Winter Rapeseed Oil as a Renewable Fuel for the significantly reducing performance or expected
United Star_s I engine llfe (Auld et al. 1988, 1990; Peterson et

f al. 1990). The oil exteracted from industrial

rapeseed, edible quality rapeseed (Canola),
specially designed fuel cultivars of rapeseed,

D. L. Auld, C. L. Peterson and R. A. Korus 2 and other oilseed crops could ali potentially be

used to produce BIODIESEL (Auld et ai. 1990).

This paper briefly summarizes recent research on

_C _'anola s _ BIODIESEL conducted at the University of Idaho.i._ Production of winter rapeseed andexpected to increase rapidly over the

next few years in the U.S. The University of MATERIALS AND METHODS
Idaho, in cooperation with the Dept. of Energy's
Herbaceous Energy Crops program, has conducted ]____

research since 1985 to identify potential
production areas in this country where rapeseed Six cultivars of winter rapeseed and Canola

could be grown as a source of BIODIES_EL. (Brassi_ B_ L. sap. plelfera (Metzg) Sinsk.)
Because of the severe winters in the northern were evaluated at selected sites across the U.S.

tier of states, spring cultivars are best from 1986 to 1990 to determine the potential

adapted in that area. Across much of the center yield of BIODIESEL. .These cultivars which were
of the country, conventional biennial cultivars selected to represent a broad range of potential

have produced good seed yields. In the adaptation and were grown as part of the U.S.
southeast, _.nter cultivars could optimize Winter RapeSeed Variety Trial coordinated by the

production. Endurance engine tests have shown University of Idaho. During the 1986-87, 1987-
that BIODIESEL (methyl ester of industrial 88, 1988-89 and 1989-90 growing seasons, seed
rapeseed oil) was equivalent to diesel in both was harvested at I0, Ii, i0, and 17 locations,

engine performance and durability. Commercial respectively (Mahler & Auld 1987, 1988, 1989,
production of Canola and rapeseed crops could 1990). At each location, the six check

create a tremendous reservoir of vegetable oil cultivars were evaluated for seed yield, percent
which could be processed and used as BIODIESEL oil and total oil production. These trials used

to provide a biologically renewable, I a randomized complete block experimental design
ronmentally friendly source of liquid fuel. J with four replications. The six cultlvars

evaluated in the 1987, 1988, and 1989 trials

Keywords: BIODIESEL, Methyl Esters, Canola, were Bienvenu, Brldger, Cascade, Dwarf Essex,
Engine Endurance, Engine Emissions Glacier, and Jet Neuf. The six cultivars

evaluated in the 1990 trials were Bienvenu,

Bridget, Cascade, Humus, Glacier, and Tapldor.

Percent oil was determined by the University of

During the past decade, the United States Idaho using a Newport MKIIIA Nuclear Magnetic
has become increasingly dependent upon imported Resonance (NMR) instrument on 12 g of oven-dried

oil to meet our energy demands. It_ 1989, open-pollinated seed obtained from each plot.
approximately 2,940 million barrels of oli,
nearly 45 percent of total U.S. consumption,

were imported (U.S. Dept. of Commerce 1990). An BIODIESEL Processln_
interdisciplinary research team at the

University of Idaho has shown that the American The batch esterification plant used to

farmer can help reduce our country's dependence generate the methyl esters (BIODIESEL) has a 756

upon imported oil by using excess agricultural _ I capacity. The components of the system
production to grow winter rapeseed as a part of include: a 1096 1 conical bottomed, cross-

the U.S. Fat_ and Energy Policy. linked polyethylene tank; an R.S. Corcoran model

2000D explosion proof centrifugal pump (75-95 1
The oll extracted from winter rapeseed can per minute capacity) and a 0.2 kW mixer with a

be processed into a biologically renewable 3.4:1 gear reduction unit (1725 motor rpm). The

diesel fuel (BIODIESEL) using very simple polymer tank and system pump were mounted on a
technology and relatively inexpensive equipment 1.2 M by 2.4 M steel platform with caster wheels

(Auld et al. 1988, 1990; Peterson et al. 1989). and forklift eyes. PVC pipe and fittings were
BIODIESEL is produced by reacting the oil used for ali system plumbing. Ali of the
extracted from rapeseed and other oilseed crops reaction, settling, washing, and separating

with either methanol or ethanol. Engine tests occurred in the cross-linked polyethylene tank.e

conducted at the University of Idaho indicate The methanol and potassium hydroxide catalysts

that BIODIESEL could be directly substituted for were premixed in a 189 1 tank prior to being

diesel fuel in unmodified engines without transferred to the larger system tank.

I Presented at the National Bioenergy BIODIESEL_Englne Tests
Conference, Coeur d'Alene, lD, March 18-March

20, 1991. Exhaust Opacity Test

a Professor of Plant Breeding & Genetics, Exhaust opacity and horsepower output were
Professor of Agricultural Engineering, Chairman determined on a 4 cylinder, John Deere turbo-

of Dept. of Lq_emical Engineering, respectively, charged diesel engine. The John Deere turbo-
University of Idaho, Moscow, ID charKed diesel enKine was coupled to a 150
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horsepower, General Electric (GE) dynamometer RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
and opacity meter. The opacity meter is a

standard end-of-llne, light extinction B!ODIESEL Yields
opac£meter manufactured by Telonlc/Berkeley.
Data collection was done using a Hewlett Packard These trials identifJ.ed five production
(HP) 87 computer with HP Basic and a HP 3497-A zones where rapeseed could be grown as a

data acquisition unit. The experiment was commercial crop (fig. i). In the northern tier
conducted using a modified Environmental of states, rapeseed will be primarily grown as a

Protection Agency's (EPA) smoke exhaust test spring annual since existing biennial cultivate

procedure and the Society of Automotive have failed to survive the extreme winters of
Engineer's (SAE) smoke measurement procedure, this region (Auld et al. 1989; Mahler & Auld

1987, 1988, 1989, 1990) Across much of the
central U.S., rapeseed can be grown uslng either

I000 Hour Endurance Test the very hardy biennial cultlvars of turnip
rapeseed (_. _ L.) or conventional

Three Yanmar 3TN75E-S diesel engines (3- biennial cultivars of _. n_P._. In the southern
cylinder, 4-stroke, naturally aspirated, direct portions of the U.S., rapeseed will be most

inJec;ion) were used as the test engines. Each competitive if grown as a winter annual using
has a bore and stroke equal to 75 mm, a either cultlvars with specific vernalization

displacement of 994 ce, an compression ratio of requirements and cold tolerance or by fall
17.6:1 and a one-hour power rating of 16 kW at planting, spring cultivate with high levels of

3000 rpm. These engines were mounted in test frost tolerance.
stands to load and monitor engine tests. Each

: stand had a hydrauli_ dynamometer consisting of The severe winters characteristic of the
a Hydreco gear pump that was cradled for torque northern tier of states, with minimum

measurement and coupled directly to the engine temperature of -30°F or lower, have
clutch shaft. A Sperry-Vickers elec_ronically consistently killed even well established winter
modulated relief valve was used to control the rapeseed (fig. I) (Mahler & Auld 1987, 1988,

pressure on the pump and thus load applied to 1989, 1990_. Commercial rapeseed and Canola

the engine. The fuels used in this study were _ductlon in this zone will require the
I00 percent BIODIESEL (methyl ester of production of spring planted cultlvars. Insect

industrial rapeseed oil), i00 p&_cent No. 2 infestations, high summer temperatures and
commercial grade diesel, and a 50:50 (v/v) blend moisture stress have historically limited
of No. 2 diesel and BIODISSEL. commercial production of spring planted rapeseed

across much of this zone. Exotic species of

This research evaluated the effect of the oilseed Bras$1Ca$ such as _. _ (L.) Cross

three fuels in an extended version of the Engine and _. h_L_ Moench, which are more tolerant of
Manufacturers Association (EMA) standard 200 insects, heat and drought, could expand the

hour screening test which has a severe load spring production area if oilseed cultivars were

: cycle. The EMA test was designed to allow developed in these species.
identification of durability problems associated
with the use of alternative fuels in a Existing cultlvars of winter rapeseed and

relatively short test period. In this study, Canola have consistently survived the winters in

the screening test was extended to 1000 hours the northern U.S. only in those areas in which

: and was the equivalent of five back to back EMA the climate has been moderated by proximity to
tests in measuring engine durabl].ity. The EMA large bodies of water or where consistent snow

test utilizes four engine load cycles cover protects the seedlings during the most
(programmed) over a three hour period. Three severe part of the winter (fig. i) (Mahler &

consecutive sets of these load cycles or nine Auld 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990). Since across much
hours of continuous operation was followed by a of this zone, minimum winter temperatures can

nine hour minimum period during which the often approach -20"F, test locations in
engines are shut down and allowed to reach Mebraska and Kansas have often had very low oil

ambient air temperature. This test cycle was yi,_Ids of less than 250 1 ha -I (table I). The

continued until I000 hours of operation were very ha_dy cu!t_vars of turnip rapeseed (_0
logged on each engine. _.9._L_) may l_e adapted to some of these

areas where _. _p__ does not normally survive

Prior to the test, the engines were and produce good seed yield. Cultivate of

completely rebuilt and then subjected to a short winter hardy turn,lp rapeseed with both low

break-in period using conventional No. 2 diesel levels of erucic acid ard low levels of
as recommended by the manufacturer. At 30 hour glucoslnolates may be commercially available in
interva]sv oi]. samples were taken from each the near future from northern Europe (Au!d et

engine's crankcase and analyzed wear metal al. 1989).

concentrations and vlscos_ty changes. At i00
hour intervals, the crankcase oil was changed The biennial cu]tivars of _. II_ currently

and engines were evaluated for torque injector grown across much of Northern Europe appear to

performance and cylinder compression, be well adapted to the Pacific Northwest, the
lower Plains States and the Northeast where

: minimum winter temperatures seldom exceed -IO°F

(fig. I) (Mahler & Auld 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990).

Most of these cultivars require from six to
eight weeks of vernalization to initiation

flowering and utilize the whole growlng season

=
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Table l--Average annual rainfall, average oil yield, and optimum oil yield of six cultlvars of winter

rapeseed grown as part of the U.S. national winter rapeseed variety trial from 1986 to 1990.

Average
Annual Average O11 Yield Ovtlmum O_,__Yield ,

...... Latitude Rainfall 1987 1988 1989 1990 i_Av_, _9Q7 _9_8 1989 1990 Ave,

....°N ..... _ ........................... ! oil ha "I............ .................

Biennial & Harj_
Biennial Zones:

Kalispell, MT 48,1 548 1182 652 -- 1518 1117 1343 949 -- 1962 1418
Moscow, lD 46.4 616 358 2474 1938 1123 1473 442 3101 2422 1446 1852

Prosser, WA 46.2 180 1971 1.738 1394 2139 1810 2136 2543 1894 2459 2258
Corvallis, OR 44.6 916 1521 1296 00 337 1051 1968 1665 -- 610 1414

Ithaca, NY 42.3 .... ].336 -- 1336 .... 1608 -_ 1608

Lincoln, NE 40.5 667 ...... 55 55 ...... 80 80
Urbana, IL 40.1 1009 ...... 668 668 ...... 1014 1014

Colby, KS 39.2 296 _.__:_ _ -- 228 389 -- _ -- 3492 ___4.?.I

Zone Average 1258 1342 1556 866 987 1472 1772 1974 i131 1265

Facul_ative Winter

Annu_l Zone:

Orange, VA 38 i 900 62 1214 643 608 631 127 1357 719 820 755
Milan, TN 35 9 1359 .... 984 867 925 .... 1171 958 1064

Plymouth, NC 35 5 998 ....... 565 565 ...... 637 637
Clinton, NC 34 6 819 458 -- 505 858 607 664 -- 681 I000 781

MS State, MS 34 2 628 -- I010 .... i010 -- 1256 .... 1256
Clovis, NM 34 1 178 .... 145 245 195 .... 172 306 239

Vernon, TX 34 1 1280 ....... 799 799 ...... 998 998
Blackville, SC 33 2 739 1013 292 583 974 715 1147 639 958 1155 974

Griffin, GA 33 1 874 _ _ 653 677 _ _ _ _ _ ._
Zone Average 503 829 585 699 677 631 1024 752 837 830

_%nter Annual Zone:

Tifton, GA 31.7 864 518 399 325 775 504 768 501 659 876 701

College Station, TX 30.6 760 ___ 260 -- _16 _ _ _ -- 448
Zone Average 425 329 325 445 370 589 442 659 662 557

= _ _ Tsn3)emtum

_ -10_O'F
F_ Wln_Arm_ oWlfF

_: W_WArn_ 10to2_'F

" Figure l.--Five major production zones where Canola and industrial rapeseed can be grown as a source
of BIODIESEL in the United States.
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to produce a crop. Across nineteen trials in production capability with the current plant is
this area, oli yields have averaged 987 1 ha "I 757 liters per week,
(2.6 barrels aere'l), but the best adapted

cultivate produced average ell yields which The BIODIESEL has a higher cetane rating,
exceeded 1250 1 ha "I (3.3 barrels aere "I) (_able lower cloud point and higher viscosity than

I). Areas with limited moisture and severe diesel (table 2). This biologically renewable
winters, such as the High Plains, have produced fuel also has very low concentrations of both

relatively low oil yields, sulfur and aromatic compounds.

The mild winters, adequate winter rainfall

and potential to double crop make the southern BIODIESF_ Engine Tests

U.S. a promising site for rapeseed production
(fig I) (F%S 1989; Mahler & Auld 1987, 1988, Exhaust Opacity Test
1989, 1990). One of the major factors presently

limiting rapeseed and Canola production across Since BIODIESEL has equivalent energy
much of the southeastern U.S. is the lack of content as a No. 2 diesel on a volume basis,

adapted cultivate, Above 33"N latitude in BIODIESEL can be used in unmodified diesel

Tennessee and Virginia, conventional, biennial engines without significantly reducing

cultivate are well adapted, but mature too late horsepower output (fig. 3). Since BIODIESEL
to allow double cropping. Existing cultivate of contains very low levels of both sulfur and
biennial rapeseed and Canola produced average aromatic compounds, BIODIESEL has had

oll yields of 677 1 ha "I (1.79 barrels acre -I) in significantly reduced emissions as measured by
22 trials in this region (table i). opacity of the exhaust (table 2 and fig. 4).
Conventional biennial cultivate grown below _e reduction in particulate emissions of

33°N latitude are often not exposed to BIODIESEL could play a major role in the
sufficient cool. weather to satisfy stringent improvement of air quality.

vernalization requirements and subsequently
flower and mature during warm summer

temperatures which limit seed production. 1000 Hour Endurance Test
Cultlvars with minimal vernalization

requirements, good cold tolerance and early At the initiation of the 1000 hour _/_A test,

maturity are needed to optimize seed yield the diesel fuel engine had the highest
potential of rapeseed grown as a source of horsepower followed by the 50 percent BIODIESEL-

BIODIESEL across much of the southern U.S. 50 percent diesel and the BIODIESEL engines.
The diesel fueled engine reached its peak power

In extreme southern regions of the U.S., output at 200 hours and gradually declined
Canola and rapeseed cultivate developed for through the remaining test period. The

spring planting in more northern latitudes can BIODIESEL fueled engine reached its peak output
be successfully grown as a winter crop (fig. I), at 500 hours and the engine fueled on the 50

Seed yield in the seven trials in this area has percent BIODIESEL fuel mix reached its peak at

averaged only 370 1 ha'* (0.98 barrels acre "I) 800 hours. The BIODIESEL fueled engine produced
(table I) (Mahler & Auld 1987, 1988, 1989, more power than the engine fueled with the 50

1990). Production of cultlvars adapted to this percent BIODIESEL from the 200 hour mark on.
area with good frost tolerance and good pest

resistance could improve yield by over 50 Engine wear was evaluated on the basis of
percent to 557 1 ha "I (1.5 barrels acre'1), the concentrations of iron wear metals in the

lubricating oil. Iron was used as an index of

Using adapted cultivars of winter rapeseed, engine wear since it reflects erosion of
most regions in the U.S. could produce in excess cylinder walls which have historically been a

of 900 1 of oil per hectare (2.4 barrels per consistent site of engine failure, Iron
acre) (Paterson et al. 1990). With yields of concentration in the crankcase oil of the diesel

this level, diversion of approximately 25 fueled engine was consistently higher than in

percent of the available crop land in the U.S. the BIODIESEL and 50 percent BIODIESEL fueled
to the production of BIODIESEL fuels could engines (fig. 6). However, wear of all engines
replace ali of the petroleum products previously was well within the allowable limits. The

imported from both Iraq and Kuwait (fig. 2). If BIODIESEL fueled engine may have had lower iron
the 33 billion liters (218 million barrels) of concentrations since the combustion of BIODIESEL

ell produced on this land were used as produces both lower peak pressures and a slower

BIODIESEL, it could provide a third of our rate of pressure rise.
country's transportation diesel while reducing

our deficit of foreign trade by over five Based upon evaluation of engine power and
billion dollars, iron wear in the 1000 hour EMA test, the

durability of engines run on BIODIESEL appears
to be equivalent to or perhaps slightly better

_IODIESEL Process_i_ than engines run on conventional diesel fuel.

The 5496 liters of BIODIESEL (methyl ester
of industrial rapeseed oil) fuel used in these SUMMARY

engine tests were produced in the batch

esterification plant. _le total volume of The University of Idaho will continue to
BIODIESEL that has been produced in this plant conduct research to develop the _echnology

is 8782 liters to date. The methyl ester necessary for commercial production of BIODIESEL



Table 2--Puel properties of a BIODIESEL (methyl _ Opaotty
14

ester of winter rapeseed oil) in comparison to
No. 2 diesel. "

...... _ , ,, , , , 12
DIESEL

PRoPzIES BIODIESLDiesel 1o...... ..........................................

Cetane Rating 54.4 47.8

Flash Point (°C) 87,0+ 80.0 a _ ....... f_IODiF_--sEL......................... _-_" .....................
Cloud Point (°C) -2.2 -12.2 ' _q __"_
Pour Point (°C) -9.4 -28.9 4 ......................................................................._- --_
viscosity(es)e4o.c 60 32

@ IO0°C 2.39 1.26 2 ......... . ............... =-'_
Sulfur (pet,wt) < 0.005 0.29

Density (kg/L) 0.874 0. 852 0 ,
2700 2800 2900 3000 i,OO

Heat of Combustion Engine RPM
kJ/kg (gross) 35376 38537

Figure 4.--Smoke emissions measured as percent
opacity of a BIODIESEL fuel (methyl ester of

Based on analysis _of samples sent to Phoenix industrial winter rapeseed oil) and diesel at
Chemical Lab. Inc., Chicago, Illinois. five engine speeds.

% 1989 U.8. P,trol®umMarket= ENGINE POWER (hp)

140[ _ 25'
120_- ........ ........

.... .... ------.__ DIESEL BIODIESEL

so 50% BIODIESEL

40 17 .............................

20

_,5 1 .....L ' * l _,J__. L I J
• ' 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 lO00C z m _ .... L .

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 ENGINE HOURSU.8. TotalCropArea

Figure 2 --Potentia]. of BIODIESEL to replace oil Figure 5.--Power vs. hours during a i000 hour' EMA endurance engine test of BIODIESEL, a
historically imported from Iraq and Kuwait and mixture of 50 percent BIODIESEL/50 percent No. 2

transportation diesel used in the U.S. diesel, and No. 2 diesel.

)PM Iron
7o

" Horaepower DIES.EE_

25 I DIESEL ] so .............................. ..-----

5O

40 ....................................... _

-_ 10 ................................................................ 20[-............................................................

5 ............................................ 10

0 _ , , 150 300 400 500 600 7OO 900 1000
- 2700 2800 290O 3000 3100 Engine Hours

Engine RPM

Figure. 6.--Concentrations of iron wear metal in
Figure 3.--Horsepower of BIODIESEL fuel (methyl the crankcase oil of three diesel engines run on

--- ester of industrial winter rapeseed oil) and no. BIODIESEL, a mixture of 50 percent BIODIESEL/50

2 diesel at five engine speeds, percent No. 2 diesel, and No. 2 diesel during a
1000 hour EMA endurance engine test.
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ETHANOL FROM MIXED WASTE PAPER 1 A study by the Washington State Energy Office
(WSEO) evaluated MWP as a fuel in existinl_ boilers
and detennined the MWP chemical compositton (Lyons
and Kerstetter, 1990). The MWP average ash content

James D, Kerstetter & John Kim Lyons 2 was 9.8 percent, moisture content was 7.3 percent, and a
higher heating value of 7,187 Btu per pound. The heavy

technology, markets, and economcsi- for-- metal composition of the MWP was also measured and}-_ The "_ found not to constitute an environmental problem.
[_coriverting mixed waste paper to ethanol in Washington The conversion of MWP to ethanol fuel involves

were assessed. The status of enzymatic and acid degrading the paper to simple sugars and then
hydrolysis projects were reviewed. The market for fermenting the sugars to ethanol. Glucose and mannose
ethanol blendczt fuels in Washington shows room for are easily femaented, xylose requires special treatment.
expansion, The economics for a hypothetical plant t Samples of residential and commercial MWP were

shown to be profitable. I collected and analyzed for potential sugar content:.u__ngenzymatic hydrolysis were .........

Keywords: Ethanol, Municipal Solid Waste, Mixed Component Residential Commercial

Waste Paper ...... Weight Percent- ....
Glucose 55.97 68.63
Mannose 5.61 7.76

Washington State has taken aggressive action on the Xylose 8.32 12.35
management of municipal solid waste. A recycling goal Lignin & inert 30.10 11.26
of fifty percent was established by the legislature. For a
recycling program to be successful, there must be a The relatively low xylose concentrations make the
convenient collection service, continuing education and recovery of ethanol from xylose uneconomic.
promotion, and a market for collected materials. Colmnercial MWP has higher glucose and mannonse

concentrations and lower lignin and inert concentrations
The domestic market currently has or is building the than residential MWP. Both of these characteristics

capacity to use all the glass, newsprint, aluminum, tin make c_mmercial MWP the preferred feedstock.
cans, and corrugate materials that are collected. Mixed
waste paper is the one conm_odity that presently has
limited domestic markets and the one without any clear QUANTITY t)F MIXFD WASTE PAPER
future markets. A majority of the mixed paper collected
in Washington state is exported, and the selling price is The study performed by Matrix determined that
decreasing, recycling progranas collected 60,000 tons of MWP in

1990. About 20,000 tons were used by mills in the
This paper assesses the technologies, markets, and region and the remainder was exported to Pacific Rim

economics for producing ethanol fuel from mixed waste countries. They projected that 550,000 tons may be
paper haWashington. The chemical and physical collected by the year 2000 if MWP prices increase.
characteristics of mixed paper are reviewed as well as Western Washington would generate over 80 percent of
the quantity generated. Several conversion this amount. Matrix asserted that the recycling rate for
technologies are considered and the expected yields and MWP must increase to over 50 percent for the state to
economics are assessed. The current and potential meet its 50 percent recycling goal.
market for ethanol fuels in Washington are evaluated.
Finally, the economics of using an enzymatic process to
produce ethanol from mixed paper at a hypothetical CONVERSION TECHNOLOGIES
facility in Washington are presented.

There are three basic steps in converting paper into
ethanol. First is the separation of cellulose,

CHARACTERISTICS OF MIXED WASTE PAPER hemicellulose, and lignin. A pretreatment process
mechanically reduces the size of the feedstock and then

Mixed waste paper (MWP) is a heterogeneous mixture chemically reacts the material producing a mixture that
consisting of box board, magazines, junk mail, some can be separated into component streams. Cellulose is
newspaper, and other varieties of paper. A recent study the major component and must be broken down
characterized the composition for several sources of (hydrolyzed) into glucose before it can be fermented to
MWP (Matrix, 1990). They found newsprint, corrugate ethanol. This can be accomplished by use of acids or by
and magazines to be the principal components of enzymes. The hemicellulose is generally converted into
residential recyclables; ledger paper, catalogs, and xylose sugars during the initial pretreatrnent steps.
corrugate were the principal commercial components. Lignin is separated but not changed during pretreatment.
The variety of grades of paper is one reason MWP is
difficult to sell to the traditional fiber markets. The second step is conversion of sugars into ethanol.

Ordinary yeast can be used to convert glucose to
ethanol. Yeast will not convert xylose into ethanol and

: different organisms must be used. In general, the xylose
sugars would not be fermented because of their
relatively low concentrations in paper. The final step is

1presented at the National Bioenergy Conference, Coeur concentrating the ethanol by distillation. The lignin and
d'Alene, ID, March 18-21, 1991 xylose can be recovered and used as a fuel to generate

steam and electricity or used to produce by-products
2Bioenergy Program Manager and Energy Specialist 3, such as anirnal feed or furfural.
respectively, Washington State Energy Office, 809
Legion Way FA-1 I, Olympia, WA 98504-1211.
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Previous Studies Specific fox'PaperFeedstocks ETHANOL FUEL MARKETS IN WASHINGTON

Six published studies evaluating waste paper as The use of ethanol blended fuels has grown
feedstock for conversion to ethanol fuel were reviewed, substantially over the past decade. In 1979, 194,000
Two of the studies investigated dilute acid hydrolysis _allons of ethanol fuel were consumed in Washington
processes. One by Rugg and the other by the Tennessee :state. By 1989, nearly 6.5 million gallons of ethanol, or
Valley Authority (TVA). Four studies investigated 65 million gallons of ethanol blended fuel, were
enzymatic hydrolysis, including those by Gulf Oil consumed by Washington motorists (Washington State
Chemical, U.S. Army Natick Laboratory, Proctor and Department of Licensing, 1990).
Gamble, and the Solar Energy Research Institute
(SERI). Unpublished paper to ethanol activities were Independent oil companies dominate the regional
identified and contacted by telephone including the marketing of ethanol blended fuel as all of the large oil
work by Ontario Ministry of Energy and Biomass companies discontinued its sale in the mid-eighties,
International. The work by TVA, Gulf Oil Chemical The three primary companies responsible for
Company, and SERI all evaluated the cost of production distributing ethanol blended fuel in Washington are
and their results are discussed in the economics section Time Oil Company of Seattle, Washington, Ethanol
of this paper. Marketing Inc,, of Boise, Idaho and CENEX, a national

agricultural co-op.
In 1975, the U,S. Amay Natick Laboratory reported

sugar yields obtained by converting several different Time Oil serves Western Washington dealers,
types of industrial paper waste using enzymatic providing ethanol fuel to approximately 50 retail
hydrolysis (Andren, 1975). They also showed the stations composed primarily of Jackpot dealers. Time
importance of pretreatment methods on sugar yields, sells approximately 300,000 gallons of ethanol per
For example, yields ranged from 26 percent for boiled month. Ethanol Marketing Incorporated (EMl) and
water pretreatment to 70 percent for a pot milling CENEX supply Eastern Washington dealers, serving
pretreatment, about 60 outlets comprised primarily of CENEX and

Circle-K Stores. EMl distributes approximately 100,000
Procter & Gamble Paper Company recently evaluated to 120,000 gallons per month of ethanol to Eastern

the simultaneous saccharification and fermentation Washington dealers. CENEX supplies a similar amount
process to produce ethanol from their pulp and paper to their dealers.
mill waste fiber (Easley, 1989). Testing was done in the
laboratory and at a pilot plant fermenter with a 2,600 The demand for ethanol currently exceeds the region's
gallon capacity. Various fiber pretreatments were also production capacity. Combined Washington, Idaho and
evaluated. The pilot scale optimization studies indicated Montana consume more than 11 million gallons of
yields of 86 to 94 gallons of ethanol per ton of fiber, ethanol per year, with Washington being the largest

market followed by Idaho at 4.5 million gallons and
Since the mid-70's, Professor Barry Rugg has been Montana at 250,000 gallons. This level of consumption

working on a dilute acid hydrolysis process that uses a exceeds the region's production capacity by 3 million
modified screw extruder (Green and others, 1989). The gallons, the balance being imported from outside the
extruder allows accurate control of temperature, region.
pressure, and residence time, ali of which are critical in
dilute acid hydrolysis process. A one ton per day pilot Future markets
plant was constructed with support from the
Environmental Protection Agency, Using a refuse Future ethanol markets in Washington State could '
derived fuel (RDF) type of feedstock, glucose yields of include an expanded presence as a gasoline extender and
50 percent were achieved. That is equivalent to an octane enhancer. In 1988, motor gasoline sales in
ethanol yield of 47 gallons per ton of RDF .... Washington exceeded 2.2 billion gallons. Over the

same time, blended ethanol sales reac:hed slightly more
Biomass International, a privately funded organization than 59 million gallons (5.9 million gallons of ethanol),

located in Ogden, Utah, have an agreement with Weber representing a market share of less than 3 percent of
County, Utah to process ali the county's MSW, total gasoline sales. Other states, most notably those
approximately 550 tpd. Biomass will separate the located in the corn rich Midwest, have achieved much
MSW into a fiber fraction, a recyclable fraction, and a higher ethanol penetration rates than Washington. For
disposal fraction. They will use concentrated example, in 1988, ethanol blended fuel sales in
hydrochloric acid (HCI) hydrolysis to convert the fiber Nebraska exceeded 34 percent of total gasoline sales.
into sugars and expect an 85 percent recovery of By comparison, ethanol blended gasoline accounts for
fermentable sugars. This should give a yield of 40 slightly more than 7 percent of the total U.S, gasoline
gallons of ethanol per ton of as- received MSW. Their consumption (DOE, 1989).
56 tpd MSW to ethanol demonstration pilot plant was 50
percent complete as of December 1990. Increasing the demand for ethanol blend fuels in

Washington should not present a problem. Given an
"/'heOntario Ministry of Energy recently entered into a ethanol blend market share of only 7 percent of total

jointly funded project with Biohol and Stake state gasoline use, the national average, would increase
Technology to investigate the conversion of waste paper the state consumption of ethanol to over 15 million
to ethanol. The projects objective is to compare the gallons per year. Unde: a more aggressive scenario of
ethanol yields from paper samples using acid hydrolysis 25 percent of the total state gasoline use, more than 53
and an enzymat'_chydrolysis technology to determine million gallons of ethanol fuel could be consumed in
which is the "best". Pretreatment will be by a steam Washington each year.
explosion process. The project is scheduled for

. completion by November 1991.
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Ethanoi's MarketValue ECONOMICS OF ETtiANOL PRODUCTION
i t,

The ethanol fuel industry is heavily subsidized by tax Information on the cost of producing ethanol from
credits and at present could not exist without waste paper comes from published reports by TVA
Government support. These credits are integral to the (Barrier, 1990), Gulf (Emeret, 1980), and SERI (SERI,
value of ethanol. IJ_Washington State, federal and state 1990).
tax credits combine to form a subsidy of approximately
9 cents per gallon for a 10 percent ethanol/gasoline These reports are based on proposed facilities using
blend. This is equivalent to $0.90 per gallon of ethanol, technologies that in some cases have not been
The Federal and State subsidies are scheduled for sunset demonstrated on a commercial scale. These studies
on December 31, 2000, and December 31, 1992, provided data on the cost of production and the major
respectively, assumptions for each facility are shown below:

While government subsidies help set the value of Parameter TVA Gulf SERI
ethanol to the producer, the rack, or wholesale price of
gasoline sets the market price for ethanol blend fuels. Feedstock RDF RDF Paper
Unless it can be marketed as a premium fuel, the pump Size, tpd 500 2,000 2,000
price for a 10 percent ethanol blent; _houldequal the Yield, gal/ton 30 71 65
price of regular unleaded. Therefore, a distributor of Technology acid enzyme enzymeCapital Cost,MS 45.5 134.6 90.6
ethanol blends has to sell his fuel at a price equal to or Capiial Cost,$/gal 8.72 2.68 2.24
below the wholesale price a dealer would pay for regular O&M Cost, $/gal 1.07 0.61 0.34
unleaded. Since a dealer would be indifferent to an Feedstock Cost,S/ton -30 14 10.75ethanol blend if it is sold at the same price as gasoline, a
distributor will typically sell the fuel at a cost 1 or 2 Feedstock Cost,$/gal -0.95 0.185 0.166
cents below wholesale gasoline prices. Depreciation, yr 20 10 15By-products furf animal elec

elec feed
The historical relationship between wholesale gasoline By-product CO2prices and ethanol selling prices is shown in Figure 1.

The ethanol prices are FOB Decatur, IL. The wholesale Credit, $/gal 1.08 0.42 0.07
gasoline prices are national average figures. The ROI, percent 19 BT 15AT 10 AT
calculated ethanol price curve is the sum of the
wholesale gasoline price and the federal and Illinois Selling Price, $/gal 1.25 1.44 0.88
state incentives; less an assumed marketing cost of
$0.22/gallon. The calculated price is very close to the Abbreviations:
actual selling price beginning in about 1985. Before O&M= operations and maintenance, no feedstock costs
1985 ethanol sold for a premium sometimes even above ROI = return on investment, all assumed 100% equity
the indifference price. For predictive purposes, the AT = after federal taxes and BT = before federal taxes
ethanol selling price in Washington is assumed to follow M$ = million 1990 dollars
the relationship between wholesale gasoline prices and furf = furfural; elec = electricity
incentives.

The TVA, Gulf, and SERI studies are differentiated by
the technologies considered, the size of the facility, the
capital cost, the feedstock cost, and the by-product
credits. These differences, in general, are the factors

' -- most sensitive in determining the required selling price1,8q

i ..'" ." _ ...... .. of ethanol fuel.
161".... ?........ /""_'("'_: ............................. TVA considered dilute acid hydrolysis at a relatively

"_1,d............. _.............. .-e...._. ................... r" small facility. Both the technology and the small size• / _ . , result in a high capital cost per gallon of annual
,; / i _. t.

_-2]t .......... it ....................... _.............. j3" .... capacity. TVA used a cost of $8.72 per gallon of annual

! _ati_.t capacity, while Gulf and SERI used a capital cost of

$2.68 and $2.24 per gallon of annual capacity,
respectively. This high capital cost results in high fixed

0 ............ costs for this type of facility.
0.6 TVA also assurned that they would receive a tipping

I / / fee of $30/ton for the waste-derived feedstock. Gulf and

0,_, _, , , , , , , ,,_-J SERI assumed they would purchase feedstock at a cost
l_a0 1 l_a,_ 1_ 1_ 1_o of $14/ton and $10.75/ton, respectively. The yield of

---- Wh_ _ .... At_u_[2 ........ Et_nol -- c_t_ _ ] ethanol per ton of feedstock also showed substantial
-, differences. TVA assumed 30 gallons per ton, Gulf

assumed 71 gallons per ton, and SERI assumed 65

Figure 1. Historical relationship between wholesale gallons per ton. Thus the contribution of feedstock cost
gasgline prices, ethanol, fuel selling price, and calculated ' per gallon of ethanol were $0.17/gallon for the SERI
ethanol selling price based on incentives, process, $0.19/gallon for Gulf and, a credit of $1.00 per

gallon for the TVA process,
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By-products play an important role in determining the Revenues fror_ Sale of Ethanol
required selling price for ethanol fuel. TVA assumed
income from the sale of furfural, carbon dioxide, and Revenues are the most important factor affecting
electricity in addition to the ethanol sales, The by- profitability. The selling price for ethanol fuel depends
product credits were assumed to provide $1,08 of on wholesale gasoline prices, federal and state
income for each gallon of ethanol produced, This large incentives, and marketing costs. Marketing costs and
by-pzodUCtcredit plus the tipping fee income incentives are fairly well defined. Gasoline prices are,

counterbalance the large capital and operating costs for and probably will continue to be, volatile. Federaltheir proposed facility. Gulf and SERI also considered incentives are currently worth $0,54 per gallon of
incomes from by-product sales. Gulf assumed that they ethanol when blended with gasoline and state incentives
would produce an animal feed from the material that are worth $0,37/gallon, Marketing costs vary between
was not converted into ethanol. SERI assumed that they $0,20-0.30/gallon of ethanol, The ethanol selling price
would burn the non-fermentable material and provide is assumed equal to the wholesalegasoline price plus
process energy plus excess electricity that could be sold, $0,70 to account for incentives andmarketing costs.

Each study looked at the overall economics of the The future price of wholesale gasoline and thus the
facility from a different viewpoint. TVA assumed a price of ethanol fuel cannot be accurately predicted,
selling price for the ethanol and by-products, assumed However, by assuming that gasoline prices will vary as
100 percent equity financing, and calculated a return On they have in the period 1978 tlu'ough 1990, the expected
investment before taxes, Gulf computed the required distribution of ethanol prices can be computed. Figure 2
selling price of ethanol to provide a 15 percent after-tax shows the cumulative frequency disti'ibution of
return on investment, SERI calculated an operating cost wholesale gasoline prices over the past thirteen years
after taking by-product credits and determined the and provided the basis for determinmg the probability of
required ethanol selling price to provide a 10 percent wholesale prices exceeding a particular value. For
after-tax rate of return, example, Over the past thirteen years the wholesale

gasoline prices have been greater than $0.55 per gallon
80 percent of the time, Ethanol prices would be higher

Economics of Ethanol Production from by the value of the incentives available.
Mixed Waste Paper in Washington

The estimated cost of producing ethanol fuel ft'ore ..............
mixed waste paper in Washington is based on previously 1
published studies (SERI,1990 and Erneret, 1980). The
values assumed should only be used to consider the ao
practicality of such a venture and the sensitivity of the 1: ao
project to major project variables. The actual costs of
producing ethanol requires more in-depth and detailed 70

iexamination. . ao

A hypothetical facility was considered that uses
enzymatic lr,vdrolysis and has a capacity to process .]
250,000 teas per year of mixed waste paper. The

, feedstock is be purchased at $15/ton from both
residential and commercial recycling programs, The a)
facility produces 17.5 nfilli,on gallons of ethanol per year 10
and sells electricity as a by-product. The Gulf and SERI
studies were used to arrive at reasonable base case
values for capital and O&M costs. The yields are based o.4o o._ o.8o o._,0 o,ao 0 )0 1.00 1.1o
on samples of mixed waste paper collected in Olympia ......
and analyzed by the Tennessee Valley Authority and
Mycotech, Incorporated. Base case assumptions for the Figure 2. Cumulative distribution of United States
hypothetical plant are: wholesale gasoline price s, 1978-1990.

Parameter Value Return on Investment

Size., tpd 758.00 The profitability of a venture to produce ethanol fuel
Capital Cost, $/gal-yr 3.00 from mixed waste paper can be represented by the return__ Capital Cost, M$ 52.50 on investment (ROI). The return on investment is the
Yield, gallons/ten 70.00 ratio of net income after federal taxes to the dollars
Feedstock Cost, S/ten 15.00 invested in the project. Revenues result from the sale of
Feedstock Cost, $/gal 0.21 the ethanol fuel and any by-products. Expenses include

: O&M Cost, S/gallon 0.45 the cost of the mixed waste paper--feedstock cost--,
By-product credit, S/gallon 0.05 labor, chemicals, maintenance--O&M costs--, and

] Depreciation period, years 15.00 depreciation costs. Depreciation is not a cashDebt fraction 0.00
Tax credit, S/gallon 0.07 , expenditure but represents the return of the capitalinvested. The difference between revenues and

expenses is the gross revenue. Federal taxes are paid on
the gross revenue. The amount of taxes paid is equal to
the tax rate times the gross revenue less any applicable
tax credits. The difference between gross revenue and
taxes is the net income. The net income divided by the
capital invested is the return on investment.

z.
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The RO1 is calculated using the following equation: The following examptle will help explain how tointerpret the results, Figure 4a shows the effect of
ROI=[(revenues - expenses) x tax rate + tax changes in capital cost on ROI, The base case assumed
credtt]/capital a capital cost of $3,00 pei gallon of annual capacity,

There is a 60 percent probability, based on wholesale
where: gasoline prices, that the ROI will be equal to or greater
Revenues = gasoline price + incentives + by-products than twelve percent, If the capital cost were $4,00 per
Expenses = O & M - feedstock/yield- gallon of annual capacity, there would be a 60 percent
capital/depreciation probability that the ROI would be equal to or greater
Capital = Capital cost per gallon of annual capacity than nine percent, Likewise, there is a 100 percent
Tax Rate = federal income tax rate probability, again based on the predicted price of
Tax Credit = federal tax credits gasoline, that the ROI would exceed 21 percent if the

capital cost were $1,50 per gallon of annual capacity,

The selling price of ethanol is the most sensitive
component affecting return on investment. A ten

percent increase in selling price would increase the ROI _ e,o.--
by 23,6 percent. Since the base case ROI is 12 percent, $1."-_0at._
the increased selling price would yield a 14.8 percent g _o.

factor. A ten percent increase in capital cost would give i 40.a 12,5 percent decrease in ROI, down to 10,5 percent.
Figure 3 shows the ROI sensitivity to other revenue and
expense variables. _g3o.

20.......................... :;.r,,,,,,t:'........

i 1,0 ..... --",...g._r_'*." ..... . ..... ._ ._11,._a'_- ................

a_.a_ p_,_a" a,5 ,

I 0 , , '', " _ '
_ oost' -12,s 100 ao 6o 4o 20 o'ProbabilityROI>StatedValue,%

if_edsVx_kcost .,4,1 $10/ton

..............................................

:o 2o ';o ............ ........

.......................

Figure 3. Sensitivity of after tax return on investment _ _...;;,./. .........................................from base case to a ten percent change in revenue and

,, expense variables, Io,.....................................
lOO 80 60 4o 2o 0

Probabtl_ROI>statedvalue,%
It is possible to calculate the probability of a particular

. ROI based on wholesale gasoline prices. Figure 2
showed the historical probability of wholesale gasoline Figure 4. Sensitivity to return on investment. (A) Effect
prices. A return on investment can be calculated for a of changes in capital cost. (B) Effect of changes in
particular gasoline price. The probability of equalling or feedstock cost.
exceeding the calculated ROI is equal to the probability
of the wholesale gasoline price. The effect of changes

= in capital costs, O&M costs, feedstock costs, and state Since one reason for producing ethanol from mixed
: incentives on ROI for various wholesale gasoline prices waste paper is to create a market that may pay higher

were investigated. The probability at a particular ROI is prices fox'paper, its impact on ROI is important, Figure
based on gasoline prices and not on the probability of 4b shows the effect of mixed paper prices on
the capital, feedstock, or other costs, profitability. There is a 100 percent probability that the

ROI will be greater than 4 percent for a $30/ton
feedstock cost and an ROI greater than 10 percent for
$10/ton feedstock,

The state incentive on profitability is important The
ROI would decrease eight percentage points ii' the state
incentive were removed. For the base case, and a fifty
percent probability based on wholesale gasoline prices,
the ROI would de_:line from 16 to 8 percent.
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Summary

On the basis of tile analysis presented above the
production of ethanol rue/from mixed waste paper
appears to be promising, Even for the worst case of no ,
state'tncet'ttive the project,would break even at the
lowest _asoltne prices seen in the last thirteen years, On
the upstde, there Is a fifty percent probability of the after
tax ROI exceeding sixteen percent,

i

CONCI.,USIONS

This report shows that mixed waste paper can be
converted to ethanol fuel using existing technologies,
The market for ethanol fuel is far from saturated and
could use ali the ethanol that is produced, The federal '
and state incentives make the economics look promising
and the federal incentives will rermdn in effect for ten
more years, The supply of t'aixed waste paper is
expected to increase with no new markets readily James D, Kcna¢ttcr,
apparent. Thus, the price of MWP should remain stable
or decrease,
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ETHANOL PRODUCTION FROM PROCESS DESCRIPTION
REFUSE-DERIVED WASTE USING DILUTE
SULFURIC ACID HYDROLYSIS 1 A flow diagram of the dilute acid hydrolysis

process is shown in Figure 1. Feedstock is fed to the
hydrolysis reactor where dilute sulfuric acid (about
2%) is added. The mixture is heated to 1_:'_-180°C for

J.W, Barrier, M.M. Bulls, T.M, Shipley 2 10-25 minutes in which time the cellulose l_ converted
to sugars, Small amounts of furfural and acetic acid
are also produced. The mixture is dewatered, and the
remaining solids are used for boiler fuel, The liquid

INTRODUCTION containing sugars, furfural, acetic acid and sulfuric acid
is fed to a stripper where furfural and acetic acid are

Each year about 1300 pounds of municipal solid removed. The sulfuric acid in the hydrolyzate is then
waste (MSW) is produced per person in the United neutralized with lime, and the resulting gypsum
States [3]. In 1988 alone, about 160 million tons was filtered. The sugar solution is then fermented to
generated by consumers in the form of residential and ethanol, Beer from fermentation is distilled, and the
commercial rubbish [5], This figure is expected to ethanol is dehydrated.
reach 193 million tons by the year 2000 [5], In
addition to the problem of increasing garbage
generation, the number of landfills available for - -n J: --- t,,,, .,_.__ .._

disposal of this waste is decreasing. By 1993, more ,,,,,, I,,,=,,,-- "[_ ,..J_ ,.._'-'q
than one-third of our existing landfills wtll reach their _ ,,,_,*,f----"-'a -_z,.-_q__J -vi I

capacity [31. Also, because of tougher environmental _ [ I '="
regulations, many older landfills will be forced to close , ,,,___,o,,,__ _ ,,o,,
regardless of their future capacity. " ,- 3

As a result of these problems, several technologies
have been designed to reduce the amount of garbage _ "__'J/

requiring landfilling by producing marketable products :.._
from MSW. Traditional alternatives to landfiUing _-_ ,,,,-,- , "'_'*'"_ " _---.r-_---m,. _

include mass burning (burning the entire waste __, _:_ _i_.r___:2

stream) and refuse-derived fuel (RDF) burning which
involves combustion of the waste after recyclables

(metalS,manner[4].glass'andanPlastics)have been removed. Both ....- r_ __' __-_ _.

-_--g'l_,,, - -
types of plants produce either steam or electricity.
About 13% of the nation's waste is treated in this

As alternative to these two methods of

waste utilization, the Tennessee Valley Authority _.
(TVA) is developing technology to produce ethanol Flow dlngramof RDFhydrolyllmproonalng system
and other chemicals from refuse-derived waste,

U A dilute sulfuric acid hydrolysis process has been[
evaluated in laboratory studies using several LABORATORY EVALUATIONS
refuse-derived feedstocks including RDF and
newsprint. Based on the results of these studies, Laboratory tests to define hydrolysis conditions for
preliminary technical and economic evaluations have maximum fermentable sugar yield were performed on
been conducted to determine the commercial potential three types of MSW derived feedstocks as well as

of the technology. This report gives the results of _.. newsprint. The MSW materials varied significantly in
these evaluations, the amount of non-hydrolyzable (plastic, fabric, metal,. ,_..__ glass and ash) components. The newsprint was used as

a homogeneous feedstock to more clearly identify
relationships between hydrolysis parameters (e.g.
hydrolysis time, liquid-to- solid ratio, acid
concentration, temperature, and hydrolyzate sugar
composition). Tests on both MSW and newsprint
were performed in a monel-lined, 20-1iter rotating

_Presented at the National Bioenergy Conference on digester. The majority of the MSW tests have used
March 18-21, 1991, in Coeur d'Alene, ID, 83843 RDF pellets obtained from a commercial MSW

classification facility in Humboldt, Tennessee.

2Presenters are respectively, Program Manager, Project
Engineer, and Engineering Aide for the Tennessee Valley
Authority, Muscle Shoals, AL 35660
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Table 1summarizes process conditions and Table 2. Results of Two,Stage Dilute Acid Hydrolysis
maximum yields obtained from the MSW feedstocks of Refuse-Derived Feedstocks'
and newsprint using a one-stage hydrolysis,

Temperatures ranging from 150-180°C and retention TIME TEMP ETHANOL
times up tO 120 minutes were evaluated. Maximum YIELD ,

sugar yields using newsprint corresponded to about 24 FEEDSTOCK (rain) u (° C) (gal/ton)
gallons of ethanol per ton of feedstock. This yield was

achieved at 1600C using a 15 minute retention time. HUMBOLDT-ONE -34 180 20,5
The next highest yield was obtained using RDF HUMBOLDT-TWO 25 170 12,0
pellets. The maximum ethanol yield (calculated from TOTAL a 32.5
sugars produced) using this feedstock was about 21

gallons per ton, This yield was achieved at 180°C and NEWSPRINT-ONE 15 160 23.8
a retention time of-34 minutes (the negative number NEWSPRINT-TWO 30 170 20.5
indicates the time from start of heatup), TOTADt 44.3

Table 1, Results of One-Stage Dilute Acid Hydrolysis , 5:1 liquid/solid ratio.-2% sulfuric acid--best sugar
of Refuse-Derived Feedstocks a yields

: t, positive nurr hers indicate hydrolysis time after
TIME TEMP ETHANOL reaching tal'get temperature; negative numbers

• YIELD indicate tlm,*,from start of heat-up ,'
FEEDSTOCK (min) t' (°Ci (gal/ton) c ' _ assumes 100% sugar recovery, 100% sugar

conversion, theoretical ethanol yield and 100%
MswI-180 -30 162 10.1 ethanol recovery

d yield from a ton of input feedstock
MSW2-180 0 180 17.8

HUMBOLDT-190 -34 180 20.5 Though not shown in Tables 1 or 2, furfural and
acetic acid are produced during the hydrolysis process,

NEWSPRINT-160 15 160 23.8 Yields of these chemicals have averaged 30 and 40
pounds per ton of feedstock, respectively, for either

' 5:1 liquid/solid ratio, 2% sulfuric acid newsprint or RDF.
b Positive numbers indicate hydrolysis time after

reaching target temperature, negative numbers
indicate time from start of hydrolysis TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC EVALUATIONS
Assumes 100% sugar recovery, 100% sugar
conversion, theoretical ethanol yield and 100% Based on laboratory results, a conceptual design
ethanol recovery was developed for a commercial integrated MSW

processing system with TVA's hydrolysis process as

There were large differences in yield among the the core. A block diaglam of the proposed system is
different feedstocks tested. Because compositional shown in Figure 2. The system involves a front-end
analyses of Humboldt RDF and newsprint residues classification step designed to remove
showed significant quantities of unhydrolyzed cellulose,
tests were conducted to evaluate the improvement of

fermentable sugar production by rehydrolyzing the 'Integrated MSW ProcessingSystem
residue. 'Fable 2 shows the improvement in sugar
yield with reprocessing using a second hydrolysis step.

As shown, potential ethanol yields totaling about 44 _ r .................... r_.°_9_..nEn__,.I,A_ru. ]M,_W CLA_O_FICATION / _ t ..........gallons per ton of newsprint are possible using a _ _ _ _on_c,rcu,o / .._
two-stage process. Two-stage hydrolysis of Humbolt t....... _l ......... r........ w.-_cvct_t._s

. pellets yielded 32 gallons of ethanol per ton. These

results indicate the presence of additional cellulose I " -_--h'-Ft_a.n_'_c_Mr,_.n
that remains unhydrolyzed after a one-stage hydrolysis. _t_ .... I_ po_ --II,-

Additional one-stage hydrolysis tests will be conducted _----_ _x:Ess_o

o,a,=._

to determine if higher temperatures and shorter w^'rE_----Pl --_'_s_uaoE
retention times will result in higher yields. FU_-L]

- _.___,_

/k_.l

.

E
m
_
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non-hydrolyzable materials (glass, metals, plastics, etc.) r-..x.._ TOTALCAPITalINVeST,rUT
for potential recycling. The remaining material " looo TPD.SWP,OCESSI,GrACXLXTV
(mostly paper products and yard and food wastes) is .............................................................

ZTI_ TOTAL COST

fedtothehydrolysisand fermentationprocesswhere ..............................................................
ethanol, furfural, acetic acid and carbon dioxide are
produced. The solid residue from hydrolysis is then ...... _r._._..eo.s..rs_......

used to produce steam and electricity. Electricity in VOr_C.aS.,D-EQ,t_t.T DELIVERED $25,784,355
excess of process requirements is sold. PU._c.^szD-tQu_Sr I,Sra..tarIO, ,7. n15,306

INSTRUMENTATION AND COBTROLS $2', 1578,4:)5

PIPING ,_, 672,1558

preliminary _L._'aXC^L *_,S47,o6IA analysis of the system was ,uxun,Gn ,15,93o,4o2
conducted to determine economic potential. 'ro make yaRDINP._OVrSZNTS ,1,2., _1.SERVICE FAClLITIgS $I_', 118,647

this determination, the tipping fee required to give a ,anD _t,1547,o61
15% return on investment (ROll(based on revenues .......................................... - ..................

TOTal DIRECT PLANT COST $64,1103 044

and operatingcosts)was calculatedand compared ......................................................'....
with fees associated with other existing MSW
utilization technologies, i.oza.er casts

D_._si_nPremise_ _,ozN._.t.GANOSUt.raVISIO, *S,_30.402
CONSTRUCTION EXPENSES $6 _446,089

,mim_mm,.mm_m,mlmlmllm_t4mm,n,lmwmlm._m_mmw...mm m mm,mw.m, mmm.,mltlm._.=w=_.um._mm..

A 1000 ton per day plant size was chosen for the rO'r^LDx._Ec-r_D INDIRecTPta.r COSTS _76,1579,_34
llm._m..mm Im.mlm..mm lmmlm lm mm ampul lmlmlm_mmmmm .m mmlmmm.mm_=ul.,,.lmlmlmlm_mmm.m_lm

basecaseplantdesign,ltisassumedthatabout35% ...... " .....

of the incoming raw garbage is removed in the co,T,_CTo,,'s_,_ _,o_4,1_
classification section prior to hydrolysis. Of this 35%, eONTINGI_C_ $7,7115,_o_

about 67% is recovered in the form of recyclables and ........ _ ---.- .......................................- ., . . . .
the remaining 33% is landfilled. In the hydrolysis . . .-- . .rIX_°'cA"IrA".. I,WST,_.'r. ,._,4o_,_. mum. t,_m. m_ ,mmi.m lmmlm iml.lm..lmlmlm_mmm ._ul_lm.mmmlm_u,,.m.,..w..mmlmmmmmm

section, a one-stage hydrolysis step with an average .o.xi.Gcam'AL _1_.715_,._
ethanol yield of 30 gallons per ton of hydrolysis .lm,_lm.mm mm,, lmmlm,.I.mm mmmmimlm,u.m_m m.mimlmlmlmm ml.mm mmm.mmlmm'lm.m.,.lmm...... _lmmlmmmm

feedstock was used in the design. Furfural and acetic TOT^LcaPITal I.V._M.,_ *_o4.1.,7_4
ml m--mmmmm_'--lmm-- lm--l----------mmmm--m',mmw.,Im--lmwmm.mm.. mim .. m m m mm m _. m .mim .-mm im m

acid yields of 32 and 15 pounds per ton. respectively.
were used for the base case design. The residue from _',_.,_ ,ntot_er_o.cOSTS
hydrolysis which is burned for steam and electricity looo.oo TPORAW GAIIBAGE

production was given a Btu content of 8500 Btu per
pound (based on laboratory results). --_- - (.........................................

OUANTIT'/ _/UNIT (;/'/EAR

"mmlm m _I_ . -- mmmnlmm.mnnmmm.mm.mmm.m., m... mmlmmm mm

.COStEstimates _,^_,_zatn

_SI_ 330,000 -38,37 (12,6611 _ 065)

An estimate of total capital investment for the m,t,r_zc ^czd ,,a_15 TO.DO ,_o,15_7
LINE 6,493 45. O0 292,186

MSW processing system is shown in Table 3. These '/r._,r ,x, 1_o.oo _,o39
_)'IPNS. DIR¥. PIIOSPRATZ 208 50.00 10,423

capital costs are based on vendor quotes for the major uRr.a sa_ 1_15.oo 9,,1_7
SODIUM SULFITE 414 4'! 5.00 196,4158

equipment items and include direct and indirect costs D_,_ (oaL) 11¶,1o15;m o._o no.7,4
such as piping, electrical, engineering and supervision. --'_-'--trrXLXTX.--......................
contingency, etc. A total capital investment of $104 ............._oe-.x.o.GTRR(._) 4o 15oo.oo _o,ooi
million has been estimated for the plant design, eooLx._,ATWS(.o) _t. _o.oo _o,_1
Operating costs for the plant are shown in Table 4. t_DrXt,taNG (TOMS) 87,737 30.00 2,632,11]

Raw material costs include sulfuric acid, lime. yeast, ta,o._ .............. 11,_40,153,

nutrients for fermentation, and ethanol denaturant, s,PPLX. .............. _114,4154
Utilities. la.drilling, labor, supplies, and fixed charges ,tied es_G.
make up the balance of the operating costs. Fixed DlePi_CIATION (110 YEARS) .............. 4,293,o95

INSURAMCE .............. _74 , 090

charges include depreciation (straight line, 20 years), meal _ax,,s .............. _4,o9o
I_kXHTI_ANCE .............. 3,496,3159

insurance, taxes, maintenance, and plant overhead. Pu,m, OW_^D .............. 1,_ao,11_9
Because of the tipping fee associated with the disposal .....immmm_m mm_m m mlm_mm .. talmm mm mm _. mm mmum._m m mmm mm mmm_m ..mm..mcmm .mim mm.

of MSW, the "cost" for this feedstock is negative and a'o'r^L C_STS 5,431,1149
mm.m m'mmmmmmpmmgm mm. mm _w_ mm.mgmmm.4msmm.lmmmlwlm_w_m..mwm.mmmm .mm e_. m mm m

provides a credit to the process, azv,wz
ETIIA_OL (GAL) 4. 61511, oas 1.115 15,815,107

CAR_ON DIOXIDE (TOH) 14,592 10.00 145,916

Revenue from the process is based on the sale of rtmrtn_t. (_.) 2,3_4 aDO.DO I,a91,15,_
recyclables, chemicals, and electricity. Recyclables ^e_rxc sex. Iron) 1,10_ .o.0o _41,_: I_LI_C'J'RZ CITY 7. 931_+07 0.06 4,757,969

include aluminum, ferrous metals, plastics, and glass. (_'_/¥_)a U.ITIIHUM (TON) 4,158 1000.00 4,158,000

Price estimates are based on national averages for Gt_s (Ton) 30,490 115.00 415_,31511uoP. (.xt_) (rort) _,_15 14o.oo 1,_.15,o3o
: these items [6], As shown in Table 4, total annual Prr (_ooa) tTO.) 4,_9 140.00 _4,4_o

revenue from recyclables is estimated to be $7.8 rz_o_s _a_ra_ CTON) a_,_,* _0.oo 1,3.9,3oo
m m m mm4m_mmmmmm mlm_m w_ m ml mmmlmwmmmmmmm|wmlm mmm..m m .m m.m m mm

million. Chemicals produced in the process include Tm'^L ._t'_ZS _, ,o15_,_.
.._,,.,^l ¢,,,.r, .... I -,,_*;,, (a_,;A nn¢t eRrhnn dioxide " .............................................

_ _"_"_"vh "_"_"_" _ ..................... P.-'2Td..m-", O_ !.",U__,9.'_.._._.. _ n._
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Prices for these items were obtained from industry
quotes and the Chemical Marketing Report.gd: [2].
Total revenue from chemicals produced in the process
is estimated to be $8.5 million per year. Anual
revenue from excess electricity is estimated to be $4.7
million, based on $0.06 per kWh.

Based on the costs and revenues associated with

the process, and a required return on investment of
15%, the required tipping fee was calculated to be
$38.37/ton of MSW.

In a study conducted by the Bechtel Group, Inc.
for the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI),
tipping fees for 1000 on-per-day mass burn and RDF
combustion facilities were $56.67 and $61.10 per ton,
respectively (15% ROI included [1]). As can be seen,
TVA's process is competitive with these technologies
in this preliminary estimate.

CONCLUSIONS

Ethanol production from MSW has been achieved
by TVA using dilute sulfuric acid hydrolysis. Product
yields however, have not been optimized and
additional laboratory research is necessary.

Preliminary economic analysis of the processing
system shows that TVA's technology has the potential
to be competitive with existing technologies for waste
utilization• Additional economic evaluations will be

conducted as the process is optimized.
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Performance of a Low Temperature Anaerobic animal production industry in the United States

Digester I since many facilities already utilize hydraulic
flushing for manure collection and anaerobic

lagoons for waste treatment.

L.M. Safley, Jr. and P.W. Westerman 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

_ An earthern digester was constructe_ h Many dlfferent anaerobic digester deslgns

/ to treat the separated liquids from flushed have been proposed for treating animal wastes
dairy cattle manure. A floating cover was used (Ashworth et al., 1984). Some researchers have

to harvest the biogas produced. Satisfactory explored the possibility of biogas production at

digester performance was found for both winter temperatures lower than 35°C. Stevens and

and summer conditions. However, biogas production Schulte (1977) thoroughly reviewed the

was found to fluctuate seasonally with reduced literature regarding 10w-temperature digestion

biogas production being noted during the winter, and found that methanogenesis occurs at

Mean methane yleld was found to be 0.39 m 3 CH4/kg temperatures as low as 4°C. Furthermore, they
VS addedu Mean biogas concentration was 68.7 reported that increases in temperature f_om 4°C

percent CH 4 and 28.2 percent CO 2. The loading to 25°C dramatically increased the rate of
rate during the period of study (10/31/88 - | methanogenesis. Some of the authors reviewed by

_17/91) was 0.12 kg VS/m3-day. stevens and Schulte (1977) found that methane

J
/-- yield (8, m 3 CH4/kg volatile solids (VS) added)

at lower temperatures (20°C-25°C) and higher

Keywords: biogas, lagoon retention times approached that of higher

temperatures and relatively shorter detention

times. In their own research Stevens and Schulte

Anaerobic digestion is a natural process (1977) found that at loadlng rates of 0.61 -

whereby bacteria existing in oxygen-free 1.80 kg VS/m3-day at low temperature (<25°C)

environments decompose organic matter, anaerobic digestion of swine manure proceeded

Anaerobic digesters are designed and managed to without indications of failure. However, low

accomplish this decomposition. As a result of temperature digestion required a solids

this digestion organic material is stabillzed retention time approximately twice as long to

and gaseous by-products, primarily methane and achieve the same VS reduction as did mesophilic

carbon dioxide, are given off. Typically digestion. Sutter and Wellinger (1985)

anaerobic digesters are designed to operate in reported similar findings for cow manure. They

either the mesophilic (20Or - 45°C) or indicated that bacteria can adapt to

thermophilic (45°C - 60°C) temperature ranges, psychrophilic temperatures and exhibit linear

However, methanogenesis has been ebserved at gas production increases in the range of 10°C -

temperatures approaching 0°C. The anaerobic 20°C.

decomposition of organic matter at low

temperatures (< 20°C) is referred to as Anaerobic lagoons are one type of anaerobic

psychrophilic anaerobic digestion. Anaerobic digester (Hart and Turner 1965). However,

digestion at psychrophilic temperatures has not compared to conventional anaerobic digesters,

been as extensively explored as that occurring anaerobic lagoons are designed for relatively

at either mesophilic or thermophilic temperature light loading rates. ASAE (1985) Engineering

ranges probably due to little anticipation for Practice 403 (Design of Anaerobic Lagoons for

the development of economically attractive Agricultural Waste Management) recommends

systems using this technology, maximum loading rates for anaerobic lagoons in

In the past decade the concept of covering an central North Carolina of 0.06 to 0.08 kg VS/m 3-day. The recommended loading rates increase

anaerobic lagoon for the purpose of biogas (rH 4 with increasing mean ambient temperature.

: and CO 2) recovery has emerged. Lagoons are

widely used in the United States to anaerobically

treat animal wastes. Floating covers for Humenlk and Overcash (1976) measured a
biogas production rate of 0.21 m3/m2-day (0.113

harvesting biogas have been successfully m3/m3.-day) from the surface of a pilot scale
= installed on lagoons in several locations

throughout the world (Melvin and Crammond, 1981; anaerobic swine lagoon having a loading rate of
0.36 kg VS/m3-day. Lagoon temperature at the

ADI_ Inc.,1988; Baleari and Bozza, 1988;

Cadwallander, 1987; Chandler et al., 1983; time of biogas measurement was not reported.

Seaman Corporation, 1989). The basic concept The gas composition was 70 percent CH 4 and 25

is to use the floating cover to harvest methane percent CO 2 This would give a methane yield

as it escapes from the surface of the lagoon. A (B) of 0.22"m 3 CH4/kg VS added. Allen and

collection system is then used to concentrate the Lowery (1976) studied gas production from a
full-scale anaerobic swine lagoon and pilot-

biogas flow. This type of digester design has

the potential for widespread adoption in the scale dairy and poultry lagoons. Design volumes
of these lagoons were approximately 0.16, 0.09,

: and 0.i0 m_/kg of live animal weight for

poultry, swine, and cattle, respectively. Mean

1presented at the National Bioenergy Conference,. biogas production for the full-scale swine

Coeur D'Alene, ID, March 16-22, 1991. lagoon was 0.006 m3/m2-day for the period of

September I0, 1974 to February 28, 1975. Mean

2L.M. Safley, Jr., Professor and P.W. Westerman, lagoon temperature during this period was 14°C.

Professor, Biological and Agricultural Engineering However, the biogas production rate was 0.055

: Dept., North Carolina State University. m3/m2-day for a three-day period in August, 1975
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when lagoon temperature was 27.5°C. Biogas passed through a Sweco (R) separator (841 micron

production from the poultry and dairy pilot openings) to remove solids. The separated

scale lagoons ranged from 0.001 to 0.02 m3/m 2- solids are land applled. The separated liquid

day and the biogas was 65 - 77% CH 4. Biogas manure flows by gravity into a settling vessel

production increased with increasing lagoon used to remove sand. The liquid iu then pumped

temperature. Hart and Turner (1965) documented to the earthen digester.

CH 4 concentrations in biogas at the surface of

poultry lagoons that ranged from 70.4 to 83°9 During the design phase of this project the

percent. They suggested deep lagoons for the separated liquid stream was characterized to

purpose of encouraging anaerobic digestion, determine flow and volatile solids (VS)

Oswald (1988) has been successful in harvesting concentration. A design loading of 0.16 kg

biogas from sludge pits located on the bottoms VS/m3-day was used for the earthen digester

of facultative ponds treating municipal based on a design concept presented by Safley

wastewater, and Lusk (1990). The earthen digester was

constructed by enlarging the first cell of the

Chandler et al. (1983) re_orted on a project lagoon system. This lagoon was first emptied

in California where a 1070-m" floating cover and then excavated to the desired dimensions.

was installed on an anaerobic lagoon receiving The earthern dlgeste_ has a working volume of

waste from a 1000-1100 sow farrow-to-finish approximately 1980 m _. The liquid surface of

swine unit. The hydraulic retention time for the digester is approximately 24 m by 24 m and

this digester was 50 daya. The gas was used to the liquid depth i_ 6.7 m. The mean hydraulic

fuel a 75-kW englne/generator. Biogas _ residence time of the digester is 66 days.

production varied from 0.66 to 0.92 m3/mZ-day Effluent from the digester flows into the second

(0.11-0.15 m3/m3-day) for the covered portion of cell of the lagoon system. Figure 1 is a

the lagoon (approximately one-third of surZace schematic of the dairy's manure handling system.

area) with CH 4 concentration averaging 69 Figure 2 is a schematic of the lagoon digester.
percent. The depth of the lagoon was 6.1 m.

Lagoon temperatures varied from 11°C - 22°C

during the year. The estlm_ted loading rate of

the lagoon was 0.11 kg VS/m_-day. The system

has been functioning continuously since March _USH TANK
1982. EFFL_L'NT

TO _GOON
_STORAGF. PIT AND

Cullimore et al. (1985) have reported on I F_.E 11 /0s  P A,o. fambient temperature methanogenesis for anaerobic -- [ /_ /' _GRIT i......

,..... I Iswine lagoon liquid. They indicated that blogas

ItL_J__ l Iproduction was initiated between 3 - 9°C in an _IN FREE STALL D!GES_R

anaerobic lagoon. Furthermore, they found that _- --._.i_.i.,._._._, ....... --q-_._,j -

produced decreased as the age of the lagoon _E STALI B*RN

II,, -'----_JJ .ac_ uN_

increased. Biogas production was cyclic as a --

function of lagoon temperature. Recently,

additional data on biogas production rates from =--- RECYCLE U ROU_IRDb%0OON
lagoons has been reported by Safley and

Westerman (1988). Safley and WegteL_an (1989)

have also reported on floating covers used to

harvest biogas from the surfaces of anaerobic

lagoons.

Fig. 1. Schematic of Waste System for

PROJECT OBJECTIVE Randlelgh Dairy

The objective of this project was to design,

construct and monitor a full-scale

psychrophillc digester for processing liquid A system for heating settled sludge was

dairy cattle manure at the NCSU Randleigh Dairy. installed in the digester before it was filled.

The system consists of a grid of 2.5 cm PVC

pipes positioned on the bottom of the digester

ANAEROBIC DIGESTER AT RANDLEIGH DAIRY and connected to a bank of three solar panels

(1.2 m x 2.4 m, each). The PVC pipes in the

One of the farms operated by North Carolina heating grid are arranged parallel to each

State University is known as Randleigh Dairy, other, 1 m on center. The heating system is used

which has a milking herd of approximately 150 primarily during the early spring. Several

Jersey cattle. Randleigh Dairy was selected for thermocouples were positioned in the digester

the full-scale testing of the lagoon biogas along the heating grid and beneath the cover

recovery system for two reasons: (i) the farm prior to installation.
is operated as a demonstration unit and,

therefore, manure production is consistent and The liquid level in the digester is held

(2) a hydraullc flush manure system was already constant by use of a standpipe that controls

in place along with a three-cell lagoon system, liquid discharge. This overflow pipe is

Manure is flushed daily using recycled lagoon located on the corner of the digester opposite

liquid and collected in a sump. The slurry is the influant line.



Biogas is collected from the liquid surface

of the digester by a floating cover. The

FLOAT LOGS RAINWATER SUMP floating cover was fabricated by Engineered

_.LAGOON Textile Products, Inc. (Mobile, AL) using 8130

_/ BANK grade XR-5 (R) manufactured by Seamons\I/ M/\t/ kS/ corporation. XR-5 is an ethylene interpolymer

_/ I I ii alloy. The cover is 21.3 m x 24.4 m in size and

\I/ is divided into two bays separated by Dow

WEIGHT Ethafoam (R) closed-cell float logs (i0 cmx

_/_-- \II PIPES 30.5 cmx 2.7 m) held in position on the liquid.... side of the cover by XR-5 fabric pockets. Float

\1/ logs were also located along three sides of the
cover for flotation. The void created by the

\1/ cover draping over the float logs allows the

25 m i \I/ biogas to migrate from each bay to the main

biogas manifold along the bank. A verticalweighted apron (0.5 m) was attached during

\11 manufacture along the three sides of the cover

\1/ in the liquid and serves as a gas seal. Nylon

ropes are attached to the perimeter of the cover

through grommets and used to secure the cover to

-- posts located on the digester banks. Weighted

----'_-'-------- 2.54 cm PVC pipes are positioned on the cover to

4_- .__j _A]'[ACHMENT channel rainwater to a sump in the cover. A

WALL smallsump pump removes rainwater as collected.

The digester system was constructed during

the summer of 1988. Liquid from the third cell

of the three-cell lagoon system was used to fill

COVER /--- FLOAT

_ _LOG the digester in September 1988. At that point

' j_/ the digester started receiving processed slurry

manure. The floating cover was installed in

_- _ - late October 1988. Biogas production was

T monitored for approximately one year prior to
//----HEA_NG installing the boiler to utilize a portion of

6.7 m .V PiPE the biogas.

SYSTEM MONITORING

Once the digester system was operational,

visits were made twice each week to collect

digester temperature and biogas production data

along with waste samples. On each visit one

Figure 2. Schematic of Covered Lagoon Digester manure sample was taken from the settling pit

prior to feeding and another was taken from the

digester discharge pipe during an overflow

event. Each of these samples were refrigerated

and returned to the laboratory for analysis.

A reinforced concrete wall was constructed Each sample was analyzed for TS, VS, total

parallel to one edge of the lagoon approximately Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN), NH3-Nr conductivity,

1 m inland (Fig. 2}. The wall is used to secure alkalinity, VFA, and pH. TS was determined by

the floating cover. Stainless steel anchor evaporation at 103 C (USEPA, 1979). VS was

studs were installed 30.5 cm on center along the computed as the difference between TS and fixed

top of the anchor wall. A 10.2 cm PVC pipe was solids (USEPA, 1979). TKN was analyzed using

located adjacent to the anchor wall and serves persulfate digestion modified for automated

as a biogas collection manifold. This pipe ks procedures (USEPA, 1979; Technicon, 1973}.

perforated with 1.2 cm holes to allow biogas NH3-N was determined using salicylate reaction
entrance. A 5 cm PVC pipe connects the man_fold modified for automated procedures (USEPA, 1979;

to a 0.19 kW RotrQn (R) regenerative blower. Technicon, 1973). Alkalinity was analyzed using

This blower is located approximately 183 m from Standard Methods procedures (APHA, 1981) and

the digester and transports biogas from the reported as ppm CaCO 3. VFA was determined using

cover system to a point near the milking parlor a procedure developed by Tares (1979).

where the biogas is to be used. A Roots Dresser

(R) temperature-compensating gas meter was Biogas production data and biogas samples

placed in-line to measure gas flow. A portion were taken twice each week. The methane

of the biogas is utilized as a fuel for a concentration in the biogas was determined using

Peerless (R) model G-561 natural gas boiler, a Shimadzu model GC-15A gas chromatograph. No

The boiler produces hot water that is stored in corrections were made to compensate for

an insulated 946 i hot water storage tank until temperature, atmospheric pressure or gas

needed by the dairy, moisture. Zn addition, on-site CO 2 and H2S

readings were made of the biogas using Draeger

tubes (National Draeger, Inc.).



PRELIMINARY SYSTEM PERFORMANCE CONCLUSIONS

Table 1 characterizes the digester influent The low temperature covered lagoon digester

and effluent for the first seventeen months of produced reasonable quantities of biogas

operation. Comparing the effluent throughout the year. However, biogas production

concentrations of TS, VS, COD and VFA to the was greatest during summer months. Mean methane

influent concentrations of these parameters yield (0.39 m3/kg VS added) was higher than

gives an indication of the degree of treatment anticipated. Biogas quality was very high (68.7

accomplished by the digester. TS, VS, COD and percent CH4; 28.2 percent CO2). Based on this

VFA reductions were 66 percent, 75 percent, 66 research low temperature covered lagoon

percent, and 77 percent, respectively, digesters appear to be feasible for climates as

warm or warmer than Raleigh, NC. However,

Table 2 giveo digester performance data in biogas production fluctuation must be considered

terms of biogas production. Methane when sizing biogas utillzatlon equipment.

concentration in the biogas averaged 69.5 _ Additional research is required to determine

percent and was found to vary little. The optimal designs for this type of digester.
methane yield over the period tested averaged

0.39 m 3 CH4/kg VS. This compares to values of

0.20 m 3 CH4/kg VS reported by Hills and
Kayhanian (1985) for the liquid fraction of

separated dairy manure (35UC, I0 day HRT) and Table 2. Performance of Randlelgh Dairy

0.22 m _ CM4/kg VS reported b_ Jewell (1979) for Digester a
unseparated dairy manure (35 C, 30 day HRT). ====.=====..=.===...==n==.=.=m...m----tnmn==='mn"

The extended HRT utilized in this design Parameter Mean Standard

apparently contributed to a higher methane Deviation

yield. The loading ra_e experienced by the
digester (0.12 kg VS/m -day) was lower than Biogas, m--3"/day 125.2 b 37.6

originally expected, Part of this can be CH4, Percent 68.7 4.3

explained by a reductlon in the herd size CO2, Percent 28.2 4.4

during a portion of this test period. H2S , ppm 790 439

Loadin G Rate, kg
Figure 3 indicates methane production and VS/m__day 0.12 0.05

sludge temperature over time. Zt ts obvious Methane Yield,

that digester temperature influenced methane m 3 CH4/kg VS added 0.39 0.19

production. Figure 4 compares methane yield to Methane per unit volume,

sludge temperature, m 3 CH4/m 3 digester 0.041 0.011

Methane per unit

s_rfaoe area,

m _ CH4/m 2 digester 0.172 0.044

Table i. Characteristics of Digester Znfluent ===='=''=n=''n''==='u'''=_=''''''=''"'='''=='""

and Effluent a

.......... =...... ..... .......................... a Time period 10/31/88 - 12/17/90

Influent Effluent b 82 samples

Standard Standard

Parameter Mean Deviation Mean Deviation

TKN, ppm 724 _ 309 496 187 '_' ___ "_

NM4-N , ppm 227 83 308 43 I_/'_
Z 1_ • _ o

Total Solids, 'h
pl:_ 11,113 441 3,463 699 _ : ,_,_ W._" _ £/_ _ , hl "_ I_, =

Percent TS 72.5 3.0 51.3 6.6 O_ _" _ _a V /_ /
=_ : --/ _ A,--_ / _I:_

: b I ",_ ,°

CaCO 3 1,761 464 2,099 182 _ _ ,' \ [ _

• ,.J opH 7.01 0.33 7.36 17 _', t \ / --METHANE I_

Phosphorus, _ 20_ ,] _4., SU.,_ _.n,RE E 3

pp, 176 64 124 59 _ lo8g . 1000 _: Conductivity, 0_,......,.,,.,;_,.,,.....,......,,,,_ ....._,_......_.....,,_.....m _8

microsiemens I/3 _/4 5/3 7/2 6/31I0/_I_ _27 4/_ e/278/26I0/_TIME
: /cm 3,248 683 3,687 385

VFA as acetic

acid, ppm 1,603 767 311.7 318.0

: =====""==='=''='=='''==='==='======='''''==''== Figure 3. Volumentric Mothan_ Production and

= Sludge Temperature Documented Over

a Time period 10/31/88 - 12/17/90 Time for the Randleigh Dairy

b 99 samples Digester
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NationalSurveyofPelleti_dFuelManufacturersI thelist.Of theremainingforty-eightcompanies,
informationwasreceivedfromthirty,foranoverallsurvey
responserateof62.5percent.Thesm'veyconsistedof

Gary L. Whimey 2 seven questions and a cover letter, addressed to a key
person at the plant.

f'-_A national survey was conducted to better The cover letter explained who was conducting the
/understand the pelletized fuel industry. Information from survey, why, and what mformation was being sought. The

the survey was combined with previously published letter promised confidentiality to respondents, and
information and extrapolated to the industry as a whole to indicated that follow up phone callP would be made to non-
draw an industry pmf'fle. The industry profile separates responde,nts. This approach gave a _igh response rate,
producers by feedstock type, and provides information on I although not ali r_spondents answere5 ali the questions.
reported production & capacity and total estimated / The two questions receiving the poorest response were

I _r_luction & capacity. ---"-" those asking for the plant's capacity and its actual
production.

Keywords: wood pellets, densified biomass fuels
The Ouestionnaire

Rapid growth has attracted renewed attention to The first question asked the reader to identify the
producers of pelletized fuel. Stakeholders such as the products made in their plant, lt listed these categories:
financial community, potential entrants and customers are, residential pellets, commercial pellets, residential
rncn_ than ever, seeking information on the industry's briquettes, commercial briquettes, fuel logs, and other. The
status. To help develop a better understanding of the question also asked for the ash content of the fuel and
industry, a national survey of manufacturers was conducted whether it was APFI certified.
in the fall of 1990. The survey results are reported here.
Next an industry profile is drawn based on information While the question seems straight forward, difficulties
reported in the survey in combination with previously arose from the lack of an industry wide definition of what
available information. The appendix to the text is a listing constitutes a residential fuel versus a commercial fuel.
of the producers of pellitized fuel. Without accepted standards to define these fuels,

respondents were forced to rely on their own definitions.
The densified biofuel industry produces numerous Usually this meant that if a fuel was sold to a commercial

forms of fuel including pellets, nuggets, briquettes, and user tt was considered commercial fuel, even though the
logs. Pellet producers comprise the largest segment of the fuel may be of the same quality as the residential fuel as
densified fuel industry, however the other products have measured by the ash content portion of the question. So the
their niche. Briefly, nuggets and briquettes usually have question was valuable in that it reflected industry practice.
lower relative density than pellets while being the same
approximate size. Fuel logs, on the other hand, have "l't_esecond question also had three parts. For each
roughly the same density as pellets, but are much larger and product manufactured, it asked for the feed stocks used to
therefore cannot be burned in a pellet appliance, but can be make that product, it asked for the percentage of each feed
used in a conventional wood-burning appliance, stock in the product and it asked for the type of waste used

(chips, shavings, sawdust etc.).
Pellets differ from other densified fuels in that quality

standards have been developed by an industry organization. The third question asked for the amount of the product
In 1988 the Association of Pellet Fuel Industries (APFI) produced during 19+89,while the fourth question asked
published its standards for residential pellet fuel (Pickering, whether a binder was used in the product. The next
1990). The standards developed by APFI address question asked for the brand name of the densification
numerous fuel characteristics, but by far the most critical machine used and the capacity of the machine(s) in tons per
was the designation that residential fuel must contain less hour. The fact that some machines, particularly older
than 1 percent ash. On the other hand, there is no ash models, don't have a factory rating when used with wood,
content standard for commercial grade fuel, partly because meant that this question didn't always get answered
commercial combustion systems are able to handle higher correctly. Some respondents listed output, while others
ash fuels. The ash content standard has had a widespread listed their best ever output. These misunderstandings

: impact on the industry, as the survey results indicate, indicate that caution should be used in estimating industry

SURVEY METHODOLOGY capacity from the results of this survey.

Question six asked for the year of the last capacity
A national survey was conducted during the fall of additions at that plant. The final question was in two parts

19<)0. Prior knowledge of producers and industry contacts asking ria'stif the plant was experiencing difficulty in
were used to locate and survey a total of 50 companies, obtaining feed stock and if so what feed stocks are difficult
Two producers were dropped from the list due to the to obtain and why. The purpose here of course was to
likelihood that they would not be producing during 1991, combine information from question two on the amount and
while others that were not producing at the time of contact, type of feed stock used to gauge the depth of the feedstock

= but were deemed likely to resume production, were left on availability problem and how costly it was to those
the list. Of the remaining forty-eight companies, producers affected.

SURVEY RESULTS
1 Pre.seined at the National Bioenergy Conference,

Coeur d'Alene, lD, March 18-21, 1991. lt is not surprising that the survey r_sults show a rapidly
growing industry that is heavily focused on the residential

2 Financing Specialist, Washington State Energy Office, market. Also, it is evident that most of the industry's
809 Legion Way SE, Olympia, WA 98504-1211. production comes from a relatively small group of

producers.
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a 4 data points, given in tons per year (TPY), There is an
estimated 20-80 split between residential andAs previously mentioned, thirty of the forty._ight

producers responded to the survey, for an overall response commercial fuel in this category.
rate of 62.5 percent. Eleven respondents (37 percent) b 6 data points.
claimed to have APFI certification of their residential fuel. c 5 data points. The standard deviation of the sample isInformation provided by the APH shows that, as of
February 1991, it has certified a total of 16 producers. .59 (1 data point, art APFI certified fuel producer, wasexcluded).
Industry growth is reflected in the fact that 43 percent of d 8 data points.
the respondents have added capacity or have started e 6 data points.
initial operations between 1987 mad1990, Only three f 6 data points, The standard deviation of the sample
respondents (10 percent) reported using a binder in their was. 16.

producL _ 13 data points.14 data points.
The most popular brand of pellet mill machine is i 13 data points. Sample standard deviation equals .267,

Sprout Waldron (now called Sprout Bauer). Eleven

respondents (37 percent) reported using this company's The companies within stratum one range in size from
machines, while 27 .l_.rcent (8) reported using CPM the very small to fairly large. Seven of the nine
(California Pellet Mills) machines. Of the other types of companies in this stratum responded to the survey. Onlypelletizers in use, none were reported more than once by
the survey respondents, one of these producers is making an APFI certified fuel,while others report selling residential pellets with up to

three percent ash. Overall, an estimated 80 percent of thisFeedstock availability is a problem for some but not
for others. The feedstock reported most often to be in short group's fuel production is sold in the commercial market.
supply was the high quality mill waste needed to produce Only one producer in this group uses a binder.
the low ash residential fuel Mill closures and competition
with other uses were cited as reasons for feedstock This stratum contains a let of capacity. However, for

those producers using agricultural by-products as
availability problems. Of the thirty survey respondents that feedstocks, fuel is not their primary product. Hence it isuse all-wood feedstocks, eleven or 37 percent reported
problems in attaining feedstocks. Some producers reported reasonable to assume that most of the capacity of this
having to haul feedstocks greater distances while others stratum is not available to the fuel market. Howeverseveral of these companies are strongly focused on the fuel
reported losing lmxluction time when feedstocks are industry, and will likely continue that focus in the near
unavailable, future.

Seven of the thirty respondents use mixed biomass Agricultural by-products being used as feedstocksfearxtstocks such as agricultural by-products or paper
products mixed with wood. This group didn't report any include corn cobs, peanut hulls and skins, and sunflowerhulls. Paper and paper products such as cardboard are also
problems in attaining feedstocks, used.

Survey Stratification Stratum two contains information on the large

For analysis, the companies were divided into producers using all-wood feedstocks. This group accountsfor most of the residential pellet fuel production. Seventhree separate strata, according to the type of feedstock
used and the size of their facility. These criteria were companies from this stratum responded to the survey.
selected in order to minimize the variability within each Production information on one additional producer was

taken from an Oregon Department of Energy publication, "
stratum. The three strata are: Densified Biofuel Manufacturers in Oregon" and included

" 1. "Mixed Biomass Feedstock Producers"-- those using in the survey results.
mixedbiomassfeedstockssuchasagriculturalby-
products, or paper products mixed with wood. This group's strong focus on the residential market is

2. "Large, AU-wood Producers"--Those producing over evidenced by the very low ash content of it's fuel. Also, the
12,000 TPY (tons per year) and using 100 percent fuel's ash content has little variability as measured by the
wood as a feedstock, sample standard deviation of .16, the least of the three

strata. The size of these producers varies significantly
3. "Medaam and Small, All-wood Producers"-- Those although ali produce over 12,000 tons per year. In contrast

producing 12,000 TPY or less and using 100 percent to stratum one, about 80 percent of this group's production
wood feedstocks, is sold in the residential market. Within this group only one

respondent reported using a binder.
The survey results from each stratum are summarized in
table 1. Stratum three contains the medium and small all-wood

producers. Fourteen of the twenty-nine companies in this
group responded to the survey. Their average ash content

Table 1: Survey Result shows a clear focus on the residential fuel standard. "Ibis
group appears to have production difficulties. As a whole,

Producer Reported Average Ash the group's capacity is only slightly less than half that of
Production CaDacit.v Content the large producers yet the medium and small producers are
T"on_ear Tons/hr Percent reporting only about 30 percent as much output.

AN INDUSTRY PROFILE
Stratum 1 23,000 a 10.16b 2.93%c
Stratum 2 174,000d 6.75e 0.45% f The following profile provides estimates of total
Stratum 3 52,800g 3.16h 0.42%1 industry production and total capacity. The estimates are

developed by f'trst categorizing ali producers by Size and
feedstock type and then listing reported production &
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capacity by category. The number of producers in each estimated production is gre,ater than estimated tu.nual
category is estimated and the reported average fuel ash capacity per shift may indicate that these producer_; am
content by producer category is listed, Finally, industry already working more than one shift fo, :'-Jostof the year.
conclusions are developed based on the data.

The estimates for stratum flu'ce worn developed using /,
Information on producer type was taken from several the same procedure as for stratum two, Stratum three

sources, Fh'st, the survey data was supplemented with produces an estimated 117,770 tons pcr year and has annual
information from a 1991 directory (Alternative Energy capacity estimated at 183,280 tonsper shift. These

estimates show that there is a significant amount of unusedRetailer, 1991). in the remaining cases, producers were
called and asked about the type of feedstock being used. capacity within this group of producers. The low capacity

utilization factor along with the feedstock availability
Since the survey didn't provide production information problems reported by these producers that some

on ali producers, the number of "large" producers had to be in this grouping are having a difficult _n_ mesa1establishing
estimated based on information form various sources, their profitability,
Industry contacts with knowledge of production
infch'n_tion provided some estimates while a literature Thirty-nine of the producers in the pelletized fuel
review provided information on others. Enough industry use ali wood feed stocks, and fifteen of these thirty
information was available to enable cross checking of the nine have received APFI certification (Association of P_ll_t
reports, justifying a high level of confidence in the results. Fuel Industries, 1990). Based on the survey results, it is

reasonable to assume that, as a group, the all-wood
The industry consists of 48 producers that were producers make a lower ash product than would be the

divided into three separate strata for analysis. Stratum one norm for ali 48 producers. Also, the all,wood producers
consists of nine producers that arc estimated to have subgroup is more likely to have APFI certification.
produced about 23,(}00 tons of fuel in 1989, with about 20 Clearly, within the all-wood producers subgroup, the large
percent going to the residential market and 80 percent producers produce almost twice as much as the medium
going to comrnereial users. Stratum two consists of ten and small producers, yet the latter group contains nearly
producers that are estimated to have produced about three times as many rnembcrs. With lower production and
217,500 tons of ftml in 1989, about 80 percent of which with feedstock availability problems it is likely that the
went to the residential fuel market. Stratum three contains medium and small producers are struggling with
twenty-nine companies that produced an estimated 117,800 profitability. Should some of these producers end up
tons of fuel in 1989, about 80 percent of which was for the halting operations it could give the public perception that
residential market, fuel pellet availability will diminish (or prices will rise), the

worst fears of the residential appliance owner. For riffs
Table 2 below shows how these estimates were developed reason continued confidence in the pelletized fuel industry
and gives the industry totals, may be tied to the continued survival of the growing

numbers of small producers.

Table 2: Industry Summary The survey results show a residential fuel industry that
is focused on the 1 percent ash content standard of the

Est. APFI. The promulgation of this very low ash content
Producer Number Reported Est. Annual standa:d has been credited with helping increase,the
Type Prod. Prod. Capacity reliabilityandconvenienceofresidentialpelletappliances

therebyspurringsalesgrowthintheresidentialmarket,But
thelowashstandardalsoforcesproducerstouse

Stratum 1 9 23,000 23,000 23,000 feedstocks that are not always readily available, Over one
Stratum 2 10 174,000 217,500 135,000 third, 37 percent, of the survey respondents reported
Stratum 3 29 52,800 117,770 183,280 difficulty in acquiring the feedstock needed to produce the

very low ash content fuel. This can mean lost production
Totals 48 249,800 358,270 341,280 and decreased profitability for those producers affected and

diminished fuel availability for the consumer.

For stratum one, the estimates of industry production and of Resolving the issues of feedstock supply, producer
capacity were held equal to reported production. This was profitability, and fuel ash content is crucial for continued
done because there is no reliable method to further define industry growth. 'ro continue its growth inthe residential
these estimates. Recall that most the producers in stratum market and to expand into the small commercial market
one use agricultural by-products as their primary feedstock (where higher ash fuel is less troublesome) the industry
and that fuel is a secondary product. There may be more must be able to demonstrate that reasonably priced fuel will
production and capacity available for fuel production, but be available for years to come. Yet the most readily
there is no way to reliably estimate it. available feedstocks that can support this growth are of the

higher ash content variety. Paper products, cardboard, and
Stratum two produces an estimated 217,500 tons per some types of mill waste continue to be undcmtilized,

year. The estimate was derived by determining an average readily available, and inexpensively priced. At least part=

production from the survey results then multiplying that of the solution may be to segment the fuel market by using
average times the number of producers in the stratum. The more than one residential fuel standard, The trend toward
stratum has an estimated capacity of 135,000 tons per year, increased market segmentation caused by consumer

- an estimate that was developed in the same way as the pressures can allow increased profitability for those
production estimate with one significant difference. That is companies that best meet the customer's expectations.
the survey provided capacity information in TPH (tons per (Nevens, Summe and Uttal, 1990) By segmenting its f_ael
hour) which was converted to annual production by customers, the industry may define multiple fuel grrades,
multiplying it by an assumed production time of 40 hours and end up expanding the whole market by developing the
per week and 50 weeks per year (or TPH times 2000) to associated market segments. '
give an estimate of annual capacity per shift. The fact that
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MORI_ _NERGY WOOD FROM ¥01tF_TRY and management processes, Land management
OPERATIONS THROUGH IN'I'F_RATISD HARVl_TING obJecUve stipulations placed on logging through post-
AND MULTI-PRODUCT PROCF,SSING l harvest stand descriptions potenUally raise operational

' costs significantly, More emcient mills, processing less
timber from fewer acres, signal waning supplies of mill
wastes for energy, Ironically, Just as needs for alternate

Michael B Lambet_ energy sources are increasing, opportunities to consider
wood from forests appear to be declining,

..... "_ It is time to focus on new solutions, Another look
f.,_tr_',' Abundant suppties of forest, biomass that tells us that energy wood gathering chances are not ali
[ could potentially be used for energy wood are not being that bleak, Research shows that one forth to one half

accessed because of marginal economics, inadequate of the total above-ground biomass of cut trees Is not
harvest methods, and restrictive land management removed during conventional logging operations, This
practices, Future forestry objectives may Impose even Is too much biomass to leave on most sites. At the
more restrictive conditions. Improvements In efficiency same time, environmental concerns for clean air dictate
and effectiveness of harvest methods, marketing, and no broadcast nor pile burning in many locations, Here,
beauracratic processes may, however, render more then, is a huge supply of energy wood, provided lt can
energy wood while meeting new post-harvest stand be economically accessed, Future supplies of energy
conditions, Some Improvements have been achieved; I wood may come from Improved systems and methods

ers lie on the horizon, .------ for forestry operui.lons (better product recovery on thesupply side), This will require that the processes used

Keywords: biomass, timber, hogfuel, transportation, to harvest and transport wood to the mills be Improved
forest management In order to benefit land managers, contract loggers, and

the forest itself,

As we learn how to streamline the total job, we can
Excess biomass from forest lands can be made Increase the quality of work that Is done In the woods

available for energy conversion purposes by refinement and at the same time recover materials that are now
In: 1} Integrated harvesting and 2} multi-product viewed as a liability on the ground, Much of the extra
processing. Both areas focus on Increasing the mateztal will be best used as energy wood. Again, the
efficiency and effectiveness of forestry operations. As key may be in increasing the efficiency of harvesting
efficiency Improves, costs per unit of production are operations In order to realize sufficient economic
reduced, which means that more woody materials can leverage to recover energy wood during Integrated
be handled. Increases In both efficiency and harvesting practices,
effectiveness are being required by current trends In
forest management practices, which emphasize
ecological aspects as well as Umber harvesting goals. NEEDS
Fortunately, many operational improvements that are
good for better land management may also render W_L___rffv
energy wood, In some cases, energy wood recovery and
marketing may enhance overall operational economics, The reality of this National Bioenergy Conference is

evidence of the need for bioenergy sources. ActlviUes in
the Persian Gulf have underscored that need.

BACKGROUND Industrial and commercial energy derived from wood is
competitive with energy from coal, gas, and, oil, The

Management of the nation's forests is becoming balance of competition is often tipped, however, by the
increasingly complex. Public concern for the costs of handling and transportaUon, Most wood used
perpetuation of the full range of Ibrest values is for conversion to energy comes as waste products from
resulting in fervent attention to forest management mills that produce other products. Where mill wastes
plans. Special interest groups are bringing litigation are used Ibr energy, wood energy costs are typically
and court decisions that are cause for reflection, such lower than off-based fuels because handling and
as protection of the spotted owl. At best, planning transportation costs are low. Wood quickly loses its
takes longer than usual. As a direct result, the total competitive edge, however, when specific energy wood
number of forested acres available for timber harvesting is undertaken or where transportation
production is declining, Not surprisingly, the allowable distances are long, The supply systems Ibr fossil fuels
sale quantity is also decreasing. The acres that remain are quite mature and stable, whereas systems for
in production are being considered in new light, supplying energy wood are not. Development of
requiring meticulous attention throughout the planning efficient and effecUve systems for transferring energy

wood from rural forests to energy conversion sites is
needed,I

I Presented at the National Bioenergy Conference, Coeur
: The availability of mill wastes is declining. Fewer

d'Alene, lD, 20 March 1991, mills are operating now than in the past. And, as

3 Mechanical Engineer, Pacific Northwest Research remaining mills are redesigned to become more efficient
Station, Forest Service, U.S, Department of Agriculture, in terms of product recovexy, they produce less waste.
Portland, OR,
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MULTIPLE-PRODUCT HARVESTING AND MARKE_I'ING stands of small diameter trees. Several previous
attempts to harvest single products had been

Multiple-product harvesting means using a single uneeonomlcal, Average diameter of the stands was
(perhaps augmented) system to transfer more than onc under 5 Inclms dbh, Extremely dense reproduction of
marketable product to roadside, The marginal costs western hernlock anti Douglas-fir had grown naturally
associated with bringing more than one product In carl tbllowlng catastrophic burns about 90 years ago, The
)rien be offset by Incremental revenue that contributes successkd harvesting/processing system la shown In
to more profit in the operations, This is usually much figure 1. A flow chart of the material, handling process
more sensible than using a completely different system is shown In figure 2, The haI_,cstlng part of the system
to enter the post-harvest stand in an attempt to retrieve
lhc extra products, In principle, harvesting multiple-
products simultaneously is more efficient and cost
effective than separate operations, which are sometimes
attempted In practice, Experience shows that follow-on
harvest entries often cannot be economically justified by
the add-on revenue produced, Therefore, opportunities
to use some resources are lost, At tile same time, lhc
forsaken materials often represent a hazard or

, environmental detriment, to be dealt with at additional
costs,

In addiiJon to ecological resource objectives such as
scenic beauty, environmental quality, wildlife habitat,
etc,, there are various forms of commodity resources
that can be harvested simultaneously to help improve
the efficiency of forestry operations and bring in extra
revenue, Tlm most obvious extra revenue-producing Figure 1 Typical Hcrmann Brolhers in-woods central
forest commottlty is energy wood, li is associated with processing site near Port Angeles, WA,
virtually evc_ harvesting operation, Financial returns
on energy wood may be small when compared to other
products, such as peelers, saw logs, or clean pulp was integrated In that it brought ali marketable
chips, but even small income, coupled with money components of the stand to a central processing site ai
saved by avoiding later slash clean-up can Justify the roadside, In the harvest process, the system also
trouble of handling and marketing wood for energy, prepared the site to the desired post-harvest condition,
With the propcr systems and methods, low marginal ready for planting, All standing trees greater than 1
costs of an added operation can yield supplementary inch dbh were removed from the site,
profits, And energy Is not tim only extra revenue-
producing ccmmodlty that can be harvested, Still, lt HARVEST TNG
can often be made to bca part of multiple-product

comes a certain percentage of woody material that can SN

best be directed into an energy market, If the extra DIAMETER,METER]---_B'UNCHER FDRWARDER
woody naaterlal is not directed into a market oi"some _ ......

= kind, lt results in too much slash left on site or on the
landing,

PROEESSIN5 ,

t LDADE' L___IDEBARDER/1POSSIBILI't'IES ,.

Some progress has been made in applications of _-- P_F-FI_q
Integrated harvesting and multiple-product marketing -_SHREDDER EHI
In this country, Ii Is interesting to note thai. both L__

here to illustrate the potential of these experiences and
to stimulate creative ventures on other specific
opportunities, Several other Innovative concepts are
also described In anticipation of changes In forest _ EHIPS/
harvesting and management practices,

Hermann Brothers System Figure 2 Material flow chart for Hermann Brothers
Integrated harvesting and central processing system,

In 1986, an integrated, multiple-product harvesting
system was observed operating on the Ol3n'nplc NaUonal The system processed ali materials Into three
Forest In western Washington, The system was used to marketable products: saw logs, clean pulp chips, and
successfially harvest and process dense, stagnated
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hogged fuel (energy wood), Ali materials that were a diversity of species. About five million board feet of
removed from the site went to market in one of these dead and green timber will be offered for sale this year.
three forms, The only materials that were left on the The proposed sale is designed for predominantly
ground were trees under I inch dbh and dead, decayed helicopter logging with minimal road construction.
culls, which pushed the capabilities of handling Many of the soils are highly erodible because they are
systems and were actually needed for nutrients and soll shallow and located on steep terrain. The area is
protection; therefore, they were not removed, parfl_dly within a non-motorized area, located in close

proximity to a designated wilderness and also a
The operator separated and processed materials wilderness study area.

according to their respective beat use and his
customers' needs. Capital and operating costs of this Earlier attempts to salvage the dead trees have been
system were relatively high, compared to a single unsuccessful, because usual appraisal and sale
product harvest system, but the combined revenue for processes focus on single products, and no single
all products made the operation profitable. A small product has been able to support the costs of
portion of funds saved by unneeded site treatment was harvesting the degraded spruce. The BLM is
paid to the operator to increase his revenue and considering a possible solution that uses an integrated
compensate for innovation, harvesting and handling system to transport marked

trees to a sorting facility. At the sort yard, trees will be
Esmbllshment of new technology was required to graded and bucked into saw logs or house logs for "log

accomplish this urlsolved task. Three of the six cabin" construction. The two markets use different
machines used by the Hermann Brothers were brand cutting and grade specifications. Tree components that
new prototypes. In addition to a clam bunk skldder, do not fit into either market will be sold as firewood or
used as a forwarder/or whole trees, a mobile chipper to hogged fuel. (See figure 3.)
make pulp chips, and a loader for sortlng/Ioading, they
added a prototype steep-slope feller/buncher to access, HARVESTIN5
cut, and bunch trees, a new chain-flail

debarker/dellrnber for cleaning boles to be chipped, and _____ _ 1
a novel shredder, which was designed and built to DEAD/
process all materials that were unsu|tabel for log and ELI[I]PTE F[RWAROER

chip markets into hogged boiler fuel (fig. 2.) A study _ [ I Ii7 ]
showed that the system harvested and processed trees
at a combined-system cost of $7.80 per green ton at a

production rate of 455 green tons per day. The PR_EESS TNG
delivered product mix was 53 percent chips, 21 percent | ]
saw logs, and 26 percent hogged fuel by weight GRA[]t:/1 [(Lambert and Howard 1990). S[RT

I

This example sh_ws the success of integrated _

harvesting and muIUple-product m_keting tna i B_'-[''_ I_- [ Bt_K/ lsituation that could not be economicaUy addre,_ed by LIMB I - SPLIT [ LIMB

would have otherwise been wasted. At the same time, l
thousands of acres were converted to productlw status
for future desired management and full production
potential. Without the innovative approach described, _ L_SI
no products were accessible, not even energy wood.

Firewood, House lojts, and S_ Flgu_ 3 Flow chart for proposed BLIVl integrated
harvesting..multlple products sale near Coeur d'Alene, ID.

Currently, on the Coeur d'Alene District of th_
Bureau of I.and Management, an interesting Again, a multiple-product approach may succeed
opportunity for multiple product harvesting is under where single product ventures cannot. Without the
consideration. The District has an epidemic of dead innovative approach, these resources could not be
and dying mature Englemann spruce trees. Five years recovered, not even for energy wood. By capitalizing on
of below average precipitation has enhanced the the efflciencies of a multiple-product approach,
number of outbreaks of the spruce beetle Dendr0ctQnus however, forest health can be improved, saw logs and
_.._.__iflInni__ssthroughout the forests of central Idaho. The house logs are put into the marketplace, and more
forest is now dominated by snags, creating concern energy wood may be made available.
about short and Iong_term fire hazards 3.

Portable Corar_ninutlon Device
The BLM is planning a project with the goal of "

reducing the impending fire hazard, harvesting dead An important, common element in integrated
and soon-to-be dead trees, and reforesting the area with harvesting and multiple-product systems is a

mechanism for processing random-sL_.e, low value
woody materials. A dependable device is needed to

Letter from Fritz Rennebaum, BLM District Manager. process crowns, chunks, culls, m_d very. small s_ms.__

Coeur d'Alene, ID.

=_- H5
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When mill production is down because of timber supply Effectiveness
or marketing problems, the supply of energy wood from
this source dwindles, Moreover, compeUtion for mill Ecological challenges call for improved post-harvest
wastes for secondary manufacturing has increased, stand conditions: increased structural and biological
Energy wood sources in addition to mlll wastes are diversity, improved wildlife habitat, minimum soll
needed, disturbance, watershed protection, scenic beauty, and

other considerations, At the same time, demands will
There iri a shrinking timber land base, because of be 91ace on future operational activities to get the Job

set-asides and ecology-related litigation. Younger, done with dispatch and precision. This mr.ans careful
second-growth trees have less defect than old-growth selection of forest components to be manipulated, either
trees, In addition, crusades toward stand structural for removal or rearrangement to meet post-harvest
diversity and uneven age management mean fewer trees stand objectives. There is no room for unproductive nor
are targeted for cutting per acre. Plus, the challenge of counter-productive efforts.
actually accomplishing the required harvesting in the
realm of New Perspectives in forestry Is not yet fully RuralEconoml. es and Emp l_nent
acknowledged. Based on these trends, logging costs are
more likely to be increasing rattler than decreasing. Resource-based industry is the essence of productive
How will energy wood be handled under this scenario? power, lt sustains life throughout a nation.

Unfortunately, the reduction of our timber land base,
Timber sales and logging contracts are currently the closing of many mills, and the curtailing of the

written with single products or outcomes in mind, timber industry are all Jeopardizing the livelihood of
stifling creativity on the part of purchasers and many fartdlies. Many workers unemployed, while others
operators. The time may be close at hand when shift to non-resource-based businesses. Additional
improvements in appraisal methods, contracting, and resource-based businesses and Jobs are needed
accountability practices may help to encourage better everywhere, especially in rural areas. More complete
resource uUllzation and energy wood productioln, use and management of forest lands may open new

resource-related Jobs, but new approaches will be
. Wood extracted directly from forests comprises a necessary.

vast, scarcely tapped resource of alternate energy for
power generation and cogeneration. But viable means
of transfeiTing forest raw materials to the point of use
will command ingenuity. Workln[,. in the woods has traditionally been

dangerous, especially where mature trees are felled.
New Perspective_ Many of the stand manlpulaUons prescribed by New

Perspectives could increase hazards to woods workers.
A major overhaul is encompassing the world of forest Technology and methods that protect workers are

management in the form of a revitalized ethic of basic criUcal.
ecological stewardship, which changes the order of
questions that are contemplated during the Im_d
management planning process. The old order was I) INTEGRATED HARVESTING
How much timber can be extracted from this unit?,
followed by 2) what can be accomplished with what's Integrated harvesting means to do the whole Job of
left after harvest? The new order is 1) How can this commodity extraction, stand manipulation, and site
landscape be managed to achieve the optimum resource preparation (clean-up, slash treatment, etc.) with one
benefits?, followed by 2) wlll any commodities be plan, minimizing redundant operaUons such as extra
available as by-products, whose market value might contracting, redundant equipment move-in, excessive
help to achieve the resource objectives? Under the US road and landing construction, inefficient passes over
Forest Service New Perspectives Program, a balance is the ground, and so forth, lt means that pre-harvesting
sought between commodities and ecological amenities, decis!ons must be made about where all the woody
The realization of both goals will require new materials should end tip. The post-entry, desired forest
approaches, condition is known at the outset, with thought given to

the management objectives of each parcel. The
integrated harvesting process proceeds In a smooth,
continuous fashion. The site is left ready to support

In a climate of new challenges, competition, and the overall land management objective, whether it
increasing sophlstlcaUon, the need to improve includes replanting for timber or forage, diversified
operational efficiencles is paramount. As efficiency stands as habitat for certain species, visual resource

' improves, unit costs will be lower. With lower unit protecUon, a combination of uses, or whatever.
costs, lower value materials can be handled.

Alternatively, more improvements can be wrought upon Advarlced integrated harvesUng will contribute
: the land. A trend in this direction is urgently needed to greatly to meet many of the needs mentioned above by

maintain the supply of woods commodities from a improving operational efriciencies, increasing land
shrinking Umber land base, while simultaneously management effectiveness, and reducing redundant
meeting land stewardship needs. There Is a need for activiUes, lt will, however, require innovation in many
less lost time, money, and motion, sectors.

-__
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Unless a means is provided to keep these materials Mechanical Drvin_ and Densification
moving, the flow of other products can be stifled,
Because the most obvious market for these elements is The value of energy wood is measured by the
energy wood and because the most common form of quantity of heat energy it contains, Accordingly, hogged
energy wood for handling, transportation, and ft.ml is purchased on a dry toll basis because moisture
conversion purposes is hogged fuel, it is important to has no fuel value, Therefore, it is economically
process the rand0m-size tree parts into hogged fuel important to handle and transport energy wood in tile
form as soon as possible, driest [brm possible. Unfortunately, green wood

processed in the forest contains moisture on the order
The Hennann Brothers answered this need by of 50 percent, wet basis. When hogged fuel is delivered

building a shredder, which was basically a large drum irl this condition, payment is based on only half of the
chipper that could handle the range of debris total weight delivered, This inefficiency in
accumulating on their central processing site (figs. transportation becomes critical over long distances,
I & 2). Figure 4 shows a prototype mobile shredder One solution to this problem Is to process and transport
which is being developed by Clarke's International of fuel only after it has been allowed to air dry. This is
Eugene, OR to meet this need, This device tears wood sometimes objectionable, because of the aesthetic and
with a high-torque, slow rpm auger, Figure 5 Is fire hazards during the drying time, There are also
another mobile device built by Bar 7A Trucking of certain Inefficiencies incurred by the need for multiple
Redmond, OR to process piles of thinning slash In entries and set-up that may be economic
central Oregon. This trailer-mounted machine uses a considerations.
Jeffrey Hog to get the job done. It has only been
operating about a month. I[ Is doing a good job of Another concept Is to accelerate the drying process
recovering energy wood for cogeneration and at the in an integrated system by mechanical compression.
same time removing fire and visual menaces near Research and trials show that Immediate reduction of
Bend, OR. The next step is to use this mobile hog hogged fuel moisture content to 30-35 percent can be
in an integrated system, simultaneously with the achieved, Compression also reduces the volume of
thinning operation, commlnuted fuels, After compression volumes as low

as only 20 percent of the uncompressed, hogged fuel

mc..________71_I, i _._. , ! volume have been achieved. Compressed fuels have
reached densities in excess of seventy pounds per cubic
foo¢. Dense, dry modules of fuel wood may be
transported and stored in much less space than
undenslfled hogged fuel. Savings in transportation
costs of 40 percent have been estimated.

i ili! WalklnI! Machine

, . ::!_;. Access to unroaded, sensitive, or steep for,_._stlands
) _i'i_. ,

::V!_ that cannot be travelled by wheeled or tracked vehicles
; ii_ because of physical limitations or adverse site

: disturbance may be attained by machines that walk
_ instead of roll. Such machines may make additional

_ resources, including energy wood, accessible, They may
aid forest management In the ecological realms of future

Figure 4 Prototype low RPM shredder under de- forestry, because of their ability to traverse gently over
fragile soils. When fully developed, these machines may

velopment by Clarke's InternaUonal, Eugene, OR. help, lower costs of difficult mechanized forest tasks,

'" i , . ;,.:, . while improving worker safety.

. • _;.... ";:i,:_'_.' _,:_ t i ,":._i :' . A six-legged, cornputerlzed, robotic walking
: _" .;."" 'o:y!_ , ;2 ; I_'¢Jit'__ ':/ t. ,!:r_,s,_t;_j machine, called the Adaptive Suspension
1 ,: .:. _,. "_._."i,)__ -- Vehicle _SV)was recently demonstrated in
:t . "',' ti_ .,_'_' _, Blacksburg VA. The ASV is a proof-of-concept

- , , t_: _ _ _,,-_ ;_ ,, ..7

": _ _:, .,.: : ",_i and Ohio State University of Columbus, OH (fig. 6).
..... i_ • :' '_ ' Wgr_[Y_'""_" Tests showed that the computer-al(led, electro-

_ hydraulic drive system of the ASV was able to control

iliiiilW_._;_,._.l,_ " _ c,_/., .. the machine as lt maneuvered over uneven terrain
::7_:;,7._'4_"._ ._ _ _,, and obstacles to perform simulated forestry, tasks

i__ _.: :-/.,,,:;_,_'::'_",,W_k,-___:__..,=,,,,,,_'g'l% _:_ _ (Lambert 1990). Because walking machines leave. .. , :,,_,.,_.,_ -'* . _r_ ;_.)_ footprl_ts instead of continuous tracks common

Figure 5 New mobile hog built by Bar 7A Trucking to wheeled and tracked vehicles, they affect the
producing boiler fuel near Bend, OR.

_Unpublished test results on file. PNW Research Station,
_. Portland, OR. Reference Martha Shingler of Ashburn, GA.

=
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ground much differently --, more like large animals. New Management Concepts '
With unique ability to move in any direction, they can
maneuver among standing trees carefully and quickly. The new responsibilities facing forest managers and
The software-driven control system simplifies operator planners will require new methods and systems that
control tasks and protects tile machine from performing clearly depart from the status quo, New technologies
unsafe maneuvers. Woods worker safety is enhanced cannot find their places without management systems
by the protective structure of the control cab. Properly to allow and even encourage them, Some entrenched
designed legs and feet give walking machines the ability methods actually discourage Innovations and creativity
to work on slopes up to 100 percent, These features that could help achieve newly dictated objectives, Some
may prove to be very beneficial in doing meticulous departures from the norm that are being applied to
work within closed canopies on steep or sensitive sites, good avail include lump sum sales, relaxation of strict

accountability to encourage multiple-product
marketing, waivers to contract logging methods for

,, _ experimental trials of promising alternatives, and
,f f . _

: _ _ _"_['":i_. ,,-,,,_ , compensation for site preparation work accomplished' £ " by operators performing integrated harvesting.

Another interesting approach to forest management
goes llke this: i) the land manager offers a timber sale
(commodity recovery) which clearly states desired post-
halvest conditions and management objectives of the
site, next, 2) offerors submit proposals that address
how the objectives will be met, what potential impacts
and improvements will occur to the environment, how
the recovered resources will be used, how local rural
economies (jobs) will be affected, and what price is
offered, 3) the sale is then awarded to the best overall

FlguJre 6 Proof of concept, computer-aided walking proposal (not necessarily the highest bid), and finally, 4)
machine during trials near Blacksburg, VA, an evaluation of the project is conducted which will

affect the mini_num advertised rate on future similar
Much development work remains to be done on this sales and whether the successful purchaser should be

concept before production machines are available for considered for future contracts, "Itie logic here is that
work in the forests, but when mature, the technology purchasers and operators are motivated to making a
may contribute to the efficiency and effectiveness of profit and will accordingly use creativity to maximize
integrated systems. They could be used as their overall efltciencies and effectiveness, They will
feller/bunchers, skidders, tree planters, sprayers, or also strive to achieve good business relations by
pre-bunchers for skylines, helicopters, or balloon meeting ecological and employment objectives.
yarding systems. Wherever they find use, the potential
is also there to aid recovery of energy wood. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Neutral Buoyancy Powered Balloon A manifested need for additional supplies of energy
wood comes coincidingly with new responsi-bilitles and

Development work is needs in forest management that require commodities

also underway to reduce to be harvested within an ecology-protecting framework.
the costs of aerial logging Solutions to the forest management needs will
by the use of hybrid simultaneously solve energy wood supply needs, and
lighter-than-air vice-versa, The job ahead is new, different, and
technology, Figure 7 challenging. It requires more efficiency and more
shows a self-powered ' _' eftectiveness in planning and in operations on site.
balloon that may soon be ;_'_ There is an ever-present need to improve safety. This

recovering isolated trees ,_ ali requires innovation and more frontier crossing.that have been killed by Better resource assessment and planning tools are
root rot in Calltbrnla and needed. Changes to appraisal and sale methods could
Oregon. The balloon is _t_ help. And technological advances in equipment,

filled with helium. The _ methods, and systems are needed.

airship Is designed to be
neutrally buoyant with no Some new systems are being tried. Others are
load so that very little under development. Successful applications of
power is required to hold it integrated harvesting and multiple-product marketing
aloft, until it is actually I_Igure 7 Nick WoWs have been demonstrated to solve land management
moving a load of trees, powered balloon lifting a challenges and increase economic supplies of energy
The designer expects to log with grapples during wood,
transport trees with development stage.
methods akin to helicopter techniques but for about 25 The success of future energy wood harvesting will

. percent less unit cost (Lambert 1988), If this can be flow hand in hand with the success of those who
done, then the system might also be used to bring out recognize the new forest management challenges and
energy wood and accomplish site treatment in an venture forth with new approaches and Innova-tlve
integrated harvesting manner, solutions.
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AN EXP_AL XNVESTZGATIOHOFWOOO dioxide, sL_Ifur compounds, and particulate
_2MBUSTIOM' emia,ions.

Fossil fuel combustion and harvesting of the
forests are principal contributor, to the green

A. Dadkhah-Nikoo and D.J. Bushnell 2 house effect (caused by an increase in carbon
dioxide in the earth', atmosphere). Biomass
fuel combustion seems to play only a minor role

f_%bstTa_ This paper pr, us,ts the results from _ thelnincreaslngearth.satmosphere.thelevel, Oflncarbonfact,adl°xldebalancein
an experimental investigation of wood between harvesting, combustion, and
combustion. Variable, chosen for investigation recultlvation of biomass would not contribute
are fuel moisture content, fuel particle size, significantly to the increase of carbon dioxide
excess air, fraction and temperature of under- on a global basis (Kla,8 1980). Nitrogen oxides
fire air. Influence of the off-deslgn (part and sulfur compound, are other fo_ms of
load) operation of the combustion uniton pollutants generated resulting from combustion
combustion efficiency and particulate omission of fossil fuels. In comparison to foe811 fuels,

* iS also Investigated. _ biomass fuels contain considerably lower amounts
_-_-_----- ..... " of nitrogen or sulfur. Therefore, combustion of

/ Data recorded during the experiments include the biomass fuels does not generate high levels
the compositio n and temperature of the of n_.trogen oxides or sulfur compounds.

i combustion products, particulate emissions andcombustlble fraction of the particulate. Based In comparison to fossil fuels, biomass fuel,
on the experimental data, a llnear regression pose several limitation, including lower energy
model weeder, loped to investigate the variables content per unit volume, capacity to absorb
affecting the combustion process. A computer higher level, of moisture, and wide variation in
model was used to calculate the temperature and compositions. Compared to natural gas and oil,
composition of the combustion products under biomass fuels have higher levels of ash content
adiabatic conditions. Results of the adiabatic but compared to coal the ash content of blomaes
model and the experimental re,res,los analysis fuels is conulderably lower.
are compared and dIscu,sed.

"_ According to the result, presented, it is COMPOSITION OF WOOD
concluded that the combustion efficiency and
particulate emission, are most influenced by the The major components of dry wood are
factors that increase the volume of the cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. The minor
combustion products in the combustion chamber, components of wood are resins, mineral matters,
These variables include excess air, moisture ' nitrogenous organic compounds with trace, of
content of the fuel and the combustion air organic acids (Be,son 1932). On a dry basis,
temperature. Fuel particle size and the wood contains about 7 percent extractive, and
fraction of under-flre air did nok 81gniflcantly mineral compound or ash. Extracted hardwoods
affect the combustion efficiency and particulate contain about 43 percent cellulose, 35 percent
eml,,ions. It i, also concluded that the off- hemicellulose, and 22 percent lignin. Softwoods
design (part load) operation of the combustion \ contain approximately 43 percent cellulose, 28
unit, results in higher particulate emission, J percent hemlcolluloBe and 29 percent lignin

L.....and lower combustion efficiency. ..._i--" (Shafizadeh 1977).
z

Keywordss Biomass combustion, wood combustion,
combustion° COMBUSTION OF WOOD

Upon exposure to heat flux wood particles do
INTRODUCTXON not burn directly (Browne 1958). Combustion of

wood takes place in three stages. The flrst
During the past two decades fossil fuel stage is drying or evaporation of moisture in

availability and cost as well as concerns for wood. Thln is an endothermic process that
protection of the environment have motivated new requires a supply of heat to particle,. The
efforts in the search for renewable, clean, energy required in this process i, discussed in
affordable, and tellable sources of energy, detail elsewhere (Dadkhah-Nikoo and Bushnell
Biomass fuel_, particularly wood and wood waste 19877 Dadkhah-Nikoo 1985).
fuels, present an attractive choice for energy
production. In 19_3, biomass resources supplied Since the ignition temperature of dry wood is
2.8 quads (2.8xi0 = btu) of energy per year, hlgher than its charring temperature (Wise and
representing 3.7 percent of the annual energy Jahn 1952), under the influence of a
consumption in the United State,. By the year sufficiently strong source of energy, wood
2000, biomass resources can provide 6 to 16.6 undergoes thermal degradation, or pyrolyBi,.
quads (5 to 15 percent) of the annual energy Pyrolysis is "an endothermic irreversible
consumption in the United State, (SERI 1983). chemical degradation of wood in which virgin

wood Is transformed into char and combustible
Today, concern for the safety and protection yaps,s" (K&nury 1972). When Combustlble

of the environment is a decisive factor in pyrolyslg products are driven off they can react
selectlon_ design, and operation of energy with oxygen and burn in the ga, phase with
conversion sy,tems. Primary pollutants flaming combustion. This reaction generates
generated during the con_ustion process include heat for further drying and pyrolysln of the
nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, carbon fuel.

The residue remaining after pyrolysls i, a
highly reactive carbonaceous char. Oxidation of
char in solid phase re,ults in glowing
combustion that has a slower rate of burning

_Presented at the National Bioenergy Conference, than flaming combustlon. If the intensity of
March 18-20, 1991. heat flux or oxygen supply fall below a minimum

level, smoldering combustion takes place. In
: _he authors are respectively, Graduate Research smoldering combustion unoxidized volatile

Assistant and Associate Professor of Mochanlcal product, and aerosol particles are emitted as
Engineering, Oregon State University, Corvallis, smoke. During the combustion process the
OR 97331. cellulosic component is mainly converted to
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volatile products while lignin is mainly temperature increases the boiler efficiency _
converted to char (Shafizadoh 1%77). A (KVB, Inc. 1980).
simplified version of wood combustion process is
shown in Figure 1. For wood-fired boilers the amount of excess

alr depends on the design of the particular
system and conditions of the fuel. Use of

**T_v_ ._COI_STm_ excess air above the optimum amount required for
I combustion, increases particulate emissions and

reduces boiler efficiency, flame temperature,
¢(LLUI._E --WA_L.-- and combustion rate.

I i ';>i2 The ratio o_ under-flre air and the location
*(' _ l ,-5_ I of over-flre air iS also an _mportant factor in

| /// _ I combustion processes. The optimum amount of
ll _X_el8 air and fraction of the under-flre air

depends on the combustion system, properties of
the fuel and Its moisture content (Junge 1979;
Haluzak 1989; Junge 1978; Junge 1978).

Figure 1--Stages of wood combustion.
EXPERIMENTAL FACZLITIES

FACTORS AFFECTING THE COMBUSTION OF WOOD The experimental facilities used in this
study consist of a combustion chamber, an air

Performance of wood-fired combustion units delivery and preheat system, a fuel dellvery
and boilers depend on design and operating system, an exhaust system, and a data aaqul--
conditions of the burner as well as fuel gition and control system. Figure 2, shows a
preparation and properties. Some of these cutaway view of the combustion chamber.
factors include moisture content of the fuel, " '
fuel particle size, excess air, combustion air
temperature, and fraction of the under-flre air. UV£R_m£

_. ----7 .----cooumwT_ rEtnTUK
Holsture content of the biomass fuels may

vary from 2 to 75 Percent (wet basis) (Oswald ru{_r_o_
: and June 1980; Hewlett and Gamaahe 1977) and _E.i_mUN

affects the combustion process in a variety of I
ways. Variation in fuel moisture content alters I
the net heating value of the fuel, _ate of BOW_T
combustion of the fuel, flame temperature and
volume and velocity of the combustion products
in the combustion chamber.

The net heating value of the wood fuel
decreases with increased moisture content. The _'(.-rmc _----r_(_TUK /_
flame temperat_re drops accordingly. Reduction n,_
of the adiabatic flame temperature due to ____STA|_ES$ STC(L
increase of moisture content of wood is studied cA_l_
by Tillman and Anderson (1983) for some wood
species. The effect of moisture content on the
combustion temperature of Dcugla0-flr is
discussed by Dadkhah-Nikoo (1985). Burning rate c_Ic _r._mY
of wood partlcleB decreases as moisture content r,_T(

: of the fuel increases (Simmons 1983; Junge
1975).

As a result of vaporization, the volume of ts_1_.-rl_ AIR
the moisture content of the fuel increases by a
factor of 5700. Thls Increase in volume results

: in higher velocity of the combustion gases and '
in combination with a slower rate of burning and
lower flame temperature, increases the emissions --_H _IT
of unburned particulate and reduces the
efficiency of tile wood-fired boilers. Figure 2-.-Cutaway view of the combustion

chamber.
Similar to moisture content, the size of wood

fuel particles have a wide range of variation
(Oswald and Junge 1980). Wood fuel particles The combustion chamber is made of schedule
used in typical wood-fired boilers varies _rom 20, 304 stainless stee_ tube with a nominal

. 8xl0 "5 tO 4 inches; this is a ratio of 5x10 _. diameter of 12 inches. A high temperature
Due to their larger surface to mass ratio, ceramic refractory is used to protect the outer
smaller particles burn at a faster rate than shell and promote thermal stability in the
larger particles (Simmons 1983). Wood chamber. The combustion chamber inside diameter
combustion systems are designed for a limited is 6.5 inches. The height of the combustion
range of fuel particle size (Dadkhah-Nikoo chamber la 36 inches. On top of the combustion
1985). Exceeding the fuel size limitations, chamber a computer driven X-Y probe-positlonlng
increases the particulate emissions and reduces table is mounted. The table holds three probes,
the efficiency of the combustion system (Junge one for gas sampling and two for temperature
1975). measurement.

Increasing the combustion air temperature Particulate samples are collected on fiber-
increases the combustion rate of wood particles glass fi_ters. Type K thermocouples are used
(Simmons 1983), and improves the performance of for the temperature measurement of under-fire

: wood-fired boilers. Junge (1975), recommends and over-flre air, combustion products, exhaust,
that the highest possible temperature be used in and the outside wall of the combustion chamber.
hogged-fuel boilers. For oil- and gas-fired Detailed description of the combustion syst,m iu
boilers increasing the combustion air

z
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given elsewhere (Haluzak 19891 Dadkhah-Nikoo and Table 1--Experimental settings for the

Bushnell 1988; Bushnell and others 1989). experiments and independent variables for

regression analygie.

Experiment |

Exp---_V__,_l__-' UlF.Iu,_.^,,_.--_--
To examine the effect of size variations of N.. FccdRaIu M.C. Air Air Temp. Sm

the fuel particles, cubical samples of Douglas- .. d_lh/ilr _.B._%_ _% de,.F' u4.1,,_l
Fir were prepared in three sizes, 1/4, 3/8, and I 4.01 54 ts6 35 84 0.843751
1/2 Inches. Moisture levels were controlled at 2 4.01 54 117 65 82 0.843751

11 percent, 35 percent and 53 percent (wet 3 4.01 54 |17 50 82 0.843751
basis), Various levels of excess air, fractions 4 4,07 35 I14 65 R2 0._4375]

of under-fire air and under-flre air 5 4.07 35 I13 35 84 0.H43751

temperatures were selected. To study the off- 6 4.07 35 113 50 84 0,843751

design, (part load) performance of the combustion 7 4.17 II l(_ 65 83 0.84y151

unit, different fuel feed rates ranging from 8 4.17 II 108 35 81 0.843751

full load (4 Ib/hr) to half load (2 Ib/hr) were 9 4.17 II 108 50 83 0.843751

chosen for the experiment.o. Table 1 presents lo 4.43 55 72 50 89 0.84375J

the actual test settings for the experiments. II 4.43 35 Ii6 50 88 0.84375

Fuel analysis is given in Table 2. 12 4.29 54 123 50 87 0.84375
13 4,29 54 78 50 89 0,84375

' Temperature and aompoeltlon data were 14 4.29 54 63 50 405 0.84375

collected at distances ranging from 16 to 24 15 4.59 35 53 50 405 0.84375
inches from the grate at 2 inch intervals. At 16 4.99 II 40 50 40_ 0.8437517 4,62 11 87 5(| 84 1,5
each interval 15 samples of combustion gases ]8 4,62 II 108 50 85 1.5
were analyzed and recorded. Two temperature 19 4.62 II 66 50 88 1.5

probes located at the same distance from the 20 2_26 53 83 35 96 0.375

grate and equidistant from the gas probe 2l 2.26 53 I19 35 9! 0.375
recorded the temperature of the combustion 22 2.58 II 62 35 90 0.375

products. Three temperature readings fro{ra each 23 2.58 11 92 35 93 0375

probe were recorded. Therefore at each data 24 2.49 53 88 35 206 [ 0.375
point, 15 gas composition and 6 temperature 25 149 53 75 _ 35 406 _.375
readings were collected. Each experiment was

represented by a single temperature (an average
of 30 temperature measurements) and a single

composition (an average of 80 composition

measurements). The composition was specified by

amounts of _, C_, the combustibles (CH4), CO,

NOx, S_, and H2S. Since the values of SC_, H2S Table 2--Analysis of the fuels used in thln
and the combustibles measured were study.

insignificant, these values are not reported.

Data collected from these experiments, are i UltimatoAnal_i_ IDOUOLAS.FIR ]

used in a linear regression program to generate [ . (%d_t_=i_) 4

a set of regression coefficients. These Icoefficient,allowpredictionofco:bustles _'_'" 5,,I
products and combustion system performance over IHydrogen 6.31 I

a wide range of variables. ISull'ur[Nttr°gen 0_.0_8 I
A computer model is used to predict the IChk,ri,e 0,0 I

composlt_on and temperature of the combustion lath 0.05 I

products for each experiment under adiabatic _ 42.29 [
IProxlmateAnalyli, --_-- Iconditions. Thin model also calculates the

efficienaies for the combustion process for each F_dcarbo" 14,26 I

experiraent and its adiabatic counterpart. These IVolattlcmattcr 85.69 Iefficlencies provide a teel for comparing the l_h 0.05

experiments and the ideal cases. [A_hF'=zlonTcrnperaturc I
_d__.F)

ittal 2450 ]
hdlabat_¢ t_ombustion Mode_. .... [Fluid 24_)

_HighcrHeatingValue 8775 I

A computer model for wood combustion ](btu/lh, dry) !
(Dadkhah-Nikoo and Bushnell 1987; Dadkhah-Nikoo , I

1985) is used to predict the results of

experiments under adiabatic conditions.

Different efficienciee are defined to emphasize
the significance of the moisture and the exhaust

loi\_see. Two efficienciee, EFF11 and EFF12, are
defined based on 'the first law of

thermodynamics, This allows for analysis of the

:- combuetlon process based on the energy content

of the fuel. Three efflcienciee, EFF21, EFF22_

and EFF23, are defined based on the second law

of thermodynamics. This allows for analysis of

the combustion process based on the e_ergy of is the sum of the energy content of the

the fuel. EFFll is defined an| combustion air and the higher heating value of
the fuel. EFFI2 is defined ae_

EFFII - Enthalpy of combustion products
energy input to combu_S_l-on utti£ enthalpy of combustion products -

EFFI2 • enthalpy of exhaust gases
energy inpd%--_mbustion unit

The heat of vaporization of water is included

in the enthalpies used in this definition and in

= those that follow. Energy input to the system The difference between EFF11 and EFFI2
: represents the exhaust loss. This loss results
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from exhausting the combustion products at high

temperature. For _ost applications, the exhaust

temperature ts suffiolently high to keep the

water in the exhaust gases in vapor or 3000.
superheated vapor form. For this experimental A x

investigation, exhaust temperatures of 250=F are _ EXPERIMENT

assumed. EFF21 and EFF22 are defined ast _ -
2500 • A A REG.MODEL

i "EFF21 & EFF22 = exergy of combustion products a • AD,MODgL
exergy of _Uel + A•A A •

exergy of comb. air 2000 A

AA• • A • A"

AA• A •
Calculatlon of EFF21 is based on the higher 1800-

heatin_ value of the fuel instead of its exergy _ _(Dadkhah-Nikoo 1985)i EFF22 and EFF23 are _×× _

calculated based on the exergy of the fuel _

EFF23 is defined ast 1000 _ _ _ w_

exergy of combustion products -
exergy of exhaust gases _x - . ---_ . .

EFF23 = exergy;_E fuel + exergy o¢ comb. al_ 0 5 10 15 20 25EXPERIMENTNUMBER

The gas properties used for the adlabatio Figure 3--Comparison of the results of the

cases are based on compositions predicted by the adiabatic model, experiments, and regression

adiabatlc model. For the experiments the mod®l for combustion temperature.

properties are o_iculated according to the
compositlons _asured for each experiment.

2C I

Re_ress _on Model I xEXPERIMENT

18 x .x ..
In order to investigate the affect of × x REG,MODEL

individual variables on performance of the 18 ' - A

combustion unit, a linear regression model is i_ ] c

L-: x _ X C:: AD,MODEL
x C3

used. From this regression model a set of 14 _@_c _c-' :_ ×regression aoefflc£ents is generated. The x
independent variables are given in Table I. The x x _<_ _ o ._

dependent variable, include combustion product 12| x ×
temperatures and composition (02, C02, NeE, and

CO), particulate emissions, a_ount of combus- _ 101 • •Aaec• &a a •tlble in particulate, efficiencies, and heat _ •A • •

los0. The results of the regresslon model _ !i A I

(regression coefficients) are presented in Table A • •& •
3. Each dependent variable can be predicted •a

using the coefficients provided in thio table.

Figure 3 shows that the results of the 0 5 ---1_'-- 1---_" _ 25

regression model are close approximations of the EXPERIMENTNUMBER
experimental measurements. However, the results

of the adiabatic model are significantly
different from the experimental measurements.

Figure 4 shows the O 2 content of the combustion

products. The agreement between result_ of the

regression model and experiments are not as
close as in Figure 3, yet the regression model Figure 4--Comparison of the results of the

gives a much better approximation for the adiabatic model, experiments, and regression

experimental values than the adiabatic model, model for combustion products oxygen content.

Result_ Q_a__9_lino of the _ver-Fire Tube

In this analysis the term "heat loss" refers To determine the location of the over-fire

to the difference in energy input to the air tube for optimum operation a series of tests

combustion chamber and the energy content of the were carried out. In these exper1_nents,

combustion products and is a combination of commercial wood pellets were used. The optimum
convective and radiative heat loss fro_ the operating condition is determined based on

combustion chamber, incomplete combustion of the minimizing the opacity and partlau]ate emissions

fuel (conversion of carbon to CO instead of and m_ximizlng the combustion temperature and

C02), and emissions of unburned particulate, e_ficlency. The results indicated that the

The most significant Portion of the "heat loss" optimtua location for the over-flre tube is 4

was contributed by the radiation and convection inches above the grate. Xf the over-fire tube

losses. The typical average temperature of the is placed below the optimum location, the over-
combustion chamber outside wall for the fire air flow disturbs the particles on the

experiments was 400"F. The convective and grate and significantly increases the emissions

radiative heat loss at this temperature is of the unburned particulate, which in turn

estimated to be between 30 to 40 percent of the decreases the co¢_bustion offlciency. If the

energy input (at full load) to the combustion over-fire tube is above the optimum location,

cheu_ber, the residence time of the pyrolysis products in
reduced which Le suggested by high opacity

readings. The high opacity reading is an
indication of incomplete combustion of the



pyrolysis products and is accompanied by low
combustion eff£aienay.

_llrt Load iOff-Deslan) Operation le

Figure 5 shows that increasing the fuel feed ---_-...... Z_..O2
rat9 from 2 ib/hr (half-load) to 4 ib/hr (full- _ 14load) increases the combustion temperature by
approximately 200"F. The adiabatic temperature

for identical operating oondltlons ts approx- _ 12 /O2(adab_0)
_mately Z,O00"F higher _han that of experimental
temperature,. _

*_ 10-

M,C,= 35%8.U,F,AIR=,t_0%
81ZE=0,844aq,In,

2200- _ AIRT_MP,- 80deg,F i__CC2000- ___ .__.jADIABATOTEMP, (E,A = 100%) 6' //"-"

co_1800' M,C =35% 4 -- ', , , ' _ '_.....3,6U,F,_R-,o_ = 2.2 2,4 2,0 _,*,8 _ 3',_ 3',4 3',e 4

i 1600. AIRTEMP,- 80deg,F FUELFEEDRATE(d_ Ib_r>

SLZE- 0,844Iq, In,

1400, Figure 6--Oxygen and carbon dioxide content of

/EA = 70% the combustion products as function of fuel feed

1
200"l j/ _______ rate.

800_-----_/ \ .I 103 -1150
6004_ _ , , , -- ---, -,

FUELFEEDRATE(dw Ib_lr) 1000 CO '

?igure 5--Combustlon temperature as function of
600. _R TEMP.- 80deg,F ._.

The increase in combustion temperature _ 400 .950
results from increased energy input into the
combustion unit. Radiation and conveotlon heat

ices from the combustion chamber's outer wall 200"// N_ .900
Increa.es because of increased energy input but
is not directly proportional to r

p _ner_ input.
2_2'_4 _'.e2_8--_ _ 3:4 3',e3',e 48s°o _

Figure 6 shows that the _ content of the FUELFEEDRATE(dry_h_
co_nbustion products decreases from 15.5 to 14
percent (for the case indicated) when fuel feed
rate increases from half load to full icsd. The

decrease in 02 content Is accompanied by an Figure 7--CO and NO x content of the combustion
increase in CO2 content, implying that &t feed products as function of fuel feed rate.
rates closer to the design condition of the
burner (full-load), combustion would be more
complete than at half-load. Similarly, Figure 7

shows that higher fuel feed rates result in Figure 8 shows the particulate emissions and
lower CO content (from 1150 ppm at half-load to the amount of combustible in the particulate.
250 pp(, at full-load) while the HOx _ontent of The decrease in both variables suggests that the
the combustion product was subject to a slight fuel feed rate has a significant effect on these
increase. The decrease in CO content t,s an variables. At low fuel feed rate levels, which
indication of more complete combustion. It are acco_panled by lower co_d_ustlon
should be noted that the NO x generated during temperatures, unstable combustion resulted in
the combustion of wood Is mainly due to the flare-ups that contributed to higher emissions
nitrogen content of the fuel (wood) and cannot of partloulate and combustibles. This was
be related to the fixation of atmospheric particularly pronounced for the fuels with high
nitrogen (Hewlett and Gamache 1977_ Tillman and moisture content_ burning at low levels of
others 1989). Typically, wood combustion takes under-flre air.
place at substantially lower temperatures than
the fixation _emperature of atmospheric nitrogen Figure 9 shows the efficiencles as a function
(3000°F). Therefore, at temperatures below of fuel feed rate. EFF21 is approximately one

_ 3000_F, only fuel-bound nitrogen will generate percent higher than EFF22. The difference lo
nitrogen oxides (Babcock and Wilcox 1978). attributed to use of higher hca_tng value of the

fuel in place of the fuel exergy. As fuel feed
It should be noted that the combustion gases increases from 2 to 4 lh/ht, EFFII and EFFI2

were sampled within the combustion chamber and show nearly a 9 percent increase. The increase
not from the exhaust gases. _urthermore no air Ii due to increased combustion temperature,
pollution control device preceded the sampling changes in the composition of the combustion
point. So, these values (CO, CO2, NOx) should be products, and a decrea,e in the heat loss (i.e.,
viewed as relative measures of the completeness the "fraction" of heat loss decreases as energy
of combustion and not as pollutants, input increases).
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0,25.I - '100 JA..,_.........................................ADIABATIC_:....,_,"TEMP,(E,A".'100%)

•"2_i %"_ .....""
[ COMBUSTIBLE r E'_ " I _ ' _ ....

|_ INPART,_, M,O,,,35%' ' :_
02.] '"_ \ U,F,AIR,._)% "_) _ -- 1800" _'"_'-'-

1600" 81ZE=0,844

_I° 8°°i0 I'B _ _5.... 3o....._'5 4'o _: _ 6s
0 _-_, _ • _..... , ....., .- -, --+0 MOISTURECONTENT(%W,B,)2_ 214 2:8 2,8 B 3.2 3,4 B,6 3,8 4

FUELFEEDRATE(dWIb_v)

Figure lO--Combustion temperature al function of
moisture content of the fuel.

Figure 8--.Particulate emission and combustible
in particulate ai funotlon of fuel feed rate.

experimental combustion temperature was because
the fraction of heat used in the vaporization of
the additional moisture was relatively small in
comparison to the total heat loss. For the

|E,& 100% PdRTEMP,= 80deg,F EFF11701 = adiabatic oase_ the, additional heat of
/ vaporization is themaln source of energy

80IIMo=_%U.F.PJR- 50% /__ conl_m41d that reduces the cocnbUltlon
S_E - 0,844_._ temperature.

. The increase in molature content of the fuel

i S°_.:i _._i:i doe= not =ignlfloantly affect the O-z and co2

I content, of the combustion products.

40

___ ,Igut. ii sh ewa the CO, NOx content and the

_w'_'_EFF12 combustion temperatures. There is no... EFF12
30 significant change in NOx as the moiature" --EFF21 / EFF22 _

EXHAUSTLESS _ __ _ontent increases, but the CO content increases
20 __ _ by 200 ppm. This increase le due to reduction

..... _, of the c_buation .temperature and the higher gas

veloolty (caused by the increase in volume of
I0+-----_--, . , ..... the oo¢_bustlon gases) in the chamber. The
2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3 3.2 3.4 3.6 3,8 4 higher gas velocity in the chamber results in

FUELFEEDPATE(d_IWhr) lower residence ti_J for the combustion
roduots. Except for CO content, the increase
n moisture content does not affect the

Figure 9--Efflclenoles as function of fuel feed composition of the ooa_ustlon products.
rate.

. 1200, .. ........... T1200
There is approximately a 25 Percent r I

difference between EFFII and EFFI2, which /COMB.TEM'P'_1150_-
indicates a significant reduction in the I000- "_'-'--_-_" _ J '
efficiency of the prooeu, due to exhausting the _ _1100_

' con_0ustlon products at a high temperature (in _ FUELFEED- 41b_zr _
this case, 250"_). For oil- and gas-flred 8 800- EA.-100% ,1050_
boilers (which lack moisture in the fuel), _ U.F.AIR=50%' _JRTEMP,- 80de@,F
exhaust losses range from i0 to 40 percent as 60O
exhaust temperatures increases from IOOaF to

800"Fincrease(KVB,ofInc. 1980).6 '! 400| co .900'9501

= nearly percent over the range of
fuel feed variation, the difference shows the 200
exhaust loss. The low values of the Second Law -850
efficienci®n _nd_cate a significant loss of
exergy in this process, resulting from the 0+--_-_---, . . ,:_ . - B00
conversion of high exergy fuel to low exergy 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55
combustion products and the heat loss, M_S_URECONTENT(%W,B.)

Moisture Content Figure ll--Combustion products CO and No,
content as function of fuel moisture content.

Figure I0 lhows the effect of moisture
content on aond0ustion temperature for three
levels of excess air. IncEeasing the moisture
content from 11 to 55 percent (wet basis)
decreases the combustion temperature by 70_F,
whereas the decrease for the adiabatic
temperature la 470"F. The small decline in
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Figure 12 present| the particulate emisslonn
and the combustible content of the particulate
am a function of moisture content. :Increasing
the moisture content f=om 11 to 56 percent

grains/door, and the combustibles in the E,A,=IO0%

particulate increases from 5 to 27 peroent over :t U,F,AIR-_% E..... "_

thin range. The /no=ease in particulate AIRTEMP,=80deg, F

emissions Lo caused by the higher velocity of . ' _.___.,' i_,',7'"i_:¢::.,:

velocitythecombustionreducesproducts.theresidencmTheincreasetimeandin gas _ ___:_!_!_'I_ ,_;_' ' " _ _ : _'_',_.v.''°;;i"_°!_i'=
increases the drag on small p,iCticlen within the _ 60 _,:___"i!_ /,
ohamber. The reduced residence time and lower _::I' ''

oombuntlon temperatures induces n higher _ 40, ___percentage of combustible in particulate. ._ EFF12
30 EXH_T LOSS

_'---. EFF22

t FUELF_EO- 4,bJ.r [ _FF2_
°_ _A.,_ _ 10,__iV__;0 •........0= u,F,_n. _ / g 2's 30 3_ 40 4B s'0 ss

0,00] ' 1"40 Figure 13--Efficiencies as function of fuel

0.04 PARTICULATE

-- COMB,INPART, 1
00!
0 1200t f TM

Figure 12--Particulate andcombustible in :Jl FUELF_O.4_ __a

i E_ - 100% f _. /

particulate as function of fuel moisture moou,_,_,.._ _'_'_-_ I'_
content. SIZE. 0.844_, _, . / _..

A_ TEMP,m_0deg,F _ __z
' HEATLOSS

Figure 13 shows the efflclenclen an function 1o
of _olsture content. Increasing the moisture
content of the fuel increases the flow rate Of i'0 , •..... _- -r- .... , , , _ .... 19115 20 215 3O _ 4O 45 5O
the combustion products. Thls increase, with MC_STURECONTENT(%W,B.)
the deoreane in heat lose through the ohambor
wall shown in Figure 14 (due to reduced
combustion temperature), renult_ in an Increase
in EFFll. As shown in Figure 13, EFFll
increases by nearly 16 percent while E_FI2 in- Figure 14--Combuetlon temperature and heat Ions
creases by only 2 percent. EFFII increases due as function of fuel moisture content.
to a higher mass rate of combustion products and
lower heat lone, whereas the EFF12 increase in
due only to reduced heat lens. The difference
between the two shows a 14 percent increase in 2200_--4--

increases from 11 to 55 percent. _ _ _ -- 8_E-0,844_ m,

Figure 15 shown 1500F in combustion
temperature when increasing the excess air from GTE P (MC-35%)_.
70 to 200 Percent. The comparable decrease for = ' ''
the adiabatic co_buntlon temperature in 740°F. _ 1400

M,.%.11,_

Figure 16 shows NO. decreasing due to an 1200
increale of other oonetituentn of the combustion

products, including oxygen and nitrogen. 1000 ,,,_-35% _'--_Reduction of the combustion temperature and the M _f
shorter residence tim_ of the gases within the M,C,-_
combustion chamber (due to higher volume of _YJ.... .-- , _
combustion air) contributes to the CO increase 60 s0 100 120 1;_0 -I'_ 180 -_
in the combustion products. A similar increase EXCESS_JR_)
£n CO content in the exhaust products as a
result of inoreaned excess air in reported fOr
oil- and gas-flred boilers (KVB, Inr, 1980), Figure 15--Combustion temperature as function of

excess air.
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FUELFEED,- 4 ItVht EFFI!.

/ COMB,T_MP. / I , M,C,- 35_ AIRTEMP,- 80 dog,F _/

_'1 ExH_8"rLOSS _ _.._.,_.__.11:J' / S_Z_- o,s44_, In, I

,oo.. ....... ..... I"
60 ' 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

EXCE88AIR(%) F__CEBSAIR(%)

Figure 16--Temperature, CO, and NO= content of Figure 18--Efficiencles aB function of excess
the co.bustles products al function of excess air,
air.

Figure 17 shows particulate em£sslons Under-Fire _ir

increasing f.r¢_l_less than 0.01 to 0.09 The results of the regresslon analysis
gralns/dsof over the range of excess air IndJ,oated that Ohanglng the ratio of under-f lte
considered. Both the particulate and the air to total co¢_bustion air would not affect
combustible show an increase that may be
attributed to the shorter residence time, higher most of the parameters considered in this

experimental investigation. However, in cases
gas veloOitles, and lower combu,tlon of high moisture content fuels, hlgh_r levels of
temperature, ,_ under-flre air were required to keep the

operation stable.

0,1T '- . -700 09J FUELFEED 4 lh/ht _JJ__--_
' / M,C,-_ /P_mCU_Te/

Otm4 U,F._R=_0% / / _ In Figure 19 the NOx and CO content of the
- '--/ =z_-o._=_, / _ _ co=bustion products are shownwith combustion

fuel particles is increased. When the surface

°'°e1 /_ ,4o area of the fuel particle increases fro_ 0.844to 1.500 in2, combustion temperatures decreases
0'051 / / z by approximately 21°F. It Is difficult to draw

0 in the regression model. Since there la o_ly a

00_ //// // small change in combustion temperature, the heat
loss and effIcienuies do not Change appreciably.' 1 / COMB.INPART, 10

0.011 /_ This f£gure also shows a significant increase
O,'--- , ", ' • 0 in the CO content of the products. This i_ an
so e0 100 120 t40 160 180 200 expect_ result since the larger particles burn

EXCESSAIR(%) at a slower rate (end thus require longer
residence time). Therefore, the drop in
cord)cation t_perature is validated by the
indication of higher CO content (i.e., a lower

Figure 17--Particulate emissions and combustible conversion rate of carbon to CO2)" The NOx
in particulate ao function of excess alr. content Of the combustion product shows 110

significant changes over this range.

Figure 18 shows all efflclencies improving as The increase in size of particles increases
excess air increases. For EFFll this increase the particulate emissions by 0.05 gralns/dscf
£a nearly 20 percent and for EFFI2 it is over this range, but the percentage of the

: approximately 14 percent; EFF22 and EFF23 show 7 combustibles in particulate remains unchanged.
percent increases. These _provements are due For typical industrial wood-,flred boilers, fuel
to an increase in flow rate of the combustion particle si_e has a wide range of variation. In
products and reduced heat loss from the these boilers, fines in the feed substantially
combustion chamber (due to lower combustion increase particulate em£nslons and NOz
temperatures). The heat loss reduces by generation, while reducing the efficiency of the
approximately 35 percent over the range of process (Tillm_n and others 1989).
excess air considered for these experiments.
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Figure 19--Temperature, CO, and NO x content of
the coad_ustlon products as function of particle
mtse. Figure 20--Heat Ices and combustion temperature

as functions of under-fire temperature.

Under-Fire Air TemPerature

To enhance the combustion process it is 0.1p.i_ [70
common practice to preheat the combustion air. 0_j FUELFE_D'4_ J

When the moisture content of the fuel is high, '-'IEJt'100_ ,COMB.INPART. _eO_
0_4MC-_ / / I Cpreheated combuatlon air provides a faster rate "-lS_E=0._A_.In. / / I _

of drying and oombu.tion (stmmon. 1983). _ 07tUF,_R.60%. _/'// _t_

Increasing the combustion air temperature as 0.

accompanied by an tncrea.e tn the volume of a:Lr, 06_ _
wh:Lch could offset seem of the benefits of 0 40 _ :
preheating the air. _ 0,051 / _

For t._,_',experiments, preheating the 0

co_bu.tion air from 80"F to 400"F lncr.a.ed th. 0.031 _1"---ccxnbuatlon air volume by approximately 60 _'PN:ITICUIATE

percent, which i.n turn :increased the combustion 0.021
gas velocity while reducing residence time for I 'I°_

the suspended particulate. 0.011 ,
Ag shown in Figure 20, the ¢o¢_buition 0_------_- . ,..... .,------_ 0

¢_perature shows a decrease of approximately _ _c_ 15o _oo _o 300 _o _0
15®F am under-flr_ air temperature Increases by COMBUS_ON/_RTE_PE_ATURE(_._
320"F. This result was surprising, but when the
increase in gas velocity and the _:eduction in
residence time were noted, Lt ta concluded that
the combustion procesm deteriorated rather than Figure 21--Partlculate emissions and

combustibles in particulate as functions of
being enhanced, under-f lte air t_rature.

; Particulate _ilitons and combustibles in the

particulate show in increase over the range of

Increaaed air temperature, as Indlcat_d in 80]

Figure 21. :I FU-ELFEED- 4_r

EA - I00_

Figure 22 shown the @fflcienclem decreamln_ M.C.-_
: am the combustion temperature i.ncreases. EFFll U.F.NR=50_

Earlier experiments on wood pellets (Bushnell _-_ "';:' i'".,;"i"_._i'_.,

that the energy used to heat the air is _ 50 _accounted for in calculation of the . ,_;...:;_,.':..

efflcloncles. 40 _,:,...,,.;.,.•

For Industr:Lal hogged-fuel boilers, burning
fuel with high moisture content, it :Lm 30- U_LOS_

: rec--nded th,t the highest poss£ble c_nbu.tion E_ _ 1
air temperatures be applied (Ttllman and others ____:_..,,,._. ........_._
1989). In addition, them'eased co_bustlon air 20- EFF23 I

temperatures have been shown to improve the |
efficiency of the cml- and gas-flred boilers 10 " , --- • ' ' --
(KVB, Inc. 1980). The results of £nvest'.:Lgations 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
mentioned above, contradict the results of the UND_R.F_RENRTEMPERATU_E(0_g._
present investigation and the study perfo¢_ed
by Haluzak (1989). This is because the system
used for those experiments has a substanti_lly Figure 22--rf frC.fancles as function of under-
smaller combustion chamber than those used for fire atr temperature.
the industrial aDDllcations. The m_aller__

combustion chamber makes the combustion process
--_ extr_ly monm}_ttve to any changes that result in the reduction of the residence time of the

combustion products (for example, preheated

-- --

, ' I ' Illl II,' ' '1 [ II I '1111_, II t=__'l!lil I' ' 'I'Fil It , , , IIII ,II1111,,,1 It] !Il!n , ,, !tillIrltrllllfl!q!R!fll,l,,,[ll'l,,llllllt!l,'l,ll'T',,"!,llllil,lr,, , ,



combustlonalr, moisture content, and excess 7) Increased fuel partlcle size (surface
air) or increased radiation and convection heat area) increases the CO production and
lo_s (such as increamed con_ustlon particulate e_ieslons, while it decreases
temperatures}. These sensitivities are not as the combustion temperature and
crucial in industrial boilers that have efficiency.
substantlally larger combustion chamber volume
and better insulatlon. Finally, in ali the experiments conducted, no

opacity was observed during the tests, other
than flare-ups occurring at low fuel feed rates

Conclusions or at the start-up of the unit. It should be
- noto d that these conclusions are valid onl_ for

From the dlscuaslon of the results, based on the rangeof variables conm£der@d in thi_ .:
the experimental work and the regression experimental investigation.
sn&lyslm, the following obaervatlons can be "
made.
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Table 3--Regression coefficients.

M

COEFFICIENTS

Cen.stant Fuei Moisture Exce_s U.F'. U.F. Air Surface. R**2 Standard
,, Feed Content Air AIR Temp. Area .... Err.of

: variable Unit lb/hr % % % deg. F I sq. in. Y
__. (y) W.B.
Comb. Temp. de g. V 841.6141 i17.2459 -],4243 -1.1325 0.1337 .0.1253 -32,2.997 0.9591 25.6217
O2 % 14.9190" i0.9"189 .0.0018 0.0209 .0.0110 0.0097 0.256,0 0,4407 "i.5544
CO2 % 4.1521 1.236'1 010_8 .0.0180 0.0113 .0.0087 -0.1176 0,5041 1.5054

-- NOx ppm 13.7301 13.2059 ' -0.0406 .0.0555 0.1210 -0.0600 .14.8735 0,5864 9.8406

C_Ci...... pprn 893.5249 -439.7121 4.5404 3.4949 3.5030 ,, 0.7676 415.6050 0.5977 282.1554
Particulate gr/dsc[ 0.1491 -0.0683 0.0003 0.0006 0.0000 0.0002 0.0754 0.6283 0.0387
iCombustible % 95.3295 -35.5112 0.5258 0.1623 -0.0321 0.0565 3310666 '0.8006 15.5545.... ,,

EFF11 % 16.2632 4,4.907 0.3640 0.1422 [ 0,0100 -0.0103 0.0661 0.9557 2.1024..... ,..... , ........ ,

EFFI2 % 7.2182 5.0743 0.0459 0.1107 0.0083 -0.0093 -1.3429 0.9372 1.5369

-_ EFF21 % 3.6079 3.5ig6 .....0.0582 0.0560 .... 0.0094 o0.0062' ' -0.6325 0.92i6 1.13'22.

..- _EFF22 .... % 3.4449, 3_3511 0.0555 0.0531 0.0091 -0,0059 ' .0.6028 0.92'17 .... i.0768 :--
EFF23 % 2.1253 3.1779 0.0133 0.0481 0.0054 -0.0041 -0.8033 0.9235 0.9466 -

Heat Loss ibtu/hr 11865.30 i '2443.20 -124,97 -"44.62 ......I -4.09 7.34 450.06 0.95 1085.63_
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In-HomePerformance of ResidentialCordwood StovesI Table I, NationalEmissionInventorydata
for particles and carbonmonoxide (1981).

, ,, J, ,,

James E. Houck, StocktonG. Barnett,and Robert B. Roholt Particles Cre'benMonoxide
OMNI EnvironmentalServices, Inc., Beavorton, Oregon2 Source Category (metrictons x (metrictons xlo3) lo3)

'l I ill _ II II I I i III I) --

Residential Wood 830 5,119

Abstract: The air quality impacts of residential cordwood Combustion ...............
stoves have b_n of concern to regulators, energy planners, and Ali Point Sources 4,397 7,574
members of the woodstove industry. In addition, the reliability .......
of laboratory certification emission values in predicting "real Motor Vehicles 1,112 63,670
world" emissions has been questioned. In response to these .....

._articulate emissions front residential cordwood stoves'-'_

in-home use have been measuredfor 5 heating _ mum. Particles originating from RWC contain polycyclic
seasons as part of 12 separate studies in Oregon, New York, aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), which have well-demonstrated
Vermont, and the Yukon Territory. Monitoring was conducted c_irclnogenicand mutagenic properties.
using an automated emission sampler (AES) system. -A.._.

_r/_lle.r_.was._v-systom. The Considerable technological advances'in wood stove design
system has been deploy_ in nearly 100 individual homes, have been made recently which reduce emissions. To evaluate
Typically, emissions from several 1-week-longintegrated sam- the effectivenessof the new technologies in reducing emissions,
piing periods over the course of the heatingseason were mea-
sured with the AES system at--eachhomes. . 't"_'__ _. methodsare needed to' measure wood stoves under real-world,

w_kq 1_ in-home use.

Particulate emission rates in grams of particles per hour of stove Unlike more traditional point sources, the combustion emis-
operation, grams of particles per kilogram of dry wood burned, sions from RWC are difficult to quantify. A wide variety of
and grams of particles per million Joules were calculated, woodstove appliances is commercially available, a wide variety
Ancillary data provided by the studies included wood burn rates, of wood ,fuel(wood species and moisture content) is utilized,
homeowner wood loading patterns, wood moisture content and and operating practices vary widely from home to home. This
species, hours of operation of auxiliary heating appliances in the large number of possible parameters makes laboratory testing of
study homes, room ambient, flue gas, catalyst, and pre-catalyst woodstoves of limited utility in assessing overall RWC emission
temperatures, and hours of catalyst operation. Conventional levels characteristic of a specific community. Certification
stoves, high-technology non-catalytic stoves, catalytic stoves, testing, for example, uses dimensional lumber following speci-
and stoves equipped with retrofit catalytic devices have been fled operating practices and is not representative of in-homestudied. In addition to the 12cordwood stove studies, the AES usage. In addition to the variabilitywhich is characteristic of
system has been used in 2 pellet stove studies and 1 fireplace RWC, woodstove emissions are pragmatically difficult to sam-
study. 9_ipligo_ff,4tt,_2L_and-..m-overciow-of-the. / pie. Slow stackgas velocities, a high condensible organic

] rasult_ef t_. ;2 c_._r__'_,'_-'c_wood,s.ore_t'-_!_..arc,pr_¢nt_- ...._.-} content (which clogs pitot tubes), and a relativelyhigh water
(...._t_. ' vapor content require special modificationsof traditional stack

sampling techniques to obtain accurate, reproducible results.

INTRODUCTION In an effort to measure woodstove emissions in a real-world
setting and to provide data that will improve RWC impact

Heating of homes using wood fuel contributes a significant assessment, a relatively low-cost programmable data logger/
amount of energy to the U,S. energy mix. However, this automated emission sampler system was developed. The system
process contributes a substantial amount of particulate and car- was designed specifically for the in-heme, long-term integrated
ben monoxide emissions. Not only can residentialwood com- measurementof RWC emissions. Ancillary data such as indoor,

. bustion (RWC)be considered a major source of particles and outdoor, flue, and catalyst temperatures, real-time wood usage,
carbon monoxide when compared with other major nationwide coal bed status, and auxiliary heater operation have also been
pollutant categories such as motor vehicles and industrial point automatically recorde_lby the system. The design and operation
sources (Table I), but locally the impactof RWC can be very of the system, as well as data obtained in 12 studies conducted

: high due to locally large numbersof woodstovesand its seasonal from 1985 to the present (Table II), are presented here,: nature. Exceptionally high atmospheric concentrationsof RWC
pollutants are often reached during the heating season in com-

munities with poor dispersion caused by valley terrain and INSTRUMENT DESIGN AND EXPERIMENi'AL METHODwintertime inversions. Due to the roof level of residential

sources of RWC emissions, human exposure is a near maxi- A schematic illustration of the data logger/AES system is
shown in Figure 1. The AES system shown in Figure 1 is

_. primarily for the collection of particulate samples (including
semi-volatileorganic compounds) for subsequent mass determi-
nation. Gas collection with a Tedlar° bag (for determination of

IPresented at the National Bioenergy Conference, Coeur CO emissions) and analysis for PAH have also been conducted
- d'Aiene, Idaho, March 18-21, 1991. with the system. The sampling frequency, sampling duration,

and samplingperiod are controlled by the data logger, which is
2Vice President and Senior ScientisL OMNI Environmental programmed prior to sampling. The sampling frequency typi-

Services, Inc., Beaverton, Oregon; Senior Scientist, OMNI tally used is once every 30 minutes. The samplingduration is
EnvironmentalServices, Inc., Beaverton, Oregon; Senior Engi- generally 1 minute and the sampling period is 1 week. Conse-
neer, OMNI Environmental Services. Inc.. Beaverton. Oregon.
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= T/tbl¢ II,i In situ Studi_ usifig AES/data logger system, quently, a 1-week sample (10,080 minutes) represents 336
1-minute samples collected at 30-minute intervals, Any reason-

1985-86 able combination of sampling frequency, period, and duration
can be programmed. With high-technology stoves this frequen'

• Northeast Cooperative Woodstove Study (NCWS); Vermont cy can be increase to once every 15 minutes.

and New York; 30 homes A stainless steel inlet probe is attached to the woodstove or
• BPA Study; Portland, Oregon; 25 homes flue. Several points of attachment have b_n used, depending

1986-87 on the stove type (i.e., conventional, catalytic, or retrofit). The
points of attachment have generally been (1) the stove firebox,
(2) the flue collar, or (3) the flue above the retrofit device,

• NCWS; Vermont and New York; 30 homes Teflon ® tubing is used to connect the sampling probe to the
• Whitehorse Efficient Woodheat Demonstration; Whitehorse, system. The Teflon tube is sloped such that any condensed

Yukon Territory, Canada; 14 homes water drains into the heated filter chamber. The filter chamber
• Emission Sampling Systems Comparability Study; PotUand, is operated at 93.5:25 °C. A 102-mm binderless glass fiber

Oregon; 6 homes filter is used in a stainless steel filter holder. After the filter,
• Catalytic Retrofit/Add-on Devices Evaluation; Portland, the sample flow is passed through a Teflon cartridge (3 cm I.D.

Oregon; 2 homes x 9 cm length) containing approximately 30 g of XAD-2 resin.
The temperature of the XAD-2 r_sin is not controlled. The

1988-89 XAD.2 cartridge is attached to the outside of the box so the
resin stays near ambient temperature. After the XAD-2 column,

• NCWS; Glenns Falls, New York; 25 homes the sample flow passes through approximately 300 g of indicat-
• B.E.S.T. Project; Medford, Oregon; 6 homes ing silica gel to remove water. The sample flow is then passed

through a l-liter-per-minute (nominal)critical orifice. The flow
1989-90 through each critical orifice is calibrated with a bubble meter

prior to installation into the system. The sample flow is passed

• B.E.S.T. Phase 2; Medford, Oregon; 6 homes through the pump and on the exhaust side of the pump, the
• EMRC Non-Catalytic Project; Klamath Falls, Oregon; 3 oxygen content of the gas stream is measured with a Lynn

homes company oxygen sensor cell. The millivolt output (8.5 to 9 mv

• NCWS - Glenns Falls Second Year; Glenns Falls, New at 21% 02) is recorded with the data logger. Flue gas oxygen
content is a key parameter in the calculation of total flue gas

York; 5 homes flow (volume) during the sampling period. After passing
• WHA; Klamath Falls, Oregon; 6 homes through the oxygen cell, the sample stream is exhausted back
• BPA Certified Pellet Stove Study; Klamath Falls and into the woodstove flue to prevent any indoor air quality impact.

Medford, Oregon; 1990-91 A leak check of the sampling system is conducted upon installa-
• BPA/ODE Exempt Pellet Stove Study; Medford,, Oregon; 6 tion at each home. Two vacuum gauges are included in the

homes system, one on either side of the orifice, to document the pres-
• Mutual Materials Western State Clay Products Fireplace sure drop across the orifice, to allow the filter loading to be

Study; Portland, Oregon; 8 homes

#lt
E.xhaust Retttra

, , TC1 -4_, 1

....... Heated Chamber

TC4 Programmable

I
TC5 ]_ ] ...... i --'--lqam_--J [ ..... ] AES Stack

Figure 1. Schematic of AES/Data Logger system.

--
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Tabi¢ IIE Typicalparametersprovided by the
assessed, and to be used in leak checkingthe system, A toggle AES/dataloggersystem,
shut-off valve is also in the system for use in leak checking and
a rotameteris in line so that the instrument'sperformancecan
be visually checked. Figure 1 is a schematic of the overall data Sampledates
Iogger/AESsystem. Figure2 is a detailed diagramof the AES. Emissions (g/m3); Uncertainty(+g/m 3)Emissions (g/hr); Uncertainty(+g/ht)

Emissions (g/kg); Uncertainty(:t:g/kg)

1, Samplingprobe. I _ Burn rate (dry kg/hr)_

12

2. Stainless steel filter [ f -[- Degree-days during test

holder for 102-mm I Dry kg wood burned/HDD
filter. I Overall efficiency (percent),/

3. Heater with [ [2 ' il, -
thermostat(105 °C).' • ,i // Particulate catch (g)

/ Average stack temperature (°F)4. cartridge.XAD'2resin i' r' '/( Ave,rage, oxygen (percent)
5. Desiccant canister. 3 f' ' Average and maximum catalyst temperature (*F)
6. Rotameter. Average catalyst "Delta T" (°F)
7, Pressure gauges.
8. Critical orifice Percent of time catalyst > 500 °Fa, > 1400 OF, > 1500 °F,

(1 lpm). > 1600 OF, > 1700 OF,and > 1800*F
9. Check

valve. ' Fuel type10. Toggle
shut-off Averagepercentagewood moisture(drybasis)
valve.

11. Pump. Average# of bypass openings,pet' day
12. "T" for Average timebypass open (rain)

introducingspan Medianbypass open time (rain)
gas to oxygen cell. Percent time bypass open

13. Oxygen cell. Total time bypass open (hr)
14. Exhaust probe 5

Total wood used (dry kg)returns gases to t
stove pipe. Average wood load (wet lb)

Average wood load/ft3 of firebox
# of times stove loaded per day

Percent of time stove operated
Percent of time alternate heat used
Chimney draft (in. H20)

11 Average net output (Btu/hr)

: ' " a, The output produces percent of time in 100 °F increments

Figure 2, Detailed Diagram of the from 100 OFto 2100 OF.

AutomatedEmissionSampler (AES) Note: Average CO and CO2 in percent are provided when '
: the integrated gas collection system is incorporated into

In addition to controlling the AES sampler and recording the the system. Two independer_tmethods of determining
flue gas oxygen content, the data logger records time and vari- 0 2 are also provided when the gas collection system is
ous temperatures measured with thermocouples or solid state in use, and VOCs can be measured if desired.
temperature sensors, and is interfaced to a scale and key pad
which permit wood use and coal bed status to be recorded.
Table III is a summary of the data obtained with the data logger/ The scale is calibrated upon installation at each home with a
AES system. 4.54-kilogram weight.

Room temperatures, outdoor temperatures,and the tempera- At the time of sampler installation, miscellaneous information
ture at a point in or adjacent to any auxiliary heater have been such as stove make, model, age, and use; wood species andage;
measured with National Semiconductor LM334 solid state and other household characteristics are obtained from the home-
temperature sensors and type K thermocouples. The sensor in owner. Wood moisture content is measured with a Delmhorst
or adjacentto the auxiliary heat source is used to determine the Instrument Company wood moisture detector.
total time the auxiliary heater is in use. A threshold tempera-
ture of 38 °C is generally used for this purpose. Type K The calculated mass of particles collected with the AES is the
thermocouples were used to measure flue an6 catalyst tempera- sum of (1) the mass of paaicles collected with the heated filter,
tures. Catalyst temperatures in excess of approximately 260 *C (2) the mass of material extracted from the XAD-2 resin, and
are used as an indication that the catalyst is ignited. (3) the mass of material removed from the probe, inlet line, and

interconnecting glassware with methanol and methylene chloride

The data logger is interfaced to an electronic scale mada key rinses. The XAD-2 resin undergoes Soxhlet extraction with
pad. Wood is weighed each time it is added to the woodstov¢, methylene chloride for 24 hours. The solution from the Soxhlet

_
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extraction and the methanol and methylene chloride rinses are Mass of Particulate Emissions/Time Stove Operation ffi

evaporated at room temperature. The masses of the remaining MP' SV. MWW
residues are determined with an analytical balance using pre-

.[1 _°2/
weighed beakers. The masses of the filters before and after FR. SD. SP' HWDB _, -2T.9_)sample collection are also determined with an analytical balance.
Beakers and filters (clean and with sample) are desiccated for 24
hours at 29 to 38% relative humidity, They are then weighed where

every 6 hours thereafter until a constant weight is achieved, MP is the mass of particles collected with the AES sys-
Blanks are prepared for ali aspects of the gravimetric/extraction/ tem;

rinsing procedures. SV is the stoichiometric volume of dry gas produced
from the complete combustion of wood with a eor-

Three methods for normalizing and presenting particulate data rection fbr the carbon monoxide content typical of
have bun incorporated into the data reduction programs. These the various woodstove types (e.g., 2% by weight tbr
are (1) tnass of particles per mass of dry wood burned (emission traditional stove models). The stoichJometric vol-
factors), (2) mass of particles per unit of heat output, and (3) ume can be calculated from the elemental carbon,
mass of particle,s per unit of time of stove operation. While it oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen content characteris-
outside the scope of this discussion to present the complete tic of each species of wood;
derivation of the equations used to calculate these three parame- FR is the AES flow rate as controlled by the critical
ters, the formulas used are as follows, orifice (approximately 1 lpm);

SD is the total sampling duration (sampling duration
Mass of Particulate Emissions/Mass Dry Wood Burned = times number of sampltng events);

MP .SV %02 is the mean oxygen content of the flue gas during
sampling;

FR. SD. ( - 2_°2_')] no woodiSthe;heat output characteristic of each species Of
El;" is the efficiency factor characteristic of each stove

model, burn rate, and wood moisture content. The
Mass of Particulate Emissions/tteat Output = EF value is the overall efficiency, which is the prod-

MP. SV uct of the combustion and heat transfer efficiencies,

FR. SD. HO .El;'. ( 1+WDB) 2-6_.9g)

i

20%- -31,8

Conventional

g -20%- 21.2 _.,E:

rr 40%- 15.9 E
+_ 1 E:
E AP-42 0

.--

-60%- 10.6 '_.
Cat. Cat. ILl

Non- Non- Retrofit
cat. cat.

-80%- 5.3

.100%- -0
Conventional FirstNCWS Whttehor_e Commercial & BEST

Study
. Figure 3. Evolution in woodstove emission performance from early field projects.
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Semi-quantitativeestimatesof combustionand heat RESULTS
transfer efflciencies can b¢ made from woodstove
operationconditions; l.Jpon review of the results of tile in-home studies conducted

WDB is the moisture contentof the wood fuel on a dry with the AES/data logger system (Table II) (OMNI, 1987a,
basis; ' 1987b, 1987c, 1988a, 1988b, 1989a, 1989b, 1990a, 1990b;

MWW is the total mass of fuel burned during the sampling Elements Unlimited 1990), threemajor observations can be
periodon a wet basis; and made: (I) significant reductions in particulateemissions and =

SP is the sampling period length, improvements in efficiency have bean obtained with new tech-
nology woodstovesas compared to older stoves, (2) wood

While the AES/data logger system is located at each homo for moisture is a key parameterin affecting particulateemissions
1 week (10,080 minutes), during which time 336 l-minute from non-catalyticstoves, and (3) lack of durabilitycan cause a
sampling events occur (30 minutes apart), the sampling period worsening of emission performancewith time, particularlywith
and the total sampling duration used for calculationpurposes are catalytic stoves.
generally less than 10,080 minutes and 336 minutes, respective-
ly. Only data which is collected when the flue temperature is A reduction in particulate emissions approaching 80%, as
greater than 38 °C (as recorded by the data logger) are used. compared to older conventional stoves, can be accomplished
The 38 *C threshold Is used as an indication that the stove is In with new technology stoves, and there has been an improvement
operation. As with the SP and SD values, only the mean oxy: in the emissions perlbrmance of new technology stoves over the
gen content (%02) for the time period when the flue tempera- last 6 years (Figures 3 and 4). In-home emission values are
ture is greater than 38 °C Is used for the calculation of particu- now approachingor exceeding certification values for some
late emission levels, models (Figure4). The conventional stove emission values used

for the baseline for the reduction comparison are the U.S,
The AES/data logger system and associated laboratory proce- EPA's AP-42 emission factors for residential wood stove,s (U.S.

dures and data reduction have gone through an extensive quality EPA 1983)and the average of older conventional Northwest
assurance evaluation by the U.S. Environmental Protection stoves sampled as part of Bonneville Power Administration
Agency (EPA) (Table IV) and studies of comparabilitywith (OMN1, 1988a)studies and Wood Heating Alliance (Elements

other standard sampling methods (OMNI, 1988b). Unlimited, 1990)studies conducted in Portland and Klamath
Falls, Oregon, respectively. In general, overall heating efficien-
ties have improved along with the emission performance.

1 26.5
0%"

-100%-
= ConventionalSecond ;WHAK,Falls K. FallsDEQ EPACertification

Study Standard(7/1/90)

Figure 4. Evolution in woodstove emissions performance from more recent field projects.
_
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Currentstate-of-the-artoverall efflcienclescan reach70%, as eds were increasing with time for many stoves. Structuraland
compared to the 50% typical of other conventionalmodels, catalyticdegradationwas identifiedas the cause of the worsen-

ing performance. Oxidationandwarpage of catalyticbypass
A multiple regressionmodel relating emissions to operational components, destructionof thecatalyst due to directflame

parameters was developed for non-catalytlestoves used in the impingement, andloosening of gasket materialaround bypass
1988-1989 NortheastCooperativeWoodstov¢ Study(OMNI, openingswere the three maintypesof degradationobserved.
1989a) (NCWS), the 1990 Energy Mines and ResourcesCanada Due to the recognizedimportanceof degradationfor the Iong-
(EMRC)study (OMNI, 1990a), and the 1990 WHA study term emission performanceof stoves, OMNI is currentlycon-
(ElementsUnlimited, 1990). The regressionwas in the form: ductlng researchsponsoredby the Oregon Departmentof Envi-

ronmentalQuality, the U.S. EPA, the Coalition of Northeastern
emissions = Kl(burn rate) +Kz(woodmoisture) + K3(drafl)+ K4 Governors,EMRC, and theNew York State Energy Research

and Development Authority, This researchwill develop a stress
Emissions were generally lower when wood moisturewas test that will permitmanufacturersand regulatorsto screen

low, burn ratewas high, and draftwas high. A sensitivity stoves for potential in-homedegradation,
analysis indicatedthat the model was most sensitive to changes
in wood moisture. Basedon the regressionanalysis (with wood
moisturebeing the key variable), emissions can be predicted for ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
non-catalyticstoves independentof manyothervariables(for
example, stove model). Figure 5 illustratesthe predicted emis- The work presentedhere was funded irtpart by the Coalition
sion values versus the measured emission values for ten stoves, of Northeastern Governors, the Bonneville Power Admlnlstra-
As can be observed from Figure 5, values for the NCWS (New tion Pacific'Northwest and Alaska Regional Biomass Energy
York) stoves were generally higher than for the EMRC and Program, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the Ore-
WHA (Oregon)stoves. The New York stoves were burning gon Department of EnvironmentalQuality, the New York State
hardwoods, which have higher moisturecontent (average 27%) Energy Research and Development Authority, Energy Mines
than the soft woods which were burned in the Oregon stoves and Resources Canada, the Oregon Department of Energy, and
(average 17%). the Wood Heating Alliance.

During the course of the in-home studies it became apparent
that averageemissions.as determined by weekly sampling perl-

,l

Y= 1989 NCWS

y +1 .. .,.. 1990 EMRC

"" 1990 WHAt/';
c'- lm
.g

E 1 - , ,.,z' ...............

o
_ ............

....
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Observed Emissions (g/hr)

Figure 5. Predicted versusobservedemissions for non-catalytic stoves.
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, THE UNIVERSITYOF_,.DAHO '
WOOD-FIRED BOILER,:A CASE STUDY_ System Overview

As shown in Figure 1, the UI wood-fired power plant

Larry A, Klrkland, H, PeterSteinhagen, consistsof anunloading,classifying,fuel storing,combustlng,
and Alton G, Campbell = boiling, and ash handlingsystem, The system was designed

to burn wood residues such us chips, hogged fuel, shavings,
, ' andbark with a maximum of 60% wet,base moisture content

t _.._,,,....,_l_t,',,_The University of Idaho recently converted tta / (MC), 4% ash content, and 10% fines content, Fines are
/ campus steam generating plant from natural gas to wood / defined here _s wood particles _0,25 in, The wood fuel hasun energy equivalent of 8,500 to 9,000 BTUs/bone-dry pound
' residue fuel, The combustion system typically burns chipped (Higher Heating Value),or hogged wood fuel 2 in, or le= in size, at 35.,50%moisture

content (wet basis), Pre-dried fuel was used initially, but the
fines fraction caused operating and eml_lon problems, High. Wood fuel l_ delivered to campus in 17-22-unit
quality, low.moisture content fuel purchased at minimal cost (approximately 20,000:lbs) chip trucks, weighed, and then
during the summer is currently blended with wet hog fuel dumped hydraulically into a hopper with a walking floor,
during the w_ter when steam loads are high, Despite some conveyed by auger and belt to a disc screen classifier to

remove over-size material, and then past an electromagnet to
_, designUmitations,the wood-fired unit netsfuel costsavlngs_
I of several hundred thousand dollars a year, ....---4 remove tramp metal, The fuel can be conveyed into a
Lr"-" ' storage silo or directly to a metering bin using belt, screw,

Keywords: Wood.lh'cd boiler, wood fuel, chip fuel hog fuel, auger conveyor and bucket elevator, The 40-foot diameter,
fuel cost, combination economics 56-foot hlgh concrete storage silo has a capacity of 70,000

cubic feet or about 450 tons of wood fuel (15-20 truck loads),

Project Inception and Objectives The fuel is fed by gravity from a metering bin onto the
combustor grate. The inclined, sliding pln-h01e grate consists

Between 1973 and 1982, the University of Idaho (UI) of thirteen rows of refractory material sloped at 15o that
experienced a five-fold increase in natural gas fuel costs, For move the wet fuel into a drying/gasification zone, The
this reason, the UI investigated fuel alternatives to natural gasification products are then burned above the grate as the
gas. Costs pet' million BTUs in 1982were approximately $1-2 gases enter a 2-pass boiler located above the combustor. The
for sawmllling residuals, $2.5-3 for coal, over $5 for natural hot combustion gases pass through an economizer to warm
gas, and $6.45 for electricity. One million BTUs will generate the boiler feed water and through a multiclone collector to
approximately 1,000lbs of steam, less system efficiency lo_. remove particulates from the flue gas.
The availability and low cost of wood fuel narrowed the
choice of potential systems to one fueled bywood pellets or The A-type watertube boiler has one upper steam drum
one fueled by wood residuals in either a fluidized bed or and two lower mud drums. The boiler was designed to
grate-type burner. A wood-fueL sloping-grate combustion produce 60,000 lb of steam/hr at 175psig and 73% efficiency.
system (Hot Gas Generator) Was selected becauseof the Fuel efficiency of 80%has been obtained at high loads in the
availability of residuals compared to pellets and lower winter, but average efficiency is 75%. The boiler was also
operating costs, designed _ that a superheater could be added in the future

for co-generation of steam and electricity.

Basedon projectedfuelsavingsof $80G,_,,_,_,t'yrin i982, a WoodFuel And SystemConsiderations
proposal to build a wood-fired combustionsystem was
approvedby the Stateof Idaho. The $3.25-migion,design- As shownin Table 1,3 there was plenty of wood fuel in
buildcontractwas startedin 1986andcompletedand tested northern Idaho to meet the UI's annual demand of
in 1988. The systemis presentlyusedfor heatingand,also, approximately20,000 bone-dry tons. For the lh'st year of
cooling (via absorptionchiller) mostcampusbuildings,with operation, woodresidualswere purchasedfrom the Coeur
the old naturalgassystemservingas a back-up, d'Alene area,lessthan 100miles from the UI powerplant.

Currently,cedarchipsandhoggedfuel are purchasedlocally
Amadditional benefitis that the forestrycolJegehas used (15 mile one-wayhaul), at $20-23/bone-dryton, including

thiswood-f'uredenergysystemasa focusfor training students transportationcost.
andconducthtgresearch. Re_arch projec_ haveincluded

the growthand yield of Idaho poplar asa fuel wood fuel The UI pays$1.19or lessper million BTUs for ali chips
characteristics in general wood fuel avagabiltty and and hoggedfuel under contract. This amountsto about
transportation,operation and control of the combustion $400,000/yrforwoodfuel, whichsuppliedabout93% of the
system, monitoring and control of particulate emissions, and UI steam system energy last year. Natural gas at $3.25 per
ash disposal, million BTUs supplied the rest. Total fuel costs in 1990were

just over $500,000/yr, This is a gross fuel cost savings of
about $620,000/yr at current natural gas prices when adjusted

! This paper Wasprev|o_ty pubttshetltn the For=mtero_lucts for a higher natural gas fuel efficiency. Compared to 1982
Journst and ts copyrt_ted by the Forest Productl _esearch Society,
1991.

z The luthors =,re, respect_vety, Eng|neer, Physlce| Prime, and 3 Keeg_, C.E. I!1, K.J. Herein, N.C. Jean=on, _rtd D.D. Van
Associete Professors, Forest Products DclmrtaNmt, Unlverslty of Hoo=er. 1965. Idaho,s forest products industry= • clescriptlve
Idaho, Noscou, lD. ematys|s. Bureebu of Bu_,Iness lind Economic Reeesrch, I,_ltvers|ty of

Noot_l,, Nlssoule, HT. 90 pp.
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Figure 1, Schematic of the University of Idaho wood-fired combustion system,
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TABLE 1,- Mill residue from lumber and plywood mills in slippage on the smooth, inclined conveyor belts. These
northern Idaho (1985), in 1000bone_dry tons, problems were eliminated with ribbed belting on the steep

conveyor feeding the classifier, The worst cases of fuel
freezing occurred in trucks that sat overnight or were en

Residue type Utilized Un-utilized route for several hours.

Coarse for chips 922 12 EnvironmentalConsiderations
Planer shavings 244 20
Sawdust 283 24 Since the wood-fired unit was builton a universitycampus
Bark 214 82 in a small town, public perception was critical to system

1663 138 acceptance, The initial permitting process and air quality
analysis were slow, and the community became concerned
that the system would have a detrimental impact on air

peak gas prices, the Ui has a gross fuel cost savings of about quality. When final tests were run in January 1989,the UI
$1,200,000/yr, The UI budgets $50,000/yr for operation and wood-firedsystem passed ali air qualitytests. A white vapor
maintenance of the wood-fired combustion system and has plume in cool or humid weather is generally the only
hiredone person to handle the addltlonalwork related to the evidence that the system is operating. "the community
wood handling system, In addition, the UI has invested appears to have completely accepted the system,$180,000 in a second tipper and a used truckand front-end

loader, System Evaluation and Recommendations

At currt_nt natural gas prices, simple project payback is For the most part, the system has exceeded design limits,
about 6 years, Average efficiency is 75%, At high loads during the winter,

efficiency increases to 80%; and at low loads during the
Although the system was designed to combust ali types of summer, efficiency decreases to 60%. If the system were

wood residues, lt works best with chips, The UI now uses being re-designed, scveral modifications would be made. For
primarily chips with some select hog fuel, Hogged fuels with example,,the fuel unloading hopper would be doubled in size.
a fines content above 25% have caused operating problems. This change would accommodate two trailers dumping back
For this reason, large amounts of chip fuels are purchased in to back and provide adequate fuel for the system while
the summer when prices are low and then stored in an repairs were made to the bucket elevators, augers, and silo.
outdoor, uncovered plle where natural drying decreases the 1he small hopper size and its slow emptying speed require
MC by 5-10%. This high. quality fuel is added to wet chips careful truck scheduUng on busy fuel delivery days, In
and hogged fuel purchased in the winter, The burner works addition, the silo holds only 15to 20 truck loads which is less
best with a 35-50% MC fuel in winter and a slightly higher than two days of fuel in cold weather at high boiler loads,
MC in summer when loads are low and the ambient air is dry The additional fuel storage facility off campus provides an
and warm. important backup capability which is critical to continuous

operation over three-day weekends.
Initially, hogged fuel, pre.,dried to 20% MC in a rotary

drum dryer, was purchased with the expectation that hauling The design of the combustor limits the moisture content
costs and combustion efficiency,would favor a low-MC fuel, and particle size of potential fuels if maximum economic
In actuality, benefits did not materialize for several reasons, efficiency is to be achieved. Heating with pre-dried, pre-
First, the grate and burner were designed to have a screened hogged fuel is not economically practicable. For
drying/gasifying zone tbllowed by a combustion zone. With efficiency and economic reasons, fuel availability and
the pre-dried fuel, drying, gasifying, and burning were characteristics should be carefuUyexamined prior to selecting

" compressed into the first zone. Incomplete combustion of a combustion system,
the rapidly volatilized fuel at high loads produced smoke

(particulate emissions). With wet fuel, the particles do not In summary, the UI wood-fired combustion system has
burn as rapidly, and the zones can be effectively separated, consumed local sawmill waste, reduced university fuel costs
Changes in the underfire air through the zones to by several hundred thousand dollars net per year, and
accommodate dry fuel helped somewhat but was ultimately contributed to combustion education and research.
unsuccessful. Secondly, transportation costs with dry fuel
were higher than expected because the fuel had a low density.
Thirdly, a large amount of dust in the low-molsture fuel
created a safety hazard. Dry bark gave the worst dust ii!.;:
problem, In contrast, wood fuel with over 40% MC yielded _ili;
little airborne dust and minimal safety problems, ;_,:

The combustion of bark produced relatively high grate
= temperatures and large amounts of ash which, in turn, caused

clinker formation and grate plugging due to much ash fusion.
A combustion additive costing about $1 per bone-dry ton of
fuel decreased this problem, Wet fuel under freezing
conditions also caused additional problems. High-MC fines
froze to bucket elevator walls causing bucket damage and
shutdowns. This was largelyremedied by switchingto plastic
buckets, Snt_wand ice formation on high-MC chips produced bl. Pacr
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Pellet Stove Demonstration Project

Gerald Fleischman, Biomass Energy

Specialist
Teresa Tai, Energy Resource Aide
Idaho Department of Water Resources,
Energy Division

In the winter of 1988-1989, over 90

eilet stoves were purchased and
nstalled in low income households in

North Idaho by community action agencies
on contract to the Idaho Departmelzt of
Water Resources, Energy Division. The
objective was to demonstrate that a local
wood waste product can be used
effectively for residential heating, and
that the pellet stove system would
provide safe, economical and comfortable
heat. The funds for the project came
from Stripper Well overcharge monies.

Each stove recipient agreed to the
complete monthly report forms and send
them to the community action agencies.
At the end of the project, the
participant became the owner of tl_e
pellet stove. The questions on the
monthly report form were designed to
obtain information that would help
determine whether the pellet stoves
provided safe, economical , convenient
and comfortable heat. Over the two
heatlng season duratio,_ of the project,
over 500 monthly forms were sent in by
project participants.

The results of data analysis relating to
comfort, economy, convenience an4 safety
will be presented in the paper.
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E_QRI_m_TAL IRVESTIGATI_OF THE OPTIMAL

OPERATING CORDITIOmBFORI_XX) PELLET FUEL installations for heating and process steam

_STIOR 1 production. Overall_ thl8 se_ns to be a

productive use of an available resource and is
rapidly gaining popularity in the United States.

C. Halusak, A. Dadkhah-Nikoo and D.J. Bushnell 2 Unfortunately, much too little is known about
the fundamental combustion characteristics of

those wood pellet fuels. To obtain the moot

y _--_ efficientandenvlro_ntallysounduseof
Fourteen pellet samples from 5 denslfied wood fuels_ studies must be made to

states--Alaska, Wasl_ington, Oregon, Idaho, and _ examine the relationships between fundamental

Montana were analyzed for a large number of co_ustlon parameters and co,bustles.

physical and ch_cal vari_les. These
variables included higher heating value,
moisture content, ultimate analysis, etc. EXPERIMENTS

Co_uBtlon experiment_ were conducted using 9 of

the available 14 wood pellets. A study of wood pellet fuels combustion was

begun at the Department of Mechanical

The overall objective was to burn wood Engineering, Oregon State Un_verslty (Dadkhah-

blo_a_s pellets under "reasonable" operating Mikes and Bushnell 1988). The furnace used was
cond_.tionB and report the relative combustion a grate-type burner with sn auger-drlven,

performance of each fuel. The combustion overfed fuel delivery system. This is one of

experIJnents coupled with the pellet analysis the two main types of pellet coa_umtion systeme

data supported the following concluslonsz on the market today. The second system has a
"pot" rather than grate to support the fuel, and

_2_./ lt was possible to construct a simple uses an auger-driven underfeed fuel supply.
mathematical model describing the These pellet combustion systems both deliver air
simultaneous effects of under- and over- under and i_)ove the active combustion zone to

fire air on pellet efficiency facilitate fixed carbon and gaseous burning,

performance. The model was used to _espectlvely. The interest or emphasis was to
predict the optima], firing conditions examine the effects of different levels of

based on thermal effJ.clency, eupplled combustion air (excess alr} and under-

fire air percent on the over_ll combustion

:2. Tests indicate _hat all 9 of the efflcienoy. The under-fire air percent (UF%) is

/ relatively diverse wood pellet fuels 0imply the ratio of the combu_tlon air delivered
behave similarly unde_ similar operating below the fuel bod to the totml air dellve_ed

conditions. (the total air delivered is the sum of over- and
under-flre air}.

_. Carbon monoxide and oxides of nltrogen
never reached moan values o_ over 215 p_, The measured percentage of carbon dioxide

for all experiments. (C_) in the combustion gases compared to the
calculated theoretical (maximum) percentage was

Fuel-bound salt was found to cause used aO the primary measure of efficiency. A
relatively large particulate fly ash and

opacity readings and resulted in the only ] high level of _asured CO2 corresponds to a

relatively high coa_ustion efficiency. The

grate-ash and slag formation. _/ efficiency variable CO2EFF was defined as
,---- / follow, I

Keywords: Biomass combustion, co, bustles,

pellet fuels, wood fuels.

INTRODUCTIOM

Figure I kS a cut-away view of the Biomass
T_o grot_th and preservation of the wood Co_bustion Unit (BCU_. The BCU is a fixed-

products industry depends on the responsible and grate, over-fed furnace, with combustion air

environmentally sound use of our forests. _upplled both over and under the fuel bed. The
Combustion of waste wood biomass to produce overall dJmenslons of the BCU are 44 inches

useful energy is a better alternative than long, 12 inches outside diameter and 8 inches
present disposal techniques. Decomposition of inside diameter. The maximum capacity of the

wood biomass in landfills results in methane BCU is approximately 10.0 pounds of dry biomass

production (which lo a contributor to the fuel per hour a_qumlng the h_gher heating value

greenhouse effect} and acid run-off (Sklar is approximately 8500 Btu/lb. Moot tests were

1989). Combustion of wood biomass results in performed with a fuel feed rate between 4.0 and

CO_ production (also a contributor to the 5.0 pounds per hour (bone dry basis). Not shown

greenhouse effect), but can be balanced by in Figure 1 are the temperature and gas analysis

adequate reforestation (Marland 1989). probes located 20 inches above the grate inside

the combustion chamber.
Densification of wood pellet manufacturing is

one method of utilizing what was one deea_d

"waste" from the forest products industries. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Typically, this pellet fuel is used in

residential to medium sized cc¢_0ercial A co, bustles analysis was performed on a

pure-wood (no bark), Ponderosa Pine,

comm_rclally manufactured pellet from Idaho.

Table 1 presents the physical and chemical
characteristics for this Ponderosa Pine fuel.

TPresent_d at the National Bioenergy Conference,

March 18-20, 1991. Five levels of under-flre air percent (UF%)

were used (12.6, 20, 30, 40, 50) and thre_
_he authors are r_spect_vely, o_ _ewlett-P_ckard, levels of excess air percent (EA%) were examined

Corvallis, OR 97331, and Graduate Research (20.8, 41.0, 87.2). Figure 2 shows a model of

Assistant and Associate _rofessor of Mechanical the response surface or curve, generated when

Engineering, Oregon State University, Corvalli_ C_-based efficiency or CO2EFF Is p_otted
-

OR 97331.
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Figure 2--CO2-bamed mfficimncy response surf+co
as a function of excess air percent and under-

fire alr percent. This r_presents a nulnerlcal

Figure l--Cutawey view of the BCU. Showm approximation of the "true" functional

important components Includingz over-flro air relationship. It was based on 15 dlscr,Rte data

tube, under-fire air port, grate, cera_ic points used to fit a quadratic model.
refractory, exhaust port, and pell*C fuel feed

mechanism, agalnst excess air percent and under-fire a£r

percent. Further analysis 8howe that CO2EFF is

maximum at levels of 59.5 percent excess air and

Table 1--Physicel end chemical characteristics 35.5 percent under-fire alr. This menns that
of Ponderosa Pine pellet, combustion efficiency based on _ generatlon

was maximumed at these levels of EA% and UF%.

ULTIHATE ANALYSIS

(percentage on dry weight basis} C_ is not the only possible measure ofcombustion efficiency. Typlcally, it is desired

Carbon - 51.20 Oxygen - 41 96 that total partlculate fly ash, percentage of" combustlbl_ in the fly ash, and carbon monoxide,

Hydrogen _ 6.35 Nitrogen - 0.25 be mlnimi_ed and combustion gas temperature be
Sulphur - 0.01 Chlorine - 0.01 maxLmlzed. It should be noted that total

Ash - 0..22 partlculate and carbon monoxide represent

environmental pollutants. Figure 3 shows the

PROXIMATE ANALYSIS relative values of those paramJterg and CO 2

(percentage on dry weight basis) levels as functions of UF% at a fixed level of

Volatile - 83.15 Fixed carbon - 16.63 41 percent exces, air. All of the parameters
were "scaled" or divided by the largest value in

Ash - 0.22 a respective series. Scaling in this fashlon

ASH FUSION TEMPERATURES puts ali the values between 0 and 1. Thls
facilltates the co_parlson of the trends in each

(°F) parameter as under-flre Percent increases. The

Inlt. deformatlon - 2450 Softening (H/W) - 2510 maximums or scaling values are included in the

Hemlspherical Fluid - 2510 figure caption for Figure 3 so actual parameter

(1/2-H/W) - 2480 readings can be calculated if desired.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS Figure 3 shows that GAS TEMP. and CO2 aremaximum near 30 percent under-flro air and CO,

Higher Heating Value - 8967.63 Btu/l_n PARTICULATE, end COMBUSTIBLE are mln_mum or nearminimum. Curves similar to thi0 were found for

(dry hauls) the other two levels of excess air. This

Moisture content - 8.25 percent demonstratms that at different levels of EA% it
' (wet basis)

Bulk _ens£ty - _8.63 l_nlft 3 in possible not only to maximize combustion

: Specific density - 81.28 Ibm/ft 3 efficiency in tome of C_ generation, but it is
ease possible to find values of UF% that

Mean length - .266 inches m_xJmize gas temperature (good for boil,r

Mean d£ametor - .323 inches eff_clency), and mlni_ize CO, COMBUSTIBLE, and
: PART I CUL_TE •
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i highest ash contents (2.43 and 2.55 [_rcent,
respectively). The chlorine in these two
pellets caused significant problems. Two tests
performed on the pellet with 0.78 percent Cl
resulte!_ _,n the only measurable opacity
(approximately 20 percent opacity for both tests

GASPARAMETERSVS,UNDER-FIREAIR over 112 hour periods). Tests showed that those
leslJB two pellets left the only visibly evident ash on

I_ the BCU gr&to. The first and only clinker
______5TE_P_egF) C02(%)__ formations wQre also experienced while burning

O_ ___ _ rh. ,,ItYlhlgh-ash fuel. Includ.d wlth rh. a.h

0.86 _/_ _ was fine crystalline matter deposited on metal

F_ ,_T_.E_) /l -- surfaces in the BCU cc_abustion challblr. These

0,74 surfaces included the gas analysis probes at
middle to upper elevations and the cooling water

062 feed tube. Both of these surfaces were

__y relatively "cool" compared to the combustion

0._ /_ gases end refractory and thus acted es

i 0._ condensing surfaces. Most dramatically, therewas visual evidence of corrosion (pitting of
cn 0.26 stalnloss steel surfaces) after less than 2

hours of burning the high chlorine content

0._ _ _C_m) _,llot..
002 - Experiments as those outlines above help

NOT_ _T^ AR[SCALED_ _R_ESTVAL_ _ _CH 5_ further the basis understanding of wood pellet-0._---r__ , , ,-r-_ , i , _ , _ , _ .
II._ _ 8._ 21_ 27._ 3t_ _._ 39._ 43._ 47._ 51._ combustion in grate-type, pellet fuel furnaces.

The results are likely applicable in other
UNDER-F_EAIRPERCE_ furnace configurations, but this has yet to be

P0_er0s0Pi_ IExcessAir=41.0_ proven. This information Is ,valuable for
furnace designers and those interested in
examining the emissions from such devices, it
will also be of interest to basic combustion

Figure 3--Gas parameters for Ponderosa Plne scientists, lt was shown that it is possible to
pell_t. Data are scaled by the largest value in have thermally efflc£ent combustion andmlnlmiaed carbon monoxide and particulate fly
each data set. The gas parameters are plotted ash emissions.
as a function of U_% at GAS TEMP. (1576.8"F),

CO2 (12.99 percent), COMBUSTIBLE (67.88 Hopefully, In_ormatlon such as presented here
percent), PARTICULATE (.116 gralns/dry-scf at 12 will be used tc build better wood pellet
percent C_), NO_ (85.77 ppm), CO (431.87 ppm). furnaces and also to operate current ones merc

efficiently.

CO, COMBUSTIBLE, and PARTICULATE are

environmental hasards with PARTICULATE the most CONCLUSIONS
widely regulated omlsslon specie in wood

combustion. The optimal operation conditions of excess
alr (59.5 percmlt) and under-flre.air (35.5

The previous combustion experiments were percent) as found.experlmentally for Ponderosa
performed on one pellet specie (PonderosaPine), Pine pellets, serve as guideposts for future
but other combustion analy0es performed show exp_rlmental woKk and as -rules-of-thumb" for
_hat 9 different wood pellet species al! behaved wood pellet furnac_ operation. Cummon practice
similarly under similar operating conditions (in spreader-stoker type boilers)for the firing
(Haluzak 1989). The exception being for two of "wet" hogged Douglas Fir fuel is operation
fuels with relatively high chlorine (el) between 40-75percent exce_s air and 50-90

: concentrations. The optimal air s®ttlngs fez , percent under-flre air (Junge 19751Tuttle and
the other 8 pellet species were similar to thos_ Junge 1978). Other research shows that
presented for the Ponderosa Pine pelleto The pelletized Douglas Fir bark at 8.5 to 10.5
other pellet species included the followlng_ percent moisture burns most efficiently at 50

percent excess air and with 37.8 to 48.6 percent
: a) Douglas Fir (3 samples) undor-f_e air (Junge 1979). This result Is for

b) Hemlock Fir & spreader-stoker type furnace.

lt was also found that the performance of
c) _ed Alder + Hemlock Fir + Douglas Fir + other species were similar to Ponderosa Pine,

Cedar with the exception of the two pellets with high
chlorine and ash content. This exception was

= d) Red Alder + Haple + Myrtle indicated by high _,paclty readings, corrosion of

f) Hemlock Fir + Sitka Spruce metal surfaces_ and formation of cllnke_s on the
grate. The negative effect of chlorine on the
corrosion of furnace surfaces and ae a

Note that there are 3 Douglas Fir samples. This constituent in hazardous combustion products is_

iS due to the fact that the,e Douglas Fir established in the literature (At|li and others
samples were dlff_rent in some respect, such as 198'7) Vaughan and others 1977).
one sample had no ci_lorlne and another had 078
percentchlorlne by dry weight. Differences

such as these are attributable to the location ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
the tree wal grown and how it was handled later,

i.e. raw logs sto_ed in ocean bay water. The authors would llke to _ecognlze the
Bonneville Power Administratlon/DOE for funding

The most damaging constituent in the pellet this res®arch,
fuels tested was chlorine. Two pellet species
contained "large" amounts of chlorine. They had
0.19 and 0.78 percent by dry weight Ce, with one
other pellet having the trace amount of 0.003
percent. The two hlgh-Cl pellets also had the
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In-Home Performance of Pellet Stoves in Medford and the last few years, introduced pellet-fueled appliances for use in .

K.F_ml_thFalls, _!regon t _ residential heating.
Pellet-fueled stoves have two significant differences from

cordwood stoves: (1) they continually introduce small amounts m
Stockton G. Barnett, James E. Houck, and Robert B. Roholt of fuel into the combustion chamber instead of "batch-burning"
OMNI Environmental Services, Inc., Beaverton, Oregon 2 a single fuel load, and (2) they use mechanically generated draft

, (induced or forced) to control air flow into the combustiori
chamber. The:;e features provide substantial theoretical im-

F-_str_. "--.--.... provements in combustion efficiency which offer the potential toPollutant emissio_ts, thermal efficiencies, and heat \ produce lower particulate emission rates relative to conventional
outputs of pellet stoves operating in homes located in Klamath cordwood stoves.
Falls and Medford, Oregon were documented. Six stoves
representing two conunercially available, certified models were Airborne particulate material is the most serious pollutant
studied during the 1989.1990 heating season. Three models associated with residential wood combustion and has been the
exempt from certification (a total of six stoves) were studied subject of numerous studies. The generally accepted need to
during the 1990-1991 h,_ating season. One--t'_f--md-stov_-modek reduce particulate emissions has be,_n the primary impetus
-,waesim_ediig_l!Jle.lheoth___w.a_moro-complex- (its - behind the promulgation of Oregon Department of Environmen-

.-._oar.am_eHm-w_iir_4:ontmlled-by-a-printed-eireuit board), tal Quality (DEQ) and subsequent U.S. Environmental Protec-
_stov_o.!_me.rciat-ty_a.v.ailabte-unit_. ...... tion Agency (EPA) woodstove certification regulations.

An automated emission ,,!ampler (AES) system was used to
conduct long-term, in-home monitoring of the stoves. A spe- Residential pellet-fueled stoves are divided into lwo categories
cially designed data Ioggil;r/controller was part of the system, in terms of regulatior_s: certified and exempt. Those referred to
The data base consists of/4 1-week-long monitoring periods as "certified" need to pass a certification test analogous to that
during January through March 1990 and during January and which is required for cordwood stoves prior to sale. While
February 1991. '_ there are several criteria that determine whether a stove is

_, considered exempt, the primary criterion is an air-to-fuel mas_;

The results of the studies l'_avepermitted an evaluation of the ratio of greater than 35.
environmental and energy performance characteristics of the

For the certified stoves, the average overall particulate Due to an anticipated increase in the number Of homes heating
em_ssmns for the were 1.05 grams per hour (g/hr), which is with pellet stoves in the Northwest and the current lack of data
about 75% lower than the best-performing cordwood stoves, on "real-world" particulate emission rates for pellet stoves, the
The in-home particulate emission values we_'e close to their Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) and the Oregon Depart-
laboratory certification values. Preliminary results (2 1-week- ment of Energy contracted with OMNI through the Oregon
long runs) for the exempt st(wes produced an average particulate DEQ to conduct in-home studies of pellet stove performance.
emission value of 2.02 g/hr. Also, for the certified stoves+ Certified pellet stoves w-,re studied during the 1989-1990 heat-
altitude appeared to have little or no effect on particulate emis- ing season and the resul1s of that work are described in this
sions and there appeared to be no differences in particulate paper. A program to study exempt pellet stoves is currently in
emissic,a rates between the two models studied. Polycyclic progress (1990-1991 heating season), and _me preliminary
aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) and carbon monoxide emissions results (_fthis study are also presented her'e. To document the
were low. The carbon monoxide emission rates averaged 14 in-home particulate emission values ibr pellet-fueled stoves,
g/hr, the average net thermal efficiency of the stoves was 68%, OMNI deployed the Automated Emissions Sampler/data logger

_.k and the average heat output was 8747 Btu per hour. Similar system. This sampling system has been used irl many in-home

data are currently being evaluated for the exempt stoves, cordwood stove studies. (These cordwood studies, a description
of the AES/data logger system, and the quality a.ssuranee evalu-

Emission and energy performance data obtained for the pellet ations of the system are disct'ssed in detail in a companion paper

stoves assessed in this study demonstrated that pellet stoves offer_ I [Houck and others, 1991].).'1"he pellet stove sampling program
La viable residential biomass-fueled heating option. -. included modifications of flae existing AES/data logger to effec-

J

-_- tively sample the more dilute pellet stove flue gases caused by
Keywords: emissions, heat output, certification, sampling, higher flue gas oxygen and lower particulate emissions as com-
particulate, PAH, CO2, biomass pared to cordwood stoves.

During the 1989-1990 heating season, the modified AES units
were placed in 6 homes that contained certified stoves: 3 in

INTRODUCTION lvlexlfc,rd and 3 in Klamath Falls. During the 1990..1991 heating
season, the system was placed in 6 homes in Medford that

Pellet-fueled stoves are designed to burn pellets made from contained exempt stoves. Four l-week-long time-integr,ated tests
compressed biomass residue (typically sawdust). Biomass were performed on each stove. A single fuel brand (Golden
pellets are currently used in many small boilers throughout the Fire, Wood Pellet Fuel, Northwest Pellet Mills, Brownsville,
western and northern United States. Several firms have, within Oregon) was used throughout the studies. This brand is regis-

tered (#8892) with the Association'c_f Pellet Fuel Industries
(APFI).

tPresented at the National Bioenergy Conference, Coeur
In additi(_a to the collection of particules with the modified

d'Alene, Idaho, March 18-21, 1991. AES sampling system and the, collection of CO and CO2 with
the flue gas collection system, PAH samples were also collect-

2Senior Scientist, OMNI Environmental Services, Inc., cA. Because condensation, agglomeration, volatilization, an,*l
Beaverton, Oregon; Vice President and Senior Scientist, OMNI secondary chemical reactions can ali modify the character of
Environmental Services, Inc., Beaverton, Oregon; Senior Engi- emissions (particula_rly semi-volatile organic compounds such as
ne.er, OMNI Environmental Services, Inc., Beaverton, Oregon.
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PAH), OMNI used a dilution/cooling system for the collection The most significant modification was the addition of a flue
of samples for PAH analysis. One PAH sample was collected gas Tedlar bag collection system (Figure 1). Carbon dioxide,
from each of two certified models and from two exempt models, carbon monoxide, and oxygen data are generated from this

system, allowing for calculation of carbon monoxide emission
A summary of the methods used and the results of the in- factors and a potentially mor_ accurate calculation of ali emis- ,

home studies are presented here. sions factors should the flue oxygen levels exceed about 18%.
(Uncertainties in the oxygen measurments have a greater effect
on the calculated emission values as the oxygen content

METHODOLOGY approaches ambient, since oxygen content appears in a "l/x" '
fimction in the equation.) This modification offered the oppor-

As mentioned in the introduction, a detailed description of the tunity to compare the O_ content of the bag sample with the
AES/data logger system is provided in a companion paper average of real-time measurements made by the AES oxygen
(Houck and others, 1991). Three fundamental differences cell. Ali but one comparison between the two methods of
between cordwood stoves and pellet stoves required that the meastjring average O2 content were between -0.2 and 0.2% of
AES/data logger system be modified tor pellet stove application, each other.
These differences are ate fuel and fueling system, lower particu-
late emission rates in pellet stoves, and higher flue gas oxygen The modified AES samplers were eval0ated in the laboratory
content as compared to conventional cordwood stoves, for comparability and precision before field deployment. Com-

parison testing was conducted by simultaneously testing a pellet
The electronic scale/wood basket approach used with cord- stove with both a modified AES unit and an EPA Method 5G.

wood stoves to determine fuel mass was used with the pellet The results of two test runs showed that the AES emissions
stoves as weil. However, fuel moisture measurements were not were within 0.2 g/ht of the unadjusted 5G results.
required for each test, since pellet moisture content was deter-
mined by proximate/ultimate analysis of the fuel. Precision testing was conducted by running five modified

AES units simultaneously on onepellet stove. Results of the
The sampling period was slightly modified to accommodate precision test showed that ali five AES units were within 0.25

the low emissions of the pellet stoves. The sampling frequency g/hr of one another.
that was found to provide optimal sample catches for analysis
from cordwood stoves during a 1-week period was 1 minute of PAH represent a class of hydrocarbons that have long been
sampling out of every 30 minutes at a flow rate of I liter per associated with particulate emissions from combustion sources.
minute. Due to the predicted lower particulate emission rates Some PAH compounds have been identified as being carcino-
characteristic of pellet stoves, a more frequent sampling cycle (1 genie. Particulate and vapor samples collected by OMNI with a
minute out of every 10 minutes) was selected to obtain adequate diluti0n/cooling sampler were analyzed for PAH. The dilu-
sample catch from one week of pellet stove burning, tion/cooling system used was developed for the Calif_._rniaAir

Resources Board (Houck and others, 1989) and has been widely

_ [_ - - Inlet Probe

__._ Exhaust Probe

XAD

AWES t.ightweightAluminum

Solenoid- Rotometer with Housing/
Controlled Needle Valve

Valve'_ or Orifice V---"Ii_'-"-'l

"T" ""'' \\ .....................Lock

Gas line from _ "-
Exhaust Side of Pttmp .....

ToPpC re it !'IL___j
J Temperature _.

1

:_ J Data Logger Thermocouple
t in Flue

Figure 1. Schematic of AES system modified for pellet stove application.
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, applied to a variety of high-temperature sources where tendons- emission rate. For the low range of emissions values encour_-
ible chemical compounds are of interest (Houck, in press). A tered in this project, uncertainty is generally about 20% of the
complete description of the system is outside the scope of this stated value. ,
paper other than to note that the fundamental objective of the
system is to provide a cooled and diluted stream of aerosol that The issue of sample-blank-induced error was inv_tigated at
is produced from mixing stack aerosol with excess filtered length in the 1988-1989 Northeast Cooperative Woodstove
ambient air, and from that stream, particulate and vapor samples (NCWS) Study (OMNI, 1989). The values determined in that
are collected. Analyses of PAH compounds in the filter and study have been used here. They include a probable error at the
XAD-2 resin cartridges by standard EPA methods were then 95% confidence level of 5:4.88 nag for the total particulate
conducted (U.S. EPA, 1986). Analyses ibr PAH were conduct- catch and an average blank value of 3.9 mg.
ed on size-resolved particulate samples (< lp-, < 2.5p,, < 10p.,
and TSP) by a GC/MS thermal desorption technique, OxygenTcell-induced error was also investigated in the 1989

NCWS study. The 95% confidence level probable error of
_e basic particulate emisslons equation produces grams per -.t-7% is used in this study,

dry kilogram burned (g/kg) 0-1ouck and others, 1991; Barnett
and others, 1990). This Value was multiplied by burn rate, Woodstove efficiency was determined using the "Condar
expressed as dry kilograms of fuel per hour (kg/hr), to yield Method" (Barnett, 1985). This method uses g/kg particulate
g/'hr emissions (g/hr). Similar equations are used for CO and emissions, CO emissions, stack dilution factor (based on excess
PAH calculations. The basic g/kg equation includes the follow- air), stack temperature, wood type, and weed moisture to caicu-
ing components, late combustion, heat transfer, and overall efficiencies as well as

net output in Btu per hour.
1. Particulate mass. The total mass, in grams, of particles

caught on the fitt_.r, in the XAD-2 resin trap, and in the lt should be noted that this method was originally intended for
probe rinse. Particulate mass averages about 0.03 grams use in situations where flue gas temperatures are taken at the
but varies considerably, point of exit of the stove's single-wall pipe from the home's

heated space or about 1.5 tneters above the flue collar. Temper-
2. Sample time. The number of minutes the sampler operated atures taken in the current study were tal'en at 0.3 meters, a

during the sampling week when the stack temperature was location representative of many pellet stove installations. For
greater than 38 °C (100 OF). other pellet stove installations which utilh,,e about 1.5 meters of

interior flue pipe for additional h_,at transfer, efficiencies can be
3. Sampler's flow rate, This is controlled by the critical ori- estimated as being higher than stated herein by up to about 5

fice in the sampler. Flow values vary slightly for the vm'i- percentage points.
ous samplers but average about one liter per minute,

" 4. Stoichiometric volume. The volume of smoke produced by RESULTS
combusting 1 dry kilogram of pellets. This value averages
about 5,000 liters (at standard tempera_._re and pressure) but The overall average particulate emissions from the six certi-
varies slightly with pellet composition and completeness of fled pellet stoves (lhree located in Medford and three locateA in
combustion. Klamath Falls) were 1.05 g/br, or 1.63 grams per kilogranl

(g/kg) (Table I). These emissions are about 75% lower than the
5. Dilution factor. The degree to which the sampled combus- best "high-tech" cordwood stoves and about 95% lower than the

tion gases have been diluted in the stack by the presence of most conventional stoves. Emissions during each test varied
excess air. The dilution factor is obtained by using the from a low of 0.20 g/hr or 0.23 g/kg, to a high of 2.54 g/ht or
sample period's average oxygen value in the following 5.51 g/kg.
equation. Dilution factors range from about 2.5 to 5.5 for

: certified pellet stoves and from about 5 to about 10 for Emissions trends over the course of the certified pellet stove
exempt stoves, study display an increase after Run 1, after which they remain

relatively constant (Figure 2). This increase came almost entire-
ly from homes 2 and 6. These two homes experienced more

DUutonFactor = 20.9% (1) frequent appliance startups and shutdowns in the last three tests.
20.9% -Average Oxygen% The smt.ldering associated with shutdowns probably caused the

increased _missions.

The basic emissions equation can be expressed as follows
- using these comlx_nents. Between the two certified pellet stove models (Whitfield and
: Crossfire), the overall average emissions oi" the Crossfire stoves

were 1.05 g/hr or 1.4 g/kg as compared to the Whitfield's
Particulate Emissions (g/kg) = emissions of 1.03 g/ht or 1.99 g/kg. The fact that the highest

(2) and lowest emissions values were generated by the ,';ame stove
(Mass Parttcles)(Stoich. Vol.)(Dilutlon Factor) type (Crossfire) indicates that the variation within a stove type is

(Sample 7ime)(SamplerFlow) greater.than the variation between stove types, and such varia-
tion appears to be closely tied to operational practices. Defini-
tive comparisons cannot be made without a larger ,_ample size.As noted, analogous equations were used to calculate CO and

PAH emission rates. The average emissions for the three certified pellet stoves in
Medford (elevation - 1300 feet) were 1.14 g/hr or 1.56 g/kg, asEmissions values were calculated along with associated uncer-

", tainty levels. Each individual measurement used in the emis- cornpared to the three certified pellet stoves in Klamath Falls
(elevation -4200 feet), which we,re 1.01 g/hr or 1,75 g/kg.

:,ions calculations has some degree of uncertainty associated with The higher altitude of Klama.'. Sails seemed to have a negligibleit, and these uncertainties are propagated to determine the
amount of uncertainty attached to each calculated particulate effect, if any, on the emission values of these two brands of
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Table I, Average Particulate Emissions and Burn Rates: Certified Pellet Stoves

II _JJll II[I II I I II IIIIII I I I I I I I III IIII I I l I IIIl , _ --

I P_'_rticulate Em'ssi°n A_erage _/hI') I Particulate Em_ssi°n Average (g'kg) Barn Rate (kg[hr)Category Run I Run 2 -Run 3 Run 4 RUn 1 Run 2 Run 3 Ru--'_4 Run I Run 2 Run 3 Run 4

Crossfire 0.46 i 1.06 I 1,,49.... I 1, P+0 ).72 I 1.92 I 3.11 I 2,21 0,72 l `}''/1 J 0.55 1....0,58

Overall Average (g/hr) Overall Average (g/kg) Overall Average (kg/hr)

Whitfield 1.03 1.40 0,73
Crossfire 1,05 1.99 0.64

K. Falls 1,01 I 1.75 0,65

Medford 1.14 I 1,56 0,74' [ r ....... 1.... . _ .......... ,,11I ii ii i iiii i i rill iiii, iiii !! I II

stoves, although a larger sample size would be needed to draw a late emissions for exempt pellet stoves averaged about twice as
definitive conclusion, high as certified pellet stoves, while CO emissions were similar.

lt should be emphasized that the exempt pellet stove data base at
The CO emissions for the certified pellet stoves averaged the time of this writing is very limited,

14.04 g/hr or 22.4 g/kg over the test period. Among the certi-
fied stoves, the highest levels of CO (22.99 g/br or 44,94 g/kg) Sampling and analysis for PAH were conducted on two ex-
were found in the stove with the highest particulate emissions, erupt and two certified pellet stoves, The results from the two
and the lowest CO levels (7,79 g/hr or 12,44 g/kg) were found certified stove models are discussed here, The analysis for total
in the stove with the lowest emissions, suspended particulate (TSP) filter showed low PAH emissions.

There was little catch on the XAD that backs up the filter.
Preliminary particulate and CO emission rates for the exempt Only naphthalene, with its relatively higher vapor pressure'

stoves are provided in Table I1. These data are based on two among PAH) was collected in, significant quantities on the XAD-
runs only. Interestingly, as can be seen in Table II, the particu- 2 resin, This suggests that the filter is an effective PAH trap,
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Concentrations are quite similar for ali particle size fractions, effect on particulate emissions. High emissions appear to occur
suggesting that most PAH matter is less than 1 micron in size. when the homeowner turns the stove off and o_t compared to

steady operation. PAH and CO emissions are low. The pellet
Table II. Particulate, Carbon Monoxide, Burn Rate, and stoves tested in this project dt_monstrate nearly complete com-

Oxygen Content of Exempt Pellet Stoves Emissions bustion. The pre-test quality assurance evaluation demonstrated
+. that the sampling system has both excellent comparability with

........................ EPA Method 5G and excellent precision for evaluating pellet
Particles CO Burn

Run Home ......... Rate (kg- 02 stove performance. Net thermal efficiency averaged 68%. This
# g/kg g/hr g/kg g/hr /ht) (%) is somewhat lower than anticipated. However, when the stovesare run for longer periods of time (which the system is designed
i 1 0.64 0.68 3.68 3.91 1.06 17.25 to do), the efficiencies are in the 70 to 80% range. Heat out-

2 2,04 2.27 22.2 24.7 1.11 17.62 puts were considerably lower than those reported for field
cordwood ,+tudies. Durability could become an issue with pellet3 3.40 1.19 7.6 4.1 0.54 19.36

4 1.60 0.9 0,52 19.23 stoves in the long run because the more complex design could
5 4.20 2.5 29 17 0.59 18.30 be more prone to break down than cordwood stoves. Compo-

nent durability was not analyzed in these studies,6 7.20 4.3 10.1 6.1 0.60 19.55
__ . ,..... __ + ,.......

2 1 • 1.50 0.8 0.54 I8.80
2 3.60 1.8 14.3 11.3 0.79 17.43 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
3 8.10 4.5 43.4 24 0.55 19,51
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Based on this criterion that identifies

a suitable industry and the cost differ-
A Systematic Approach to I_cating ential that must exist between wood and

Opportunities for Conversion from fossil fuels, there are opportunities
Fossil _el to Wood Residue I within the state for increased use of

wood residues as a fuel source.

Bill Da_wln and Jean-Paul Gouffray 2 A total of 383 industries were located
that used more than the minimum amount

__ of energy to qualify. More than 25

_n__." _ percent of these industries were paying
A system was developed to enough for their fossil fuels to make

determine which industries within the conversion a real possibility. Follow-
state of South Carolina are possible ing a telephone survey of all 383 mini-
candidates for conversion from fossil mum or larger industries, over i00
fuel to wood residues. The system has plants were targeted for personal visits

identified over i00 industries that I to investigate their suitability for
_warrant further analysis. This approach conversion.

applicable This was a preliminary process with the

to other states.

Ke)_ords: Fossil Fuel, Wood Residues, sole purpose of developing contacts for
Conversion further consideration for conversion

from fossil fuel to wood residue.

The South Carolina Forestry Commission

and the office of the Governor, Energy, The Minimum Industry
Agriculture and Natural Reso,lrces,
wanted to set up an active program A minimum industry suitable for conver-
promoting the use of wood as energy, sion was defined for the survey as any
The initialneed was to determine if industry that
there are any opportunities for conver-

sion from fossil fuel to wood residue as i) used at least 30,000 MCF natural
fuel. gas or its equivalent annually,

2) could feasibly use wood residue
To facilitate a systematic look at the to replace fossil fuel,
non-forest based industries in the 3) used fuel primarily for a non-
state, a screening process was developed seasonal process rather than
incorporating the following, winter building heat.

i_ A "minimum" level was set to quali- I) For this study an industry that uses
fy industries for consideration. This at least 30,000 MCF natural gas or its
encompassed MCF burned annually, non- equivalent was considered minimum. This
seasonal use of fuel, feasibility of figure represents the smallest amount of
converting to wood, and the cost ratio energy that could be readily replaced by
necessary for sound economics, wood with "off the shelf" components.

There are examples where successful
2. A mailed survey was made of select- conversion has occurred below this

ed industries, amount and conversion was not possible
with higher levels of fossil fuel use;

3. Techniques were developed to inter- however, to analyze bulk data, this
pret the surveys, minimum was chosen.i

4. The analyzed results were applied 2) It is important that replacing the
to the remaining industries in the state
identifying candidates for conversion, current fuel with wood be economi_ally

sound and technically feasible. In one
case, an industry used more than one and
one half the minimum annual consumption
but conversion was not economically
possible. The energy used by the compa-
ny was for direct firing of cooking

1 Presented at the National Bioenergy ovens° Because this is a fuel use not
Conference, Coeur D'Alene ID March 1991 readily replaced with wood, this indus.-

try should not be considered a minimum
2 The authors are respectively, Con- indust_,. The base cost ratio is out-
sultant Forest Products Technologist lined in Table I.
/WIND Associates, Colbert GA 30628 and
Program Information Coordinator, Office
of the Governor • South Carolina, Divi-
sion of Energy, Agriculture and Natural
Resources.
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3) Not only does the manner in which the fuels, conversion for a minimu_a or
fossil fuel is utilized within an indus- larger industry becomes a real possibil-

try influence the cost of conversion, ity. Table 1 shows the relationship
how frequently the fuel is used also between the cost of wood residues,
influences the cost of conversion. The natural gas and number 2 fuel oil neces-
cost of conversion from fossil fuels to sary to retire the normal cost of con-

wood residues for a seasonal user, all version and give a 25 percent return on
other things being equal, can easily be the investment.
one and one half the cost of that for a

manufacturing process fuel user. Table_if

Natural No.2
Locating the MirLi_LJJl_ re,lam pa, f_Lott

Slt_ $1_F SloaL

There are approximately 3,200 manufac .......... ...................................................
turing industries within the state, lt 6.00 3.65 0.54
was fel% that the wood based industry 8._ 3.92 0.58
within the state was aware of the bene- I0._ 4.20 0._

fits of using wood residues and were 12._ 4.47 Q,_
therefore excluded from the sample 14._ 4.74 O.m
industries to be contacted. 16._ 5.01 0._

18._ 5.28 0._

A copy of the database used by The South 20._ 5.5s 0._
Carolina Development Board for producing
the Industrial Directory for the state -_2_._ N.turmL ,o._
was obtained and used as the basis for a r.,_ oa, f_Loit
mailed survey that was sent to approxl- s/_ $/_ $/a,t
mately 1,400 of the non-forest based ...........................................................

_anufacturing industry within the state. 6._ 3.25 0.48
#he sample industries were selected so s._ 3.39 0.51
that each appropriate four numbered I0._ 3.53 0.53
Standard Industrial Classification code Iz._ 3.67 0.55

(SIC code) represented in the state was 14._ 3._ 0.57
sampled. If a SIC code had three or 16,_ 3._ 0.59
less industries within the state, all 18._ 4.10 0.61
industries received a survey form. If a 20._ 4.25 0._
SIC code had more industries, enough
forms were mailed to get three re-

sponses. _lying Surv@y _/its_to_Re_aindgr__q_

T_s addition to the forest based industry __
that was excluded, other manufacturing
industries were excluded if it was The number of full time employees was

previously known that they bad no oppor- used as a gauge of the relative size of
tunity to qualify as a minimum industry an industry within a _pecific SiC code
or if it was felt that the industry It was assumed throughout the survey
would have little interest in conver- that if an industz_ with I00 full time
sion. Examples of these exclusions employees used twice the energy neces-
include book publishing and oil refin- sary to qualify as a minimum industry,
ing. an industry with the same SiC code and

50 employees used enough energy to

The survey was designed to find out from qualify as a minimum industry.
each industry surveyed, i) type of
fossil fuel used, 2) dollars spent on Four hundred forty three completed
fossil fuels annually, 3) the average industrial survey forms were returned by
annual unit cost of the fossil fuel, 4) the industry of the state. From this
frequency of fuel use and 5) the number returned information, 85 SXC codes
of full time employees, contained at least one industry meeting

: minimum or larger annual energy consump-

Knowing the annual fossil fuel expendi- _&ion of at least 30,000 MCF natural gas
tures and:average unit fuel cost, annual or its equivalent.
Btu consumption was calculated.

Upon conducting a phone survey of the
In screening industries it is necessary 382 apparent minimum or larger indus-
to determine their fossil fuel cost in tries in the 85 SIC codes, the informa-
relation to the potential cost of wood tion for six of the SIC codes proved to
residues. There must be enough savings be inconclusive and were dropped from
from burning wood to pay for the conver- the llst. The SIC codes containing _t
sion and g_ve a good return on the least one minimum or larger industry and
investment. If the cost per million the base number of employees is reported
Btu's from wood residue is at least in Table 2.
$3.65 less than the cost from fossil



An additional factor that must be con-
sidered is fuel use variability. Within

a given four number SIC code, there is _lyinq These Results in Your Stat_
room for the method of manufacture to

vary and as a result, the amount of The first step to develop an active wood
energy used by an industry may also energy program is to identify indusZries

vary. For example, manufacturers of that should be contacted about potential
men's and boy's shirts (SIC code 2321) conversion. If your state's industrial
may or may not dye their own fabric. If directory classifies industries by SiC

they dye their own fabric, they will use codes and includes employment figures
more energy than a manufacturer that along with names and addresses, you have

only sews previously dyed material what Is needed to develop a basic con-
tact list for screening potential cus-

Low variability (Table 2) indicates that tomers. Because South Carolina did not

75 percent or more industries within the have all of the manufacturing industry
SIC code having at least the minimum em- SIC codes represented within the state,

ployment use the minimum fuel use. Table 2 should be considered only a
Medium variability is 50 'to 74 percent guide for other states.

meeting minimum fuel use. High varia-
bility is less than 50 percent using the After you have determined the cost of
minimum fuel use. Unknown variability wood residues in your area, you may use
includes those SIC codes where minimum Table 2 to decide economic feasibility.

or larger industries were found but For example, if green residue is $I0.00
there were not enough of the industri_ per ton and a minimum or larger industry
within the state to determine variabili- is paying $4.00 or more per MCF of

ty. natural gas, this plant warrants further
consideration as a potential candidate.

An in_-deptb analysis is in order.

Table 2 This gives you a place to begin. You

sxc M_ni._ sx¢ M1r,i_ have a method to screen your industrial

code Emp_oy_t V=rtabtltty Code E_)_oMmentV=rtabit|t,y data base for potential candidates or
evaluate your state's potential opportu-

2011 loo _41u= L_92 65 UrerK_n nities for conversion.
2013 100 Lo_ 3069 175 Unknown
2015 300 Lou 3221 50 Unkno_ _ '
2026 125 Lou 3241 120, Low
20.33 35 ltt=h 32_1 ZS Lo. The South Carolina Forestry Commission

2037 1000 U_no_, 3261 75 _ found a surprising number of potential
203a 350 ,leh 3264 9O _dlu= candidates for conversion from fossil

2051 100 Lov 3271 34 Hl=h fuel to wood residue using this system-
2064 ZOO u_noa. 3291 55 Urtno_ atic technique. The mailed survey,

_7_ 65 H__ 3_ r 50 _k,diu= selective phone survey, analysis of the
2076 80 Ur_no_ 3315 65 ,12h returned surveys, and the application of

2ore _65 _ 3316 _ Ut_.no_ these results combined with the "mini-

2211 zoo _dlu. 3_ 60 _ mum" quallfications have proven to
2221 175 Ned|urn 3341 35 Hi£h identify target plants. These 108

2231 17o I_tu= 3353 Zoo U,tno_ plants that have been J4entifieu must
2241 lzo m_dlu= 3354 175 u_n have an on site evaluation to determine

2251 665 ,t_h 3356 1_o L_tkr_. their real potential. Based on experi-
2258 lOO Lo= 3357 3oo _ ence thus far, twenty five or more
2261 6o LO. 3363 lO0 ._d_u_ conversions are a real likelihood in

22_ 15o Lo_ _1 lOO _d_uz South Carolina. This systematic method

_269 zoo ureno_n _21 150 Unknown of candidate location is applicable in
22_ zso _dlu. 3484 3oo u_kno_ other states.

2282 40 L.w 3493 50 Un_no_
2295 200 U_r_n 3511 600 Unknown
2297 125 Medium 3532 125 _dtu_
2321 180 High 3546 400 tk)d(u_
2653 82 Mecltuu 3562 1000 t,'nkrtoun
2655 90 LoU 3592 30 Unkno_m
2656 350 Unknotm 3624 25 Lou
2672 250 Unknoun 3639 400 Unkno_
2676 200 Unknown 3643 150 Ht2h
2821 100 NKlt_ 3651 200 Unknown
2823 1600 Ur_kn_.... 3691 100 Unknown
2824 250 Hcdtua 3692 900 Ll_cno_,_
?.834 140 Ned_u_ 3694 800 U_no_
2843 125 I._ 3711 900 L_nOtm
2865 100 1_:1!_ 3728 135 IX_know_
2869 60 _dtum 3731 8000 Unkno_m
2952 100 Unknoun 3841 400 Lk_no_



CO-FIRING BiO,MASS AND FOSSIL FUELS I During the 1980's there was a
resurgence of interest in co-firing.
This was attributed in part to increasing
difficulties in disposing of solid wastes

David C. Junge z at land fill sites. Co-firlng offered an
opportunity at some sites to burn solid

----_ wastes in existing combustion facilities

__ _ which were normally fired with other
In June 1989, the Alaska fuels, thus limiting the capital co;ats

En_rgy Authcrity and the University of associated with the construction of new
Alaska Anchorage published a monograph combustion facilities.
summarizing the 'technology of co-firing
biomass and fossil fuels. The title of

the 180 page monograph is "Use of Mixed _[gstlfication [o_ Co-firiDq
Fuels in Lirect Combustion Systems". 3

Highlig!Lts from the monograph are The justifications offered for co-
pre_ented in this paper with emphasis on firing of fuels are quite diverse. The
the following areas: more commonly fo,;nd reasons include:

o _quipment design and operational o Reduction of waste volume
exp_rience co-firing f_els[ o Energy recovery from wastes

o The impact of co-fi_:ing on'_' o Broadening the fuel base
effic_ncy_ o Economic incentives

o Environmen£al considerations o Environmental incentives

associated with co-firing_ , o Civic incentives

\ o Economic considerations _n co-firingS"_ o Improved performance

o Decision making criteria for _/
0__ co-firing _ _- -

Size of Co-Fireq _9_lities
Keywords: Combustion, Co-firing, Fuels

The size of combustion facilities

using co-firing canges from boilers
generating less than 1,000 pounds of

INFORMATION FOR PERSPECTIVE steam per hour (PPH) to over 650,000 PPH
in non-electric utility plant sites.

There are some combustion facilities Utility boilers co-firing fuels exceed
which historically have burned two or 1.2 million PPH in steam generating
more fuels simultaneously. Plants in the capacity. The important thing to :note is
pulp and paper industry typically have that the size of the facility does not
co-fired coal and waste wood, or oil and appear to influence the ability to
waste wood in order to dispose of plant successfully co-fire various fuels. The
site wastes while meeting plant energy concept of co-firing works equally well
needs. Similar situations arise in the for large and small sized combustion
sugar industry where bagasse as often co- facilities.
fired with fossil fuels for waste

disposal and energy production.
Municipalities have a recent, thouqh
significant, record of co-firing Types of Fuels Used in _Qt_ir!D.q
municipal solid waste with fossil fuel.

The choice of fuels which are co-fired
varies according to the user as expected.

Interest in co-firing was spurred in In the food and agricultural sectors,
the early 1970's during the oil crisis, waste products from foods grown and
That _pisode emphasized the fuel processed are used as supplemental fuels.
dependency of utilities, municipalities In manufacturing, chemicals and textiles
and industry, prompting eager searches plant generated industrial wastes are
for al_ernative fuels that might be co- burned for energy recovery. In the wood
fired with oil or used as replacement products and pulp/paper industriesl there
fuels for oil. are large quantities of bark, sawdust,

non-merchantable scrap, sanderdust, and
other forms of wood fiber available whose

1 Presented at the 1991 National most economic end use is as an energy
Bioenergy Conference, Coeur D'Alene, Id, resource.
March 18-21, 1991.

The predominant non-fossil fuels which

2 The author is a Professor of are co-fired at military sites and
4 Mechanical Engineering at the University institutional facilities (colleges,

of Alaska Anchorage, Anchorage, AK. universities, prisons, and hospitals) are
waste wood fuels, usually supplied by

3. Copies of the complete text are contractors from nearby sources. In
available by request from the Alaska contrast, the fuel choice decisions for
Energy Authority, P.O. Box 190869, municipalities reflect their needs for
Anchorage, AK 99519-.0869. waste disposal perhaps more than their
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needs for energy recovery. Examples fossil or non-fossil fuel as 10ng as the
include RDF, sewage sludge and general overall combustion facility is properly
refuse, designed and maintained. The same can be

said of oil and of natural gas. There is

The fossil fuels used in co-flring are no inherent physical or chemical
coal, oil and/or natural gas. Other limitation which prevents co-firing of
fossil fuels such as propane and butane particular combinations of fossil and/or
are used to a limited extent in a variety non,.fossil fuels. /
of industrial and commercial setting but
are seldom co-fired with non-fossil _iypes of__CombustionF_aui_ment Use_
fuels.

An assortment of combustion systems

In the utility sector, coal is the (furnaces and boiler designs) are used

predominant fossil fuel used in co- for co-firing fuels. These include:
firing situations. In the non-utility
sectors, oil and natural gas are the most o Spreader stokers
commonly used fossil fuels for co-firing, o Dutch ovens
Some of the typically found zombinations o Fuel cells
used in co-firing fossil and non-fossil o Suspension burners
fuels are shown in Table I. o Rotary burners

o Bubbl_ng fluidized beds
o Circulating fluidized beds

Table I: Combinations Used in Co-Firinq For those furnace designs which
Fossil and Non-Fossil Fuels include grate systems, the design

features of the grates may include:

Fuels Co-Fired With Coal o Traveling grates
o Dumping grates

Wood Peat o Fixed grates
Woodwastes Straw o Vibrating/reciprocating grates

Woodchips Feed lot wastes o Water cooled grates
Sawdust Ruined seed corn o Pin hole grates
Bark Sunflower seed hulls

Hogged fuel Indust. solld wastes Obviously, it is possible to have
Pelletized wood Industrial sludge combinations of tl%ese grate features.
RDF Sewage sludge For example, travelling pin hole grates
Tires Foo4 process wastes are popular as are fixed, water cooled

grates.

Fuels Co-Fired With Oil

Wood Cocoa beans

Woodwastes Coffee grounds ON TO THE IMPORTANT STUFF :

Hogged fuel Agricultural wastes _quipment Desian and oDeIationalBark Sunflower seed hulls

Sawdust Apple pomace fines _perience Co,Fi_in_u_!_
Dry wood fines Peach pits
RDF Peanut hulls Fuel Systems for Co-Firing

Sludge Industrial wastes
Bagasse Tires Fuel receiving, storage and reclaimfacilities must be provided for each fuel

Fuels Co-Fired With Natural Gas used in co-firing. The storage volume
and the material handling capacity of

Wood Cocoa beans these facilities is important and should
Pelletized wood Coffee grounds be carefully considered for each project.
Woodwaste Agricultural wastes
Bark Apple pomace fines Consider, for example, a coal fired

power plant which is modified to co-fire
: Sawdust Peach pits wood waste fuels. The amount of energy

Dry wood fines Tires contained in a cubic foot of coal is
Ground wood Industrial wastes

significantly greater than the energy
RDF Refuse contained in a cubic foot of hogged fuel.
Bagasse Further, coal burns at a higher thermal

efficiency than hogged fuel due to its
moisture content and its chemical makeup.
Thus, a coal fired plant which was
designed to generate I00,000 PPH of steam
using 3,000 cubic yards per month of

It is important to note that the bituminous coal, may have to increase the
choice of which fuels to co-fire is not fuel use rate to i0,000 cublr_ yards per
limited by the ability to co-fire month if 65% of the energy is to be
particular combinations of fuels. Coal derived from coal and 35% from hogged
can be co-fired with just about any other fuel. Such an increase in the volume of



fuel used will have a significant impact combustion calculations taking into
on the facilities required to receive, account the chemistry of the fuels to be
store, reclaim and feed fuels to the burned.
boiler.

One of the difficulties encountered in

Fuel feeding systems used for co- co-firlng fuels is that some fuels
firing have two problem areas. The first require more combustion air than others.
is that it is very difficult to The air flow needs of co-fired fuels may
accurately meter fuel flow rates on an exceed the design limitations of a
instantaneous and continuous basis so particular boiler system with the result
that the desired heat input rates can be _ that the boiler is derated when co-
maintained for co-fired fuels. There are firing.

several techniques used to achieve proper
blending. Some are more successful than Different fuels also require different
others, levels of excess air for optimal

combustion to occur. A technical

difficulty arises in measuring levels of
The second problem area in fuel excess air for each fuel burned in co-

feeding is to achieve the desired firing applications and in controlling
distribution of solid fuels in the the flow rate of air for each fuel to

combustion chamber, that is, to get the maintain proper levels of excess air
fuel physically into the right place, throughout the full range of operation of
For some combustion systems, it is fairly the system. These technical difficulties
critical to successful operation. For usually result in compromised operation
other types of burners, it is not so of the boiler with some reduction in

critical. Extensive modifications have thermal efficiency.
: been required on some boilers to

eliminate problems associated with

improper fuel distribution. Gaseous Products of Combustion

The amounts and concentrations of the

Grates gaseous products of combustion (CO2, H20,
N2, O2_ CO, SO2, etc.) can be determined

Not all combustion systems have from combustion analyses. They differ
grates. For those that do use grates, for each fuel and for each level of

their design and operation may be crucial excess air. Further, their volumetric
to the operation of the boiler. For the flow rates change with exhaust gas
liquid and gaseous fossil fuels they are
not necessary. Grates become a point of temperatures.

= concern when firing solid fuels because:

To illustrate, it is noted that the
o They support pieces of fuel during exhaust gas volume for fosmil fuels

4 combustion ranges from 22,600 to 26,300 actual cubic
o They distribute combustion air to feet per million BTU's of effective heat

the fuel output from the fuel_ By comparison, the
o They act as a collection surface for range of exhaust gas volumes for the

ash waste wood and refuse based fuels is from

o They can serve the function of 31,500 to 43,000 actual cubic feet per
removing the ash from the million BTU's of effective heat outp_tt
combustion chamber, from the fuel_ Thus, a boiler designed

to burn coal and which is converted to

For those systems that require grates co-firing such that 40% of the heat
in co-firing solid fuels, it is energy is to come from _ogged fuel, may
recommended that a careful analysis of experience a 26% increase in the flow
the system be conducted by a qualified rate of exhaust gases. This increase may
professional engineer to determine the result in derating the boiler by 26% due
design and operational requirements. A to limitations in the capacity of the air
particularly important consideration is pre-heaters, induced draft fans,
the rate of ash collection for co-fired emissions control devices and or the

facilities, miscellaneous ducts, dampers and other
i equipment designed to contain and control

flue gases.
Combustion Air

Ash Considerations

Combustion air must be provided to
burner systems, whether co-firing or not. Some fuels have little or no ash
The air is typically supplied by forced content. Examples include natural gas

" draft fans but may be handled through and No. 2 fuel oil. Other fuels contain
induced draft fans in some boilers (or by increased levels of ash. Coal, for
a combination of forced and induced draft example, may have from 4 to 20 pounds of

i fans). The combustion air flow rate ash per million BTU's of effective heat
requirements can be determined through
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input (taking thermal efficiency into o The higher heating values forresidue fuels are substantially
account). Wood waste fuels typically
have 4 to 5 Ibs of ash per million BTU's lower than the higher heating values
of effective heat input. However, for fossil fuels.

municipal solid waste may contain up to
i00 ibs of ash per million BTU's of Typical calculated values for thermalefficiency are shown in Table 2 for
effective heat input, commonly co-fired fuels:

As _ight be expected, some boilers and Table 2: Calculated Values of Thermal
furnaces are designed to handle large Efficiency for Commonly Co-Fired Fuels
flow rates of ash while others are not

equipped for ash collection and recovery.
Ash input rates should be carefully Fuel Type Calc. Eff.(%)
considered in planning co-firing
facilities since ash can effectively
reduce the steam gsneration rate of Biomass Fuels
boilers, can plug gas passes, can jam Pelletized wood fuel 79.4
grates , and in other ways cause Typical hogged fuel 70.6
problems. The ash related problems are Municipal solid waste 60.1
not insurmountable, but they must be Refuse derived fuels '73.0
addressed carefully in the design and

operation of combustion systems which Fossil Fuels
attempt to co-fire fuels. Pennsylvania coal 86.5Utah coal 85.4

Wyoming coal 82.2

Comment No. 6 fuel oil 86.5
Natural gas 83.3

These many design and operational
concerns that surface regarding equipment
used in co-firing are not intended in any

way to discourage consideration of co- Since the thermal efficiencies for the
firing. Rather, they are practical biomass fuels are lower than for the
problems that are important to be aware fossil fuels, the thermal efficiency
of and to address forthrightly in resulting from co-firing biomass and
undertaking co-firing. The many utility fossil fuels will be lower than for
and non-utility sector facilities that fossil fuels fired alone. Electric

have successfully implemented co-firing l_tility experience in co-firing coal and
should demonstrate that the problems refuse derived fuel (RDF) has shown
noted above can be overcome with thermal efficiency to be reduced by 1.9%
reasonable planning, design and careful to 4.2% when 20% of the heat input to a
operation, boiler is supplied by RDF compared tc

firing boilers only on coal.

The Impact of Co,F_rinq on E_fici_nc_y It is important tokeep the

The net useful heat energy available significance of thermal efficiency inperspective and not to overemphasize its
from a combustion process expressed as a importance. It is true that high thermal

. percentage of the higher heating value of efficiencies are generally equated with
the fuel can be thought of as thermal low fuel expenses for any single fuel.
efficiency. Thermal efficiency is But if an inexpensive biomass fuel can be

= generally calculated using the heat loss used to offset the energy costs of
method adopted by the American Society of purchased fossil fuels, then the
Mechanical Engineers (ASME). The method resulting lower thermal efficiency
is carefully reviewed and well resulting from co-firing the fuels may
illustrated with examples in _, Its not be particularly important. By
_eneratioD___, 38th edition, comparison, the potential for boiler

o published by Babcock and Wilcox, 1975, derating due to co-firing fuels may be a
Chapter 60 significantly larger concern.

Of the commonly co-fired fuels, the

: residue fuels (waste wood and municipal Environm_n a___Considerations ASSociate_

refused based fuels) burn with lower _ith Co-Fi_iD_q _.thermal efficiencies than the fossil

fuels. This occurs for several reasons: The environmenta_ concerns associated
with co-firing fuels may be divided into

o Residue fuels have high fuel four categories:
moisture levels than most of the

fossil fuels o Particulate emissions
o Residue fuels require higher levels o Gaseous emissions

of excess air to complete the o Liquid wastes
combustion reaction and, therefore, o Toxic and hazardous emissions

• sustain higher dry gas losses in the
exhaust stack
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Particulate L_missions Some furnace designs when operated
properly and well within the design

Particulate emissions may emanate from envelope are recognized for their ability
the non-combustible ash content of the to burn fuels completely and to emit low

fuel or may be formed due to incomplete concentrations of entrained particulate.
combustion. The input rate of the non- Fuel cells, for example, fall in to this
combustible ash due to co-firing can be category. Other furnace designs such as
estimated based on the ash the water wall lined spreader stokers are
characteristics of the fuels to be fired not as effective in completing the
and their relative quantities, combustion reaction in the furnace.
Engineering estimates can be made of the Their design counts heavily on collecting
distribution of this ash into bottom ash any entrained unburned particulate matter

(to be collected on the grates) and fly in pollution control devices downstream
ash which can be distributed throughout from the furnace.
the boiler gas passes, collected in

particulate emission control systems or Fuel moisture levels may be
exit the boiler as suspended particulate particularly important in their effect on
matter, completion of the combustion reaction in

co-firing applications Probably the
Speculation about the potential for most infamous fuel to co-fire is sludge

particulate emission problems in co- generated from either industrial or
firing lead to the following conclusions: municipal waste treatment plants. Sludge

is very high in moisture and low in
o Boilers designed to burn coal can heating value. When it is co-fired for

probably co-fire waste wood fuels disposal purposes, the high moisture
without significantly increasing level lowers the temperature of the
particulate emission levels, combustion reaction thereby promoting

incomplete combustion.
o Boilers designed to burn wood fuels

can co-fire coal fuels but in the Electric utility experience in co-
process may expect some increase in firing RDF with coal has shown repeated
particulate emission rates, problems of poor fuel distribution on

grates and resultant smoking. This
o Boilers designed to burn either problem is essentially one of improper

waste wood or any of the fossil mixing of the air and fuel coupled with
fuels can expect significant low temperatures in the immediate
increases in particUlate emission combustion zone. The overall result in

rates when c:o-fiz'ing refuse based terms of air pollution is an increase in
fuels, particulate formation and emission rates.

o Boiler's designed to burn waste wood, Particulate emissions generated by
coal or refuse based fuels can incomplete combustion are difficult if

expect to co-fire liquid fossil not impossible to estimate. They depend
fuels or natural gas with a on too many variables. Fortunately, the
resulting decrease in particulate parameters which control the compietion
emission rates of the combustion reaction (time,

temperature, turbulence and proper fuel

Particulate emissions generated from to air ratios) are fairly well
incomplete combustion can result from understood. Thus, formation of products

many conditions and/or _ombinations of of incomplete combustion can be minimized
conditions including: even in co-firing situations.

o Wet fuel The collection efficiency of
o Insufficient combustion air particulate emission control devices may
o Improper mixing of the fuel and be influenced in two ways by co-firing.

combustion air First, the collection efficiency of some
i o Low temperatures in the combustion types of particulate control devices

zone i depends on the flow rate of flue gas
o Insufficient time for the combustion through them. This is true for

process to be completed, electrostatic precipitators, for inertial
separators such as multiple cyclones, for

Whenever any of these conditions some wet scrubber designs and possibly
occurs in the combustion zone, even on a with gravel bed scrubber designs. So, if
transient basis, the combustion reaction co-firing results in a significant
will not be completed and products of increase (or decrease) in the flue gas
incomplete combustion will be carried out flow rates through the emission control
of the furnace with the exhaust gas systems, then a significant change in
stream, collection efficiency may occur.

The design of the combustion system
certainly influences the degree to which
the combustion process is completed.

-



The second way in which co-firing may Liquid Wastes
influence collection efficiency is by

changing the physical or chemical Co-firing of fuels may have some
characteristics of the entrained impact on the type and quantity of liquid
particulate in the exhaust gas stream, wastes generated at specific plant sites.
The physical/chemical characteristics are Almost all plants with combustion
often important in the collection facilities generate liquid waste streams
mechanisms of control devices. For regardless of whether or not co-firing is
example, inertial separation devices such practiced. However, where co-firing is
as multiple cyclones are effective for practiced it may alter the quantity
large particle sizes and high particle and/or the quality of li_lid waste
densities. If co-firing results in streams generated from three parts of the
reduced particle sizes and/or reduced operation:
particle densities, then collection
efficiency may fall. similarly, o Fuel receiving, storage and reclaim
electrostatic precipitator collection facilities

efficiency is strongly influenced by o Ash handling facilities
electrical resistivity of the particles, o Air pollution control devices
Co-firing may change the resistivity
characteristics of the entrained

particles and, thus, change the With the exception of natural gas_
collection efficiency of the fuels which are co-fired must be received

precipitators, and stored in appropriately designed
facilities for each plant site. The
majority of the fuels which are co-fired

Gaseous Emissions are stored in enclosed facilities and are
not subject to rain and subsequent liquid

The gaseous pollutants of concern in runoff. The notable exception is waste
co-firing include carbon monoxide, wood based fuel (particularly hogged
unburned hydrocarbons, sulfur dioxide, fuel) which is often stored outside in
and oxides of nitrogen. The first two uncovered fuel yards. Coal is stored in

(co and HC) are products of incomplete a similar fashion at some plant sites.
combustion are most easily controlled

through proper regulation of the The position of most state regulatory

combustion parameters <time, temperature, agencies is that liquid runoff (leachate)
turbulence, and proper fuel to air from fuel storage piles must be treated
ratios). They are potentially influenced prior to discharge into sewers or
by co-firing only to the extent that co- receiving waters. This applies also to
firing improves or detracts from the liquids resulting from washdown
completion of the combustion process, operations on any of the facilities for

receiving, storing and/or reclaiming the
fuels. TreatEent is typically limited to

Sulfur dioxide is formed from the control of biochemical oxygen demand

oxidation of any sulfur which enters the (BODs) total suspended solids, pH, and
combustion system with the fuel. Thus, color. The control technology is well
if su].fur bearing fuels are co-flred, SO 2 developed and commercially available.
will be emitted as an air pollutant.
There are several strategies for control Bottom ash collected in boilers

of SO 2 which are well provenn (furnaces) may be mixed with water and
conveyed as a slurry to clarifiers or to

Oxides of nitrogen (NOx) are also receiving ponds. It is one of the
oxidation products of the combustion options used in ash handling systems.
process. Nitrogen may be provided by the Fly ash collected in air pollution
nitrogen component of the fuel(s) burned, control devices may also be slurried with
Nitrogen may also come from atmospheric water and pumped to clarifiers as part of
nitrogen if the combustion zone the water recirculation system for the

temperatures exceed 2600 ° F. pollution control device° Where either
of these options is employed, some

Control strategies are available to cleanup of the water is required before
limit emissions of NOx. With respect to it may be discharged to sewers or to
co-firing, NO x may be of concern if the receiving waters. Treatment typically
fuel(s) co-fired have a high fuel includes BOD 5 reduction, pH control,
nitrogen content and/or if the combustion removal of suspended solids and color.
process is carried out at high
temperatures which permit the oxidation

of atmospheric nitrogen. Commercial Where co-firing of fuels is used, it
manufacturers of oil and gas burners and may result in changes to either the
of coal burning boilers are very quantity of ash or to the characteristics
cognizant of federal regulations on NO x of the ash entering the combustion
emissions and of the technology available system. Thereby, co-firing may have some
to meet the standards, impact on the level of treatment required

for liquids involved in ash collection
and/or disposal. As an example regarding
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the co-firing of coal and RDF, the EPRI toxic emissions are not considered to be
publication, "Guidelines for Co-Firing a major source of concern. The notable
Refuse Derived Fuel in Electric Utility exceptions to this include industrial
Boilers," reports in Volume 2, Chapter 7 wastes and the refuse based fuels (MSW
(Copyright Electric Power Research and RDF).
Institute 1988):

For a more indepth paper on this
Changes in liquid wastes topic, see "Toxic and Hazardous Air
resulting from RDF co-firing Pollutants;From Co-Firing Biomass Fuels,
should be anticipated for the Fossil Fuel.s, MSW and RDF" by D. Junge.

ash handling system, air heater The paper ILs included in the proceedings
washing, and ash pond from this conference.
operation. The amount and
nature of these changes are
site and unit specific. At __qonomiq___D_e_tions in Co-Firlna
Rochester, where bottom ashes
are hydraulically conveyed, it The ecollomics of co-firing can be
was observed that water evaluated !_hrough a complete economic
quantity increased and analysis oi_ a project and can include a
alkalinity increased by about variety of options, fuel types, fuel
1.8 pH units, mixes, etc. The approach to the analysis

is very much the same as would be used to
The change in alkalinity of water used evaluate ally engineering/construction

for bottom ash slurries and for fly ash project. However, based on the
collection and transport has been noted experience|s of the electric utility
at several plants which were designed and industry and other sites which have
operated for coal and whichsubsequently undertaken co-firing applications, there
co-fired coal and wood based fuels. The are some details in addition to those
raised pH level is considered as a side normally considered which should be
benefit to co-firing wood with coal. looked at for co-firing:

I

Air pollution control devices which o The eco_omic impact of co-firing
use a liquid (wet contact scrubbers, should be considered from the
venturi scrubbers, wet electrostatic perspective of the overall operation
precipitators, and slurried limestone and economics of the facility as
injection systems for flue gas opposed to limiting the analysis to
desulfurization) may also see changes in the economics of the power plant or
thecharacteristics of the liquid waste boiler room.
stream as a result of co-firing.
However, as is the case with liquid o The analysis should investigate
leachate from fuel storage and liquid changes in:
wastes from ash collection systems, the
technology for cleanup is well developed a) Plant fuel expenses
and commercially available, b) Plant power requirements

c) Plant maintenance expenses
d) Plant labor expenses

Toxic and Hazardous Emissions e) Peak steam generating capacity
of the boilers due to co-firing.

Toxic and hazardous emissions may come
from two routes in co-firing: I) They o Within the electric utility industry,
may be formed through incomplete determination of the replacement fuel
combustion; or 2) They may result from value is very critical to the economic
toxic or hazardous materials which are success of' co-firing. It is less
inherent in the fuel prior to combustion, critical in other sectors of the
Examples of toxic compounds formed economy
through incomplete combustion are
fo_naldehyde, PCB's, and benzo-a-pyrene.
Examples of toxic materials in fuels o Debt service analysis for proposed co-
include lead, arsenic, antimony, mercury, firing opei_ations re,fires that the
asbestos, nickel and cadmium, anticipated capital costs for the new

or modified facilities be determined.

When toxic materials result from poor The capita] costs may include a very
combustion, they can be reduced or wide array of items dealing the fuel
eliminated by improving the combustion facilities, furnace modification,
conditions through better control of the pollution control equipment, waste
parameters of time, temperature, handling and disposal, and other
turbulence and proper fuel to air ratios, items. It's a long check list but
Toxic compounds which enter through the needs to be carefully evaluated in
fuel stream are more difficult to control order to avoid reaching erroneous
and, in fact, their fate once they enter conclusions about the economic
the combustion system is very difficult feasibility of a proposed project.
to predict. Fortunately, in the case of
most of the fuels which are co-fired,
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O The economics of co-firing may be The equipment oriented questions are
influenced by ownership of the plant directed at learning about the items of
site. This is due to tax equipment and/or modifications to
considerations which should be equipment which are necessary to do the
investigated as part of the overall com[_]ete project. The equipment related
economic analysis of the project, questions range from items needed for the

fuel supply, to fuel metering, to fuel
o There is an element of risk associated feeding, to boiler modifications, air

with any project. The history of co- pollution control systems, water
firing in the electric utility pollutioncontrol, solid waste handling
industry attests to the risks involved and disposal and related miscellaneous
in attempting to co-fire RDF in items. Once a checklist of equipment
boilers designed and built for firing items needed has been prepared, then the
coal. At the same time, the lists of projected cost for capital equipment and
successful co-firing operations in equipment modifications can be
other sectors of the economy indicate determined. The equipment check list can
that co-firing is technically and also be used to estimate the time

economically feasible under a wide required for design, manufacture,
variety of conditions, fhe message is delivery installation and startup of the
to consider the risks and the proposed or modified facility.
economic impact of late startups,
unscheduled shutdowns and other events
associated with co-firing and _o Environmental concerns may be very
include these risks in the overall important in the decision making process

economic evaluation of the project, for co-firing applications. A project
may be so extensive that it has potential

The Biomass Ene_'gy ProSect Deve/_2/_n_ impacts in the areas of air pollution,
Guideboo_ by Vranizan, J. M. et al, water pollution, solid waste, toxic and
published in July 1987 (available through hazardous substances, noise and others.
the Bonneville Power Administration) Before construction may proceed permits
discusses the economics of biomass must be issued for the project by all of

projects in its Chapter 6. The the concerned agencies at the federal,
presentation is broadly applicable to state, regional and local levels.
many co-firing projects and is Obtaining the req%lired permits may
recommended as a reference source, involve a significant effort and expense

as well as time delays in pursuing the
project, and these factors may be

A final comment concerning the many important in deciding whether or not to
economic considerations in planing and carry out the project.
evaluating co-firing projects: The
overall task typically involves several The economic feasibility of proposed
levels of detail starting with rough, co-firing projects can be determined
ball-park calculations and leading through careful consideration of all of
eventually to an indepth, detailed review the anticipated costs and benefits as
of the options. It is often work carried well as the risks associated with the
out by professional planners, engineers, undertaking. Before the economic
and economists using large, diverse data analysis can be completed, most of the
bases, questions associated with the fuel, the

equipment and the environmental concerns
need to be answered.

Decision Makin_ Criteria for Co-Firing
The financing of a project can be

Making the decision to proceed with a pursued after it has been determined that
co-firing project involves finding the proposed effort is economically
answers to questions which may be attractive. Financing options are
organized into categories of fuel, strongly dependent upon the type of
equipment, environmental concerns, ownership involved. The decision to
economics, finance and a category of pursue a project depends, of course, on
"other". the ability to obtain financing and,

therefore, that part of the decision
The fuel related questions should making process may be delayed.

_ttempt to determine how much fuel is
needed, what kinds of fuels are available
to meet the need, how long can you count The "other" factors to be considered

on being able to obtain each fuel as part of the decision making process
considered, what are the characteristics can be just as important as those dealing
of each fuel, what special provisions with fuel, equipment, environmental
must be made for each fuel and finally, concerns, economic feasibility and
how much do the alternative fuels cost in possible financing. Political problems
dollars per million BTU's. must be anticipated and dealt with,

timing of the project must be carefully
planned so that it can mesh with
production schedules, and planned down
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time. Institutional barriers must be

considered and recognized at the outset

of the project, and finally, it must be
determined that sufficient infrastructure

is available to support the proposed
effort.

If all of these considerations still

point to "GO", then the proposed
undertaking will have good prospects for
success. However, if the decision making

process uncovers a major problem area
that cannot be resolved or bypassed for

whatever reason, then it is important to
be able to decide on "NO GO" and to stop
further activity.
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Wood Ash as a Soil AdditiVe and Liming At Last_ An Affordable Commerolal Boiler
Agent That Burns Wet Biomass as Cleanly as Oil& Gas

A. Campbell
L. Etiegnl, Lawrence Dobson, R & D Director
R.L. Mahler Northern Light R & D

Forest Products and Soil Science Depts., _....... IUniversity of Idaho pver the past 16 years, Northern Light
_esearch & Development has built ii

'_his study evaluated wood ash as--an" 1 highly efficient and clean burning
lagricultural soil supplement and liming biomass combustion systems, official
material. Winter wheat (Triticum emissions testing, by Bonneville/EPA, of
_es%ivum) and poplar (popul_ sp.) were a residential-size prototype showed that
grown in a greenhouse on six different green wood can be burned as cleanly as
Idaho soils amended with different ash gas and oil. Particulate emissions were

concentrations. At ash levels equalto 0.228 grams per l_our, 1/33rd of the 1990
or lower than 2%, no detrimental effects EPA non-catalytic woodstove laboratory
were observed. In la=t, the biomass of emissions standard (using well-seasoned
the wheat and the caliper and height of lumber), 1/65th of the average state-of-J

the poplar cuttings increased more at 2% the-art catalytic woodstove emissions in
ash 940 metric tons/ha) than with the recent field studies, and 1/3 of the
control soil. These results suggest that cleanest pellet burner yet tested. This
wood ash could be used in agricultural particulate emissions level is 0.0076
applications as a low analysis fertilizer grains/dry standard cubic foot, one
containing potassium and as a liming quarter of Washington's stringent Best
agent. Land application of wood ash Available Control Technology standard,
could be less expensive and more which is attainable with present systems
environmentally sound than present_ only by installing expensive cyclone

ices. _landfilling pract separators, bag-house filters and.... electrostatic precipitators. The
prototype described above was tested with

fl
no stack clean-up equipment, electric
fans or controls. In the same test,
carbon monoxide emissions over a two hour

test period were four parts per million,
Physioal and Chemioal Properties of Hog which is 1/7500th of the Federal Auto
Fuel an_ _ines Erom a Classified Logyard Emissions standard, 1/100th of the gas
Waste industry's standard for "CO-Free

Combustion" , and 1/2 of the EPA's

Richard L. Folk @tandard for acceptable 24 hour indoor
Alton G. Campbell _ir quality ...... |
Dept. of Forest Products, College of

I

Forestry, Wildlife and Range Sciences, In 1987 The Washington State Energy
° University of Idaho Office funded an engineering prototype of

.... . a small 800,000 BTU/hr commercial

IDisposing of large volumes of logya_ retrofit boiler. Although not officially
"waste is a major problem for primary wood certified, combustion in this burner was
processors. Most logyard waste is still even cleaner than in the smaller

burned in combustors, landfilled, or prototype. In 1988, Vaagen Timber
stockpiled, but each of these disposal Products, Inc., a logging company in
methods causes environmental problems. Colville, WA.0 supported the development
The study evaluates the physical and of a 200,000 BTU/ht hot air furnace.

chemical properties of fresh and This furnace is state of the art, capable
stockpiled logyard waste separated into of burning the wettest wood (logs, chips,

three fractions by an industrial residue sawdust, etc.) extremely cleanly and
reclaim system that uses a rotary trommel efficiently. Primary and secondary air
screen and pneumatic classifier. The is precisely controlled by a
three fractions are rock, hog fuel and microprocessor continually monitoring
fines less than 5/16 inch. Fresh and input from various temperature and

: stockpiled material produced hog fuel position monitors and oxygen sensor in
that averaged 50% moisture content, 7% the exhaust stream. Exhaust gases are
ash content and 22 pounds per' cubic foot usually so cool that clear water is
(oven dry bas_s), and is burned as a condensed out in the heat exchanger.
boiler fuel to produce steam for lun_er This reclaims the heat of vaporization
drying. The fines are essentially and allows wet fuels to be burned as

neutral, pH = 7.2, and should have no efficiently as dry ones, at overall
detrimental environmental impact. The efficiencies above 90%° The unit can be

carbon to nitrogen ratio of the fines is fitted with a large hopper to hold
greater than 190:1 and therefore has no several day's fuel at one loading, lt
nutritional value as a soil amendment, will also burn pellets cleaner and more
In summary, the reclaim system reduced efficiently than cont_ercial pellet

- logyard waste volume by separating the_ burners, and can be operated withoutLmaterial into useable fractions. ____ electricity of necessary.
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The project Currently under way is CMNI Environmental Services, Inc. has
supported by a grant from the U.S. developed sampling and monitoring
Department of Energy, office of Energy- instrumentation to quantify biomass
Related Inventions. The project is to emissions fo_ a variety of pollutants.

carry the design-parameters of the hot- Sampling and monitoring have been
air furnace outlined above into a larger conducted for industrial point sources,

system, a l.5MMBTU/hr commercial low residential wood and other biomass-
pressure hot water/steam boiler fired by burning, in-home appliances, area-wide
wood waste and a variety of cther fuels, agricultural burning, and forestry-
It will have fully automated fuel feed related burning. Example results and
and ash-removal systems, a patented protocols will be presented and
combustion system which preheats instruments will be displayed.
combustion air above 1000°F in a silicon

carbide refractory heat-exchanger, a
highly efficient downdraft counterflow
boilerwater heat-exchanger, and fully
automated programmable electronic
controls. It is expected to be installed

this winter, with extensive emissions Implememtlng a Pellet Fuel Pilot Project
testing to be performed on a large on LIHZAP
variety of fuel types, including stringy

cedar bark, wet old hogged fuel, RDF Gary Whitney, Financial Specialist
pellets, recycling left-overs, and National Appropriate Technology
municipal waste. Assistance Sez_ice

Mr. Dobson has had articles in IThis paper describes how an EnergyAlternative Sources of Energy Magazine, Service Company (ESCO) can operate muchl
The Mother Earth News, and I_as presented like a utility to incorporate pellet fuel
papers at numerous technical conferences into the federal LIHEAP (Low-Income

throughout the world. Heating Energy Assistance Program)
program. Xn FY'89, LIHEAP provided over

! $1.3 billion to the states to be spent on
the energy bills of the program's low-
income clients. The vast majority of
these funds was spent with traditional
fuel providers such as natural gas and

Methods and Instzumentation foe the electric utilities, firewood, fuel oil,

Measurement of Emissions from Biomass and propane vendors.
Combustion

LIHEAP budgets are being stretched as
James E. Houck qualified applicants outnumber actual
Mark S. Fisher recipients by a three to one margin.
Stockton G. Barnett Lower cost pellet fuels provided through
Robert B. Roholt an ESCO arrangement, which includes
CMNI Environmental Services, Inc. financing, installation, and maintenance

I Particulate and gaseous emission fr0-m_ services, can help address this problem._he ESCO would be paid on a dollar/MMbtu
I biomass combustion represent a major' basis for the space heating it provides.

source of atmospheric pollutants world- L .......
wide. Carbon monoxide, PMI0 particles and The ESCO concept is feasible because the
toxic and carcinogenic products of combined costs of pellet fuel and an
incomplete combustion (PIC) from biomass annual appliance lease are still much
combustion present serious environmental lower than selected competing fuels. For

and human health problems. Quantifying example, electricity at the national
emissions from biomass combustion average price of $0.75 /kwh and 100%
requires specialized instrumentation and efficiency costs $22o00/MMbtu of usable
protocols. The inherent characteristics heat. Fuel oil at $1.50/gal. and 65%
of biomass emission streams which make efficiency costs nearly $17/MMbtu of
specially designed instrumentation and usable heat. Propane at $1.25/gai. and
protocols necessary include: (I.) tar- 75% efficiency costs over $18.50/MMbtu of
like emissions, (2) a high water vapor usable heat. Wood pellets, on the other
content, (3_ low gas velocities (4) high' hand, priced at $75/T, containing 8,200
particulat_ loadings, (5) variable btu/lb, and 80% efficiency cost only
emission rates and gas velocities, and about $5 75/M_tu of usable heat. Adding
(6) pragmatic considerations such as non-
standard sampling access and area-wide to the cost of fuel at $5.75/MMbtu, the
non-ducted sources. In addition, since ESCO would include the ann_al lease of

many of the compounds contained in the appliance, the cost of maintenance
biomass emissions are semi-volatile, the and sez_ice_ overhead, taxes, and a
difference between the particulate and profit. It is estimated that, including

all associated costs, the ESCO's price
vapor phase is often a matter of|

will be around $12 to $13/Mmbtu. Atdefintion .... _ $12/Mmbtu, the pellet fuel ESCO is 50%
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cheaper than propane, 42% cheaper than Boiler efficiency alone indicators thq
fuel oil, and 83% cheaper than benefits of cubing the material. Also in
electricity at the natlonal average the test the operator recorded bin _peeds
price, of:

Loose Straw_ CubQ__L__
On
Infeed 40%-60%ofi00% .06%-i.0%ofi00%

_MUlti clone, economizer and-baghouse

The Advamtages of Cubes, A Non- |prob_emswere reliev@ddueto burning the
Tradi%ional Biomass Fuel cubed fuel. ........And_.a representative from a

large boiler con_1_ng._ firm stated
Rick Tomlie, Head of Research and "There appeared to be _'9_..little

Development diSfeMence between the cubed stra_-_ .]
Warren & Baerg Manufacturing the premlum wood chips". .--_._/

'P_-6blems facing many co-generation 15_Harmful emissions can be greatly reduced
facilities range from transportation to - to below detectable limits set by the
fugitive combustion to emissions and dust E.P.A. - with the addition of _lcium

control. Briefly this paper will address _@droxide as a binder. Results of tests
these problems. With many biomass fuels conducted by the E.P.A. at Argonne
(planer shavings, sander dust, cotton gin National Lab on coal and waste paper
trash, shredded newsprint, dried sewage dens!lied together with CaOH as a binder
sludge, bark, wheat straw and turkey have been published by the University of
shavings) transportation costs become North Texas and are extremely encouraging
prohibitive at weights of four to twelve in the problem areas of sulfur dioxide,
pounds per cubic foot. Densification in tetra-chlorinated dloxins, tetra-
the cube form usually results in weights chlorinated furans, polyaromatic|
of twenty-eight to thirty-two pounds per hydrocarbons and polychlorinated /
cubic foot, bulk density, thereby biphenyls. •..........................................
increasing the payload for transportation

up to seven times._
_J

D_S£_em_ssion problems with fuels such as I
i

sander dust, dried sewage sludge, cotton l }
gin trash and turkey shavings have/

/ resulted in threats of plant closures_ _,/ Michlgamss Wood En@rgy Demonstration

with court injunctions. Dust reductions_/ Projectof up to ninety percent in fuels like_

sander dust and cotton gin trash ire\ David Nicholls, Research Associate
/ achieved by cubing the fuel a_ the\ Karen Potter-Wettex, Assistant Professor
/ source. (Re: Bohemia Lumber, Rocklin,/ Henry A. Huber, Professor
I CA and CAPCO plants in the San Joaqu_{ Department of Forestry, Michigan State

l.\Valley) University, East Lansing, Michigan

.......
5:_early ali the above mentioned fuels _though wood is the major biomass energy
create fugitive combustion problems in / source in Michigan, by many measures it
fluidized bed, traveling grate or// is underutilized. Michigan's Wood Energy
spreader stoker type boilers ..........................................Demonstration Project (WEDP) is designed

to help establish energy systems,
In a test conducted near E1 Nido, providing model demonstration sites for
California on July 9, 1989 at a CAPCO co- other organizations. Specific objectives
generation facility with a fluidized bed of the WEDP include identifying
boiler burning loose wheat straw and innovative wood energy technologies for
changing over to cubed straw, the industries and institutions, developing
following was observed: diverse demonstration sites, and

evaluating operating data from these wood

_i_Fz_ energy systems. A primary goal of the
Vapor Space program is to transfer practical
Temperature > 1,700°F 1,584"F information to individuals and

,organizations interested in pursuing wo0d 1
Bed lenergy projects.
Temperature < 1,300"F 1,669"F .......

_ The WEDP is one of six areas of a broader

program known as the Michigan Energy
Conservation Program (MECP), established
from oil overcharge funds to help
organizations state-wide reduce their
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energy costs. _ All businesses, Two other decisions that have contributed
governmental units, and not-for-_rofit to the successful operation of the dryer
organizations within Michigan were are the use of the latest electronic
eligible for the $300,000 wood energy control equipment and the recycling of
grant program. Proposals were evaluated dryer tube air. The electronic control
based on project economics, engineering equipment allows the dryer to operate
design, fuel supply characteristics, and with a minimum of operator oversight,
environmental impact. Facility tours thus lowering operation costs. Recycling
will be conducted for all demonstration dryer tube air lowers the temperatures
sites from September 1990 through and increases the humidity of burner
September 1991. Tours will be arranged exhaust air as it enters the dryer tube.
through Michigan's Cooperative Extension This reduces volatile organic compound
Service and will be free and open to the emissions and the risk of fire and
public, increases the dryer efficiency. The

dryer's final installed cost of $145,603
compares favorably with the $300,000 to
$500,000 cost of commercially available
systems, all of which would have higher
operation costs. The Energy Division
provided a $30,000 grant for the project

Wood Pellet Feedstoak Drying Byst_m /from its Bioenergy Demonstration Program.
Gerald Fleischman, Biomass Energy
Specialist
Idaho Department of Water Resources,
Energy Division

In the early eighties, pellet stoves were Integrated Resourae Recoveryz Combustion
appearing on the market and Jensen Lumber of RDF in a Fluidized Bed Boiler
Co., a small sawmill in southeast Idaho

specializing in lumber for the mining Michael L. Murphy, Vise President and R &
industry, decided to build a pellet fuel D

plant. The venture would be a good way Energy Product_ of Idahoto make use of waste wood from the

sawmill A low-interest znergy loan from _A_"comprehensive plan for solid wast_the Idaho Department of Water Resources, _anagement including recycling and reus
Energy Division helped Jensen Lumber as well as fluid bed combustion of the

install the plant. During the 1987-1988 refuse derived fuel provides the best
heating season, the demand for pellets possible means o_ solving the pending
increased dramatically and the amount of crisis with this nations' waste. This

dry residue wasthe limiting element in paper addresses the magnitude of the
Jensen Lumber's wood pellet production, problem and presents some specific design
However, there was a considerable amount information pertaining to combustion of
of wet residue available, refuse in an EPI fluid bed system. In

all instances, emissions from the fluid

The solution was to dry this residue, bed have been demonstrated to meet the /
The problem was that new commercially proposed EPA New Source Performance [

available dryers were too expensive, both _tandards. ......in te1_s of capital and operating costs. •
A dryer to do the job Jensen required
would cost from $300,000 to $500,000.

The answer was to implement an innovative
plan to make the operation technically
feasible and cost effective. This

required the use of dried wood pellet Emissions Control Improvements in Biomass
feedstock as fuel add the purchase of Combustion Systems
used equipment. The burner had to be
capable of operating solely on dry Garry P. Isaacs, Administrative Assistant
sawdust after the warm-up period, and the Procom Environmental Inc.
capital cost of the dryer had to be lower
than new commercially available units. Recent clean air legislation has provided

a necessity for serious flue gas cleanup.

Because alfalfa drying is not being done As a general rule, the baghouse has been
as much as it was, used alfalfa dryers recognized by the enforcement authorities
were available at a good price. This was to be the best available control
the type of dryer chosen. The burner can technology (BACT) for a biomass
run exclusively on dried sawdust after combustion process. Since baghouses
the warm-up period. It also has a commonly burn down or explode, they have
secondary combustion chamber which burns been largely undesirable for biomass flue
fines recycled from the dryer tube. This gas cleanup. For this reason, in the
adds to effeciency and reduces BACT top down al_alysis, a wet system is
particulate emissions.
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usually opted as best technology for wood estimates for traditional wood uses. The
waste combustion. FIBER model can be used to predict the

allocation of total forest biomas_s for

The use of water has been common in the on-site and off-site products.
scrubbing of particulate matter from a
biomass flue gas stream. The conversion Research is also underway to develop more

of an air pollution problem for a water _efficient methods for measuring logging /
pollution probl_m is not a solution to \residues in cutover units. Methods for J
the overall environmental requirement. _-a°suring both individual pieces and
Water treatmentequipment, in tandem with slash pile volumes from large-scale
the scrubber is becoming more and more aerial photographs are being tested.
popular in order to create a closed, zero Photo-based techniques for measuring
discharge circuit. Wet scrubbing has slash piles have yielded more accurate
evolved from simple showering or dunking estimates than traditional field
of the gas stream, to high energy measurement techniques. Several factors
scrubbing. There are many options contribute to this improved accuracy: 1)
available to accomplish wet particulate
scrubbing. It helps to understand the distances measured from photos are within
options in order to select the b_st and 1% of true ground distanc_s; 2)
most economic system for various biomass measurements can be made much more
applications. Large, unnecessary rapidly from photos; 3) aerial photos
expenditures on the part of the user can provide a better perspective 1_or making
be avoided if the options are understood, measurements; and 4) photo measurements
The proper application of particle/water are produced in a digital format,
droplet collisions can effect the eliminating any recording errors. Large-
collection of particulate from a gas scale photos also provide a detailed
stream in a more efficient manner than picture of the spatial distribution of

dry collection means and the residues within a harvest unit. Both the
size and distribution of pieces heavily

installations can be made at less cost. influence the economics of any _esidue
utilization or site preparation

i operations that are to be undertaken.

Biomass Bstlmatlon and Measur_asnt

techniques

Stephen E. Reutebuch FIZSVOO4 Reoove_w Using the Tza=tor
Lauri J. Shainsky Mo%1_tsd Fazml Wlnah

\ USDA Forest Service, Pacific Northwest Thomas Biltonen

Research Station Harry Lee

Forest Products Dept., Col l_ige of
As interest grows in the use of woody Forestry, Wildlife and Range Sciences,biomass for energy, forest managers need
to develop management strategies for University of Idaho

growing and processing fiber for energy. !Ali logging operations produce lar '-_lge_
Such strategies must be both ! volumes of leftover material. Disposal
environmentally sound and economically of this residue presents a large economic
profitable. One of the first tasks that burden to the small forest landowner.
must be accomplished is to improve Previous work estimates that for a
methods for characterizing available selective harvest anywhere from three to
biomass res_urces, both from a physical five cords per acre of three inch and

and an economical perspective. Extensive above material is left aft_kr cutting.
data are needed that describe the Utilizatlon of this residue could greatly
physical characteristics of various fiber increase a small private forestsources in terms of piece size, shape,
spatial distribution, and chemical landowner' s disposable Income. The small
makeup, forest landowner needs a method of

i...... ....... recovering this otherwise wasted

/ The Biomass and Energy Research Work unit/ resource. This proposal describes thisproblem and the work requ ired toof the Pacific Northwest Research Station '_

is conducting research to improve determine the feasibility of recovering
this residue with a farm tractor and I

techniques for estimating and measuring I skidding winch. ,_
forest biomass parameters. One such _....
endeavor is the development of the FIBER
model. FIBER is a computer program that
estimates the volumes and weights of
various components of a stand using taper
and wood density equations and stand and
utilization criteria supplied by the
user. Volume and weight estimates for

l _nergy products are generated along with
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Cost to Dellve: Sweet Sorghum the short harvest season, 8 weeks
F@zmontablom to a Central Pltnt compared to 16 weeks in Louisiana, where

sorghum and sugar cane can be processed

John S. Cundiff, Associate Professor sequentially in a sugar mill. A third
Virginia Polytechnlc Institute G State harvesting system, identified as the

Piedmont system, was envisioned which
University permits 30 days of whole-stalk storage

Ethanol as an oxygenating agent for before juice expression. Stalks are cut
gasoline is expected to be of with a pull-type harvester, stored in a
accelerating importance as more health windrow, and later hauled to the silo
issues are related to air quality. A where processing proceeds as previously

sugar crop, like sweet sorghum, has described.
potential because it produces large
quantities of both sugar (readily Cost to supply feedstock (up to the point
fermented) and fiber (potentially fermentation begins) for a 1 million GPY
fermentable via cellulose conversion) ethanol plant, assuming Option i, was
with less inputs than corn. With sweet $2.48/gai. expected ethanol yield (forage
sorghum a high tonnage of high moisture chopper system), $2.03/gai (pith combine
material must be handled to collect the system), and $2.35/gal (Piedmont system).
fermentables at a central plant, and If the silage used via cellulose
therein is the challenge, conversion (option 2), the cost is

$1.81/gal for the forage chopper system,

The concept for a sweet sorghum-for- $1.91/gal for the pith combine, and
ethanol industry in the Piedmont was $1.84/gai for the Piedmont. Cost
developed to encourage the involvement of decreased for the forage chopper and
a large number of growers with varying Piedmont systems in option 2 because the
acreages, perhaps as small as 30 acres, yield of ethanol per ton whole-stalks
It is hypothesized that the central mill increased. Cost increased for the pith
will buy whole-stalk sorghum standing in combine system for Option 2 because the
the field, and will contract for the silage yield per ton whole-stalks was
harvesting, Juice expression, ensiling, lowest of all three systems, consequently
and transport. Using commercial the total ethanol per ton whole-stalks
equipment to the maximum degree possible, was lowest. With current forage
the fol!o_,ing concept was developed, harvesting technology the Piedmont can
Whole-stalk sweet sorghum will be chopped compete with Louisiana in production of
with a forage chopper and hauled to a sweet sorghum for ethanol.
bunk silo. At the silo the chopped

material will be fed through a truck-
mounted screw press, the Juice collected
and shipped to a central plant, and the •
residue ensiled. Two options are /
explored for the silage: 1) it will be *
"sold" to the farmer as a credit against Uslmg the Personal Computer to Create
the price the plant pays for whole-stalk Bioenergy Information D&tLbases
sorghum, or 2) it will be owned by the
plant and stored in silo space rented kn Xnfozm&tlon Model on Bystemm for Using
from the farmer. Under Option 1 the Medium-Btu Prolysis Gas as a Fuel for

plant receives the Juice, ferments it Small Gas Turbines
directly during the estimated 8-week
harvest season, and concentrates the William H. Keown, Asst. Prof. of

: excess to syrup for use the remainder of Engineering
the year. Under Option 2 the mill uses The DuBois Campus, Pennsylvania State
the juice as in Option 1, and then uses University
cellulose conversion to make ethanol from

the silage for the remainder of the year. Have you often wished you could haul your
Ensiling on the farm for Option 2, rather filing cabinets with you to meetings, or
than transporting the whole-stalks to the have information st_ed in a convenient
mill (as is done with sugar cane}, avoids form that would permit easy and fast
a peak truck transport requirement during retrieval? Certainly we can not carry
the harvest season. Silage can be everything in our heads.

delivered as needed by a small fleet of
trucks operating year-round. Juice The task of building our own information
expression is expensive, and to improve databases (computerized filing systems)
the efficiency of the press a pith would be more appealing to some of us if
combine was envisioned which would we did not have to spend a let of time

collect only the sugar-rich pith from the deciding what software to purchase and
. center of the stalk (70% of mass) and even more time learning how to use some

drop the fibrous rind-leaf back into the of the complicated software now on the
field, market.

• The major obstacle to a sweet sorghum- The "home-grown" software package used
for-ethanol industry in the Piedmont is for this presentation was adapted from
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public-domain and ,'shareware" programs,
and consl,sts of a menu-driven "filing Today there are literally hundreds of

system" written in BASIC that can produce companies here in the U.S. and
screen displays of text files created by internationally experimenting, developing
the user. These ASCII files can be and producing alternatlve energy sources.
created with a simple, imbedded word In the U.S. alone, blo-mass conversion

processor, and can include abBt_acts, has taken various forms, (waste-to-
references, and other project notes up to energy, blended fuels, ethanol
eighteen lines maximum length. The gasification, etc.). Opportunities are
package requiresan IBM-PC computer with growing.
a CGA color monitor and a printer, if
available. A color/graphics adapter with Search North America, Inc. is a
video jack, a software projector, and a recruiting firm that provides support to
high-intensity overhead projector can be companies in the power generation, waste
used effectively for public presentations stream, and wood products industries.
of materials contained in database files. Our mandate is to recruit qualified,

"can-dc" professionals.

The primary objective of this
presentation is to describe how an

! easily-accessed bioenergy information
database can be creatc_ and, in

particular, to document and describe an
innovative energy system concept for
effectively using the hlgh-q,/allty, Rthanol _els for a Secure Future

medium-Btu gas from the pyrolysis of wood Ralph P. Overend
residues and organic waste materials as a Norman Hinman

supplementary fuel for small gas Stanley Bull
turbines. Solar Energy Research Institute

These light-weight engines are suitable 1
for installation on mobile power units The production of alternative
and can provide electric power, process transportation fuels such as ethanoland
heat, steam, and shaft power to meet methanol from biomass can potentially
remote-site energy needs of forest-based replace a major fraction of the gasoline_
industries as well as needs of consumed in the USA. Illustrated here i_ "_:

agricultural and other small industries a system based on dedicated crop
located in wooded regions, production and advanced applications ofbiotechnology to produce ethanol. '_'

E_19r_y _roD PrQ_hC__ig/l
Dedicated energy crops have the following
advantages: very significantly increase
the amount of biomass available for

energy; be grown in most regions of the
EmploymQnt Oppozt%mlties, 19g0,m and country, providing a widely dispersed
Beyond energy resource; create new crops to

enhance income in the agricultural
Search North America, Inc. sector; ensure that biomass feedstocks

are available throughout the year;

As many know, the U.S. is the single greatly reduce land erosion as compared
greatest consumer of fossil fuel in the to conventional crops; reduce the rate of

world. We Americans consume CO2 accumulation in the atmosphere;
approximately 50% of all oil that is enhance U.S. energy security; and, lessen
refined, and nearly 20% of all other the balance of payment deficit by
fossil fuel (coal, coal shale, clum, reducing the need for imported petroleum.
etc.). Most of this use is for

generation of power and for fueling our Biq_9onver_on Pl_rht
automobiles. In using such _ vast The advanced biomass conversion plant has
quantities of fossil fuel we have become the following enviromnental and economic
dependent on other countries and advantages: at the goal of $0.60/gallon
contribute to the growing air/water all energy requirements for the plant are
pollution problem, provided by burning the lignin component

of biomass and excess electricity is
Also, America generates over 16 million available for sale; all organic waste
tons pcr day of bio-mass/MSW/industrial material is recovered and used as plant
waste which is expected to increase to 20 fuel and minimal amounts of solid waste

million tons per day before the 21st are produced; lignin contains essentially
century. Much of this bio-mass is no sulfur, therefore, its use as plant
convertible to a usable energy source, fuel results in no sulfur emission to the

In fact, it is estimated that 6-7% of the atmosphere; no fossil energy is used in
current oil consumption could be the advanced case, therefore no net CO 2
conserved by converting bio-mass, is produced; most of the process water is
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recycled to the plant and makeup water * Oregon State University - Biomass Fuel
requirements are minimal. Characterization: Testing andEvaluating the Combustion

j The p roj ect ed economics of Characteristics of Selected Biomass

lignocellulosics to ethanol plants Fuels.

compare favorable with arto fuels derived * U.S.F.S., Pacific Northwest ResearchStation - Mitigation of Prescribed Fire

from $25/Bbi crude oil. Atmospheric Pollution Through Increased

1989(_) Goal(1) Utilization of Hardwoods, Piled

$/gal S/gal. Residues, and Log-Needled Conifers.
" * Oregon State University - Municipal

Materials
Wood 0.52 0.28 Solid Waste Combustion: Fuel Testing
Chemicals 0.04 0.02 and Characterization.

Utilities
Electricity 0.05 (0.04)
Water 0.01 0 01

Labor 0.05 0.02
Overhead & Maintenance 0.25 0.I0

Annual Capital Charge 0.43 0.21 Boonomio Impact of Xndustzial Wood Bnerqy

Total Annual Cost $1 35 $0.60 Use in the Southeast Region of the United" States

Note 1. Wood cost in 1989 at $42/dry ton C. David Stephenson, Tennessee Valley
and for goal at $34/dry ton. Authority, Southeastern Regional Biomass

Energy Program

.....I More than I000 commercial and industrial
installations in the Southeast burn wood

fuels. Collectively, these facilities
consume 44.3 million green tons of

Biomass Znergy - An Bnvironmentally fuelwood and 41.7 million tons per year
Preferred and Sustainable option of "black liquor" residues. Considering

the entire direct and indirect impacts of

Craig L. Chase, Consultant industrial wood energy expenditures as
Biomass Energy Systems and Energy they ripple through the economy,activities associated with the use of
Resource Management industrial wood energy resulted in the

This display focuses on the Congressional production of over 71,000 jobs and $1
mandates of: matching local resources to billion in personal income for the
local energy needs, technology transfer Southeast region in 1987. In addition, a
and technical informations assistance, total of $237 million in State and
resource assessments, environmental Federal tax revenues were generated

impact identification, abatement and through wood energy related economic
mitigating and local economic activities. Growth projections indicate

' that by the year 2000, industrial wood
development, energy utilization will generate

Highlighted are: approximately 97,000 jobs and $1.4billion in income in the Southeast '\

The state bioenergy program activities I region. •....
of; assistance on state regulatory and

institutional considerations,
environmental impact definition and
resolution, technical assistance,
technical information dissemination, and

support to industry.

Technical projects; Wood Fired Steam Generation System for
the University of Idaho District Heating

• Clearwater-Potlatch Timber Protective System
Association and University of Idaho -
Recovery of Forest Residues, Harvest Thomas R. Sawyer, Facilities Engineering
and Collection System. Manager; Larry A. Kirkland, Energy
• Hermann Brothers - Cost and Engineer; University of Idaho, Physical

Productivity of Multiple-Product Plant Division
Processing Equipment for Small Diameter _
Trees. ; This paper is a general overview of the

• Glacier Log Homes wood fired dry kiln project to convert the University of
: using mill residues. Idaho's Power Plant from natural gas to

• University of Washington - Spider wood waste as a primary fuel source. It
Demonstration, mechanical harvesting on includes the history and background of

steep slopes, the project; the economic analysis used
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to select the combustion system; a

general description of the plant and a
more detailed description of the fuel and
the combustor/gasifier; and discussion of
some of the problems we have had and some
things we would do differently i_ We _!_ _' i
it '

This project began in 1981 as a means to
control the annual increase in University

heating and cooling costs due to rapidly
escalating prices for Natural Gas and
Fuel Oil. A consultant evaluated all

energy options available to the
University in 1982 and then coal and wood
in more detail in 1983. This study

confirmed that burning waste wood and hog
fuel from local mills would be the most
cost effective way to heat the campus.

Because there are a variety of ways to
burn wood, the University issued a

Request for Proposals (RFP) for a
design/build project that would best fit
the University's needs and the wood fuel
available. From the variety of wood
fired combustion systems proposed, the
university selected a reciprocating
grate, gasification type combustor to go
under an "A" type heat recovery boiler.

Construction started in 1986 and was

completed in 1987. Startup, testing and
adjustments continued through 1988. In
1989, about 85% of the steam generated at
the Power Plant was produced from wood
fuel. This increased to about 90% in

1990. We expect this ratio to continue
at about 90% wood and 10% gas in the
future due to scheduled maintenance

outages and peak loads during extremely
cold weather.
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NATIONALBZOENERGYCONFERENCESCHEDULE

The Coeur d'Alene Resort
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho

Saturday,March 16 - Saturday,March 22, 1991

Monday, March 18, 1991

8:00 am - 5"00 pm NATIONAL MEETING OF STATE ENERGY COORDINATORS

5:00 pm - 7"00 pm EVENING REGISTRATION

7:00 pm - 9"00 pm EARLYBIRD SOCIAL

Tuesday Morning, March 19, 1991

8"00 am -.10"00 pm MORNING REGISTRATION

, 8:45 am - 9"00 am OPENING COMMENTS (John C. Hen,dee,Dean, College of FWR)
:

9"00 am - 9"20 am WELCOME COMMENTS (KeithHigginson, Director, IDWR)

9:20 am - 10:05 am KEYNOTE ADDRESS (J. Michael Davis, Asst. Secretary - U.S.
DOE)

10:05 am - 10:30 am BREAK

10:30 am - 11"15 am KEYNOTE ADDRESS (James Jura, Bonneville Power
Administration)

11"15 am - 12"00 am KEYNOTE ADDRESS (John Zerbe_,Wood Energy Program Manager,
Forest Products Lab)

= 12"10 am - 1"15 pm LUNCHEON

" 12"40 pm - 1"15 pm LUNCHEONADDRESS (PatMcCarty,EngineeringManager. Tacoma
Public Utilities)

We regret that SenatorMark O. Hatfield had to withdraw from the Keynote Session
due to unanticipatedcommitmentson the floor of the U.S. Senate.
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CONCURRENT SESSIONS: T..uesday,March 19, 1991, I:30- 5:00 p.m..

SESSION I" SESSION II:

Tuesday BIOENERGYDEVELOPNENTBIOENERGYAND TIlE
afternoon AND APPLICATIONS ENVIRONMENT

Moderator G. Galinato T. Miles, Jr

1"30- 2:00 Project development Waste reduction(J.D.
guidebook Kerstetter)
(J.M. Vranizan)

2:00- 2:30 Agriculturalcrop Landfillgas
bioenergy from Kansas developmentand end
{R.G. Nelson) use

(D. Vonasek)

2:30 - 3:00 Biofuels program in Toxins from co-firing
Hawaii biomass fuels

: (V.D, Phillips) (D.C. Junge)

3:O0 - 3:30 BREAK BREAK

3"30 - 4:00 Cogenerationat Clean Air Act impacts
plywood and lumber on bioenergy
mills applications
(J.R. Host) (C. James & D. Bray)

4"00 - 4"30 Cogenerationat wood Clean Water Act
products industrial impactson bioenergy=

parks aFplications
(S.K. Vasenda) (T. Wilson)

4:30 - 5"00 Market dynamics of Biomass energy
, biofuels in applicationsin the

; California Southeast (P. Badger)
(W. Delaney & G.

° Zane)
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Tuesday Evening
q

7"00 pm - 9:30 pm TECHNICALFORUMSESSION

I Land application of wood ash (A. Campbell)
2 Hog fuel from classified logyard waste (R. Folk)
3 Wet hog fuel combustion technology (L. Dobson)
4 Measuring emissions from biomass combustion (J. Houck)
5 Implementing pellet pilot project (G. Whitney)
6 Fuel cube processing (R. Tolmie)
7 Energy demonstration projects in Michigan (D. Nicholls)
8 Woodpellet feedstock drying system (G. Fleischman)
9 RDF Combustion in a fluidized bed boiler (D. Albertson)
10 Emissions control improvements in biomass combustion systems

(G. Isaacs)
11 Biomass estimation and measurement techniques (S. Reutebuch)
12 Firewood recovery using the Farmi winch (T. Biltonen)
13 Sweet sorghum as an ethanol source (J. Cundiff)
14 Creating bioenergy information databases (W. Keown)
15 Employment opportunities_in power generation during the 1990's

(P. Davis)"..
I6 Ethanol fuels for a secure future (R. Overend)
17 Biomass energy as an environmentally preferred and sustainable

option (C. Chase)
18 Industrial wood energy in the southeast region (C.D. Stephenson)
I9 Wood fired steam generation for a district heating system (T.

Sawyer)

. Tuesday Evening

7"35 pm - 8"00 pm Lumberjackdemonstration
9"05 pm - 9:30 pm Lumberjackdemonstration

=,

£
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CONCURRENT SESSIONS,Wednesday, March 20, 199!, .8:30-- 3"50 p.m.

SESSION II: SESSION III: SESSION IV:

Wednesday BIOENERGY AND THE BIOENERGYFROM BIOENERGY
Morning ENVIRONMENT AGRICULTURAL, COMBUSTION

FOREST AND URBAN TECHNOLOGY
RESOURCES

Moderator P. Fox C. Chase A. Campbell

8:30 - 9:00 Wood ash disposal Sweet sorghumas an
and utilization ethanol source
(A.G. Campbell) (J. Cundiff)

9:00 - 9:30 Wastewater Wood gasification
renovation in in Alaska
biomass plantations (D.C. Tomlin)
(D. Mengel)

9:30 Energy from Tax reform and
10:00 landscapersand biomassplantations

land fills (W.C, Siegel)
(T.R. Miles, Jr.)

10:00 - BREAK BREAK BREAK
10:30

10:30 - Anaerobicdigester Combustionof wood
11:00 case studies in and refuse derived

North Carolina fuel pellets
(P.D. Lusk) (D.J. Bushnell)

11:00 - Feasibilityof Performanceof
11:30 char-recirculation cordwood stoves

biomass (J.E. Houck)
gasification
(K.R. Purdy)

11:30 - Rapeseedoil as a A universitywood-
12:00 renewablefuel fired boiler case

(D. Auld) study
(H,P. Steinhagen)

- 12:00 - 1:15 LUNCHEON

12:30 - 1:10 LUNCHEONADDRESS (Dr. H. M. Hubbard)
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SESSIONIII: SESSIONIV:

Wednesday BIOENERGYFROM BIOENERGY
Afternoon AGRICULTURAL, COMBUSTION

FORESTANDURBAN TECHNOLOGY
RESOURCES

Moderator L. Johnson R.L. Folk

1:20 - 1:50 Ethanol from mixed Pellet stove
waste paper demonstration
(J. Kerstetter) project

(G. Fleischman)

1:50-2:20 Ethanol from Combustion of
refuse-derived densified refuse-
waste derived fuel and
(J. Barrfer) mixed waste paper

(D.J. Bushnell)

2:20-2:50 Low temperature Performance of wood
anaerobic digestion biomass pellet
(L.M. Safley) stoves

(J.E. Houck)

2:50-3:30 National survey of Potential
densified biofuel industries for
manufacturers converting from
(G. Whitney) fossil fuels to

wood residue
(D. Stevenson)

3:20-3:50 Energy from Co-firing mixed
forestry operations fuels in direct
through harvesting combustion systems
and processing (D. Junge)
(M. Lambert)

4:15-6:15 COEURD'ALENE LAKE CRUISE

6: 30-8: 30 CONFERENCEBANQUET
6:30-7:30 DINNER
7:30-8:15 ENTERTAINMENT
8:15-8:30 TOURINFORMATION& CLOSINGREMARKS
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Thursday March 21, 1991

7:00-8:00 PRE-TOUR BUFFET BREAKFAST
8:00-6"00 TOURS

ENERGY PRODUCTS OF IDAHO (EPI)
(fluidbed combustion technology)
COEUR D'ALENE FIBER FUELS
(densifiedbiomass fuel manufacturing)
WASHINGTON WATER POWER GENERATINGFACILITY

(electricalgenerationwith biomass)
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PARTICIPANT LIST

National Bioenergy Conference
The Coeur d'Alene Resort

March 18 - 21, 1991

Phil Adamsak Doug Albertson Steven Anderson
BPA Energy Products of Idaho Washington Water Power
2075 SW 78th Ave 4006 Industrial Ave. P.O. Box 3727

Portland OR 97225 Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 Spokane WA 99220-.3727
503-297-6787 208-765-1611 509 482-4744

Kurtis Atkinson Dick Auld Phillip C. Badger

Oklahoma Dept. of Agricu University of Idaho TVA/NFERC
Forestry Divison PSES Dept CEB IC-M

Oklahoma city OK 73105- Moscow ID 83843 Muscle Shoals AL 35630
405-521-2864 ex288 885-7078 205-386-3086

Andy Baker Dick Barrell John W. Barrier
Forest Products Lab R.K. Darrell TVA/NFERC
1 Gifford Pinchot Drive 2710 Sunrise Rim Rd_ sui CEB IC-M

Madison WI 53705 Boise ID 83705 Muscle Shoals AL 3566
608-231-9472 208-344-8502 205-386-2527

Dale Barten Tom Biltonen Dale Borgford

Turbo Burn Inc. University of Idaho Domino MFG.

4225 E. Joseph College of Forestry 958 Westover
Spokane WA 99207 Moscow ID 83843 Colville WA 99114
487-3609 509-684-8776

Stephen C. Brand Paul Brown Mike Buchart

Thermogenics, Inc. University of Idaho LA Dept of Ag & Forestr

3620 Wyoming Blvd. NE St Physical Plant PO Box 3334
Albuquerque NM 87111 Moscow ID 83843 Baton Rouge LA 70821
505-298-4381 885-,6246 504-922-1280

Dwight J. Bushnell Ellen O. Bussert James Butler

Oregon State University Office of t,Ae Governor US Dept of Agriculture
Dept. of Mechanical Engi 212 State Capitol PO Box 748

Corvallis OR 97331-6001 Oklahoma City OK 73105 Tifton GA 31793
503-737-2575 405-521-2342 912-386-3585

Alton G. Campbell David L. Carlson cindy Carroll

University of Idaho CO Dept of Agriculture Dept of Natural Resourc

Dept. of Forest Products Resource Analysis Sectio Division of Energy

Moscow ID 83843 Denver CO 80203 Jefferson city MO 6510
208-885-7094 303-239-4112 31,4.-751-5953

Linda Cawley Craig Chase Ben Cobb
State of Idaho Biomass Energy Systems USDA Forest Service

_814 Inglewood Rd. 4532 133rd Ave. SE 1720 Peachtree St. N.W,
Boise ID 83705 Bellevue WA 98006 Atlanta GA 30367
208-327-7982 206-641-1238 404-347-3847

=

: Kirk Conger James Conners Dick Corser

Nebraska Energy Office State Planning Office C/O Corset Resources
PO Box 95085 State House Station 38 4209-6 Ave

Lincoln NE 68509-5085 Augusta ME 04333 Edson AB Canada T7E IA
402-471-2867 207-289-6040 403-723-5934
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Chuck Cox John Crouch John S. Cundiff

Clean Combustion Wood Heating Alliance Agriculture Engr. Dept.
1630 Harding St. Box 327 VPI & SU
Enumclaw WA 98022 New Plymouth ID 83655 Blacksburg VA 24061-03
206-825-9194 208-278-5512 703-231-7603

A.B. Curtis Jr William Dameworth Philip Davidson
USDA Forest Service Potlatch Corp. Davidson Industries, In
100 W. Capitol St. Ste # PO Box 1016 P.O. Box 7
Jackson MS 39269 Lewiston ID 83501 Mapleton OR 97453
601-965-4358 208-799-1519

J.Michael Davis Patrick Davis Linda DePaul

US Dept of Energy Search North America Michigan State Universi
Forestry Bldg. 620 SW 5rh Ave. UP Cooperative Extensio
Washington DC 20585 Portland OR 97204 Marquette MI 49855-189

906-228-4830

William Delaney Lawrence Dobson Harold M. Draper
Mason, Bruce & Girard, I Northern Light Tennessee Valley Author
PO Box 218 1385 33rd Ave. S Forestry Bldg.
Redding CA 96099 Seattle WA 98144 Norris TN 37828-2001

(206)325-6472 615-632-1647

Sandy Emerson Paul Erickson Gerald Fleischman
Energy Products of Idaho Myers Engineering ID Dept of Water Resour
4006 Industrial Ave. 750 Warm Springs Ave. Energy Resource Section
Coeur d' Alene ID 83814 Boise ID 83712 Boise ID 83702
208-765-1611 208-336-1926

Richard L. Folk Pat J. Fox Chris Freeman

University of Idaho Bonneville Power Admin Nevada State Conservati
Dept of Forestry U.S. Depto of Energy Capitol Complex
Moscow ID 83843 Portland OR 97232 Carson City NV 89710
208-885-5850 503-230-3449 702-687-6977

Gerry D. Galinato Joe P. Gentry Paul George
Idaho Dept. of Water Res ASTA George's Washington Log
1301 North Orchard Stree 100 Main Street Suite 45 PO Box 8

Boise ID 83720 Little Rock AR 72201 Port Angles WA 98362
208-327-7963 501-324-9006 206-452-7490

Sambhunath Ghosh Ron Green Jack Griswold

University of Utah Coeur d'Alene Fiber Fuel US Forest Service
-_ Dept of civil Engineerin 3550 W. Seltice Way 324 25th

Salt Lake City UT 84112 Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 Ogden UT 84401
801-581-6931 208-765-0608 801-625-5524

Howard Edgar Hale Leonard Hamilton

Haines

Montana Dept. Natural Re Panhandle Health Distric Turbo Burn Inc.

1520 E 6th Ave 4009 Laurel Ave. 4225 E. Joseph
Helena MT 59601 Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 Spokane WA 99207
406-44406775 208-667-3481 487-3609

Paul Hamilton Gerald Hanks Ed Hansen

___ Turbo Burn Inc. University of Idaho Scott Paper Co.
4225 E. Joseph Physical Plant PO Box 925
Spokane WA 99207 Moscow ID 83843 Everett WA 98206
487-3609 885-6246 206-259-5754

Patrick Harris Gregory Head John C. Hendee
Klawock Timber Alaska, I University of Idaho

_ 3183 Easton Ave. P.O. Box 69 College of Forestry, Wi
Boise ID 83706 Klawock AK 99925 Moscow ID 83843
208-342-5214 907-755-2244 885-6442

Brian D. Hensley Frank Hereford Robert Hereford

State of Tennessee E & F TruckiDg E & F Trucking

320 6th Avenue North 6th 3415 West Central 341,5 West Central
Nashville TN 37243-0405 Missoula MT 59801 Missoula MT 59801
61.5-741-2994 406-721-1328 406-721-1328



Nathan Hesterman Keith Higginson Hunter Horvath

University of Idaho ID Dept. of Water Resour Vaagen Bros Lumber Co.
College of Forestry 1301 N. Orchard 565 W Sth
Moscow ID 83843 Boise ID 83720 Colville WA 99114

509-684-5071

John R. Host James E. Houck Jim Howard

J.H. Company OMNI Enviromental Servic Forestry Sciences Lab
Retired 10950 SW Sth St. #160 P.O. Bxo 3890
Missoula MT 59802 Beaverton OR 97005 Portland OR 97208

503-643-3755 503-231-2030

H.M.(Hub) Hubbard Norman Hudson Paul S. Hughes
Resources for the Furtur State of VT National Wood Energy As

Retired Public Service Dept. 777 N. Capital St. NE
Washington DC 20036 Montpelier VT 05602 Washington DC 20002

802-828-2393 202-408-0664

Diane Hunt Paul Jacobson Chris James

Dept Natural Resource Kootenai Co. Solid Waste USEPA Regional I
Division of Energy 500 Government Way 1200 6th Ave.
Frankfort KY 40601 Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 Seattle WA 98101
502-564-7192 208-769-4402

Jeff James Warren Jamison Bob D. Jensen

US Dept of Energy Western Area Power Admin Jensen Lumber Company I
Richland Support Service 1.627 Cole Blvd. PO Box 6
Richland WA 99352 Golden CO 80401 Ovid ID 83260
509-376-9450 303-231-1615 208-847-0889

:

Gerald Johnson Leonard R. Johnson Ray Jorgensen

NATAS/NCAT University of Idaho Jorgensen Engineering I
: PO Box 2525 Forest Products 18562 Wallingford Ave.

Butte MT 59702-2525 Moscow ID 83843 Seattle WA 98133
406-494-4572 885-6600 206-542-3976

Oscar Julio David C. Junge James 'Jura

University of Idaho University of Alaska Bonneville Power Admln
Student 3221 Providence Avenue

Moscow ID 83843 Anchorage AK 99508 Washington DC
907-786-1900

Michael Keesee William H. Keown Jim Kerstetter

: NEOS Corportion Penn State Unviersity WA State Energy Office
1540 River Park Drive St Dubois Campus 803 Legion Way FA-II
Sacramento CA 95815 Dubois PA 15801 Ol_pia WA 98504
916-922-4536 814-375-4732 206-956-2069

Larry Kirkland Jim Kling Earle Kollmar

University of Idaho Applied Resources & Tech Way-Tech Sales, Inc.
Physical Plant PO Box 1487 745 Clark DriVe

Moscow ID 83843 Elma WA 98541-1487 Vancouver BC Canada V5
208-885-6246 206-482-2681 604-254-1030

James Kuester Frederic Kuzel Michael Lambert
Arizona State University Council of Great Lakes G

Dept of Chemical & Bioma 310 Michigan, 10th Floor PO Box 3890

Tempe AZ 85287 Chicago IL 60604 Portland OR 97208
602-965-5071 312-427-0092 503-231-2030

Harry Lane Robert E. Lease Edward Lempicki

Dept. of Energy N.J. Bureau of Forestry
Office of Natural Progra PO Box 3623 CN404 TR

Washington DC 20588 Portland OR 97267 Trenton NJ 08625
202-586-1733 503-326-2967 609-292-2431

Bob Levins Don Loan Frances Loan

Arkansas Forestry Commie John Chopot Lbr Co. Inc. John Chopot Lbr Co. Inc
5901 Eagle Creek PO Box 206 PO Box 206

North Little Rock AR 72 Colville WA 99114 Colville WA 99114
_ • 501-664-2531 509-684-4569 509-684-4569
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Philip Lusk Earl Marcellus Linda Marcellus
NC Energy Division Intl Lumberjack Shows Intl Lumberjack Shows
430 N. Salisbury St.
Raleigh NC 27611 Leavenworth WA Leavenworth WA
919-733-2230

Pat McCarty Max McClintick David M. McClure
Tacoma Public Utilities University of Idaho OMNI Enviromental Servi

FOrest Products 10950 SW 5th St. #160
Tacoma WA Moscow ID 83843 Beaverton OR 97005

885-5798 503-643-3755

Nathan McClure Chester McKinney Jr BarriO-Lynn Medeiros
Georgia Forestry Commiss McKinney Lumber, Inc NH Gov Energy
PO Box 189 PO Box 960 2.5 Becon Street
Macon GA 91298-4599 Sheffield AL 35660 Concord NH 03301
912-744-3353 205-381-6350 603-271-2711

Dennis Mengel Pam Miles Thomas R. Miles Jr
North Carolina Universit Thomas R. Miles Consulti Thomas R. Miles Consult
CH2M Hill 5475 SW Arrowwood Lane 5475 SW Arrowwood Lane
Atlanta GA 30303 Portland OR 97225-1323 Portland OR 97225-1323
404-523-0300 503-292-0107 503-292-0107

Brent Mitchell Robert Mitchell Ralph Monahan
Aqua Marine Ent Inc Aqua Marine Ent Inc U.S.F.S. - S&PF
102 S. Court St. 404 102 S. Court Ste. 404 Box 150
Florence AL 35630 Florence AL 35630 Medford WI 54451
1-800-462-3648 205-767-7986 785-7297

Allan Moon Ernie Moore Dan Moran
MD Forest Park & Wildlif Governor's Energy Office Wisconsin Division of E
Tawes State Office Bldg. PO Box 12428 PO Box 7868
Annapolis MD 21012 Austin TX 78711 Madison WI 53707-7868
301-974-2782 512-463-1931 608-266-1067

Gary Morgan Steve Morgan Mike Murphy
Western Area Power Admin Technical Development Co Energy Productsof Idah
1627 Cole Blvd. 11 Beacon St. Ste. #100 4006 Industrial Ave°
Golden CO 80401 Boston MA 02108 Coeur d' Alene ID 8381
303-231-1615 617-523-7557 208-765-1611

Sonny Murphy Wayne Murphy Richard G. Nelson
Sterling Energy Equities USDA Dept of Agriculture Kansas State University
7000 Central Parkway sre Cooperative Research Ser Kansas Extension Servic
Atlanta GA 30328 Washington DC 20250-220 Manhattan KS 66506-250
404-698-0663 202-401-4089 913-532-6026

David Nicholls Russell A. O'Connell Ralph Overend
Michigan State Universit CONEG Solar Energy Research I
Dept. of Forestry 400 N. Capitol St. NW St 1617 Cole Blvd.
E. Lansing MI 48824 Washington DC 20001 Golden CO 80401
517-353-5485 202-624-8454 231-1450

Hoyt Pattison Victor D. Phillips William H. Pickering
Southwest Bio-Energy, In Hawaii Natural Energy In Lignetics, Inc
Star Rt., Box 58 2540 Dole Street, Holmes 1401 S. Oak Knoll Ave.
Clovis NM 88101 Honolulu HI 96822 Pasadena CA 991109
505-389-5369 808-956-2348/2335 818-795-7557

Chris Picotte Kenneth R. Purdy Carol Purvis

Montana Dept. Natural Re Tennessee Technical Univ EPA - Research Triangle
1520 E. 6th Ave Dept. of Mechanical Engi EPA - MD 63
Helena MT 59601 Cookville TN 38505 Research Triangle Park
406-444-6751 919-541-7519

b

Steve Reutebuch George Roether Rick Rogers
USDA Forest Service Fiber Resource Recovery, State of Alaska
Forestry Sciences Lab P.O. Box 1593 P.O. Box 190869
Portland OR 97208 Ogden UT 84402 A[ichorage AK 99519
206-553-7815 801-621-7824 907-261-7243
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Ann Saari Lawson M. Safley Steve Sargent

Pacific County NCSU B & A Western Area Power Admi
PO Box 187 Box 7625 1627 Cole Blvd.

South Bend WA 98586 Raleigh NC 27695_7625 Golden CO 80401
206-875-9337 919-737-3121 303-231-1615

Susan Savitt Tom SawYer Kurt Schmidt

Technical Development Co University of Idaho Modoc Energy Products
II Beacon St. Ste. #I00 Physical Plant P.O. Box 257
Boston MA 02108 Moscow ID 83843 Klamath Falls OR 97601
617-523-7557 208-885-6246 503-884-3177

Mark Schrock John A. Sebelius Damian Sedney

Kansas State University USDA Forest Service University of Idaho

Dept. of Agricultural En PO Box 96090 College of Forestry
Manhattan KS 66506 Washington DC 20090-609 Moscow ID 83843
913-532-5580 202-453-9383

William C. Siegel Alex Sifford Pat Simmons
Oregon Dept. of Energy Simmons Densified Fuels

701 Loyola Ave #10210 625 Marion NE. 2318 South First Street
New Orleans LA 70113 Salem OR 97310 Yakima WA 98903

504-589-6652 503-378-2"778 509-453-6008

Rort simmons George Simons Kenneth Skog
Simmons Densified Fuels, CA Energy Commission USDA Forest Products La

2318 South FirSt Street Energy Dev. Div. One Gifford Pinchot Dr.
Yakima WA 98903 Sacramento CA 95814 Madison WI 53711

509-453-6008 916-324-3553 608-231-5360

Sty Slote Don Smith Eric D. Smith

Public Service Departmen Turbo Burn Inc. ESA Process Equipment
State Office Bldg 4225 E. Joseph 1014 W. 39th St.

Montpelier VI 05651 Spokane WA 99207 Vancouver WA 98660
802-828-2393 487-3609 206-737-2712

Jennifer Snead Narvel Somdahl Mario R. Souza

Dept Mines, Mineral, & E DPS/Energy University of Idaho
2201 W. Broad St. 900 American Cneter Bldg Forest Products
Richland VA 23220 St. Paul MN 55101 Moscow ID 83845
804-367-6883 612-297-2117 208-885-6126

John Steigers Peter Steinhagen David Stephenson
Washington Water Power C University of Idaho SE Reg Biomass Energy P
P. O. Box 3727 Forest Products 435 CEB

Spokane WA 99220 Moscow ID 83843 Muscle Shoals AL 35660
509 482-4155 208-885-6802

Fred Sterling Don J. Stevens Kirk Stokes
Cascade Research Inc NEOS Corportion

2096 Odl Arbon Valley ro 2952 George Washington W 165 S. Union Blvd., sre
Pocatello ID 83201 Richland WA 99337 Lakewood CO 80228
208-233-8208 509-37 5-3124 303-980.1969

Dave Swanson Paul Szabara Rick Tolmie

Western Area Power Admin PA Bureau of Forestry
1627 Cole Blvd. 2150 Herr St. 39950 Rd. 108

Golden CO 80401 Harrisbury PA 17105 Dinuba CA 93618
303 -231-1615 717 -787 -2015 209-591-6790

_ Don Tomlin John R. Topp Kent C. Tresidder
US Bur. Indian Affairs Belgrade Wood Products Bureau of Land Manageme
1675 C St. 251 Arden Drive PO Box 2965

: Anchorage AL 99501-5198 Belgrade MT 59714 Portland OR 97208
907-271u4124 406-388-8866 503-280-7070

Jane Turnbull Thomas Turner Cliff Tuttle

PG&E/R&D Utah Energy Office Pope & Talbot
3400 Crow Canyon Rd. 335 West North Temple P.O. Box 8171
San Ramon CA 94583 Salt Lake City UT 84180 Portland OR 9720'7
415-966-5528 801-538-5428 503,-228-9161
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Joe Van Gulik William Van Segen Sandra Vasenda
Van Gulik/Oliver, Inc US Forest Service West Virginia Universit
543 Third Street Box 3623 206 Percival Hall

Lake Oswego OR 97034 Portland OR 97208 Morgantown WV 26506-61
503 635-3734 503-326-2727 304-293-7550

David G. Vonasak John M. Vranizan James A. Wall

Sweet Edwards/MOON, Inc Croll, Hatch & Assoc Inc

18912 N. Creek Parkway S PO Box 8583 2320 South Dupont H W¥
Bothell WA 98011 Portland OR 97297 Dover DE 19901

302-739-4811 ex256

Garry Waylett Steve Wegman Jerry Whitfield
Way-Tech Sales, Inc. SD Public Utilities Comm Pyro Industries

745 Clark Drive St. Capitol Building 11625 Airport Road
Vancouver BC Canada V5L Pierre SD 57501 Everett WA 98204

604-254-1030 605-773-3201 206-348-0400

Gary Whitney Dennis Wiesenborn Tom Wilson
WA State Energy Office ND State University USEPA

809 Liegion Way SE FA-II Dept. of Agricultural En Office of Water Plannin
Olympia WA 98507-1211 Fargo ND 58105-5626 Seattle WA 98101

701-237-7277

George Wiltsee Jim Wimberly John B. Wogan
NEOSCorportion Winrock International Allchem International I
3569 Mt. Diablo Blvd., S 1611 N. Kent St. S. Tower 600 17th St. S

Lafayette CA 94549 Arlington VA 22209 Denver CO 80202
i 415-284-3780 703-525-9430 303-893-9969

Steve Wojciechowski Pat Woodell Jerry Wright
State of Alaska Washington Water Power

243 Keystone Rd. P.O. Box 190869 PO Box 3727

Sheridan W¥ 82801 Anchorage AK 99519 Spokane WA 99220
307-674-9617 907-261-7243 509-482.-4112

Lynn L. Wright Steve Wulf Walter Zachritz

Martin Marietta Energy S Kootenai Co Solid Waste New Mexico State Univer

Oak Ridge Nat. Lab. 500 Government Way SW Technology Developme
Oak Ridge TN 37831-7044 Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 Las Cruces NM 88003-00
615-574-7378 208-769-4402 505-646-1846

Glenn Zane John I. Zerbe

Mason, Bruce & Girard, I Forest Products Lab.
PO Box 218 One Gifford Pinchot Driv

Redding CA 96099 Madison WI 53705
218-231-9319
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